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1.1 The evolution of spectra from late M dwarfs to cold planets. Late M dwarfs are similar to blackbodies with features from metal hydrides and oxides, alkalis, and molecules like water. L dwarfs have more pronounced features, including strong pressure-broadened alkali lines. T dwarfs see the emergence of methane bands throughout the spectrum and have deeply carved, non-blackbody-like spectra, looking most similar to Jupiter, which has similar features but is only ~130 K. Figure courtesy M. Cushing. 14

1.2 Effect of clouds on brown dwarf spectra. Brightness temperatures of two models with effective temperatures of ~1400 K are shown. The cloud-free model is shown in blue; in the cloud-free model, deep, hot layers (1800–2000 K) are probed in the near-infrared (1–1.5 µm). The location of the forsterite cloud is indicated by purple lines, showing the top (defined as $\tau_{\text{cloud}} = 0.1$) and bottom of the cloud layer. The cloudy model is shown in orange; the cloud opacity limits the depth probed in the near infrared and warms the atmosphere, causing higher brightness temperatures at longer wavelengths. 16

1.3 Color-Magnitude Diagram of Brown Dwarfs and Directly-Imaged Planets. Brown dwarfs are shown as open circles and directly-imaged planets are shown as filled circles with error bars. The color of the point indicates the spectral type of the object. Directly-imaged planets look similar but not identical to their brown dwarf brethren. In particular, for the few directly-imaged planets that have been spectral typed, their near-infrared colors appear to be redder than brown dwarfs of corresponding spectral types. 27

1.4 Pressure-temperature profiles and condensation curves from $T_{\text{eff}}$=2400 to 200 K. 28
2.1 Color-magnitude diagrams of L and T dwarfs. Top: Observed brown dwarf $J-H$ color is plotted against the absolute $H$ magnitude for all known brown dwarfs with measured parallax. M dwarfs are plotted as black circles, L dwarfs as red circles, and T dwarfs as blue circles. Observational data are from Dupuy and Liu (2012). Models are plotted as solid lines. Blue lines are cloudless models and red lines are cloudy ($f_{sed}=2$) models that include iron, silicate, and corundum clouds. Each labeled temperature marks the approximate location of the model with that effective temperature. The surface gravity of all models is $\log g = 5.0$ (1000m/s$^2$). Bottom: Same as above, but $J-K$ color is plotted against the absolute $K$ magnitude.

2.2 Na$_2$S index of refraction. The real and imaginary parts of the sodium sulfide index of refraction from the two sources used are plotted as a function of wavelength. Montaner et al. (1979) observational data are shown as a blue dashed line. Khachai et al. (2009) calculations are shown as a pink dashed line. The interpolated values used for the Mie scattering calculation are shown as pink circles.

2.3 The pressure-temperature profiles of model atmospheres are plotted. Models at 400, 600, 900, and 1300 K are shown, and the effective temperature of the model is labeled on the plot. The surface gravity of the 400 K model is $\log g=4.5$; for the hotter models, $\log g=5.0$. We show cloudless models in blue, and cloudy models with $f_{sed}=2$ (red) and 4 (orange). Condensation curves for each condensate species are plotted. The cloudy models include the condensates Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl. Note that for each case, increasing the cloud thickness increases the temperature at a given atmospheric pressure. The 1-6 $\mu$m photosphere of each model is shown as a thicker line.

2.4 The model spectra are plotted as brightness temperature vs. wavelength. cloudless, $f_{sed}=2$, and $f_{sed}=4$ models are shown. The solid horizontal line indicates the temperature at the base of the each cloud, and the dashed horizontal line denotes the temperature of the layer in which column extinction optical depth of the cloud reaches 0.1. Note that for all clouds in the $T_{eff}$ 1300 K model, the column optical depth model never exceeds 0.1. The maximum column optical depth of the Na$_2$S clouds ($\tau$ at the cloud base) is calculated using the $f_{sed}=4$ models and labeled on each plot.

2.5 Model spectra. From top to bottom, $T_{eff}=1300$ K, $\log g=5.0$; $T_{eff}=900$ K, $\log g=5.0$; $T_{eff}=600$ K, $\log g=5.0$; $T_{eff}=400$ K, $\log g=4.5$. We show cloudy models with $f_{sed}=2$ and 4 which include the condensates Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl and cloudless models for comparison. Note that for the $T_{eff}=400$ K, $T_{eff}=600$ K and $T_{eff}=900$ K models, the cloudy models are progressively fainter in $Y$ and $J$ bands and brighter in $K$ band as the sedimentation efficiency decreases. In contrast, for the $T_{eff}=1300$ K case, the clouds do not significantly change the spectrum.
2.6 Model spectra with iron/silicate clouds. As in Figure 2.5, from top to bottom, 
\( T_{\text{eff}} = 1300 \text{ K}, \log g = 5.0; \ T_{\text{eff}} = 900 \text{ K}, \log g = 5.0; \ T_{\text{eff}} = 600 \text{ K}, \log g = 5.0; \ T_{\text{eff}} = 400 \text{ K}, \log g = 4.5 \). We show cloudy models with iron/silicate/corundum clouds (no 
sulfide clouds) with \( f_{\text{sed}} = 2 \) and cloudless models for comparison. Note that 
these clouds, unlike the sulfide clouds in Figure 2.5, significantly change the 
shape of the 1300 K model. ..................................................... 55

2.7 Pressure vs. column optical depth. The column optical depth of each cloud 
species is plotted. The solid lines denote the clouds examined in this study: 
\( \text{Na}_2\text{S}, \text{ZnS}, \text{KCl}, \text{Cr}, \text{and MnS} \). The dashed lines show the column optical depths 
of models that include only the more refractory clouds corundum (\( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \)) iron 
(Fe), and forsterite (\( \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 \)) to show where those clouds would form in 
comparison to the sulfide clouds. All models use \( f_{\text{sed}} = 2 \). The shaded grey area 
shows the region of the atmosphere which lies within the \( \lambda = 1 \) to 6 \( \mu\text{m} \) 
photosphere. Note that the \( \text{Na}_2\text{S} \) cloud is by far the most important of the added 
clouds for the 600 K model in the near-infrared. Also note that if the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \), Fe, 
and \( \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 \) persisted to effective temperatures of 900-1300 K, they would be 
quite visible, which would not match observations. ...................... 58

2.8 The column optical depth of the \( \text{Na}_2\text{S} \) cloud above the bottom of the 1-6 \( \mu\text{m} \) 
photosphere in each model is plotted as a function of model effective temperature. 
The curves connecting the points are there to guide the eye. Three different 
surface gravities are shown and all models use \( f_{\text{sed}} = 2 \). The column optical depth 
peaks at temperatures of about 600 K, and models with higher surface gravity 
have a greater \( \text{Na}_2\text{S} \) column optical depth. ...................... 59

2.9 Color-magnitude diagrams for M, L, and T dwarfs. As in Figure 2.1, observed 
ultracool dwarf color is plotted against the absolute magnitude for all known 
brown dwarfs with measured parallax. In the top 3 plots, \( J-K \) color is plotted 
against absolute \( J \) magnitude; in the bottom 3 plots, \( J-H \) color is plotted against 
absolute \( H \) magnitude. All photometry is in the MKO system. M dwarfs are 
potted as black circles, L dwarfs as red circles, and T dwarfs as blue circles. 
Observational data are from Dupuy and Liu (2012); Faherty et al. (2012). The 
locations of the brown dwarfs Ross 458C and UGPS 0722-05, the objects to 
which we compare model spectra to observations in Figures 11 and 12, are 
shown with a purple star and square symbol, respectively. Models. Models are 
potted as lines. Each labeled temperature marks the approximate locations of 
the model with that effective temperature. Three representative gravities are 
plotted: from left plot to right plot, \( \log g = 4.0, 4.5, \text{ and } 5.0 \). Blue lines are 
cloudless models and red lines are cloudy models (\( f_{\text{sed}} = 5, 4, 3, \text{ and } 2 \) from left 
line to right line in each plot) that include the opacity of only the newly added 
clouds—\( \text{Na}_2\text{S}, \text{Cr}, \text{MnS}, \text{ZnS}, \text{and KCl} \). ...................... 62
2.10  Color-color diagrams using WISE and near infrared data. Observed $J-H$ versus $H-W2$ colors of L and T dwarfs (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) and proposed WISE Y dwarfs (Cushing et al., 2011; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012) are plotted. For $J$ and $H$ bands we use MKO photometry. L and T dwarfs are plotted as red and blue dots, respectively. WISE Y dwarfs are plotted as purple error bars; Y dwarfs with magnitude upper limits are shown in pink. Model photometric colors are shown as solid and dashed lines; the blue line shows a cloudless model and the red lines show two cloudy models (from left to right, $f_{\text{sed}}=4$ and $f_{\text{sed}}=2$). Each labeled temperature marks the approximate location of the models with that effective temperature. Many of these cold brown dwarfs have photometric colors closer to the cloudy models than the cloud-free model. The left plot shows log $g=4.0$ and the right plot shows log $g=5.0$.

2.11  Ross 458C near-infrared spectrum comparison between data and models. Three different models are compared to the observed spectrum and photometry of Ross 458C from Burgasser et al. (2010). The left panels show the near-infrared spectra; the right panels show the same spectra and models with near- and mid-infrared photometry. Yellow points show $J$, $H$, and $K$ photometry; orange show Spitzer [3.6] and [4.5] photometry; red show WISE W1, W2, and W3 photometry. The filters for the photometric bandpasses are shown with corresponding colors along the bottom. The top row shows a cloudless model spectrum that best matches the data, which has an effective temperature of 800 K and surface gravity log $g=4.0$. The middle row shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using iron and silicate clouds. The bottom row shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using sulfide clouds. Both cloudy models have significantly lower effective temperature (100-250 K cooler) than the cloudless best-matching model.

2.12  UGPS 0722–05 near-infrared spectrum comparison. Two different models are compared to the observed spectrum of UGPS 0722–05 from Lucas et al. (2010). As in Figure 2.11, the left panels show the near-infrared spectra; the right panels show the same spectra and models with near- and mid-infrared photometry. Yellow points show $J$, $H$, and $K$ photometry; orange show Spitzer [3.6] and [4.5] photometry; red show WISE W1, W2, and W3 photometry. The filters for the photometric bandpasses are shown with corresponding colors along the bottom. The top plot shows a cloudless model spectrum that best matches the data, which has an effective temperature of 550 K and surface gravity log $g=5.0$. The bottom plot shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using sulfide clouds; it has an effective temperature of 500 K, log $g=4.5$, and $f_{\text{sed}}=5$. 
3.1 Pressure–temperature profiles of GJ 1214b with condensation curves. Top: solar composition models and condensation curves. Bottom: 50× solar models and condensation curves. Cloud-free $P-T$ profiles are shown as solid black lines; cloudy (KCl and ZnS clouds) models are shown as dashed lines. The cooler (left) models in each panel assume that the absorbed radiation from the star is redistributed around the entire planet, the warmer (right) ones assume that the radiation is redistributed over the dayside only. Condensation curves of all relatively abundant materials that will condense in brown dwarf and planetary atmospheres are shown as dashed colored lines. See §2.5 for a description of the models.

3.2 Results from photochemical calculations for C-bearing species at 1× (top) and 50× (bottom) solar metallicity. The volume mixing ratio at each pressure level of the atmosphere is shown for the major C-bearing species. The left and right panels shows the results using an eddy diffusion coefficient of $K_{zz} = 10^7$ and $K_{zz} = 10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. A fraction of the C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, and C$_2$H$_6$ and HCN formed are assumed in this study to form the photochemical haze layer; CO, CO$_2$, and CH$_4$ do not readily form haze material.

3.3 Comparison of reducing and oxidizing species for 50× solar, $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ photochemical model. The volume mixing ratio of the major oxidizing species (OH) and summed mixing ratio of all the major reactive reducing species (C$_2$H, C$_2$H$_3$, CH, CH$_2$, CH$_3$, CN) are plotted. There is significantly more reducing material at the pressure levels where we form hazes, so we assume that higher-order hydrocarbons will continue to grow to potentially form condensed hydrocarbon soot-like particles.

3.4 Slant optical depth. The slant optical depth at 1 µm in four representative atmosphere models are shown. Two models include equilibrium clouds (KCl and ZnS) within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) framework; the other two models include a hydrocarbon (soot) haze as described in Section 3.2.4. The three models with enhanced (50× solar) metallicity generally match the observations (see spectra in Figures 3.6 and 3.10) and have similar slant optical depths between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$ bar. The solar metallicity model has a lower optical depth and does not match observations.

3.5 Reported transmission spectrum data compared to equilibrium cloud models of solar composition atmospheres. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. Model spectra for cloud-free and cloudy solar atmospheres are plotted with corresponding model photometric points for the bands with data. We plot both ‘dayside’ models, which assume no redistribution of heat to the nightside of the planet, and ‘planet-wide’ models that assume that the heat is fully redistributed. Cloud-free models have features in the optical and near-IR that are inconsistent with data; cloudy models have somewhat smaller features in the near-infrared, but the features are not small enough to be consistent with the data.
3.6 Reported transmission spectrum data compared to equilibrium cloud models of 50× solar composition atmospheres. Data and models are plotted as in Figure 3.5. Cloud-free models have features in the optical and near-IR that are inconsistent with data; the cloudy 'dayside' model has a relatively flat spectrum that is generally consistent with the data.

3.7 The effect of particle size on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to 50× solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have 50× solar composition and use the photochemical results for $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ models. All models use a 3% soot-forming efficiency ($f_{haze}$) so the mass of haze particles in each layer is the same. Particle size has a strong effect on the cloud opacity. The smallest particles are the most optically thick in the optical; large particles are fairly optically thin because, given the same amount of cloud mass, their number density is significantly lower.

3.8 The effect of $f_{haze}$ on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have solar 50× solar composition, a 0.05μm mode particle size, and $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Higher values of $f_{haze}$ lead to optically thicker clouds and a more obscured transmission spectrum.

3.9 The effect of vertical mixing on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have solar 50× solar composition, a 0.1μm mode particle size, and a soot-forming efficiency $f_{haze}=3%$. The eddy diffusion coefficient $K_{zz}$, which parametrizes the strength of vertical mixing, is varied between $K_{zz}=10^7$ to $10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. $K_{zz}$ has a strong effect on the cloud opacity. More vertical mixing lofts more soot-forming material high in the atmosphere; the cloud is therefore most optically thick in the near infrared for $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

3.10 The effect of both metallicity and hazes on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition and 50× solar models, with and without hydrocarbon hazes. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have a 0.1μm mode particle size, and a soot-forming efficiency of 5%. The eddy diffusion coefficient $K_{zz}$, which parametrizes the strength of vertical mixing, is $K_{zz}=10^7$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Solar composition models with hazes generally are generally not flatted enough to become consistent with the data.
3.11 $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ for 50× solar models with hazes. The goodness-of-fit parameter $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ for each of the 50× solar hydrocarbon haze models is plotted. $K_{zz}=10^7$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ is on the left and $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ is on the right. At each particle size and $f_{\text{haze}}$ value, the shading indicates the goodness of the fit with lighter shades indicating a better fit. It is clear that small particles and moderate to high $f_{\text{haze}}$ is necessary to reproduce the majority of the observed transmission spectrum. The range of well-fitting models is larger for the more vigorous ($K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$) vertical mixing.

3.12 Comparison of steam and cloudy H-rich atmosphere models. A 100% water atmosphere is compared to two cloudy H-rich models in the near-infrared. With a higher-fidelity near-infrared spectrum, these models could be easily distinguished. Locations of strong absorption features from H$_2$O, CH$_4$, and CO$_2$ are noted. The Hubble Space Telescope G141 grism has a maximum resolving power of 130 in the range 1.1–1.7 µm.

3.13 Comparison of steam and cloudy H-rich atmosphere models in the mid-infrared. The models from Figure 3.12 are shown for a wider wavelength range. The 100% water atmosphere model shows water vapor features of a similar amplitude from 1–20 µm. However, for both of the cloudy models, the clouds become significantly less optically thick at longer wavelengths than they are in the near-infrared where current data exists. This means that in the mid-infrared, the features are much larger.

4.1 Partly cloudy model atmospheres. This cartoon illustrates our approach to calculating pressure–temperature profiles in radiative–convective equilibrium for partly cloudy atmospheres. We calculate the flux separately through two columns: one that does not include cloud opacity and one that does. We then sum these fluxes to calculate the total flux, according to the fraction of the surface we assume to be covered by holes, $h$. $h = 1$ represents a fully clear atmosphere; $h = 0$ represents a fully cloudy atmosphere. For the models in the grid presented here, $h = 0.5$.

4.2 Absorption and scattering efficiencies. The results of the Mie scattering calculation ($Q_{\text{scat}}$ and $Q_{\text{abs}}$) for water clouds of three particle sizes are shown. These results are for single particle sizes, not a distribution of sizes. All three show similar general properties, with low $Q_{\text{abs}}$ in the optical rising into the infrared and the strongest absorbing feature around 3 µm. Larger particles are more efficient at both absorbing and scattering for most wavelengths.

4.3 Absorption efficiency of water ice particles and absorption cross section of water vapor. The absorption efficiency $Q_{\text{abs}}$ of water ice particles of three particle sizes (0.5, 5, and 50 µm) is shown (left axis). These results are for single particle sizes, not a distribution of sizes. The absorption cross section of water vapor is shown on the right axis. The phase change of water substantially changes the wavelengths at which it strongly absorbs, filling in many of the regions where water vapor is transparent.
4.4 Cloud properties for sulfide/salt and water clouds at three temperatures. The geometric column optical depth is shown as solid lines. The effective (area-weighted) mode radius of the cloud particles at each pressure is shown as dashed lines. The $1-6 \ \mu m$ photosphere is shown as the shaded gray region, and the $\tau = 1$ line is shown to guide the eye. Thin water clouds form in all three models, but only become optically thick in the two coolest models. Mode particle sizes are small ($3-5 \ \mu m$) for $T_{\text{eff}} = 275$ K and larger ($5-20 \ \mu m$) for the 200 K model. The sulfide/salt clouds form and become optically thick in the photosphere of the 400 K model but are optically thick below the photospheres of the cooler two models as they form more deeply.

4.5 Single Scattering Albedo for water and $\text{Na}_2\text{S}$ cloud. For models with $T_{\text{eff}} = 200$ K and 275 K, the single scattering albedos of both the water and $\text{Na}_2\text{S}$ cloud are shown for a single atmospheric layer. The water cloud forms high in the atmosphere (2 bar and 0.03 bar for the layers shown from the 200 and 275 K models, respectively) and the $\text{Na}_2\text{S}$ cloud forms deeper (200 and 60 bar, respectively). The sulfide cloud single scattering albedo is relatively uniform, rising from $\sim 0.6$ in the optical to 0.9 at 10 $\mu m$. The water cloud single scattering albedo has many more features, which vary with particle size (the mode particle size is $\sim 20 \ \mu m$ for the 200 K model and $\sim 5 \ \mu m$ for the 275 K model; the single scattering albedo is calculated for the distribution of particle sizes calculated using the cloud code). In the optical the single scattering albedo is 1.0, which means that the water clouds do not absorb efficiently at short wavelengths.

4.6 Pressure–temperature profiles for three representative temperature and two gravities are shown. The thicker black line indicates the location of the $1-6 \ \mu m$ photosphere. The shaded salmon region shows where the atmosphere is convective. The dashed lines show condensation curves for each substance expected to condense in thermochemical equilibrium. The curve represents the pressure–temperature points at which the partial pressure of the gas is equal to the saturation vapor pressure; to the left of the curve, the partial pressure of each gas is higher than the saturation vapor pressure and the excess vapor will form a cloud. The kinks in the profile in the upper atmosphere are numerical and do not represent ‘real’ features in the atmospheres of Y dwarfs. Fortunately, the kinks lie above the regions of the atmosphere from which flux emerges and so they do not pose a problem for this work.
4.7 Opacities of the major constituents of Y and T dwarfs. We choose four representative P–T points in the photospheres of models at three different temperatures (all with log g=5.0): $T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K (P=10 bar, T=1300 K), $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K (P=10 bar, T=800 K and P=0.3 bar, T=300 K), and $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K (P=1 bar, T=170 K). We multiply the molecular opacities (cm$^2$/molecule) by the number density of that molecule in a solar metallicity atmosphere in thermochemical equilibrium to get a opacity per volume of atmosphere. In this temperature range, the abundances of CO and CO$_2$ drop by orders of magnitude. Water vapor remains an important opacity source in the top three panels, but drops significantly in the bottom panel because of water condensation. NH$_3$ and CH$_4$ gradually become more important as objects cool. PH$_3$ may also be an important absorber for the Y dwarfs in the mid-infrared.

4.8 Model spectra of three effective temperature (450, 300, 200 K) at two gravities (log g=4.0, 5.0) and cloud parameters $f_{\text{sed}}=5$, $h=0.5$. Locations where each of the major molecules in the atmosphere peak in absorption are marked by the bands along the top. The near- and mid-infrared are carved by overlapping bands of water, methane, and ammonia absorption. The mid-infrared is also affected by PH$_3$.

4.9 Model spectra at four effective temperature spanning mid-T to Y dwarfs (900, 600, 450, 300 K), log g=4.5, and cloud parameters $f_{\text{sed}}=5$, $h=0$ (900, 600 K) and $h=0.5$ (450, 300 K). Spectra are rescaled such that the flux at the peak of J band is the same for all models. Note the change in the shape of the near-IR spectral windows. J and H bands narrow as ammonia and methane increase in abundance. Ammonia absorption in Y band causes the band shape to bifurcate for the coolest model.

4.10 Clear and cloudy spectra of models of three effective temperature (450, 300, 200 K) with log g=5.0 and cloud parameters $f_{\text{sed}}=5$, $h=0.5$. Blackbodies of equivalent effective temperatures are shown as dashed gray lines. Each of the models shown for a given temperature has the same P–T profile; the cloud-free spectrum is the flux calculated through the clear column and the cloudy spectrum is the flux calculated through the cloudy column. Summed together, they have the correct effective temperature. More flux is able to emerge from the clear column because the opacity is lower. For the 450 K model, the greatest flux difference between the cloud-free and cloudy models is in Y and J bands. In the 300 K model, the greatest flux difference is at the flux peak at 4.5 $\mu$m where the water clouds absorb strongly. For the 200 K model, the water cloud is very optically thick and within the photosphere, so at all the wavelengths where the water cloud absorbs, the flux emerging from the cloudy column is significantly limited.
4.11 Spectra of models in which we vary the two free parameters of the patchy cloud model, $h$ and $f_{\text{sed}}$. All the models shown have $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K. In the upper panel, $h$ is varied from 1.0 (cloud-free) to 0.2 (80% of the surface covered in clouds) and $f_{\text{sed}}=5$. In the lower panel, $f_{\text{sed}}$ is varied from 3 to 7 and $h=0.5$. The flux is redistributed when an atmosphere is cloudy; all models have the same total amount of energy emerging. Most prominently, clouds decrease the flux in the major flux peak at 4–5 $\mu$m and redistribute that energy from the flux peak into other parts of the spectrum. For example, the cloudiest model is significantly brighter at the $K$ band peak than the cloud-free model.

4.12 Spectra of models including disequilibrium chemistry at $T_{\text{eff}}=450$, 300, and 200 K and $\log g=5.0$. All disequilibrium models use eddy diffusion coefficient $K_{zz}=10^6$ cm$^2$/s and include CO/CH$_4$ and N$_2$/NH$_3$ disequilibrium. Near- and mid-infrared spectra are shown on axes with different linear scales to facilitate viewing small changes in spectra. At 450 K, in disequilibrium slightly more flux emerges from $Y$, $J$, and $H$ bands, the shape of the 4.5 $\mu$m peak changes, and slightly more flux emerges from 8–12 $\mu$m. At 300 K, the equilibrium and disequilibrium models do not differ as strongly, though the shape of the 4.5 $\mu$m peak changes. At 200 K, the equilibrium and disequilibrium models are indistinguishable.

4.13 Shape of the $H$ band over the late T to Y sequence. As ammonia and methane absorption on the blue and red sides of the $H$ band, the peak narrows. The disequilibrium models ($K_{zz}=10^4$ cm$^2$/s) narrow more slowly on the blue side where ammonia absorbs because disequilibrium chemistry decreases the amount of NH$_3$ and increases the amount of N$_2$. The locations of spectral indices used to classify T dwarfs are shown (Burgasser et al., 2006; Delorme et al., 2008).

4.14 Shape of the red optical and $Y$ band over the late T to Y sequence. The spectra are normalized to the same peak flux in $Y$ band. The strength of the potassium feature at 0.77 $\mu$m decreases as the brown dwarf cools.

4.15 Gravity signatures in near- and mid-infrared. Each panel shows a wavelength range centered on a prominent molecular window, from top left, $Y$, $J$, $H$, $K$, 3–4.5 $\mu$m, and 6–12 $\mu$m. The inset panels for the near-IR bands show normalized version of the feature to show how the shape changes. In $Y$, $J$, and $K$, high gravity broadens the shape of the window: between 3.5–4.6 $\mu$m, the lower gravity spectra are more strongly influenced by absorption by PH$_3$, changing the shape of the feature.

4.16 Color–magnitude diagrams at $\log g=5.0$. L and T dwarfs are shown in gray, Y dwarfs are shown in green with error bars. Y dwarf parallax data is from Dupuy and Kraus (2013); Beichman et al. (2014). L and T dwarf photometry is from Dupuy and Liu (2012). The top left panel shows $Y-J$ vs. $M_Y$; the top right panel shows $J-H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom left panel shows $H-K$ vs. $M_H$; the bottom right panel shows $H-[4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. The temperatures along the side show the magnitude at which the 50% cloud-free/50% cloudy model has that temperature (solid purple line).
4.17 Color–magnitude diagrams at log g=4.5. L and T dwarfs are shown in gray, Y dwarfs are shown in green with error bars. Y dwarf parallax data is from Dupuy and Kraus (2013); Beichman et al. (2014). L and T dwarf photometry is from Dupuy and Liu (2012). The top left panel shows $Y - J$ vs. $M_Y$; the top right panel shows $J - H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom left panel shows $H - K$ vs. $M_H$; the bottom right panel shows $H - [4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. The temperatures along the side show the magnitude at which the 50% cloud-free/50% cloudy model has that temperature (solid purple line).

4.18 Model brown dwarf spectra with NIRSpec sensitivity limits. The brown dwarf spectra are scaled to represent objects 5 pc away from Earth and smoothed and binned to R~1000. All models have log g=4.5. Solid lines are the converged 50% cloud coverage models from this work. Dotted lines are cloud-free models with the same temperature and gravity from Saumon et al. (2012). The top panel shows the sensitivity limits assuming $10^5$ seconds of observation time in each of the three NIRSpec channels to observe a spectrum with a SNR of 10. The bottom panel zooms into the spectral region between 2.9 and 5.0 µm.

4.19 Model brown dwarf spectra with MIRI sensitivity limits. The brown dwarf spectra are scaled to represent objects 5 pc away from Earth and smoothed and binned to R~1000. All models have log g=4.5. Solid lines are the converged 50% cloud coverage models from this work. Dotted lines are cloud-free models with the same temperature and gravity from Saumon et al. (2012). The sensitivity limits represent $10^5$ seconds of observation time in each of the four MIRI channels to observe a spectrum with a SNR of 10.

4.20 Spectra of model planets with $T_{\text{eff}}=450, 350, 250$ K, smoothed to R~45 at 1.65 µm. Spectra are shown as contrast ratio to a blackbody with the temperature and radius of a G0 dwarf. The black dashed lines show expected contrast around a G0 star for GPI (near-IR) and LBTAO (mid-IR) for a moderately bright star ($I=7$). Solid colored lines show low gravity (log g=3.0) and dashed lines show moderate gravity (log g=4.0) for directly-imaged planets.

5.1 Spectra of partly cloudy models from $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$ K to 200 K. Each pair of panels shows a different summed $T_{\text{eff}}$. Spectra for each $T_{\text{eff}}$ are calculated using a single 50% cloudy model with the cloud parameter $f_{\text{sed}}=5$ in radiative–convective equilibrium. The spectra represent two heterogeneous hemispheres of a 50% cloudy brown dwarf. Apparent $T_{\text{eff}}$ of each hemisphere is shown in parentheses. The flux ratio (the ratio of the plotted spectra) is shown in the bottom panel of each pair.
5.2 Color–magnitude diagrams for partly cloudy models. The center medium-sized dot represents the 50% cloudy model in radiative–convective equilibrium. The connected large and small dots show the photometry of the clear and cloudy columns respectively. The $T_{\text{eff}}$ corresponding to each color is shown on the right of each panel. The observed brown dwarfs with distance measurements are shown as gray open circles (Dupuy and Liu, 2012). The top panel shows $J-H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom panel shows $[3.6]-[4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. 

5.3 Top panel: Perturbed and unperturbed pressure–temperature profiles (left) and heating functions (right). The baseline models at $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ and 1000 K are shown in black. The colored lines show models with $P-T$ profiles calculated including an additional energy source with the shape of the heating function in the right panel. Bottom panel: the ‘pressure spectrum’ of models with $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$, 700, and 400 K. The colored bars show the same pressure levels as the top panel, at which the perturbations to the profiles are centered. The black lines show the approximate location of the $\tau = 2/3$ pressure level as a function of wavelength for the unperturbed models.

5.4 Spectra of models with heated $P-T$ profiles from baseline $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$ K to 400 K. Each pair of panels shows a different $T_{\text{eff}}$. The baseline model is shown as a black line. The red, gold, and blue lines show models with 5% of the surface covered in a hot spot, with heating at 0.1, 1, and 10 bar, respectively. The flux ratio (the ratio of the heated model divided by the baseline model) is shown in the bottom panel of each pair.

5.5 Color–magnitude diagrams for models with perturbed $P-T$ profiles. The larger black point shows the photometric point of the ‘baseline’ model for $T_{\text{eff}}=400$–1000 K (in 100 K increments). The colored points show photometry for $P-T$ profiles with added energy at each of the specified pressure levels. The observed brown dwarfs with distance measurements are shown as gray open circles (Dupuy and Liu, 2012). The top panel shows $J-H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom panel shows $[3.6]-[4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$.

6.1 Pressure–temperature profiles of models at 300× solar metallicity with cloud condensation curves. $P-T$ profiles are shown as solid curves; black indicates models with salt/sulfide clouds and blue indicates models with water ice clouds. From left to right, these profiles are at 0.01, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30× GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Condensation curves are shown as dashed lines for individual cloud species; a cloud forms where the $P-T$ profile crosses the condensation curve.
6.2 Column optical depth and mode particle sizes of clouds with varied sedimentation efficiency $f_{\text{sed}}$, 300× solar metallicity composition, and GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Top panel shows the column optical depth at two wavelengths (1 and 5 μm) as a function of pressure for Na$_2$S, KCl, and ZnS clouds (summed), with $f_{\text{sed}}$ from 0.01 to 1. Note that lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ values result in optically thicker clouds at higher altitudes. The dashed vertical gray line shows the $\tau = 1$ line for slant viewing geometry using equation 6 from Fortney (2005). The bottom panel shows the mode particle size of each cloud species for 3 values of $f_{\text{sed}}$; note that lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ values result in very small particles. The dashed horizontal gray line in both panels shows the approximate altitude of GJ 1214b’s cloud to cause a flat transmission spectrum.

6.3 Eddy diffusion coefficients ($K_{zz}$) calculated within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud code for models with 300× solar composition and 0.3–10× the incident flux of GJ 1214b.

6.4 Carbon photochemistry for a 50× solar metallicity model with GJ 1214b’s incident flux and $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Soot precursors (solid lines) like C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, C$_2$H$_6$, C$_4$H$_2$, and HCN form in the upper layers of the atmosphere where methane is dissociated by UV flux from the star. Other major carbon-bearing species are shown as dashed lines.

6.5 Carbon photochemistry for a set of 50× solar metallicity models with varied incident flux. Lines show sum of mixing ratios of all soot precursors. Solid lines show $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$; dashed lines show $K_{zz}=10^8$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Note that soot precursor production peaks at 1–3× the irradiation of GJ 1214b.

6.6 Column optical depth for hazes with varied radii (0.01 to 1 μm), 50× solar metallicity composition, $f_{\text{haze}}=10\%$, and GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Column optical depth is shown for two wavelengths (1 and 5 μm) as a function of pressure. Note that smaller particles result in more wavelength-dependent optical depth. The dashed vertical gray line shows the $\tau = 1$ line for slant viewing geometry using equation 6 from Fortney (2005). The dashed horizontal gray line shows the approximate altitude of GJ 1214b’s cloud to cause a flat transmission spectrum.

6.7 Summary of soot precursor production at high altitudes at 50× solar composition. The blue and red bars show the total mixing ratio of soot precursors above $10^{-5}$ and $3\times10^{-6}$ bar respectively. Top panel shows $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$; bottom panel shows $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Models with high $K_{zz}$ and 1–3× the irradiation of GJ 1214b have the most soot precursors.

6.8 Example high metallicity (100 and 1000× solar) transmission spectra with and without clouds. The top panel shows the optical and infrared transmission spectra. The bottom panel shows the same spectra, zoomed in to focus on the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data in the near-infrared. Cloud-free transmission spectra are shown as light and dark gray lines and cloudy spectra are shown as colored lines. Note that the only model that fits the data is the 1000× solar model with $f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$ (lofted) clouds.
6.9 Chi-squared maps showing quality of fit to Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data for transmission spectra with equilibrium clouds, with varied irradiation levels, metallicities, and cloud sedimentation efficiency $f_{sed}$. Starting in the top left panel, models with 0.3, 1, 3, and $10 \times$ GJ 1214b's irradiation are shown. Dark red sections show acceptable fits (reduced $\chi^2$ close to 1.0). Note that high metallicity and low $f_{sed}$ (lofted clouds) are simultaneous requirements for these clouds to generate a flat enough transmission spectrum to be consistent with the data.

6.10 Thermal emission spectra of models with sulfide and salt clouds. Each panel shows models with a different incident flux. Gray lines show cloud-free models and colored lines show cloudy models. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data. For the cooler models, the cloud opacity decreases the near-infrared flux. For the warmer models, the clouds are optically thinner. Major molecular features are labeled. Unlabeled major features are predominantly H$_2$O.

6.11 Albedo spectra for models with salt/sulfide clouds. The top set of panels show thinner clouds ($f_{sed}=1$) and the bottom set of panels show thicker clouds ($f_{sed}=0.01$). Bolded legend text indicates models that fit the transmission spectrum data. Each panel shows a different incident flux compared to GJ 1214b.

6.12 Albedo spectra for cold models ($T_{eff}=190$ K) with water clouds at 50–1000× solar metallicity. The top, middle, and bottom panels show models with $f_{sed}=1$, 0.1, and 0.01 respectively. Note that water clouds create bright albedo spectra with strong features from methane.

6.13 Pressure–temperature profiles of clear and hazy models are shown as gray and black lines, respectively. From left to right, these models have irradiation levels of 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 times GJ 1214b's. The hazy models have particle sizes of 0.1 µm and $f_{haze}=10\%$. The colored dashed lines show the condensation temperatures of a number of different polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), color-coded by the size of the molecule.

6.14 Transmission spectra of models with photochemical hazes with two different mode particle radii (0.3 and 0.03 µm) and $f_{haze}$ values (1 and 10%). The top panel shows model planet radius from optical to mid-infrared wavelengths. The bottom panel shows the wavelength region (1.1–1.7 µm) of the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) measurements. Note that the two models with $f_{haze}=10\%$ qualitatively match the flat spectrum.
6.15 Chi-squared maps showing quality of fit to Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data for transmission spectra with photochemical hazes, with varied irradiation levels, mode particle sizes, and haze forming efficiency $f_{\text{haze}}$. Starting in the top left panel, models with 0.3, 1, 3, and 10 × GJ 1214b’s irradiation are shown. Dark red sections show acceptable fits (reduced $\chi^2$ close to 1.0). Note that a variety of models with $f_{\text{haze}}=10–30\%$ can generate a flat enough transmission spectrum to be consistent with the data, for models cooler than 10× GJ 1214b’s irradiation ($T_{\text{eff}}\sim1100$ K).

6.16 Thermal emission spectra with photochemical haze. Each panel shows a different irradiation level. Cloud-free models are shown as gray lines; models with haze particle sizes of 0.03 and 0.3 μm and $f_{\text{haze}}$ of 1 and 10% are shown as colored lines, with hazier models in darker colors. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data.

6.17 Albedo spectra with photochemical haze. Haze-free models are shown as gray lines; models with haze particle sizes of 0.03 and 0.3 μm and $f_{\text{haze}}$ of 1 and 10% are shown as colored lines, with hazier models in darker colors. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data. Note that the scale on these plots is different from the previous albedo spectra in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.

6.18 Effect of optical properties of photochemical haze on spectra. Each panel includes models with soot optical properties (black lines) and tholin optical properties (red lines) with two different particle sizes (0.3 and 0.03 μm) as solid and dashed line styles. Top left: cloud optical depth and single scattering albedo; top right: transmission spectra; bottom left: thermal emission spectra; bottom right: geometric albedo spectra.

6.19 Effect of $K_{zz}$ and metallicity on column density of soot precursors, at incident flux of GJ 1214b. Photochemical models with $K_{zz}=10^8$ cm$^2$/s are on the left and $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$/s are on the right. At lower $K_{zz}$, the column densities of high altitude soot precursors increase substantially with increased metallicity. At higher $K_{zz}$, there is a peak at 100× solar metallicity and no clear trend.

6.20 Cloud particle falling timescales. The dashed horizontal line is at $10^{-5}$ bar, the approximate height of GJ 1214b’s haze. Solid lines show the timescale for particles to fall one pressure scale height as a function of particle size. The dashed vertical lines show the pressure scale height divided by constant $K_{zz}$ (10$^8$ and 10$^{10}$ cm$^2$/s$^{-1}$), giving the “lofting timescale” for that $K_{zz}$.

6.21 Planet star flux ratio of cloud-free, cloudy, and hazy GJ 1214b analogs. Thermal emission spectra are divided by a blackbody representing the GJ 1214b host star. Models are smoothed to R~200. All models are at GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Cloud-free and cloudy model are 1000× solar metallicity, and the cloudy model has cloud parameter $f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$ (Na$_2$S, KCl, and ZnS clouds). The hazy model has mode particle size of 0.03 μm and $f_{\text{haze}}=10\%$. 

xxii
6.22 Relative amplitude of measurement compared to mean for transmission spectra (top) and reflected light spectra (bottom) for a planet with 1% GJ 1214b’s incident flux, $50 \times$ solar composition, and $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ and 0.1 for the thinner and thicker clouds respectively. The percent change in transit depth in transmission is very small, regardless of the molecules present (the cloud-free and thinner clouds lines plot are covered by the thicker clouds line). The percent change in reflected light will be up to several hundred percent, with the planet disappearing at wavelengths of very strong absorption features and becoming very bright at wavelengths with efficient scattering. As a caveat, note that the precision achievable during a transmission spectrum observation is much higher than the precision achievable in a reflected light measurement.

6.23 Comparison between radiative transfer methods at $T_{\text{eff}}=700$ K, $g=3000$ m s$^{-2}$, cloud-free. Our test model from this work is shown in red; a spectrum using identical inputs (line lists, abundances, pressure, temperature) calculated using CHIMERA is shown in black. Note the excellent agreement at all wavelengths.

7.1 Raw Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 $\mu$m photometry as a function of time from the center of eclipse phase reported in Knutson et al. (2011). We bin the photometry in 30 s (grey filled circles) and 5 minute (black filled circles) intervals, and overplot the best fit instrumental models binned in 5 minute intervals for comparison (solid lines).

7.2 Standard deviation of the best-fit residuals as a function of bin size (black lines). We overplot the expected $1/\sqrt{n}$ scaling for Gaussian noise as red dashed lines, where we have normalized these lines to match the standard deviation of the unbinned residuals.

7.3 Normalized Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 $\mu$m light curves as a function of time from the predicted center of eclipse, where we have divided out the best-fit instrumental model shown in Fig. 7.1. The normalized flux is binned in 10 minute intervals, and best fit eclipse model light curves are overplotted for comparison (solid lines).

7.4 Eclipse depths in the 6 Spitzer bandpasses from the literature and this work. Different publications are offset slightly in wavelength for clarity; darker colors indicate later years.

7.5 Pressure–temperature profiles with condensation curves. All models are cloud-free with $300 \times$ solar composition. Solid lines show models with $T_{\text{int}}=100$, 240, and 400 K and planet-wide heat redistribution. Dash-dot lines show models with the same $T_{\text{int}}$s but with no heat redistribution (dayside temperature). Condensation curves show where the vapor pressure of a gas is equal to the saturation vapor pressure; cloud material condenses where the P–T profile intersects a condensation curve.
7.6 Best-fit thermal emission and transmission spectra. Top panel: Thermal emission spectrum of the best-fit model from the suite of forward models compared to the data. The model is shown as a green line, with synthetic model photometry shown as horizontal lines at the central wavelength of the filter. Data are shown as black points with 1-$\sigma$ error bars. The filter functions for the photometry are shown as gray lines in the top panel. Bottom panels: Transmission spectrum of the same best-fit thermal emission model from the suite of forward models compared to the data. The model is shown as a green line in both panels. The HST/WFC3 transmission spectrum is shown as black points with 1-$\sigma$ error bars in the bottom panel.

7.7 Effect of chemistry on thermal emission spectrum. Both models assume 300× solar metallicity, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. The darker blue line and horizontal bars show a model spectrum and photometry assuming equilibrium chemistry; the lighter blue line and horizontal bars show the same model, but with the chemistry quenched at the 10 bar abundances throughout the atmosphere.

7.8 Effect of metallicity on thermal emission. Each model assumes quenched chemistry, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. Metallicities of 100, 300, and 1000× solar metallicity are shown. Even assuming quenched (disequilibrium) chemistry, increasing the metallicity decreases the CH$_4$ abundance and increases CO and CO$_2$ abundance.

7.9 Effect of metallicity on transmission spectrum. Each model is cloud-free, with planet-wide heat redistribution, equilibrium chemistry, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. Metallicities of 100, 200, 300, and 1000× solar metallicity are shown. Increasing the metallicity decreases the CH$_4$ abundance and increases CO and CO$_2$ abundance.

7.10 Abundances of major carbon-bearing species in chemical equilibrium. All models have a composition of 1000× solar metallicity and a planet-wide average PT profile. Different $T_{\text{int}}$ values are shown with different line styles, and each molecule (CH$_4$, CO, CO$_2$) is shown in a different color. The fiducial quench pressure used in the self-consistent modeling is shown as a horizontal dashed line. Note that increasing the internal temperature decreases the CH$_4$ abundance in the deep atmosphere.

7.11 Effect of tidal heating on thermal emission. Each model assumes 300× solar metallicity, quenched chemistry, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, and planet-wide heat redistribution. The tidally heated atmospheres (240 and 400 K) have higher abundances of CO and CO$_2$ and lower abundances of CH$_4$ due to the hotter deep atmosphere (where the chemistry is quenched). Tidal heating also increases the $T_{\text{eff}}$ of the planet by changing the temperature profile, increasing the emergent flux at all wavelengths.
7.12 Effect of sulfide/salt clouds on thermal emission. Each model uses the same pressure-temperature profile and assumes $300\times$ solar metallicity, quenched chemistry, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. A cloud-free model and cloudy models with $f_{\text{sed}}=0.03$ to 1 are shown. Cloud opacity decreases the thermal emission across the spectrum. Models with moderate clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$ to 1) fit the Spitzer points best.

7.13 Effect of photochemical hazes on thermal emission. The top panel shows the emergent flux from the planet. All models have $50\times$ solar metallicity, equilibrium chemistry, and planet-wide heat redistribution. The gray line shows a cloud-free model, and the colored lines show a progression of hazy models with hazy-forming efficiency parameter $f_{\text{haze}}$ varying from 1 to 30%. The bottom panel shows the same models, but dividing by the flux of the host star to compare to the measured photometry.

7.14 Posterior probability distributions and correlations. The top panel (histogram) shows the posterior probability distribution for each parameter, marginalized over all other parameters. The other panels show 2D contour plots that represent the correlations between each pair of parameters, where the regions from darkest to lightest represent the 1-, 2-, and 3-$\sigma$ contours.

7.15 Pressure–temperature profiles and contribution functions for each bandpass. The left panel shows pressure-temperature profiles of both retrieved and self-consistent models. The black line indicates the median retrieved profile while the dark and light gray shaded regions represent the 1- and 2-$\sigma$ confidence regions respectively. The colored lines show self-consistent models with planet-wide heat redistribution and $T_{\text{int}}$ of 100, 240, and 400 K. Note the good agreement between the tidally heated (240–400 K) models and the retrieved profile. The right panel shows contribution functions for each of the five bandpasses for a representative retrieval model. The shortest wavelength 3.6 $\mu$m band probes the deepest wavelengths while the 16 $\mu$m band probes the shallowest.

7.16 Retrieved data compared to data and best-fit self-consistent model. The pink line and shaded dark and light pink regions are the median fit, 1-$\sigma$, and 2-$\sigma$ confidence intervals respectively. The green line is the best-fit self-consistent model ($300\times$ solar metallicity, $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$, quenched disequilibrium chemistry).

7.17 Predicted albedo spectra. Top panel shows models with $300\times$solar metallicity, $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. A cloud-free model and models with cloud parameter $f_{\text{sed}}$ from 0.03 to 1 are shown. Bottom panel shows models with $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$. Metallicities from 100 to $300 \times$ solar are shown.
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Abstract

Clouds and Hazes in Exoplanets and Brown Dwarfs

by

Caroline Victoria Morley

The formation of clouds significantly alters the spectra of cool substellar atmospheres from terrestrial planets to brown dwarfs. In cool planets like Earth and Jupiter, volatile species like water and ammonia condense to form ice clouds. In hot planets and brown dwarfs, iron and silicates instead condense, forming dusty clouds. Irradiated methane-rich planets may have substantial hydrocarbon hazes. During my dissertation, I have studied the impact of clouds and hazes in a variety of substellar objects. First, I present results for cool brown dwarfs including clouds previously neglected in model atmospheres. Model spectra that include sulfide and salt clouds can match the spectra of T dwarf atmospheres; water ice clouds will alter the spectra of the newest and coldest brown dwarfs, the Y dwarfs. These sulfide/salt and ice clouds potentially drive spectroscopic variability in these cool objects, and this variability should be distinguishable from variability caused by hot spots.

Next, I present results for small, cool exoplanets between the size of Earth and Neptune. They likely have sulfide and salt clouds and also have photochemical hazes caused by stellar irradiation. Vast resources have been dedicated to characterizing the handful of super Earths and Neptunes accessible to current telescopes, yet of the planets smaller than Neptune studied to date, all have radii in the near-infrared consistent with being constant in wavelength, likely showing that these small planets are consistently enshrouded in thick hazes and clouds.
For the super Earth GJ 1214b, very thick, lofted clouds of salts or sulfides in high metallicity (1000× solar) atmospheres create featureless transmission spectra in the near-infrared. Photochemical hazes also create featureless transmission spectra at lower metallicities. For the Neptune-sized GJ 436b, its thermal emission and transmission spectra combine indicate a high metallicity atmosphere, potentially heated by tides and affected by disequilibrium chemistry. I show that despite the challenges, there are promising avenues for understanding small planets: by observing thermal emission and reflected light, we can break the degeneracies and constrain the atmospheric compositions. These future observations will provide rich diagnostics of molecules and clouds in small planets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the first twenty years, the study of exoplanets has grown from a rush of initial discovery to a more expansive era of in-depth characterization. The number of known planets has quintupled during the last six years, now numbering over 1600 confirmed planets and nearly four thousand additional Kepler planet candidates. Current ground- and space-based instrumentation has proven capable of detecting the atmospheres of many of those planets, and those observations have provided at least as many questions as answers about these planets, which are strikingly more diverse that the planets studied for decades in our own solar system.

We are moving toward an understanding of exoplanet compositions, initially detecting molecules and now analyzing metal enhancements and elemental compositions like carbon-to-oxygen ratios, which provide insights into the formation mechanisms of planets. We are also studying the dynamics of atmospheres, including their heating and circulation. This characterization begins with low-hanging fruit like hot Jupiters and then progresses toward smaller planets on the way to studying habitability in temperate rocky planets. It has become increas-
ingly clear in the last decade that clouds and hazes both create barriers to and provide keys for understanding atmospheric compositions, chemistry, and physics.

Brown dwarfs are key set of laboratories for developing our understanding of substellar atmospheres, as they have the temperatures of exoplanets but are observationally more accessible. Brown dwarfs are the massive cousins to exoplanets, born as the low-mass tail of star formation in molecular clouds. They never reach the core temperatures needed to fuse hydrogen into helium as stars, but they share the effective temperatures of young and middle-aged exoplanets, cooling like a planet as they age. Brown dwarfs have now been discovered spanning temperatures from thousands of Kelvin to just $\sim 250$ K, and we can easily obtain spectra since most brown dwarfs lack a nearby host star. These favorable observations compared to those obtainable for exoplanets mean that we can study the physics and chemistry of substellar atmospheres in brown dwarfs in exquisite detail, likely a decade before we can obtain similar results for exoplanets with the same temperatures.

In this PhD thesis, I will discuss the development of models to characterize substellar atmospheres including the effect of clouds and hazes, which play an important role in shaping their spectra. I will apply these simulations in six chapters, each chapter consisting of a paper published in or submitted to the Astrophysical Journal or the Astrophysical Journal Letters, and discussing objects spanning from brown dwarfs to super Earths in mass.
1.1 Observations of Transiting Exoplanet Atmospheres

There are four observational techniques currently used to probe transiting exoplanet atmospheres:

1. Transmission spectroscopy, in which a planet’s apparent radius as a function of wavelength is measured during transit.

2. Thermal emission spectroscopy, in which a planet’s flux is inferred by measuring the change in total light during the planet’s occultation.

3. Phase curve photometry and spectroscopy, in which the planet’s brightness is measured over a full or partial orbit.

4. High spectral resolution spectroscopy, in which the planet’s spectral lines are measured at high spectral resolution to detect molecules and measure the planet’s motion.

Here, I will focus on the first two techniques, transmission spectroscopy and thermal emission spectroscopy. These are the most common techniques used to study transiting planets and the techniques used in this work.

1.1.1 Transmission Spectroscopy

During a transit, light from a host star passes through the atmosphere of the transiting planet. Because the opacity of the atmosphere varies with wavelength, the radius of the planet will appear to vary with wavelength. The depth of features in the transmission spectrum scales as $N_H \times 2HR_p/R_*$, where $N_H$ (the number of scale heights probed) is set by the opacities in-
volved (~1–10), $H$ is the atmospheric scale height, $R_p$ is the planetary radius, and $R_*$ is the stellar radius (Seager and Sasselov, 2000; Hubbard et al., 2001). The scale height is defined as

$$H = \frac{kT}{Mg},$$  

(1.1)

where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the atmospheric temperature, $M$ is the mean mass of a molecule, and $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity on the planetary surface. The size of features is thus expected to be inversely proportional to the mean molecular weight $\mu$ of the atmosphere. By measuring the depth of transit features, we probe the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere and can thus probe whether the atmosphere is H/He-rich ($\mu \sim 2.3$) or a higher mean molecular weight H$_2$O ($\mu \sim 18$) atmosphere (Miller-Ricci et al., 2009).

This technique was first demonstrated successfully in Charbonneau et al. (2002), in which the 589.3 nm sodium doublet was detected in the atmosphere of HD 209458b using the STIS instrument on HST. Since that pioneering work, we have measured transmission spectra of dozens more hot Jupiters in both optical and near-infrared wavelengths. There have been challenges as the field has blossomed; some early detections of molecules (e.g., Swain et al., 2008) have not stood the test of time, as measurements using instruments like NICMOS on HST have been plagued by systematic effects that overwhelm the tiny signatures from the atmospheres themselves (Gibson et al., 2011).

The installation of Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC3) on HST during the last servicing mission in 2009 has increased our sensitivity to measure transmission spectra of exoplanets (Berta et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2012; Ranjan et al., 2014). A specialized mode of observing
for transiting planets called 'spatial scan mode,' where the star is allowed to drift over the frame through the observation, has further improved precision, and these observations are now much less plagued with systematic effects that overwhelm the atmospheric signal (Deming et al., 2013; Wakeford et al., 2013; Kreidberg et al., 2014a). Now armed with the technical capability of detecting molecular features in transmission spectra, groups set out to observe the spectra of planets spanning a range of sizes and temperatures.

1.1.1.1 Clouds and/or Hazes in Hot Jupiters

A variety of hot Jupiters have now been observed in transmission, and they appear to have diverse characteristics (Pont et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2012; Wakeford et al., 2013; Ranjan et al., 2014; Sing et al., 2016). The sample of 10 targets presented recently in Sing et al. (2016) has a range of planetary temperature, surface gravity, mass and radii, and the data have relatively uniform wavelength coverage from 0.3 to 5 μm from HST and Warm Spitzer. Their spectra are remarkably heterogenous, showing different slopes, different strengths of alkali features in the optical, and different strengths of water vapor absorption in the near-infrared. This variety is interpreted to show a continuum from clear to cloudy or hazy (Sing et al., 2016). Clouds and hazes obscure features in the optical and near-infrared and can cause slopes towards blue wavelengths in the optical due to the higher efficiency of scattering by small particles at shorter wavelengths.

It has not yet been determined why hot Jupiters show this variety in their appearances, or what drives the physical differences between these objects. Yet, if their effect is not included in models used to interpret transmission spectrum data, clouds and hazes can change our in-
interpretation of the compositions of planets. For example, while Madhusudhan et al. (2014) interpreted muted water vapor features as being due to a sub-solar water abundance, Benneke (2015) show that it is more likely that these planets have standard compositions but are affected by clouds or hazes. This cautionary tale demonstrates that clouds and hazes, while informative and interesting themselves, must be accounted for to properly constrain the gas composition of an atmosphere from its transmission spectrum.

1.1.1.2 The Vexing Case of GJ 1214b

Pushing this transmission technique to characterize super Earths and Neptunes is a major goal, both using current instrumentation and future telescopes like the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). Smaller planets are more of a challenge to study because of their small transit depths. However, small planets around small stars have a larger transit depth, allowing us to use this technique more easily. It is for these reasons that one of the first major campaigns with WFC3 was to measure the transmission spectrum of the super Earth GJ 1214b. GJ 1214b is the first planet discovered by the MEarth survey, a ground-based transit survey designed to find planets around M dwarfs (Charbonneau et al., 2009). It orbits a small star (spectral type M4.5), which has a radius of just 0.216 $R_{\text{Sun}}$. This means that even though the planet is only 2.7 $R_{\text{Earth}}$, the transit depth is over 1%. Since the system is only 14.6 parsec away, the $H$ band apparent magnitude is $\sim$9. The deep transit depth and relative brightness of the star make GJ 1214b the most favorable small planet for atmospheric characterization, and as such it was targeted extensively.

Predictions based on atmospheric models suggested that cloud-free H/He atmospheres
would have detectable transmission spectrum signatures (Miller-Ricci and Fortney, 2010), while high mean molecular weight atmospheres would appear to be featureless. GJ 1214b has a mass and radius that could be consistent with either a rocky core with a low mean molecular weight H/He atmosphere, or with a volatile rich water ice composition (Nettelmann et al., 2011; Rogers and Seager, 2010), so the first observations were designed to break this composition degeneracy and determine the bulk composition of the planet. When the first observations showed a featureless spectrum (Bean et al., 2010; Désert et al., 2011; Crossfield et al., 2011; Croll et al., 2011; Berta et al., 2012; de Mooij et al., 2012; Murgas et al., 2012; Teske et al., 2013; Fraine et al., 2013), this was largely interpreted as a potentially very high mean molecular weight atmosphere.

However, these featureless spectra could also be interpreted as a H/He-rich atmosphere with clouds or hazes obscuring the predicted features. Howe and Burrows (2012) showed that by placing haze layers composed of polyacetylene, tholin, or sulfuric acid with different ad hoc number densities, particle sizes, and pressure levels for each material, a hydrogen-rich atmosphere with a haze layer is generally consistent with the observations.

Chapter 3 of this work, published first in 2013 (Morley et al., 2013), delves more deeply into this problem. We include clouds and hazes that are expected to form in cool atmospheres, including sulfide and salt clouds and photochemical carbon-based hazes. The clouds are modeled within a modified version of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model, described in more detail in Section 1.3.3. The photochemical hazes are calculated using the results of photochemistry models (Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012; Zahnle et al., 2009a). Our results showed that a variety of physically plausible clouds and hazes could cause the observed
featureless transmission spectrum of GJ 1214b. Disentangling high mean molecular weight atmospheres from cloudy H/He-rich atmospheres would take higher S/N observations.

An intensive campaign was launched, using 60 orbits of HST time to measure 15 additional transits of GJ 1214b with HST/WFC3, covering the water absorption feature between 1.1 and 1.7 µm. These additional observations combined are at high enough precision that a high mean molecular weight atmosphere composed of water, methane, or carbon dioxide could have been detected. Instead, the observations revealed a featureless spectrum to high precision, indicating that GJ 1214b requires opacity from clouds or hazes to obscure its transmission spectrum, regardless of the overall composition of its atmosphere (Kreidberg et al., 2014a).

1.1.1.3 Clouds and Hazes in Other Small Planets

Around the same time as GJ 1214b’s featureless spectrum was measured, results for two other small planets using the same instrument also showed evidence for muted transmission spectra. Observations of the super Earth HD 97658b, and the Neptune-sized GJ 436b and GJ 3470b have featureless spectra measured with WFC3 within their measurement uncertainties (Knutson et al., 2014a,b; Ehrenreich et al., 2014). In fact, the only planet in the super-Earth to Neptune mass range for which a statistically significant feature has been measured is HAT-P-11b. Water vapor absorption was detected using WFC3 with an amplitude of 250 parts per million (Fraine et al., 2014). The size of this feature is consistent with a H/He-rich atmosphere with a somewhat more metal-enhanced atmosphere than Neptune’s (several hundred times solar metallicity composition) or a less enriched atmosphere with features muted by clouds or hazes.

Chapter 6 of this work considers how best to move forward to characterize these
small planets, which all appear to be metal-enhanced and/or cloudy/hazy, limiting our ability to measure features in transmission to learn about their atmospheres. We determine which planetary properties can lead to the very flat transmission spectra observed for GJ 1214b itself, and additionally determine what properties would be predicted for somewhat cooler (450 K) and hotter (>1000 K) planets. We predict the transmission spectra at longer wavelengths (accessible to JWST), as well as the thermal emission and reflected light from both cloudy and hazy small planets. We find that there are promising avenues moving forward to distinguish between cloudy and hazy planets, measure molecular features, and characterize these enigmatic planets.

1.1.2 Thermal Emission Spectroscopy

The second technique that has been used to study transiting planets is thermal emission spectroscopy, where instead of probing transmission of starlight through the limb of the planet’s atmosphere, we measure the thermal flux emerging from the planet itself. Dozens of planets have also been observed in thermal emission with secondary eclipse spectroscopy or spectrophotometry. With this technique, a star is observed as a planet is occulted by the star in its orbit. Just before the occultation, the planet is full-phase from Earth and we observe the light from both the star and the planet. During the occultation, we observe the flux from the star alone. By differencing the observations inside and outside of the time of occultation, we can determine the flux of the planet itself.

The powerhouse for this technique has been the Spitzer Space Telescope, both during its cryogenic operation and after its cryogenic mission operating as Warm Spitzer. In part because Spitzer was never designed for the high precision photometry on bright stars necessary
for observing transiting planets, much like the early transmission spectra observations, the early years of secondary eclipse observations were plagued with systematic effects that took special observing and data analysis techniques to overcome. Techniques such as pixel-mapping have reduced systematic effects from effects like intrapixel sensitivity.

Emission photometry from *Spitzer* has been used to infer planet characteristics such as temperature inversions (e.g., Knutson *et al.*, 2008), disequilibrium chemistry ([Stevenson *et al.*, 2010], and non-solar C/O ratio (Madhusudhan *et al.*, 2011b). However, many of these initial results have not stood the test of time. Repeating observations and reanalyzing older observations has changed interpretations. For example, Diamond-Lowe *et al.* (2014) reanalyzed the full set of publicly available data for HD 209458b, and find that there is no longer evidence for a thermal inversion.

It has therefore become clear to the community that repeating observations to understand systematic errors is critical. In fact, Hansen *et al.* (2014) found that the majority of the 44 planets with published eclipse measurements have underestimated errors, and their measured photometry does not contain sufficient information to distinguish them from blackbodies.

### 1.1.2.1 Case Study: GJ 436b

One of the planets for which *Spitzer* observations have been repeated multiple times is GJ 436b. To date a total of 18 secondary eclipses and 8 transits have been observed with *Spitzer*, along with 7 transits with *HST* ([Deming *et al.*, 2007; Demory *et al.*, 2007; Gillon *et al.*, 2007a; Stevenson *et al.*, 2010; Beaulieu *et al.*, 2011; Knutson *et al.*, 2011, 2014a]). GJ 436b is a Neptune-sized planet discovered using the radial velocity method by Butler *et al.* (2004).
Though the discovery paper had a non-detection of the transit, it was discovered to transit by Gillon et al. (2007b) and at the time was the smallest transiting planet. Its high planet-to-star radius ratio made it a favorable target for observations; in fact it was the smallest planet found while Spitzer was operating cryogenically, and thus the smallest object for which we have observations from 3.6 to 24 μm.

The first secondary eclipse measurements of GJ 436b were taken at 8 μm (Deming et al., 2007; Demory et al., 2007). The eclipses timing revealed that GJ 436b has a high eccentricity, \( \sim 0.15 \), which remains a surprising result since tidal circularization timescales should be fast for a planet in a short orbit like GJ 436b, and no companion to pump the eccentricity has been found to date.

Stevenson et al. (2010) published the first multi-wavelength thermal emission spectrum of GJ 436b, measuring photometric points at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, 16, and 24 μm. From these observations, Stevenson et al. (2010) concluded that its atmosphere may be in chemical disequilibrium, surprisingly rich in CO and CO\(_2\) compared to the CH\(_4\)-rich composition that would be expected in equilibrium. Additional studies have reanalyzed these observations and observed additional secondary eclipses (Knutson et al., 2011; Lanotte et al., 2014); this reanalysis reveals a somewhat shallower 3.6 μm eclipse, but interpretations still favor high CO and CO\(_2\) and low CH\(_4\) abundances.

It has been a challenge to find self-consistent models that adequately explain GJ 436b’s thermal emission. Line et al. (2011) used disequilibrium chemistry simulations to model the effect of photochemistry, but they were not able to reproduce the low observed methane abundance. Moses et al. (2013) found that high metallicities (230–1000× solar favor the high
CO and CO$_2$ abundances inferred from the observations. Agúndez et al. (2014), noting the high eccentricity of GJ 436b, study the effect of tidal heating deep in the atmosphere on the chemistry and find that efficient tidal heating and high metallicities fit the observed photometry best.

We build on these previous studies in Chapter 7 of this work, fitting the full set of observed Spitzer data as well as the transmission spectrum measured with HST/WFC3 with both self-consistent models and retrieval models. We find using this powerful set of modeling tools there is evidence for both very high ($\sim 1000 \times$ solar) metallicity and tidal heating in its atmosphere. Observations of its thermal spectrum with JWST will provide crucial tests of these results, building on this rich and puzzling set of broadband Spitzer photometry.

1.2 Observations of Brown Dwarf Atmospheres

Transiting planet science has exploded during the last ten years, but our understanding of their atmospheres has built on a decades-long campaign to understand the atmospheres of brown dwarfs. The first confirmed brown dwarf was announced in tandem with the discovery of 51 Peg b, the first exoplanet around a main sequence star, at Cool Stars 9 in 1995. Since then the fields of exoplanet and brown dwarf characterization have emerged in parallel. Unlike for exoplanets, where spectra are low resolution and often low S/N, brown dwarfs are comparatively easy to observe with standard spectrographs on 4 to 8 meter class telescopes. Hundreds of brown dwarfs now have measured spectra in the optical and near-infrared.

While exoplanets are just gaining enough high fidelity observations to start classify-
ing planets into groups based on observations of their atmospheres, brown dwarf research has always been centered on classifying and comparing objects using their spectra. While in early brown dwarf research, theory led observations, predicting their existence and their spectra, in a modern era, brown dwarf science is observation-driven with theorists working to explain the plethora of observations. Brown dwarf science revolves around spectral typing of objects by comparing their spectra to standard templates for each spectral type. Deviations from those standards indicate different properties in those atmospheres, such as low gravity or unusual dustiness.

Our current understanding of brown dwarf evolution is the following. Brown dwarfs are born in molecular clouds like stars, and at their time of formation have high effective temperatures; all brown dwarfs initially have high enough effective temperatures to be classified as M dwarfs. They cool over time and as they cool, they move through the spectral sequence (Burrows et al., 1997). More massive brown dwarfs will initially have higher temperatures and cool more slowly than less massive brown dwarfs, such that by 10 Gyr an object at the high end of the brown dwarf mass range ($75 \, M_J$ or equivalently $0.07 \, M_{\text{Sun}}$) will have a temperature of $\sim 1300$ K, whereas a low-mass brown dwarf ($13 \, M_J$ would have a temperature cooler than $300$ K (Burrows et al., 1997). Some examples of M, L, and T dwarf spectra as well as Jupiter’s spectrum are shown in Figure 1.1.

M dwarfs have spectral features from metal hydrides and oxides such as FeH, CrH, and TiO. These bands wane in importance as the brown dwarf cools and becomes an L dwarf, due to the condensation of these materials into cloud particles in the atmosphere, while molecular bands from gases like H$_2$O and CO increasingly carve the emergent spectra. As the refractory
Figure 1.1: The evolution of spectra from late M dwarfs to cold planets. Late M dwarfs are similar to blackbodies with features from metal hydrides and oxides, alkalis, and molecules like water. L dwarfs have more pronounced features, including strong pressure-broadened alkali lines. T dwarfs see the emergence of methane bands throughout the spectrum and have deeply carved, non-blackbody-like spectra, looking most similar to Jupiter, which has similar features but is only $\sim 130$ K. Figure courtesy M. Cushing.

clouds of materials like Al$_2$O$_3$, Fe, and Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ form, they redden the near-infrared spectra as shown in Figure 1.2, suppressing flux within windows between molecular bands where, in the absence of clouds, we would see deep hot layers. These means that from the first discovery and characterization of L dwarfs, clouds were a critical component of spectral models. Many cloud modeling approaches emerged to deal with cloud condensation; these approaches can vary in both the big picture and the details (see Section 1.3).

As a brown dwarf cools further, the chemistry and cloud properties change. At effec-
tive temperatures around 1300 K, the dominant C-bearing gas in chemical equilibrium in the photosphere changes from CO in hotter objects to CH$_4$ in colder objects. Objects begin to be classified as T dwarfs when methane absorption bands appear in the near-infrared. At the same effective temperature, clouds dramatically decrease in optical depth. These changes in chemistry and cloud properties cause a brown dwarf to brighten at wavelengths in the near-infrared such as $Y$ and $J$ band, becoming bluer in the near-infrared.

Early T dwarfs appear to be almost completely cloud-free, with little evidence for cloud opacity. The reason for this dramatic change from very cloudy to completely clear over a small ($\sim$100 K) temperature range is not well understood. The mechanism seems to involve the breakup of clouds (rather than a more gradual dispersal or sinking), causing some brown dwarfs in the L/T transition to be rather dramatically variable at the wavelengths where clouds affect the flux the most (e.g. $J$ band) (Radigan et al., 2012, 2014).

The story gets less well understood as objects cool further to late T dwarfs and Y dwarfs. Some objects at these temperatures appear to show the redder near-infrared colors typical of cloudier objects. This emergence of redder objects coincides with the condensation temperatures of the next major species to condense in substellar atmospheres: the alkali metals, which condense into alkali sulfides and salts (e.g. Na$_2$S, KCl) (Visscher et al., 2006). In Chapter 2, first published in Morley et al. (2012), we include for the first time the formation of these sulfide and salt clouds in cool substellar atmospheres. We find that with thin ($f_{\text{sed}}$=4–5) salt and sulfide clouds we are able to reproduce the near-infrared spectra of these red cool objects. These results mean that even for T dwarfs, thought to be cloud-free, we may still have to include opacity of thin clouds in their atmospheres.
Figure 1.2: Effect of clouds on brown dwarf spectra. Brightness temperatures of two models with effective temperatures of \( \sim 1400 \) K are shown. The cloud-free model is shown in blue; in the cloud-free model, deep, hot layers (1800–2000 K) are probed in the near-infrared (1–1.5 \( \mu \)m). The location of the forsterite cloud is indicated by purple lines, showing the top (defined as \( \tau_{\text{cloud}} = 0.1 \)) and bottom of the cloud layer. The cloudy model is shown in orange; the cloud opacity limits the depth probed in the near infrared and warms the atmosphere, causing higher brightness temperatures at longer wavelengths.

Indeed, since the publication of Morley et al. (2012), there have been other indications that sulfide and salt clouds may be forming in cool T dwarfs. Mid-late T dwarfs have now been observed to show spectral variability (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2012), which may be another indication that they have thin clouds. In addition, retrieval models have shown a systematic depletion of sodium and potassium abundance as objects cool through the T dwarf sequence, providing additional evidence that the alkalis are condensing and being removed from the gas phase (Line et al., 2015).
In 2011, the first brown dwarfs cooler than effective temperatures of \( \sim 500 \) K were discovered using the *Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer* (WISE) (Cushing et al., 2011). These objects, dubbed Y dwarfs, begin to show evidence of ammonia absorption bands in the near-infrared. Most of the objects in this spectral class are \( \sim 350–450 \) K. However in 2014, Luhman (2014) discovered an object in the WISE dataset that appears to be colder than the Earth, around \( \sim 250 \) K. These cold objects, with temperatures approaching those of the planets in our own solar system (e.g. Jupiter has an effective temperature of \( \sim 130 \) K), are cold enough that volatiles like water ice will begin to condense in their atmospheres. Chapter 4 presents models of these Y dwarfs, from 200 to 450 K, including the effect of water ice condensation. We find that water clouds become optically thick in objects below \( \sim 350–375 \) K. These coldest objects indeed must have planet-like masses (under \( 13 \) M\(_J\)) to have cooled to their observed temperatures within the age of the universe, so these present us with proxies for the types of distant planets that will be characterized with future reflected-light space-based coronagraphs like the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST).

### 1.2.1 The Connection Between Brown Dwarfs and Giant Planets

Brown dwarfs have strong similarities to giant exoplanets, and as young brown dwarfs and directly-imaged planets have been discovered, the gap between brown dwarfs and planets has narrowed. Figure 1.3 shows a color-magnitude diagram containing both brown dwarfs and directly-imaged planets. The planets have many similarities to the brown dwarf population. There are also important differences; for a given spectral type, the near-infrared colors of planets are systematically redder than brown dwarfs of a corresponding spectral type. This has been
used as evidence of differences in cloud properties between old field brown dwarfs and planets.

As young brown dwarfs with the masses of planets have been discovered, it has become clear that isolated young brown dwarfs look very similar to their planetary counterparts (Liu et al., 2013); there exists a population of free-floating objects with the red colors of these planetary companions. These similarities indicate that gravity likely has a strong role in cloud properties. The physical reasons for this effect needs to be better understood as more of these objects, both companions and free-floating objects, are found. As described in Section 8.3, this will be a major area for applications of cloud models in the future, and critical for understanding planets over their lifetimes.

1.3 Modeling Clouds and Hazes In Brown Dwarfs and Exoplanets

It is clear from observations of both exoplanets and brown dwarfs that clouds play a major role in substellar atmospheres. Many of the current open questions concerning observations of both types of objects lie in our more complete understanding of clouds and hazes. A number of techniques have been developed to model these clouds and in turn fit spectra of their thermal emission, transmission spectra, and reflected light spectra.

Condensation of various species into clouds has been predicted to play an important role in brown dwarf atmospheres since before the first brown dwarfs were even discovered (Lunine et al., 1986). As an atmosphere cools, different materials are expected to transition from gas-phase to solid- or liquid-phase, just as water vapor in cooling air on Earth condenses to form water ice or liquid. In brown dwarfs and planets, the materials condensing range from
refractory materials like corundum (Al$_2$O$_3$), silicates (Mg$_2$SiO$_3$, Mg$_2$SiO$_4$), and Fe, to alkali salts and sulfides (MnS, Na$_2$S, KCl, ZnS), to volatiles (H$_2$O, NH$_3$).

1.3.1 Physics and Chemistry of Cloud Formation

Cloud formation is complex. It involves hydrodynamics, radiation, and convection, as well as particle nucleation and growth, sedimentation, and sticking properties. Many of these aspects are not well understood. In fact, even in Earth climate models, clouds remain one of the biggest sources of uncertainty; for example, clouds can either heat or cool the atmosphere depending on the details of their properties. In exoplanets and brown dwarfs, the clouds are made, for the most part, of exotic materials that are even less well-studied in the conditions in which they are forming clouds.

Cloud formation is generally believed to start with seed particles in the atmosphere; this is because to truly homogeneously nucleate from the gas phase into liquid or solid phase, highly supersaturated conditions must exist. Heterogeneous nucleation onto small aerosols requires very low super saturation, and in practice is the primary nucleation process in solar system planets (Rossow, 1978). This process will occur for a given species at temperatures and pressures where it is cold enough that the vapor pressure of the gas exceeds the saturation vapor pressure. The details of this process, including the speed at which this condensation occurs and the rate at which particles grow, are treated somewhat differently by different modeling approaches.

Once a cloud particle has formed, it will settle gravitationally in the atmosphere, to the planet’s surface if a surface exists or to a hotter layer of the atmosphere where it evaporates.
again (the latter is the only case we consider for the brown dwarfs and super Earths we model in this work). Convection and mixing in the atmosphere loft the gas back up to cooler layers again, where it will condense once more.

1.3.2 Approaches to Modeling Clouds in Substellar Atmospheres

There are several main approaches to modeling clouds. These treat the microphysics of cloud formation in a variety of levels of detail, from kinetics models that trace each step of cloud nucleation, growth, and settling to parameterized models that reduce the number of free parameters in the model and required computational times.

The first approach, led by Helling & Woitke for brown dwarfs, treats the microphysics in a detailed way, attempting to determine the formation rates of cloud particles, their locations in the atmosphere, and the heterogeneous compositions of cloud particles as different materials condense onto them (Helling and Woitke, 2006; Helling et al., 2008a; Witte et al., 2009, 2011; de Kok et al., 2011). They model the detailed physics of grain growth/evaporation, sedimentation in phase non-equilibrium, element deletion, and their interactions. In practice, they insert seed particles at the tops of planetary atmospheres and trace their compositions, sizes, etc. as they sink through the atmosphere, condensing other materials onto them to form ‘dirty grains.’

The other branch of cloud modeling imagines an atmosphere in which gas is mixed from the deep atmosphere up to the temperature at which is begins to condense: the cloud base. Early cloud models treated two limiting cases of cloud formation. For example in the ‘dusty’ and ‘cond’ prescriptions, clouds were treated as if they were in chemical equilibrium with the gas phase, but their opacity was only included in the ‘dusty’ models (Allard et al., 2001).
The modern picture also includes settling of particles. Cloud particles and vapor are mixed upwards by turbulent mixing in the atmosphere, while grains settle downwards as they form, with larger grains settling at higher speeds. In essence this approach is finding an equilibrium where the mixing rates upwards are equal to the falling rates downwards, modeling the 3D atmosphere in a parameterized 1D sense. This is computationally efficient and allows cloud models to be calculated in tandem with a radiative-convective equilibrium model to calculate pressure-temperature profiles. As such, this approach has been the favored approach by most groups to model large grids of spectra used to compare with observed brown dwarfs (Allard et al., 2003, 2007; Ackerman and Marley, 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Cooper et al., 2003).

1.3.3 The Ackerman and Marley (2001) Cloud Model

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) model is the approach that is employed in the cloud modeling in this thesis, and so I will describe it in more detail here.

There are two versions of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) model that are used throughout our work. One version is coupled to the radiative transfer calculations, so a converged model will have a temperature structure that is self-consistent with the clouds. The other version is a stand-alone cloud model, which calculates the cloud distribution for a given pressure-temperature profile, without recalculating the profile in radiative-convective equilibrium.

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) approach avoids treating the microphysical processes forming clouds in brown dwarf and planetary atmospheres. Instead, it calculates a mass balance: both gas and condensate are mixed upwards by turbulent mixing in each layer of the
atmosphere, while condensates are transported downward by sedimentation. This balance is achieved using the equation

\[-K_{zz} \frac{\partial q_t}{\partial z} - f_{sed} w^* q_c = 0,\]  

(1.2)

where \( K_{zz} \) is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, \( q_t \) is the mixing ratio of condensate and vapor, \( q_c \) is the mixing ratio of condensate, \( w^* \) is the convective velocity scale, and \( f_{sed} \) is a parameter that describes the efficiency of sedimentation in the atmosphere.

Solving this equation allows us to calculate the total amount of condensate in each layer of the atmosphere. We calculate the modal particle size using the sedimentation flux and by prescribing a lognormal size distribution of particles, given by

\[ \frac{dn}{dr} = \frac{N}{r \sqrt{2\pi \ln \sigma}} \exp \left[ \frac{\ln^2(r/r_g)}{2\ln^2 \sigma} \right] \]  

(1.3)

where \( N \) is the total number concentration of particles, \( r_g \) is the geometric mean radius, and \( \sigma \) is the geometric standard deviation. We fix \( \sigma \) at 2.0 and calculate the falling speeds of particles within this distribution assuming viscous flow around spheres (and using the Cunningham slip factor to account for gas kinetic effects). We calculate the other parameters in equation 6.1 (\( K_{zz} \) and \( w^* \)) using mixing length theory and by prescribing a lower bound for \( K_{zz} \) of \( 10^5 \) cm\(^2\)/s, which represents the residual turbulence due to processes such as breaking gravity waves in the radiative regions of the atmosphere.

This process allows us to calculate the mode particle size in each layer of the atmosphere using calculated or physically motivated values for all parameters except for the free
parameter $f_{\text{sed}}$. In general, we find larger particles (which have higher terminal velocities) in the bottom layers of a cloud and smaller particles (which have lower terminal velocities) in the upper layers. A high sedimentation efficiency parameter $f_{\text{sed}}$ results in vertically thinner clouds with larger particle sizes, whereas a lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ results in more vertically extended clouds with smaller particle sizes. As a result, a higher $f_{\text{sed}}$ corresponds to optically thinner clouds and a lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ corresponds to optically thicker clouds.

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model code computes the available quantity of condensible gas above the cloud base by comparing the local gas abundance (accounting for upwards transport by mixing via $K_{zz}$) to the local condensate vapor pressure $p_{\text{vap}}$. In cases where the formation of condensates does not proceed by homogeneous condensation we nevertheless compute an equivalent vapor pressure curve.

1.3.4 Effect of Clouds on Substellar Atmospheres

When clouds form in substellar atmospheres, they affect the atmosphere in a number of different ways. First, they increase the overall opacity of the atmosphere; this means that for a self-luminous object with a given effective temperature, the pressure-temperature profile of the atmosphere is hotter. This has a number of effects on an object’s spectrum. At wavelengths where there is little gas opacity, in a cloud-free object flux will emerge from deep, hot layers of the atmosphere. Clouds increase the opacity at these wavelengths, which means that a cloudy object will be fainter than a cloud-free object. In contrast, at wavelengths where there is more significant gas opacity, it is the gas, not the clouds that limit how deeply we can see. Since the pressure-temperature profile is warmed by the cloud, the cloudy object will be brighter than
a cloud-free object. These factors mean that in general, cloud-free objects will have stronger absorption features in their thermal emission spectra, whereas cloudy objects will have smaller features and become more like a blackbody with the effective temperature of the cloud-top.

At the same time, clouds are often efficient scatterers and typically increase the overall albedo of a planet. For exoplanets that are heated from the top by light from their host stars, clouds can actually cool the planet’s pressure-temperature profile rather than warming it, because light is reflected from the cloud tops before it is absorbed by gases in the atmosphere to heat the atmosphere. The balance of these effects is important for understanding the energy budget of planetary atmospheres. The albedo spectrum contains information about the cloud composition (which changes its scattering properties), the cloud top height, and the abundances of gaseous absorbers in the atmosphere.

Lastly, for transmission spectra, planets with clouds at high altitudes always have smaller features than cloud-free planets. Clouds can have a stronger effect on transmission spectra than on thermal emission spectra because of the longer slant path length through the planet’s terminator (Fortney, 2005). Since transmission spectra probe lower pressures in the atmosphere, the altitude of the cloud is the most important factor in determining the effect of clouds on spectra.

### 1.3.5 Modeling Photochemical Hazes in Substellar Atmospheres

Photochemical hazes form in the atmospheres of all of the solar system’s giant planets (e.g. Gautier and Owen, 1989) and therefore it is likely that they form in some subset of exoplanets as well. However, the atmospheres of many of the planets found to date are very
different environments from solar system planets, so the role of photochemistry in these planets remains very much an open question.

Solar system giant planet atmospheres are cool and methane-dominated. Due to its large UV photodissociation cross section, methane breaks apart in the upper atmosphere of irradiated planets and produces rich carbon chemistry in the atmosphere. Models that include UV dissociation of methane find that molecules such as C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, C$_2$H$_6$, CH$_3$, HCN, and C$_6$H$_6$ exist in far greater abundance than would be expected from chemical equilibrium calculations (Yung et al., 1984; Zahnle et al., 2009a; Moses et al., 2011; Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012). In very cold planets like Uranus and Neptune, molecules like C$_2$H$_2$ condense directly into solid particles, creating an acetylene haze in the atmosphere (Marley and McKay, 1999a). In warmer exoplanets such as GJ 1214b, simple molecules like C$_2$H$_2$ are too volatile to condense; however, it is possible that these volatile molecules continue to interact chemically and form larger hydrocarbons which would condense in a warmer atmosphere. The pathways for this putative haze formation require both theoretical and laboratory work to better understand.

Our approach to understand the possible effect of hazes in planets like GJ 1214b was first presented in Morley et al. (2013). In this approach, we introduce a parameter $f_{\text{haze}}$, which is defined as the mass fraction of ‘soot precursors’ (C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, C$_2$H$_6$, C$_4$H$_2$, and HCN) that become solid haze particles in the atmosphere. We calculate the abundance of soot precursors using disequilibrium chemistry codes including the effect of photochemistry (Zahnle et al., 2009a; Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012; Line et al., 2011) and place the resulting mass into particles, varying the mode particle size. The hazes are placed in the layers where the soot precursors form, effectively assuming low sedimentation rates in the atmosphere.
1.4 Structure of this Work

This introduction has demonstrated the importance of studying clouds and hazes in brown dwarf and exoplanet atmospheres and explained how those clouds and hazes are typically modeled. The following chapters consider clouds and hazes in greater detail. The chapters are presented in chronological order as they were written and published. Chapters 2, 4, and 5 consider clouds in brown dwarfs. Chapter 2 includes sulfide and salt clouds in T dwarf atmospheres for the first time and shows how including these clouds may improve fits between models and observed spectra. Chapter 4 includes water ice clouds in a grid of brown dwarf models for the newly discovered Y dwarfs, from 200–450 K. Chapter 5 discusses variability in T and Y dwarf atmospheres, determining that clouds and pressure-temperature profile perturbations can be distinguished by observing spectral variability. The remaining three chapters (3, 6, and 7) in the body of this thesis present results for super Earth and Neptune-sized transiting planets. Chapter 3 and 6 both focus on the prototypical super Earth GJ 1214b, which has been observed to have a featureless transmission spectrum. Chapter 7 considers both the transmission and thermal emission spectra of GJ 436b to determine the properties of this Neptune-sized planet. In Chapter 8, I discuss future steps and projects that will further our understanding of clouds in substellar atmospheres, to the eventual goal of characterizing the properties of a suite of exoplanets from Jupiter to Earth mass in detail.
Figure 1.3: Color-Magnitude Diagram of Brown Dwarfs and Directly-Imaged Planets. Brown dwarfs are shown as open circles and directly-imaged planets are shown as filled circles with error bars. The color of the point indicates the spectral type of the object. Directly-imaged planets look similar but not identical to their brown dwarf brethren. In particular, for the few directly-imaged planets that have been spectral typed, their near-infrared colors appear to be redder than brown dwarfs of corresponding spectral types.
Figure 1.4: Pressure-temperature profiles and condensation curves from $T_{\text{eff}}=2400$ to 200 K.
Chapter 2

Neglected Clouds in T and Y Dwarf Atmospheres

2.1 Introduction

Since the first brown dwarfs were discovered two decades ago (Becklin and Zuckerman, 1988; Nakajima et al., 1995), hundreds more brown dwarfs have been discovered using wide field infrared surveys. These substellar objects, too low in mass to fuse hydrogen in their cores, range in mass from \( \sim 13 \) to \( 75 \, M_J \) and are classified by their spectra into L, T, and most recently Y dwarfs (Kirkpatrick, 2005; Cushing et al., 2011). Without hydrogen fusion as an internal energy source, brown dwarfs never reach a main-sequence state of constant luminosity; instead, they cool over time and will transition through the brown dwarf spectral sequence as different molecules and condensates form in their atmospheres. To model their atmospheres accurately requires an understanding of both the chemistry and physics of the materials that will
condense into clouds.

2.1.1 Modeling L and T Dwarfs

2.1.1.1 L dwarfs

Grain or condensate formation has been predicted to play an important role in L dwarf atmospheres since before the first brown dwarfs were discovered (Lunine et al., 1986, 1989). Modern equilibrium thermochemical models predict that a variety of different condensates will form in L dwarf atmospheres (Fegley and Lodders, 1994; Lodders, 1999); by comparing models to observations, it is now well-established that a variety of refractory materials condense in L dwarfs (see, e.g. Tsuji et al., 1996; Allard et al., 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2006; Cushing et al., 2008). The condensates that appear to dominate, based on the abundances of elements available to condense, are corundum (Al₂O₃), iron (Fe), enstatite (MgSiO₃), and forsterite (Mg₂SiO₄), and these species form cloud layers, removing atoms found within the clouds from the lower pressure atmosphere above (Fegley and Lodders, 1996; Lodders and Fegley, 2002; Lodders, 2003; Lodders and Fegley, 2006; Visscher et al., 2010). Within windows between major molecular absorption bands, there is little gas opacity so, in models without clouds, the emergent flux comes from hotter layers deep within the atmosphere. Cloud opacity tends to suppress the flux in the near-infrared within these windows; a thick cloud layer limits the depth from which the planet can radiate, removing some of the flux at these wavelengths, and forcing it to other wavelengths (Ackerman and Marley, 2001).

When the opacity of these clouds is included in radiative-convective equilibrium models of brown dwarf atmospheres, the resulting model spectra match those of observed L dwarfs.
(Cushing et al., 2006, 2008; Saumon and Marley, 2008; Stephens et al., 2009). Observations show that there is a range of colors for a given spectral type, which are believed to be associated with cloud variations or metallicity, but the details of this are not fully understood. Regardless, observed colors and spectra of L dwarfs cannot be well-matched without a significant cloud layer (Burrows et al., 2006).

2.1.1.2 T Dwarfs

As a brown dwarf continues to cool, it undergoes a significant transformation in its observed spectrum when it reaches an effective temperature of approximately 1400 K. Objects cooler than this transitional effective temperature begin to show methane absorption features in their near-infrared spectra and, when these features appear, are classified as T dwarfs (Burgasser et al., 2002; Kirkpatrick, 2005). Within a small range of effective temperature, the iron and silicate clouds become dramatically less important. Marley et al. (2010) show that this transition could potentially be explained by the breaking up of these cloud layers into patchy clouds, but the details of the transition are still very much unknown. However, the recent discovery of highly photometrically variable early T dwarfs suggests that cloud patchiness may indeed play a role (Radigan et al., 2012; Artigau et al., 2009). Regardless, as the clouds dissipate, the atmospheric windows in the near-infrared clear. Flux emerges from deeper, hotter atmospheric layers, and the brown dwarf becomes much bluer in $J - K$ color (see Figure 2.1).
2.1.1.3 History of Modeling T Dwarfs

The first T dwarf discovered, Gl229B (Nakajima et al., 1995; Oppenheimer et al., 1995), was modeled by Marley et al. (1996), Allard et al. (1996), Fegley and Lodders (1996), and Tsuji et al. (1996) using cloud-free models. These models assume that the condensate-forming materials have been removed from the gas phase, but do not contribute to the cloud opacity. Early T dwarfs are generally quite well-modeled using cloudless atmospheric models. However, recent observations of cooler T dwarfs suggest that T dwarfs of type T8 or later ($T_{\text{eff}} \lesssim 800$ K) appear to be systematically redder in $J-K$ and $J-H$ colors than the cloudless models predict (see Figure 2.1).

One of the challenges of modeling brown dwarf spectra is the uncertainties in the absorption bands of major gas species such as methane and ammonia, as well as absorption due to collisional processes. Recent work by Saumon et al. (2012) has modeled a range of brown dwarfs using improved line lists for ammonia from Yurchenko et al. (2011) and an improved treatment of the pressure-induced opacity of H$_2$ collisions from Richard et al. (2012). This work improves the accuracy of model near-infrared spectra and reddens the $J-K$ colors of the model spectra with effective temperatures between 500 and 1500 K. The color shift is due to decreased opacity in $K$ band from collision-induced absorption and, for $T_{\text{eff}} \lesssim 500$ K model only, increased ammonia opacity in $J$ band. However, these improvements do not change the colors enough to match the colors of the coolest T dwarfs.

Clouds are a natural way to redden near-infrared spectra. Cloud opacity limits the emergent flux most prominently in $J$ band, so it reddens the $J-K$ and $J-H$ colors of the
Figure 2.1: Color-magnitude diagrams of L and T dwarfs. Top: Observed brown dwarf $J-H$ color is plotted against the absolute $H$ magnitude for all known brown dwarfs with measured parallax. M dwarfs are plotted as black circles, L dwarfs as red circles, and T dwarfs as blue circles. Observational data are from Dupuy and Liu (2012). Models are plotted as solid lines. Blue lines are cloudless models and red lines are cloudy ($f_{\text{sed}}=2$) models that include iron, silicate, and corundum clouds. Each labeled temperature marks the approximate location of the model with that effective temperature. The surface gravity of all models is $\log g = 5.0$ (1000m/s$^2$). Bottom: Same as above, but $J-K$ color is plotted against the absolute $K$ magnitude.
models. Burgasser et al. (2010) suggest that the remnants of the iron and silicate clouds could redden these cool T dwarfs, but here we suggest instead that the formation of other condensates, which naturally arise from equilibrium chemistry calculations, may play an important role.

2.1.1.4 Y Dwarfs

The proposed spectral class Y encompasses brown dwarfs that have cooled below $T_{\text{eff}} \sim 500$ K; a handful of these cool objects have recently been discovered (Cushing et al., 2011; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012). At these temperatures, NH$_3$ begins to play a more significant role in shaping the near-infrared spectra, and sodium and potassium wane in importance in the optical because they condense into clouds. Appreciable amounts of H$_2$O and NH$_3$ will condense into clouds at $T_{\text{eff}} \sim 350$ K and $\sim 200$ K, respectively, and will further alter Y dwarf spectra. As we discover and characterize more of these cold objects, the study of clouds will be crucial to understand their spectral characteristics.

2.1.2 Secondary Cloud Layers

Silicate, iron, and corundum, which are the condensates that dominate the cloud opacity in our L dwarf models, are not the only condensates that thermochemical models predict will form in substellar atmospheres as they cool. Other condensates will form at lower temperatures and add to the cloud opacity via the same physical processes that formed the iron and silicate cloud layers. In cool substellar atmospheres, Na$_2$S (sodium sulfide) has been predicted to play a potentially significant role (Lodders, 1999; Lodders and Fegley, 2006; Visscher et al., 2006). Other species expected to condense at these lower temperatures (roughly 600 to 1400 K) include
Cr, MnS, ZnS, and KCl.

To our knowledge, none of these five condensates have been included in a brown dwarf atmosphere model before now. Marley (2000) estimated column optical depths for several of these species and recognized that Na$_2$S could be important at low $T_{\text{eff}}$ but did not include this species in subsequent modeling because of lack of adequate optical constant data. Burrows et al. (2001, 2002) noted that Na$_2$S and KCl will condense in cool T dwarfs, but also noted that the indices of refraction are difficult to find. Helling and collaborators (Helling and Woitke, 2006) also recognized that some of these species will form condensates in some cases but also did not compute model atmospheres that included this opacity source. Fortney (2005) noted that some of these species might be detectable in extrasolar planet transit spectra which probe a longer path length through the atmosphere.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Cloud Model

To model cloudy T dwarf atmospheres, we modify the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model. This model has successfully been used to model the effects of the iron, silicate, and corundum clouds on the spectra of L dwarfs (Saumon and Marley, 2008; Stephens et al., 2009). Here, we do not include the opacity of iron, silicate, and corundum clouds; based on observed trends, we assume that the opacity of these clouds becomes negligible for the early T dwarfs. We instead include Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl.

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) approach avoids treating the highly uncertain mi-
crophysical processes that create clouds in brown dwarf and planetary atmospheres. Instead, it aims to balance the advection and diffusion of each species’ vapor and condensate at each layer of the atmosphere. It balances the upward transport of vapor and condensate by turbulent mixing in the atmosphere with the downward transport of condensate by sedimentation. This balance is achieved using the equation

\[-K_{zz} \frac{\partial q_t}{\partial z} - f_{sed} w_s q_c = 0,\]

(2.1)

where \(K_{zz}\) is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, \(q_t\) is the mixing ratio of condensate and vapor, \(q_c\) is the mixing ratio of condensate, \(w_s\) is the convective velocity scale, and \(f_{sed}\) is a parameter that describes the efficiency of sedimentation in the atmosphere.

This calculation provides the total amount of condensate at each layer of the atmosphere. The distribution of particle sizes at each level of the atmosphere is represented by a log-normal distribution in which the modal particle size is calculated using the sedimentation flux. A high sedimentation efficiency parameter \(f_{sed}\) results in vertically thinner clouds with larger particle sizes, whereas a lower \(f_{sed}\) results in more vertically extended clouds with smaller particles sizes. As a result, a higher \(f_{sed}\) corresponds to optically thinner clouds and a lower \(f_{sed}\) corresponds to optically thicker clouds.

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model code computes the available quantity of condensible gas above the cloud base by comparing the local gas abundance (accounting for upwards transport by mixing via \(K_{zz}\)) to the local condensate vapor pressure \(p_{vap}\). In cases where the formation of condensates does not proceed by homogeneous condensation we nevertheless
compute an equivalent vapor pressure curve as described in Section 2.2.4.2.

2.2.2 Atmosphere Model

The cloud code is coupled to a 1D atmosphere model that calculates the pressure-temperature profile of an atmosphere in radiative-convective equilibrium. The atmosphere models are described in McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1996); Burrows et al. (1997); Marley and McKay (1999b); Marley et al. (2002); Saumon and Marley (2008); Fortney et al. (2008b). This methodology has been successfully applied to modeling brown dwarfs with both cloudy and clear atmospheres (Marley et al., 1996, 2002; Burrows et al., 1997; Saumon et al., 2006, 2007; Leggett et al., 2007a,b; Mainzer et al., 2007; Blake et al., 2007; Cushing et al., 2008; Geballe et al., 2009; Stephens et al., 2009).

In the atmosphere model, the thermal radiative transfer is determined using the “source function technique” presented in Toon et al. (1989). Within this method, it is possible to include Mie scattering of particles as an opacity source in each layer. Our opacity database for gases, described extensively in Freedman et al. (2008), includes all the important absorbers in the atmosphere. This opacity database includes two significant updates since Freedman et al. (2008), which are described in Saumon et al. (2012): a new molecular line list for ammonia (Yurchenko et al., 2011) and an improved treatment of the pressure-induced opacity of H₂ collisions (Richard et al., 2012).

Both the cloud model and the chemical equilibrium calculations (see Section 2.2.4) are coupled with the radiative transfer calculations and the pressure-temperature profile of the atmosphere; this means that a converged model will have a temperature structure that is self-
consistent with the clouds and chemistry.

2.2.3 Mie Scattering by Cloud Particles

We calculate the effect of the model cloud distribution on the flux using Mie scattering theory to describe the cloud opacity. Assuming that particles are spherical and homogeneous, we calculate the scattering and absorption coefficients of each species for each of the particle sizes within the model. In order to make these scattering calculations, we need to understand the optical properties (the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction) of each material.

The optical properties were found from a variety of diverse sources, summarized in Table 2.1. To calculate Mie scattering within the model atmosphere, we use a grid of optical properties at wavelengths from 0.268 to 227 \( \mu \text{m} \). Where data were not available, we extrapolated the available data, following trends for similar known molecules.

The molecules with the most complete published optical properties are ZnS and KCl, both of which are obtained from Querry (1987), who tabulates the optical constants for 24 different minerals.

Optical properties for Cr are published in Stashchuk et al. (1984) from 0.26 to 15 \( \mu \text{m} \). The optical properties from 15 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 227 \( \mu \text{m} \) were linearly extrapolated from these experimental data following the trend of the optical properties of Fe. Various extrapolations were tested; the choice of optical properties beyond 15 \( \mu \text{m} \) does not change the results of the calculations in any meaningful way.

Optical properties for MnS are published in Huffman and Wild (1967), from 0.09 to 13 \( \mu \text{m} \). Optical properties from 15 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 227 \( \mu \text{m} \) are extrapolated, following the trends of the...
Figure 2.2: Na$_2$S index of refraction. The real and imaginary parts of the sodium sulfide index of refraction from the two sources used are plotted as a function of wavelength. Montaner et al. (1979) observational data are shown as a blue dashed line. Khachai et al. (2009) calculations are shown as a pink dashed line. The interpolated values used for the Mie scattering calculation are shown as pink circles.
Table 2.1: Sources of Optical Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Wavelength Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>Querry (1987)</td>
<td>0.22-167 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>Querry (1987)</td>
<td>0.22-167 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnS</td>
<td>Huffman and Wild (1967)</td>
<td>0.09-13 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>Stashchuk et al. (1984)</td>
<td>0.26-15 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$_2$S</td>
<td>Montaner et al. (1979)</td>
<td>25-198 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khachai et al. (2009)</td>
<td>0.03-91 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other two studied sulfide condensates ZnS and Na$_2$S.

The optical properties for Na$_2$S, the clouds with the largest optical depth, are combined from two different sources. Montaner et al. (1979) provides experimental data in the infrared, from 25 to 198 µm. Khachai et al. (2009) provides first principles calculations of the optical properties from 0.03 to 91 µm. In the region of overlap, the Montaner et al. (1979) laboratory values are used. The real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction are plotted in Figure 2.2.

2.2.4 Chemistry Models

2.2.4.1 Gas Phase Chemistry

The abundances of molecular, atomic, and ionic species are calculated using thermochemical equilibrium following the models of Fegley and Lodders (1994, 1996); Lodders (1999); Lodders and Fegley (2002); Lodders (2002, 2003); Lodders and Fegley (2006); Lodders (2009). We adopt solar-composition elemental abundances from Lodders (2003). The differences between Lodders (2003) and newer abundance measurements (e.g. Asplund et al.,
are not large enough to significantly alter the condensation temperatures considered in the paper. Lodders (2003) abundances were therefore selected for consistency with previous modeling efforts by our groups. The abundances of condensate-forming elements are listed in Table 2. We assume uniform heavy element abundance ratios over a range of metallicities from [Fe/H] = -0.5 to [Fe/H] = +0.5 in order to explore the metallicity dependence of the condensation temperature expressions.

2.2.4.2 Cloud Condensation Chemistry

A simplified equilibrium condensation approach is used to calculate saturation vapor pressures and condensation curves (see Figure 3) for Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl as a function of pressure, temperature, and metallicity, based upon the more comprehensive thermochemical models of Lodders & Fegley (see 2.2.4.1) and Visscher et al. (2006, 2010). In each case, we consider condensation from the most abundant Cr-, Mn-, Na-, Zn-, and K-bearing gas phases at the cloud base as predicted by the chemical models. The relative mass of each cloud (relative to Na$_2$S) is listed in Table 3, assuming complete removal of available condensate material from the gas phase.

Chromium metal is the most refractory of the clouds considered here and condenses from monatomic Cr gas via the reaction

$$\text{Cr} = \text{Cr(s)}.$$  

(2.2)
Table 2.2: Abundances of condensate-forming elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>A(El)$^a$</th>
<th>Major condensate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>7.54 ± 0.03</td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>7.61 ± 0.02</td>
<td>Mg$_2$SiO$_4$, MgSiO$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>7.62 ± 0.02</td>
<td>Mg$_2$SiO$_4$, MgSiO$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>8.76 ± 0.05</td>
<td>Mg$_2$SiO$_4$, MgSiO$_3$, Al$_2$O$_3$, H$_2$O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>6.54 ± 0.02</td>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$, CaAl$_2$O$_19$, CaAl$_2$O$_4$, Ca$_2$Al$_2$SiO$_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>6.37 ± 0.03</td>
<td>Na$_2$S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>4.70 ± 0.04</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>5.58 ± 0.03</td>
<td>MnS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>7.26 ± 0.03</td>
<td>Na$_2$S, ZnS, MnS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>5.72 ± 0.05</td>
<td>Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>5.18 ± 0.05</td>
<td>KCl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>5.33 ± 0.06</td>
<td>KCl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. — $^a$ Where $A(El) = \log[n(El)/n(H)] + 12$

where ‘(s)’ indicates a solid phase. The condensation condition for Cr-metal is defined by

$$p^*_\text{Cr} \geq p'_{\text{Cr}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $p^*_\text{Cr}$ is the saturation vapor pressure of Cr gas in equilibrium with Cr-metal and $p'_{\text{Cr}}$ is the partial pressure of Cr below the cloud for a solar-composition gas ($p^*_\text{Cr} = q^*_\text{Cr} p_t$, where $q^*_\text{Cr}$ is the mole fraction abundance of Cr and $p_t$ is the total atmospheric pressure). Upon condensation, the thermodynamic activity of Cr-metal is unity and the equilibrium constant ($K_p$) expression for reaction (2.3) can be written as

$$p'_{\text{Cr}} = K_p^{-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Substituting for the temperature-dependent value of $K_p$, the saturation vapor pressure of Cr
above the cloud base can be estimated using the expression

\[ \log p'_{\text{Cr}} \approx 7.490 - 20592 / T, \tag{2.5} \]

for \( T \) in Kelvin and \( p \) in bars. Below the cloud, we assume that Cr gas is approximately representative of the elemental Cr abundance in solar composition gas (see Table 2.3):

\[ \log p^*_{\text{Cr}} \approx -6.052 + \log p_t + [\text{Fe/H}]. \tag{2.6} \]

The condensation temperature as a function of the total atmospheric pressure \( (p_t) \) and metallicity can therefore be approximated by setting \( p^*_{\text{Cr}} = p'_{\text{Cr}} \) and rearranging to give

\[ 10^4 / T_{\text{cond}}(\text{Cr}) \approx 6.576 - 0.486 \log p_t - 0.486[\text{Fe/H}]. \tag{2.7} \]

This expression yields a condensation temperature near \( \sim 1520 \text{ K} \) at 1 bar and solar metallicity (cf. Lodders and Fegley, 2006), and shows that greater total pressures and/or metallicities will lead to higher condensation temperatures. Condensation of Cr-metal effectively removes gas-phase chromium from the atmosphere, and the abundances of Cr-bearing gases rapidly decrease with altitude above the cloud.

Our modeling of sulfide condensation chemistry follows that of Visscher et al. (2006), and the condensation reactions and temperature-dependent expressions presented here are taken from that study. The deepest sulfide cloud expected in brown dwarf atmospheres is MnS, which
forms via the reaction

\[ \text{H}_2\text{S} + \text{Mn} = \text{MnS(s)} + \text{H}_2, \]  

(2.8)

The formation of the MnS cloud is limited by the total manganese abundance, which is 2% of the sulfur abundance in a solar-composition gas. The condensation curve for MnS is thus derived by exploring the chemistry of monatomic Mn, which is the dominant Mn-bearing gas near the cloud base. Using results from Visscher et al. (2006), the saturation vapor pressure of Mn above the cloud is given by

\[ \log p'_{\text{Mn}} \approx 11.532 - 23810/T - [\text{Fe/H}], \]  

(2.9)

where the metallicity dependence comes from H$_2$S (the dominant S-bearing gas) remaining in the gas phase above the MnS cloud base. By setting $p'_{\text{Mn}} = p'_{\text{Mn}}$, the MnS condensation curve is approximated by Visscher et al. (2006):

\[ 10^4/T_{\text{cond}}(\text{MnS}) \approx 7.447 - 0.42 \log p_t - 0.84[\text{Fe/H}], \]  

(2.10)

giving a condensation temperature near $\sim 1340$ K at 1 bar in a solar-metallicity gas.

The Na$_2$S cloud is the most massive of the metal sulfide clouds expected to form in brown dwarf atmospheres because Na is more abundant than either Mn or Zn in a solar-composition gas (see Table 2.3). Sodium sulfide condenses via the net thermochemical reaction

\[ \text{H}_2\text{S} + 2\text{Na} = \text{Na}_2\text{S(s)} + \text{H}_2. \]  

(2.11)
The mass of the Na\textsubscript{2}S cloud is limited by the elemental abundance of sodium, which is 13% of the abundance of sulfur in a solar composition gas. Using results from Visscher et al. (2006), the saturation vapor pressure of Na above the cloud base is given by

$$\log p_{\text{Na}}' \approx 8.550 - 13889/T - 0.50[\text{Fe/H}], \quad (2.12)$$

where the metallicity dependence results from H\textsubscript{2}S remaining in the gas phase above the Na\textsubscript{2}S cloud and from the stoichiometry of Na and H\textsubscript{2}S in the condensation reaction. The condensation temperature (where $p_{\text{Na}}^* = p_{\text{Na}}'$) is given by Visscher et al. (2006):

$$10^4/T_{\text{cond}}(\text{Na}_2\text{S}) \approx 10.045 - 0.72\log p_t - 1.08[\text{Fe/H}], \quad (2.13)$$

indicating condensation near $\sim 1000$ K at 1 bar in a solar-metallicity gas.

The ZnS cloud layer forms via the reaction

$$\text{H}_2\text{S} + \text{Zn} = \text{ZnS}(s) + \text{H}_2, \quad (2.14)$$

The formation of the ZnS cloud is limited by the total Zn abundance, which is 0.3% of the S abundance in a solar-composition gas. Using results from Visscher et al. (2006), the saturation vapor pressure of Zn over condensed ZnS is given by

$$\log p_{\text{Zn}}' \approx 12.812 - 15873/T - [\text{Fe/H}] \quad (2.15)$$
The condensation curve (where \( p_{\text{Zn}}^* = p'_{\text{Zn}} \)) is approximated by Visscher et al. (2006):

\[
10^4/T_{\text{cond}}(\text{ZnS}) \approx 12.527 - 0.63 \log p_t - 1.26[\text{Fe/H}],
\]

(2.16)
giving a condensation temperature of \(~ 800 \text{ K} \) at 1 bar in a solar-metallicity gas.

Our treatment of KCl condensation chemistry is similar to that for Cr-metal and the metal sulfides. With decreasing temperatures, KCl replaces neutral K as the dominant K-bearing gas in brown dwarf atmospheres (Lodders, 1999; Lodders and Fegley, 2006). The KCl cloud layer is thus expected to form via the net thermochemical reaction

\[
\text{KCl} = \text{KCl}(s),
\]

(2.17)
and condenses as a solid over the range of conditions considered here. The vapor pressure of KCl above condensed KCl(s) is given by

\[
\log p'_{\text{KCl}} \approx 7.611 - 11382/T,
\]

(2.18)
derived from the equilibrium constant expression for the condensation reaction. The mass of the KCl cloud is limited by the total potassium abundance, which is 70% of the chlorine abundance in a solar-composition gas (Lodders, 2003). Note that other K-bearing species may remain relatively abundant near cloud condensation temperatures, particularly at higher pressures (e.g., see Fegley and Lodders 1994 and Lodders 1999 for a more detailed discussion of chemical speciation). However, KCl is the dominant K-bearing gas near the cloud base for the relevant conditions.
$P-T$ conditions expected in cool brown dwarf atmospheres (see Figure 3) over the range of metallicities (-0.5 to +0.5 dex) considered here. For simplicity we therefore assume that KCl is approximately representative of the elemental K abundance below the cloud, given by

$$\log p^*_{\text{KCl}} \approx -6.593 + \log p_t + [\text{Fe/H}].$$  \hfill (2.19) 

The condensation temperature as a function of pressure and metallicity is estimated by setting $p^*_{\text{KCl}} = p'_{\text{KCl}}$ and rearranging to give

$$10^4/T_{\text{cond}}(\text{KCl}) \approx 12.479 - 0.879 \log p_t - 0.879[\text{Fe/H}],$$  \hfill (2.20) 

yielding a condensation temperature near $\sim 800$ K at 1 bar in a solar-metallicity gas (cf. Lodders, 1999; Lodders and Fegley, 2006). In general, the condensation curve expressions demonstrate that condensation temperatures increase with total pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4. Furthermore, higher metallicities are expected to result in higher condensation temperatures and more massive cloud layers in brown dwarf atmospheres. In each case, the saturation vapor pressures of cloud-forming species rapidly decrease with altitude above the cloud layers.

### 2.2.5 Comparison to Other Cloud Models

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) model is one method of several that have been applied to cloudy brown dwarf atmospheres. Helling et al. (2008a) review various cloud modeling techniques and compare model predictions for various cases. The most important conceptual differences between these approaches lies in the assumptions of how condensed phases interact.
Table 2.3: Abundances of Condensate-Forming Species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condensate</th>
<th>( p_x^* ) below cloud base ( p_t m )</th>
<th>Cloud mass ( p_t m )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>( p_{\text{Cr}}^* \approx 8.87 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnS</td>
<td>( p_{\text{Mn}}^* \approx 6.32 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(_2)S</td>
<td>( p_{\text{Na}}^* \approx 3.97 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>( p_{\text{Zn}}^* \approx 8.45 \times 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>( p_{\text{KCl}}^* \approx 2.55 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>( p_{\text{Fe}}^* \approx 5.78 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>20.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. — "Where \( p_x^* \) is the partial pressure (in bars) of each gas phase species \( x \) below the predicted cloud base using solar-composition abundances from Lodders (2003), \( p_t \) is the total atmospheric pressure, and the metallicity factor \( m \) is defined by \( \log m = [\text{Fe/H}] \). Total condensate mass relative to the Na\(_2\)S cloud. Values for Fe shown for comparison.

with the gas.

In the chemical equilibrium approach (e.g. Allard et al., 2001), condensed phases remain in contact with the gas phase and can continue to react with the gas even at temperatures well below the condensation temperature. As an example, when following this approach, Fe grains which first condense at temperatures of over 2000 K react with atmospheric H\(_2\)S to form FeS below 1000 K. In the condensation chemistry approach we employ here, the condensed phases are assumed to sediment out of the atmosphere and are not available to interact with gas phases at temperatures below the condensation temperature. Thus Fe grains form a discrete cloud layer and do not react to form FeS. H\(_2\)S consequently remains in the gas phase and reacts to form condensates as outlined in Section 2.4.2. Jupiter is an excellent example of the applicability of this framework, as the presence of H\(_2\)S in the observable atmosphere is only
possible because Fe is sequestered in a deep cloud layer, which prevents the formation of FeS which otherwise deplete other gas phase S species (Fegley and Lodders, 1994). The presence of alkali absorption in T dwarfs likewise demonstrates the applicability of condensation chemistry (Marley et al., 2002). A detailed comparison of true equilibrium condensation and cloud condensate removal from equilibrium can be found in Fegley and Lodders (1994); Lodders and Fegley (2006) and references therein.

A different approach is taken by Helling & Woitke (Helling and Woitke, 2006) who follow the trajectory of tiny seed particles of TiO$_2$ that are assumed to be emplaced high in the atmosphere and sink downwards. As the seeds fall through the atmosphere they collect condensate material. In Helling and Woitke (2006) and numerous follow on papers (Helling et al., 2008a; Witte et al., 2009, 2011; de Kok et al., 2011) this group models the microphysics of grain growth given these conditions. Because the background atmosphere is not depleted of gaseous species until the grains fall through the atmosphere, a compositionally very different set of grains are formed. In particular they predict ‘dirty’ grains composed of layers of varying condensates.

A direct comparison between the predictions of the various cloud modeling schools is often difficult because of differing assumptions of elemental abundances and the background thermal profile. Modeling tests in which predictions of the various groups are compared to data would be illuminating, but this is far beyond the scope of the work reported here.
2.2.6 Evolution Model

In order to calculate absolute magnitudes of the modeled brown dwarfs, we use the results of evolution models which determine the radius of a brown dwarf as it cools and contracts over its lifetime. We use the evolution models of Saumon and Marley (2008) with the surface boundary condition from cloudless atmospheres. Using a cloudless boundary condition instead of one consistent with these clouds changes the calculated magnitudes of the models very slightly, but does not change the overall trends or results.

2.2.7 Model Grid

To analyze the effect of these clouds, we generate a grid of 182 model atmospheres at effective temperatures and surface gravities spanning the full range of T dwarfs. We calculate pressure-temperature profiles and synthetic spectra for atmospheres from 400 to 1300 K (50 to 100 K increments), with log(g) (cgs) of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, and 5.5 and cloud sedimentation efficiency parameter $f_{\text{sed}}=2$, 3, 4, and 5. For this study, we use only solar metallicity composition. We then compare these, both photometrically and spectroscopically, to observed T dwarfs.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Model Pressure-Temperature Profiles

In Figure 2.3, we show the pressure-temperature profiles of models with effective temperatures of 400 K, 600 K, 900 K, and 1300 K. The surface gravity of the 400 K models is log $g$=4.5; for the hotter models, log $g$=5.0. We plot models with two different cloud sedimen-
Figure 2.3: The pressure-temperature profiles of model atmospheres are plotted. Models at 400, 600, 900, and 1300 K are shown, and the effective temperature of the model is labeled on the plot. The surface gravity of the 400 K model is log \( g = 4.5 \); for the hotter models, log \( g = 5.0 \). We show cloudless models in blue, and cloudy models with \( f_{\text{sed}} = 2 \) (red) and \( 4 \) (orange). Condensation curves for each condensate species are plotted. The cloudy models include the condensates Cr, MnS, Na\(_2\)S, ZnS, and KCl. Note that for each case, increasing the cloud thickness increases the temperature at a given atmospheric pressure. The 1-6 \( \mu \)m photosphere of each model is shown as a thicker line.
tation efficiencies which include only the Na$_2$S, MnS, ZnS, Cr, and KCl clouds. Because Na$_2$S and MnS are by far the most dominant cloud species (see Section 2.3.3), as a shorthand we refer to this collection of clouds as ‘sulfide clouds.’

The condensation curves of major and minor species predicted to form by equilibrium chemistry are also plotted. The location of a given cloud base is expected to be where the pressure-temperature profile of the model atmosphere crosses the condensation curve. Each model crosses the condensation curve of each species at very different pressures and, to a lesser extent, temperatures, so we expect that the significance of the clouds will be strongly controlled by the effective temperature of the model.

The cloudy 400 K and 600 K models have two convection zones. All 900 and 1300 K models have a single deep convection zone.

For all models, it is clear that, as in previous cloudy models of L dwarfs, adding cloud opacity has a “blanketing” effect on the model, increasing the temperature of the atmosphere for a given atmospheric pressure. As the cloud becomes optically thicker, the entire pressure-temperature profile becomes hotter; thus, on a plot of pressure-temperature profiles such as Figure 2.3, increasing the cloud opacity moves the whole profile to the right.

### 2.3.2 Model Spectra

In Figures 2.4 and 2.5, we show the spectra of the same example models at 1300, 900, 600, and 400 K: Figure 2.4 shows the wavelength-dependent brightness temperatures from these models, while 2.5 shows the model fluxes computed from the top of the atmosphere. The brightness temperature gives some insight into the depth into the atmosphere probed at each
Figure 2.4: The model spectra are plotted as brightness temperature vs. wavelength. Cloudless, $f_{\text{sed}}=2$, and $f_{\text{sed}}=4$ models are shown. The solid horizontal line indicates the temperature at the base of the each cloud, and the dashed horizontal line denotes the temperature of the layer in which column extinction optical depth of the cloud reaches 0.1. Note that for all clouds in the $T_{\text{eff}}$ 1300 K model, the column optical depth model never exceeds 0.1. The maximum column optical depth of the Na$_2$S clouds ($\tau$ at the cloud base) is calculated using the $f_{\text{sed}}=4$ models and labeled on each plot.
Figure 2.5: Model spectra. From top to bottom, $T_{\text{eff}}=1300$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=600$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, log $g=4.5$. We show cloudy models with $f_{\text{sed}}=2$ and 4 which include the condensates Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl and cloudless models for comparison. Note that for the $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, $T_{\text{eff}}=600$ K and $T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K models, the cloudy models are progressively fainter in $Y$ and $J$ bands and brighter in $K$ band as the sedimentation efficiency decreases. In contrast, for the $T_{\text{eff}}=1300$ K case, the clouds do not significantly change the spectrum.
Figure 2.6: Model spectra with iron/silicate clouds. As in Figure 2.5, from top to bottom, $T_{\text{eff}}=1300$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=600$ K, log $g=5.0$; $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, log $g=4.5$. We show cloudy models with iron/silicate/corundum clouds (no sulfide clouds) with $f_{\text{sed}}=2$ and cloudless models for comparison. Note that these clouds, unlike the sulfide clouds in Figure 2.5, significantly change the shape of the 1300 K model.
wavelength. Flux from 0.8 to 1.3 µm comes from the deepest, hottest layers of the atmosphere. Clouds change the flux in this wavelength range by limiting the depth from which flux emerges; conversely, the clouds do not change the depth probed between ~2 and 5 µm because the clouds form below the layers from which most of the flux is emerging. However, the hotter atmospheric temperatures at a given pressure (see Figure 3) lead to slightly higher fluxes at these wavelengths. Though not plotted here, flux in the mid-infrared also comes from above the cloud layer and is slightly higher because the entire pressure-temperature profile is hotter.

For the hottest of these models ($T_{\text{eff}}=1300$ K), the cloudy spectra look almost identical to the cloudless spectrum. This model is too hot to have much mass of these condensed species form in the photosphere. For a cooler model ($T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K), the cloudy spectra look different from the cloudless spectrum. As we decrease the sedimentation efficiency $f_{\text{sed}}$ in the model, the flux in $Y$ and $J$ bands decreases and the flux in $K$ band increases.

For the coldest two models shown ($T_{\text{eff}}=400, 600$ K), the cloudy spectra look dramatically different from the cloudless spectrum in the near-infrared; even the thinnest cloud considered here ($f_{\text{sed}}=5$) causes the flux in $Y$ and $J$ to decrease by 50% and the flux in $K$ to correspondingly increase. Decreasing the sedimentation efficiency enhances this effect.

Figure 2.6 shows the effect of the iron and silicate clouds on the spectra of models with the same effective temperatures (1300 K, 900 K, 600, and 400 K) and surface gravity. Note that unlike the sulfide clouds, these iron and silicate clouds substantially change the shape of the 1300 K and 900 K models by suppressing the flux in $Y$, $J$, and $H$ and increasing the flux in $K$ band and the mid-infrared. This strong effect at higher temperatures is due to the large amount of iron and silicate condensed in the visible atmosphere at those temperatures.
2.3.3 Cloud Structure in Model Atmospheres

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of clouds in the model atmospheres for the three example cases. The locations of iron, silicate, and corundum clouds, using models that only include those clouds—the standard Saumon and Marley (2008) cloud configuration—are plotted for reference. The column optical depth is given by Equation 16 in Ackerman and Marley (2001), which calculates the cumulative geometric scattering optical depth by cloud particles through the atmosphere.

For the 1300 K model, all of the sulfide clouds have tiny optical depths in the photosphere and do not affect the emergent spectra. The silicate and iron clouds would have significant optical depth ($\tau=2-3$) and would substantially change the emergent spectra.

For the 900 K model, all of the sulfide clouds have a column optical depth smaller than 1 in the photosphere. KCl and ZnS have tiny optical depth ($\tau < 2 \times 10^{-2}$) and will not create an observable change in the spectrum. Na$_2$S and MnS have optical depth between 0.1 and 1 and will change the model spectra slightly.

For the 600 K model, Na$_2$S is the most important condensate opacity source. KCl has a small optical depth and ZnS has a negligible optical depth. This result is expected, based on the abundances of each species (see Table 2.3). The other two clouds, MnS and Cr, are below the near-infrared photosphere, so also do not change the spectrum. The silicate and iron clouds would also be below the photosphere.

Using our full grid of models, we can examine the importance of the Na$_2$S cloud as a function of $T_{\text{eff}}$ and surface gravity. Figure 2.8 shows how the column optical depth of this
Figure 2.7: Pressure vs. column optical depth. The column optical depth of each cloud species is plotted. The solid lines denote the clouds examined in this study: Na$_2$S, ZnS, KCl, Cr, and MnS. The dashed lines show the column optical depths of models that include only the more refractory clouds corundum (Al$_2$O$_3$), iron (Fe), and forsterite (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$) to show where those clouds would form in comparison to the sulfide clouds. All models use $f_{sed}=2$. The shaded grey area shows the region of the atmosphere which lies within the $\lambda = 1$ to $6 \mu$m photosphere. Note that the Na$_2$S cloud is by far the most important of the added clouds for the 600 K model in the near-infrared. Also note that if the Al$_2$O$_3$, Fe, and Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ persisted to effective temperatures of 900-1300 K, they would be quite visible, which would not match observations.
cloud varies from 400-1300 K and log g from 4.0-5.0 for a constant value of the parameter $f_{sed}$. Moving to $T_{eff}$ values below 1300 K, the Na$_2$S cloud grows in importance as it forms progressively deeper in the atmosphere, so that there is larger mass of condensate in the cloud. The maximum optical depth of the Na$_2$S cloud at pressure levels above the bottom of the 1-6 $\mu$m photosphere is largest for models with $T_{eff}$ of 600 K. At lower $T_{eff}$, much of the cloud opacity is below the visible atmosphere. The optical depth within the photosphere is significant ($\tau \gtrsim 1$) for models between 400 and 700 K.

Figure 2.8 indicates that the cloud optical depth within the photosphere is largest for higher surface gravity atmospheres for a constant value of $f_{sed}$. However, this does not necessarily predict that higher gravity brown dwarfs will have thicker clouds than lower gravity brown dwarfs because the parameter $f_{sed}$ is not necessarily independent of gravity.
2.4 Comparison with Observations

2.4.1 Color-Magnitude Diagrams

In Figure 2.9, we plot the photometric colors in the near-infrared of all brown dwarfs with measured parallaxes and apparent $J$ and $K$ magnitude errors smaller than 0.2 magnitudes (Dupuy and Liu, 2012; Faherty et al., 2012). We also plot the calculated photometric colors of our suite of cloudless and cloudy models from 400-1300 K with several representative surface gravities. In Section 2.4.1 we discuss the general trends of the photometric colors of models at various effective temperatures and cloud sedimentation efficiencies. In Section 2.4.2 we compare our model results to the photometric observations.

As discussed in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, clouds in T dwarf atmospheres tend to suppress the flux in $Y$ and $J$ bands and increase the flux in $K$ band. The flux shift from $J$ to $K$ gives cloudy models larger (redder) $J-K$ and $J-H$ colors than cloudless models.

In Figure 2.9, the hottest cloudy models have nearly the same near-infrared colors as cloudless models. As we decrease the effective temperature of a cloudy model, more cloud material condenses; the model has a redder photometric color than a cloudless model with the same $T_{\text{eff}}$. If we reduce the sedimentation efficiency ($f_{\text{sed}}$) of the cloud, the cloud becomes optically thicker, and the model has a redder photometric color.

The upper panels, which show $J-K$ photometric colors, show that our sulfide cloud models can easily reach the colors of red T dwarfs, with $f_{\text{sed}}$ values of 4-5. The bulk of the T dwarf population is bluer than the $f_{\text{sed}}=5$ model. However, the cooler T dwarfs are generally well-matched by the models. In $J-H$, the color directly affected by cloud opacity limiting the
depth to which one sees, the model colors are an excellent match to the data. The cloudy models are a much better match than the corresponding cloud-free models.

2.4.2 Comparison to Observed T Dwarfs

2.4.2.1 Expected Surface Gravity of T dwarfs

Based on Saumon and Marley (2008) evolution models and assuming that observed brown dwarfs will have ages less than 10 Gyr, we expect that the coldest objects modeled, between 400-600 K, will have surface gravities less than log $g=5.2$. Hotter objects, between 1000 and 1300 K, will have surface gravities less than log $g=5.5$.

2.4.2.2 Cloud Sedimentation Efficiency

For the L dwarfs, we are generally able to match photometric colors by including silicate, iron, and corundum clouds with a sedimentation efficiency parameter of $f_{sed}=2\pm1$ (Stephens et al., 2009; Saumon and Marley, 2008). However, for these cooler T dwarfs, models with these sulfide clouds with $f_{sed}=2$ are redder than observed brown dwarfs. If we assume $f_{sed}$ is larger—around 4 or 5—we are able to match observed colors. The cloud model does not explicitly suggest any physical mechanism for why $f_{sed}$ would be different. However, since these objects are about 1000 K cooler than L dwarfs, it would not be surprising if these objects populate a different physical regime, and would have substantially different rates of atmospheric mixing and cloud condensation. Indeed, a large increase in $f_{sed}$ with lower $T_{eff}$ values is one way to quickly clear away the silicate and iron clouds (Knapp et al., 2004)
Figure 2.9: Color-magnitude diagrams for M, L, and T dwarfs. As in Figure 2.1, observed ultracool dwarf color is plotted against the absolute magnitude for all known brown dwarfs with measured parallax. In the top 3 plots, $J-K$ color is plotted against absolute $J$ magnitude; in the bottom 3 plots, $J-H$ color is plotted against absolute $H$ magnitude. All photometry is in the MKO system. M dwarfs are plotted as black circles, L dwarfs as red circles, and T dwarfs as blue circles. Observational data are from Dupuy and Liu (2012); Faherty et al. (2012). The locations of the brown dwarfs Ross 458C and UGPS 0722-05, the objects to which we compare model spectra to observations in Figures 11 and 12, are shown with a purple star and square symbol, respectively. Models. Models are plotted as lines. Each labeled temperature marks the approximate locations of the model with that effective temperature. Three representative gravities are plotted: from left plot to right plot, log $g$=4.0, 4.5, and 5.0. Blue lines are cloudless models and red lines are cloudy models ($f_{\text{sed}}$=5, 4, 3, and 2 from left line to right line in each plot) that include the opacity of only the newly added clouds—Na$_2$S, Cr, MnS, ZnS, and KCl.
2.4.2.3 WISE Color-Color Diagrams

Cushing et al. (2011) announced the discovery of six proposed Y dwarfs found by the WISE mission. Objects around the T-to-Y transition are cold enough to have NH$_3$ absorption features in the near infrared.

We have obtained near-infrared photometry for two proposed Y0 dwarfs discovered using the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) by Cushing et al. (2011). $YJH$ was obtained for WISEP J140518.40+553421.5 and $YJ$ for J154151.65−225025.2, using the near-infrared imager NIRI (Hodapp et al., 2003) on the Gemini-North telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The photometry is on the Mauna Kea Observatories system (Tokunaga and Vacca, 2005). The data were obtained via the Gemini queue program GN-2012A-Q-106 on 2012 February 10; the program aims to supplement and improve on the photometry presented in the discovery paper. Individual exposure times of 60 s were used at $Y$ and $J$, and 30 s at $H$; a 9-position dither pattern with 10" offsets was repeated as necessary for sufficient signal to noise. The total exposure time for WISEP J140518.40+553421.5 was 9 minutes at $Y$ and $J$ and 58.5 minutes at $H$; for WISEP J154151.65−225025.2 the total exposure time was 18 minutes at each of $Y$ and $J$. Data were reduced in a standard fashion and flatfielded with calibration lamps on the telescope. The UKIRT faint standards FS 133 and 136 were used for photometric calibration; $J$ and $H$ were taken from Leggett et al. (2006), and $Y$ from the UKIRT online catalog (http://www.jach.hawaii.edu/UKIRT/astronomy/calib/phot cal/fs ZY MKO wfcam.dat).

The final reduced magnitudes are: $Y = 21.41 \pm 0.10$, $J = 21.06 \pm 0.06$ and $H = 21.41 \pm 0.08$ for WISEP J140518.40+553421.5; $Y = 21.63 \pm 0.13$ and $J = 21.12 \pm 0.06$ for WISEP
Figure 2.10: Color-color diagrams using WISE and near infrared data. Observed $J-H$ versus $H-W2$ colors of L and T dwarfs (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011) and proposed WISE Y dwarfs (Cushing et al., 2011; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012) are plotted. For $J$ and $H$ bands we use MKO photometry. L and T dwarfs are plotted as red and blue dots, respectively. WISE Y dwarfs are plotted as purple error bars; Y dwarfs with magnitude upper limits are shown in pink. Model photometric colors are shown as solid and dashed lines; the blue line shows a cloudless model and the red lines show two cloudy models (from left to right, $f_{\text{sed}}=4$ and $f_{\text{sed}}=2$). Each labeled temperature marks the approximate location of the models with that effective temperature. Many of these cold brown dwarfs have photometric colors closer to the cloudy models than the cloud-free model. The left plot shows log $g=4.0$ and the right plot shows log $g=5.0$. 
Figure 2.10 shows how clouds will effect these cold objects. $H - W2$ is a useful temperature indicator for these objects, while $J - H$ is sensitive to both the cloud structure and gravity. As the $T_{\text{eff}}$ of the non cloudy models decreases from 800 to 500 K, the models become progressively bluer in $J - H$ color. However, most of the proposed WISE Y dwarfs are redder than the cloudless model. The models that include the sulfide clouds match their colors better. This result tentatively suggests that for objects colder than T dwarfs, the sulfide clouds remain important. Of course, for objects with effective temperatures of $\sim$350 K, water will condense; at that point, H$_2$O clouds should contribute to the spectra (e.g. Burrows et al., 2003a).

2.4.3 Comparison to Observed T Dwarf Spectra

We now compare model spectra to two relatively cold, red T dwarfs, Ross 458C and UGPS 0722–05. The near-infrared spectra of these two objects are not well-matched by cloudless T dwarf spectra; by including our neglected clouds, which for these cool objects are dominated by the Na$_2$S cloud, we match their spectra more accurately.

We compare models to both near-infrared spectra and near- and mid-infrared photometry. As in previous studies of brown dwarfs (Cushing et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2009), we find that in different bands, the observations are best fit by models of different parameters. In this study, we focus on finding models that fit the shape of the spectra in the near-infrared where clouds play a significant role.
2.4.3.1 Ross 458C

Ross 458C is a late-type T dwarf (T7–9) which is separated by over 1100 AU from a pair of M star primaries. It has anomalously red near-infrared colors ($J - K = -0.21 \pm 0.06$). Burgasser et al. (2010) obtained spectroscopic observations with the FIRE spectrograph (Simcoe et al., 2008, 2010) on the Magellan Baade 6.5 meter telescope at Las Campanas Observatory. They fit the spectrum using cloudless and cloudy models (which include only the opacity of the iron, silicate, and corundum clouds) and find that cloudy models fit significantly better than cloudless models. Burgasser et al. (2010) conclude that cloud opacity is necessary to reproduce the spectral data and invoke a reemergence of the iron and silicate clouds. We instead assume that the iron and silicate clouds are depleted, as we observe generally in other T dwarfs, and investigate the effect of the sulfide clouds.

In Figure 2.11 we show the FIRE spectrum and the best fitting cloudy and cloudless models. We also show photometry in $J$, $H$, and $K$ (Dupuy and Liu, 2012), WISE photometry (Kirkpatrick et al., 2012), and Spitzer photometry (Burningham et al., 2011). The spectra used to generate these results differ somewhat from those in Burgasser et al. (2010) because we use models that include recent improvements to the opacity database (Saumon et al., 2012) for both ammonia and the pressure-induced opacity of H$_2$ collisions. All models are fit by eye to the observations.

Like Burgasser et al. (2010), we find that clouds are essential to match the spectrum of Ross 458C. Figure 2.11 shows the best fitting cloudless model and the two best fitting cloudy models (one including the iron and silicate clouds and the other including the sulfide clouds).
The cloudless model is a poor representation of the spectral data; the flux in $Y$ and $J$ is too high and the flux in $H$ and $K$ is too low. The cloudy models are better representations of the relative flux in each band.

Burgasser et al. (2010) found that the surface gravity of Ross 458C must be low ($\log g=4.0$) for models to match the observed spectrum. Likewise, we find that our best-fitting models have surface gravities of 4.0 (cloudless), 3.7 (silicate clouds), and 4.0 (sulfide clouds).

We conclude that we do not need to invoke a reemergence of iron and silicate clouds into the photosphere of Ross 458C to reproduce the observed spectrum. Instead, we are able to reproduce the spectrum using the sulfide clouds which are naturally expected to form in the photospheres of cool T dwarfs. Section 2.5.2 contains additional discussion on which cloud species we expect to be important.

The very red slope to the L band spectrum of Ross 458C—much redder than all the models—is reminiscent of the behavior of some cloudy L dwarfs, including 2MASS2224 and DE 0255 (L3.5 and L9 respectively) and may be a signature of very small dust grains (Stephens et al., 2009).

The discrepancies at 4.5 µm are likely to be a result of non-equilibrium chemistry, which is not included in these models. This effect is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.3.2 UGPS J072227.51-054031.2

UGPS J072227.51-054031.2 (hereafter UGPS 0722–05) is a T9 or T10 dwarf with an effective temperature of approximately 500 K, discovered by Lucas et al. (2010). Previous spectral analysis with cloudless models has been unsuccessful at modeling the flux in the near-
infrared in $Y$ and $J$ bands (Leggett et al., 2012).

In Figure 2.12 we plot the near-infrared spectra published in Lucas et al. (2010) and Leggett et al. (2012) with the cloudy and cloudless models that are fit by eye to be the closest representations of the data. We also show $J$, $H$, $K$ and Spitzer photometry (Lucas et al., 2010) and WISE photometry (Kirkpatrick et al., 2012). These models have similar temperatures and gravities to previous studies; Leggett et al. (2012) presented fits with $T_{\text{eff}}$ between 492 and 550 K and log $g$=3.52 to 5.0, whereas our fits have $T_{\text{eff}}$ of 600 K (cloudless) and 500 K (with sulfide clouds) and both have log $g$=4.5.

Note that the flux in $Y$ and $J$ in cloudless models is systematically too high. The opacity of the sulfide clouds provides a natural mechanism to decrease the flux in $Y$ and $J$ and increase the flux in $H$ and $K$ bands. The match to the models is still not perfect. This may be due in part to incomplete line lists for methane; these cold objects have a significant amount of CH$_4$ in the atmosphere, which absorbs strongly in the near infrared. The discrepancy at 4.5 $\mu$m is most likely due to absorption of CO as a result of non-equilibrium chemistry (see Section 2.4.4). Outstanding issues in T dwarf modeling are discussed in Section 2.5.3.

2.4.4 Non-Equilibrium Chemistry

We note that both of our preferred sulfide cloud models predict brighter $M$ band (4.5 $\mu$m) photometry than is observed. This is likely a consequence of our neglect of non-equilibrium mixing of CO in this study. As first predicted by Fegley and Lodders (1996), such mixing is an important process in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs (Noll et al., 1997; Marley et al., 2002; Saumon et al., 2006; Stephens et al., 2009) as it is in solar system giants (Bar-
and the relative impact of the mixing increases with decreasing gravity (Hubeny and Burrows, 2007; Barman et al., 2011a). Absorption by excess atmospheric CO decreases the thermal emission in M band and is likely responsible for the mismatches seen in Figures 2.11 and 2.12, particularly for the lower gravity Ross 458C.

The formation of the clouds considered in this study does not involve the species most affected by non-equilibrium chemistry such as CO and CH$_4$. The cloud models will therefore be only minimally affected by the changes in the pressure-temperature profile of the atmosphere due to the changes in gas opacity. However, the overall spectra of models will look quite different in regions where CO absorbs strongly, such as the 4.5 $\mu$m feature, so future, more comprehensive fits of sulphide cloud models to observations will have to include non-equilibrium models.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Formation of Clouds

Clouds must form in brown dwarf atmospheres as they cool; there is no way to avoid the condensation of different species as the atmosphere reaches lower effective temperatures. In these models, we parameterize the opacity of clouds by creating a distribution of cloud material in the atmosphere which has a distribution of cloud particle sizes. Within the models, we can change those distributions. A cloud that sediments into a small number of large particles will settle into a thin layer and will not significantly change the emergent spectrum; the same cloud material organized into an extended cloud with small particle sizes will have a dramatic effect
on the model spectrum.

For these reasons, we require a model of cloud particle sizes and distribution as well as the underlying chemistry. When we consider models that include new or different clouds, we do not change any of the underlying chemistry of condensation; we change the opacity of the condensate particles and in doing so modify the effect that the cloud formation has on emergent flux.

### 2.5.2 Sulfide or Silicate Clouds?

Burgasser et al. (2010) invoked the reemergence of silicate clouds to explain the spectrum of Ross 458C. We suggest instead that the initial emergence of sulfide clouds would have a similar effect on the spectrum and provide a more natural explanation for the results.

From observations, it is clear that the range in T dwarf colors just following the L/T transition is small; spectra of T dwarfs show no evidence that clouds still affect the emergent flux for objects slightly cooler than this transition. This observation suggests that the iron and silicate clouds have dissipated between 1400 and 1200 K (for typical field dwarfs) and are no longer important in T dwarf atmospheres. If iron and silicate clouds were sometimes important in T dwarf atmospheres, we would expect to see a population of relatively quite red objects at effective temperatures between that of Ross 458C and the L dwarfs; no brown dwarf with these properties has been observed.

As T dwarfs cool, the range in observed infrared colors increases; a population of red T dwarfs develops, which are redder in the near-infrared than cloudless models predict. Based on these observations, we favor a mechanism that cannot strongly alter $T_{\text{eff}} \sim 900$-1200 K T
dwarf atmospheres, but naturally reddens \( T_{\text{eff}} \lesssim 800 \) K T dwarfs.

The emergence of sulfide clouds provides that natural explanation for this range in T dwarf colors at low effective temperatures. Just as the iron and silicate clouds condense in the photospheres of L dwarfs and change their observed spectra, the sulfide clouds begin to condense in the photospheres of T dwarfs with temperatures cooler than 900 K, changing their observed spectra.

We have not yet investigated whether the sulfide clouds will have identifiable spectral features that would confirm their presence in T dwarf atmospheres, but given the features in the sulfide indices of refraction (see Figure 2.2) these features would likely be in the mid-infrared.

### 2.5.3 Outstanding Issues In T Dwarf Models

There are several challenges in modeling T dwarfs that have not yet been addressed in these calculations. Because of the high densities in brown dwarf atmospheres, sodium and potassium bands at optical wavelengths are extremely pressure-broadened in T dwarf spectra (Tsuji et al., 1999; Burrows et al., 2000; Allard et al., 2005, 2007). The wings of these broadened bands extend into the near-infrared in \( Y \) and \( J \) bands, creating additional opacity at those wavelengths. For these calculations, we use the line broadening treatment outlined in Burrows et al. (2000), which is somewhat \textit{ad hoc} and potentially creates some inaccuracies in the model flux in \( Y \) and \( J \) bands. A calculation of the molecular potentials for potassium and sodium in these high pressure environments, as is carried out in Allard et al. (2005, 2007), would improve the accuracy of these models.

Another challenge in modeling T dwarf spectra is the inadequacies of methane opacity
calculations; methane is the only important gas-phase absorber with inadequate opacity measurements or calculations. Uncertainties in methane absorption bands create inaccuracies in T dwarf models, especially in $H$ band where it is a very strong absorber (Saumon et al., 2012).

### 2.5.4 Breakup of Na$_2$S Cloud

Sulfide clouds could form partial cloud layers with patchy clouds. One way to infer patchy cloud cover is to observe variability in photometric colors; variability can indicate high-contrast cloud features rotating in and out of view. Radigan et al. (2012) studied objects at the L/T transition and inferred that the iron and silicate clouds could be in the process of breaking up and forming patchy clouds in those atmospheres. A similar study of the variability of cool T dwarfs could reveal a similar physical process in sulfide clouds.

### 2.5.5 Constraining Cloud Models with More Data

A larger number of high fidelity spectra of the coldest T dwarfs would help to constrain these cloudy models. Currently there are a few objects with effective temperatures cooler than 700 K with moderate resolution spectra. A larger sample of objects would give us better statistics on the overall population of T dwarfs, with different surface gravities, metallicities, and cloud structures.

### 2.5.6 Water Clouds

At cooler effective temperatures, water clouds will condense in brown dwarf atmospheres (Burrows et al., 2003a). Oxygen is 300 times more abundant than sodium in a solar-
composition gas and the silicate clouds only use 20% of the total oxygen in the atmosphere, so water clouds will be much more massive and important in shaping the emergent flux. As missions like WISE find colder objects (Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Cushing et al., 2011) and these objects are observed spectroscopically, future models of brown dwarfs will need to include the condensation of these more volatile clouds.

Before the water clouds condense, Lodders (1999); Lodders and Fegley (2006) predict that RbCl and CsCl will condense; however, the abundances of Cs and Rb are very low (Lodders, 2003) so these clouds will be optically thin. If equilibrium conditions prevail, NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ would also condense (Fegley and Lodders, 1994; Visscher et al., 2006) with a mass similar to that of the Na$_2$S cloud. Whether NH$_4$H$_2$PO$_4$ condenses or P remains in the gas phase as PH$_3$ (as on Jupiter and Saturn) deserves further study to examine potential effects on the spectra of the coolest brown dwarfs.

### 2.5.7 Application to Exoplanet Atmospheres

Observations and models of T dwarfs provide a testbed to study planetary atmospheres. While brown dwarfs are more massive than planets, the atmospheres of T dwarfs have similar effective temperatures to those of young giant planets (Burrows et al., 1997; Fortney et al., 2008b). The study of T dwarfs provides crucial tests of cloudy atmosphere models that will be applicable to directly-imaged exoplanet atmospheres.

Cloud models designed originally for brown dwarfs are already being applied to exoplanets. Cloud models with iron and silicate clouds were originally developed to model L dwarf atmospheres; these models have been successfully applied to observations of the only directly
imaged multiple planet system, HR 8799. Several studies of the HR 8799 planets have shown that the iron and silicate clouds play a significant role in their atmospheres (Marois et al., 2008; Barman et al., 2011a; Galicher et al., 2011; Bowler et al., 2010; Currie et al., 2011; Madhusudhan et al., 2011a; Marley et al., 2012).

As instruments like the Gemini Planet Imager and SPHERE begin to discover new planets in the next few years, we will be able to apply brown dwarf models to colder planetary atmospheres in which clouds will likely play a key role in shaping their spectra.

2.6 Summary

Cloud formation is a natural and unavoidable phenomenon in cool substellar atmospheres. At temperatures cooler than those of L dwarfs, chemistry dictates that additional condensates, beyond the silicates and iron, must form. We have examined the effect of including the most abundant of these lower-temperature condensates, Cr, MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, and KCl, in brown dwarf model atmospheres. Within the framework of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model, we have investigated the opacity of these clouds over a wide range of parameter space, across the relevant range of T dwarfs, to the warmest Y dwarfs. From our suite of models from 400 to 1300 K, log $g$=4.0 to 5.5, $f_{sed}$=2 to 5, we have shown the likely role that these low-$T_{eff}$ clouds, dominated by sulfides, play in these cool atmospheres.

Model spectra were compared to two T dwarfs, Ross 458C and UGPS 0722–05. These two objects have red near-infrared colors and are not well-matched by cloudless models. Model spectra that include the sulfide clouds match the observed spectra of both objects.
more accurately than cloudless models.

The photometric colors of the cloudy models were calculated and compared to the full population of brown dwarfs with parallax measurements. This analysis shows that the sulfide clouds provide a mechanism to match the near-infrared colors of observed brown dwarfs. The agreement is particularly good in $J - H$, while in $J - K$ the models are somewhat too red. WISE observations of the coolest T dwarfs and warmest Y dwarfs indicate the these new models fit observations better than cloud-free models.

Our results indicate that understanding the opacity of condensates in brown dwarf atmospheres of all $T_{\text{eff}}$ is necessary to accurately determine the physical characteristics of the observed objects.
Figure 2.11: Ross 458C near-infrared spectrum comparison between data and models. Three different models are compared to the observed spectrum and photometry of Ross 458C from Burgasser et al. (2010). The left panels show the near-infrared spectra; the right panels show the same spectra and models with near- and mid-infrared photometry. Yellow points show $J$, $H$, and $K$ photometry; orange show Spitzer [3.6] and [4.5] photometry; red show WISE W1, W2, and W3 photometry. The filters for the photometric bandpasses are shown with corresponding colors along the bottom. The top row shows a cloudless model spectrum that best matches the data, which has an effective temperature of 800 K and surface gravity $\log g = 4.0$. The middle row shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using iron and silicate clouds. The bottom row shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using sulfide clouds. Both cloudy models have significantly lower effective temperature (100-250 K cooler) than the cloudless best-matching model.
Figure 2.12: UGPS 0722–05 near-infrared spectrum comparison. Two different models are compared to the observed spectrum of UGPS 0722–05 from Lucas et al. (2010). As in Figure 2.11, the left panels show the near-infrared spectra; the right panels show the same spectra and models with near- and mid-infrared photometry. Yellow points show $J$, $H$, and $K$ photometry; orange show Spitzer [3.6] and [4.5] photometry; red show WISE W1, W2, and W3 photometry. The filters for the photometric bandpasses are shown with corresponding colors along the bottom. The top plot shows a cloudless model spectrum that best matches the data, which has an effective temperature of 550 K and surface gravity log $g$=5.0. The bottom plot shows the best matching cloudy spectrum using sulfide clouds; it has an effective temperature of 500 K, log $g$=4.5, and $f_{\text{sed}}$=5.
Chapter 3

Quantitatively Assessing the Role of Clouds in the Transmission Spectrum of GJ 1214b

3.1 Introduction

The transiting super-Earth GJ 1214b is the first planet discovered by the MEarth survey (Charbonneau et al., 2009) and is currently the only super-Earth that has been observed using transmission spectroscopy. The planet’s mass and radius are $6.16 \pm 0.91 M_\oplus$ and $2.71 \pm 0.24 R_\oplus$ respectively (Anglada-Escudé et al., 2013), giving it a low bulk density of 1.68 g cm$^{-3}$. This density is consistent with either a water-rich planet or planet with a dense iron/rock core and hydrogen/helium envelope (Nettelmann et al., 2011; Seager et al., 2007; Rogers and Seager, 2010). Rogers and Seager (2010) proposed three general mechanisms by which GJ 1214b may have accumulated its atmosphere. The planet may have accreted a hydrogen/helium envelope from the stellar nebula, outgassed a hydrogen envelope from a rocky planet, or contain
a high water content in the interior with a hydrogen-depleted, water-rich envelope. Nettelmann et al. (2011) argue that the water-rich hypothesis would require unreasonably large bulk water-to-rock ratios, suggesting that the atmosphere must be at least partially composed of hydrogen and helium. By measuring the composition of GJ 1214b’s atmosphere using transmission spectroscopy, we can potentially distinguish between these hypotheses.

3.1.1 Transmission spectroscopy

During a transit, the light from the host star passes through the atmosphere of the transiting planet. Because the opacity of the atmosphere varies with wavelength, the radius of the planet will appear to vary with wavelength. The depth of features in the transmission spectrum scales as $N_H \times 2H R_p / R_*$, where $N_H$ (the number of scale heights probed) is set by the opacities involved ($\sim 1 – 10$), $H$ is the atmospheric scale height, $R_p$ is the planetary radius, and $R_*$ is the stellar radius (Seager and Sasselov, 2000; Hubbard et al., 2001). The scale height $H$ is inversely proportional to the mean molecular weight $\mu$ of the atmosphere. By measuring the depth of transit features, we probe the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere and can thus probe whether the atmosphere is H/He-rich ($\mu \sim 2.3$) or a higher mean molecular weight H$_2$O ($\mu \sim 18$) atmosphere (Miller-Ricci et al., 2009).

Cloud opacity, due to equilibrium and non-equilibrium processes, can be readily seen in the atmosphere of every planet and moon with an atmosphere in our solar system. These include sulfuric acid clouds on Venus (Prinn, 1973), water and carbon dioxide clouds on Mars (Montmessin et al., 2006; Whiteway et al., 2009), ammonia clouds on Jupiter (Baines et al., 2002), ammonia and water clouds on Saturn (Sromovsky et al., 1983; Baines et al., 2009;
Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2011), methane clouds and tholin haze on Titan (Brown et al., 2010; de Kok et al., 2007), and methane-derived clouds and hazes on Uranus (Pollack et al., 1987; Irwin et al., 2007; Karkoschka and Tomasko, 2009) and Neptune (Hammel et al., 1989; Max et al., 2003; Gibbard et al., 2003). It has long been recognized that clouds could impact the transmission spectrum of transiting exoplanets as well (Seager and Sasselov, 2000; Brown, 2001; Hubbard et al., 2001). Furthermore, at the slant viewing geometry relevant for transmission spectroscopy, it has been suggested that long light path lengths through the atmosphere could lead even minor condensates to become optically thick, thereby obscuring gaseous absorption features (Fortney, 2005).

Transmission spectroscopy has been successfully used to probe the atmospheres of hot Jupiters, enabling the detection of atoms, molecules, and even clouds (e.g. Charbonneau et al., 2002; Pont et al., 2008; Sing et al., 2008). For GJ 1214b, if the atmosphere is H/He-rich the features are predicted to change the planet’s radius by \( \sim 0.1\% \) which would be detectable with current instruments (Miller-Ricci and Fortney, 2010). If the atmosphere is instead water-rich with \( \mu \sim 18 \), the features will be a factor of \( \sim 10 \) smaller and the spectrum could appear featureless at the observational precision of current instrumentation.

### 3.1.2 Observations of GJ 1214b’s atmosphere

Numerous observations of the transmission spectrum of GJ 1214b have been made from optical through near-infrared wavelengths from both ground and space. Bean et al. (2010), using the Very Large Telescope, found that the transmission spectrum is featureless between 0.78 and 1.0 \( \mu\text{m} \). Désert et al. (2011)’s broad-band photometric observations using the Spitzer
Space Telescope at 3.6 and 4.5 μm showed a flat spectrum. The high resolution NIRSPEC spectrum from Crossfield et al. (2011) also showed a featureless spectrum. Croll et al. (2011), contradicting the other measurements, found a deeper $K$-band (2.2 μm) transit using the Canada France Hawaii Telescope, consistent with the larger features of an H$_2$-rich atmosphere. Berta et al. (2012) obtained a near-IR spectrum using Wide Field Camera 3 on the Hubble Space Telescope and found a transmission spectrum consistent with a featureless spectrum. de Mooij et al. (2012) observed the transit of GJ 1214b in the optical bands $g$, $r$, $i$, $I$ and $z$ and near-infrared bands $K_s$ and $K_c$ and found all but the $g$-band observation to be consistent with a featureless spectrum. The $g$-band point has a slightly higher radius, possibly indicative of scattering. Muragas et al. (2012) observed GJ 1214b using the Gran Telescopio Canarias with a narrow-band tunable filter at three bands: one centered on the line core of Hα and two in the continuum, centered on either side. Their data are consistent with previous observations, but show a high intrinsic scatter. Fraine et al. (2013) re-observed the transit of GJ 1214b with Spitzer and in $I+z$ bands from the ground; their results are also consistent with a featureless spectrum or a water-vapor atmosphere, and find that their best-fitting model has a transit radius that increases into the optical, indicative of a scattering constituent in the upper atmosphere. Recently Teske et al. (2013) obtained optical spectra in $R$, $V$, and $g'$ bands consistent with a flat spectrum.

We note that some of the observations disagree with each other to high significance, especially in the near-infrared $K$-band. Impartially, we adopt the errors published in the literature and accept that no model will agree with all points.
3.1.3 Previous cloud and haze models of GJ 1214b

Fortney (2005) suggested that in the slant viewing geometry of transmission spectroscopy, minor condensates could have appreciable optical depth. These minor condensates and hazes would lead to weaker than expected or undetected gaseous absorption features.

Several previous studies have included some of the effects of clouds in GJ 1214b’s atmosphere. One method of including cloud opacity is to include an ad hoc opaque level at the pressure level in the atmosphere required to reproduce the observations, which represents an optically thick (at all wavelengths) cloud deck (e.g. Berta et al., 2012). Benneke and Seager (2012) developed a Bayesian retrieval method for super-Earths which can incorporate this type of opaque level to represent a cloud. In a more sophisticated cloud treatment, Howe and Burrows (2012) incorporate a range of haze layers into GJ 1214b atmospheres. In each of their models, they include a haze composed of polyacetylene, tholin, or sulfuric acid. They test a range of different ad hoc number densities, particle sizes, and pressure levels for each cloud material. They find that a hydrogen-rich atmosphere with a haze layer is generally consistent with the observations, but cannot rule out a water-rich atmosphere. Their result serves as a useful parameter study, demonstrating that clouds within a hydrogen-rich atmosphere can match the observations.

3.1.4 Clouds from equilibrium and disequilibrium processes

Previous cloud studies of GJ 1214b have invoked clouds as a way of matching the transmission spectrum observations, but these studies all lack a physical basis for choosing the cloud-forming material, the amount of cloud material, and the distribution of the cloud in the
atmosphere; that is, a cloud layer could match observations, but no chemistry models were used to determine where clouds form and from what materials. While these studies do find that clouds can reproduce the observations, a remaining essential question is how plausible these clouds are given the conditions in the planet's atmosphere. In this study, we include two sets of physically-motivated clouds—based on two types of chemistry models—that are expected to form in the planet's atmosphere (Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012), and explore their effects in detail.

The first set of clouds are those that form as a result of equilibrium chemistry. Equilibrium clouds have been extensively studied in brown dwarfs; silicate and iron clouds condense in L dwarfs (e.g. Tsuji et al., 1996; Allard et al., 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2006; Cushing et al., 2008; Visscher et al., 2010) and sulfide and chloride clouds condense in T dwarfs (Lodders and Fegley, 2006; Visscher et al., 2006; Morley et al., 2012).

The other set of clouds we include form as a result of disequilibrium chemistry; we include a photochemically-produced haze layer. We follow the photochemical destruction of CH₄ and the corresponding creation of higher order hydrocarbons, with a photochemical model. Although we do not follow the photochemical pathways completely to haze formation, the model is used to determine the abundance and vertical distribution of haze precursors.

Photochemical hazes form in the atmospheres of all of the solar system's giant planets (e.g. Gautier and Owen, 1989). While GJ 1214b is significantly warmer than any of these planets, it is cool enough that methane is still the most abundant carbon-bearing species (Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012). Due to its large UV photodissociation cross section, methane breaks apart in the upper atmosphere of irradiated planets and produces rich carbon chemistry.
in the atmosphere. Models that include UV dissociation of methane find that molecules such as C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, C$_2$H$_6$, CH$_3$, HCN, and C$_6$H$_6$ exist in far greater abundance than would be expected from chemical equilibrium calculations (Yung et al., 1984; Zahnle et al., 2009a; Moses et al., 2011; Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012).

### 3.1.5 Other approaches to cloud formation in brown dwarfs

There are of course many ways to model clouds in planetary atmospheres (Marley et al., 2013), and because we approach the problem by extending the models which have been used mainly for brown dwarf science, we will briefly describe the differences between the approaches here. For a much more extensive comparison, Helling et al. (2008a) review various cloud modeling techniques and compare model predictions for various cases.

Many modeling groups apply the general assumptions of equilibrium chemistry that we apply here (e.g. Tsuji et al., 1996; Allard et al., 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2006; Cushing et al., 2008; Visscher et al., 2010), though these models differ in the details of their approaches. A detailed comparison of true equilibrium condensation and cloud condensate removal from equilibrium can be found in Fegley and Lodders (1994); Lodders and Fegley (2006) and references therein.

Instead of assuming equilibrium chemistry to calculate cloud properties, Helling & Woitke (Helling and Woitke, 2006) follow tiny seed particles of TiO$_2$ in the upper atmospheres of brown dwarfs, which they assume to be advected from deeper layers, and follow the particles they as sink downwards. As these seed particles fall through the atmosphere, they collect condensate material. In Helling and Woitke (2006) and numerous follow on papers (Helling et al.,
2008a; Witte et al., 2009, 2011; de Kok et al., 2011) this group models the microphysics of grain growth given these conditions. They predict ‘dirty’ grains composed of layers of varying condensates. This model has been applied to self-luminous giant planets and brown dwarfs but has not yet been applied to transiting super-Earths like GJ 1214b.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Atmospheric composition

The only planets in a similar mass range to GJ 1214b with well-characterized atmospheric compositions are Uranus and Neptune. Both planet’s atmospheres are \( \sim 50 \times \) solar abundance in carbon, mostly in the form of methane (Fletcher et al., 2010). Other elements cannot easily be studied in those atmospheres because the planets are cold and most species are condensed into clouds below the visible atmosphere.

Although it is well-established that planetary atmospheres in our own system have enhanced metallicities, the composition of exoplanet atmospheres is not yet well understood. In this analysis, we include solar composition models and 50\( \times \) solar metallicity ([M/H]=1.7) models. The enhanced metallicity models are enhanced uniformly in all heavy elements.

3.2.2 Equilibrium cloud models

In GJ 1214b’s atmosphere, assuming thermochemical equilibrium, a variety of substances are condensed in the upper atmosphere. Figure 5.3 shows pressure–temperature (\( P–T \)) profiles of model atmospheres with hydrogen/helium rich compositions. The top panel shows
solar composition models and condensation curves; the bottom panel shows 50× solar metallicity composition models. Cloud-free models are shown as solid lines and cloudy models are shown as dashed lines. The models used to calculate these profiles are discussed in Section 3.2.5. The condensation curves, shown as colored dashed lines, show where each element or molecule exists in the solid or liquid phase assuming chemical equilibrium; the condensation curve represents the pressures and temperatures where the vapor pressure of a gas is equal to its saturation vapor pressure. To the left of the curve, we assume that vapor in excess of the saturation vapor pressure is condensed and has settled toward the cloud base. In this approach, the cloud base is located where the $P–T$ profile meets the condensation curve, with some vertical extent above that point. The iron and silicate clouds exist extremely deep in the atmosphere, as they do on Jupiter. Na$_2$S, ZnS, MnS, Cr, and KCl form higher in the atmosphere.

The opacity of Na$_2$S, ZnS, MnS, Cr, and KCl clouds have recently been included in T dwarf atmospheres by Morley et al. (2012), using the equilibrium condensation approach of Visscher et al. (2006) within the framework of the well-established Ackerman and Marley (2001) treatment for cloud formation and settling in brown dwarf and giant planet atmospheres. Model atmospheres using this cloud treatment generally match the spectra of cloudy L dwarfs over a wide parameter range Cushing et al. (2008); Stephens et al. (2009). We use the methods developed and described in Morley et al. (2012) to include the same clouds in a super-Earth atmosphere.

The major differences between the Morley et al. (2012) models for brown dwarf atmospheres and the models here are the irradiation of the planet by the host star and the enhanced metallicity of the atmosphere for some models. Morley et al. (2012) published saturation vapor
pressure and condensation curves for \([M/H]= -0.5\) and \(+0.5\). For this study, a higher metallicity, \([M/H]= 1.7\), was necessary. We calculated the condensation temperature for KCl and ZnS based on a model GJ 1214b \(P-T\) profile. We found that, for this particular model atmosphere, the saturation vapor pressure and condensation curves were very close to the values we would have found by extrapolating the Morley et al. (2012) vapor pressure and condensation curves. Since the differences due to the extrapolation are small for the gases in question, we adopted the same curves in this study.

To flatten transmission spectrum features in the near-IR, the clouds must be present and optically thick at \(\text{slant}\) viewing geometry above \(\sim 10^{-3}\) bar. Only KCl and ZnS form that high in the atmosphere for this planet (see Figure 5.3), so for the models here, we include only the KCl and ZnS clouds. \(\text{Na}_2\text{S}\) will also form, but generally too deep to become optically thick at the low pressure levels probed in transmission spectra. We assume that the KCl and ZnS form into homogeneous, spherical particles, unlike the heterogeneous compositions that have been favored by Helling et al. (2008b).

The particle sizes and vertical thickness of the cloud are calculated using the parametrized value \(f_{\text{sed}}\) in the Ackerman and Marley (2001) framework. This value is equal to the ratio of the sedimentation velocity to the updraft velocity. A high sedimentation efficiency \(f_{\text{sed}}\) forms a cloud with large particles that settles into a thin layer; a low \(f_{\text{sed}}\) forms a more extended cloud with smaller particles.
3.2.3 Photochemistry models

The photochemistry model used to generate the properties of the hydrocarbon haze layer is described in detail in Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012). The lower boundary conditions of the models assume chemical equilibrium at depths of 1000 bar. This is generally a good assumption because the reactions proceed very quickly at the higher pressures and temperatures encountered deep in the atmosphere. The upper boundary condition assumes a zero flux lid, meaning that no mass is being lost from the upper atmosphere, at 1 \( \mu \)bar.

There are 500+ reactions in the photochemical model, many of which are anchored by laboratory experiments, including nearly all of the experiments involving abundant and stable molecules (Zahnle et al., 2009a; Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012; Moses et al., 2011; Baulch et al., 1992). Very well studied reaction rates, for example those encountered during combustion, are accurate to within 10 percent. Very poorly studied reactions between more minor atmospheric species may be inaccurate to a factor of several. The details of the uncertainties of individual reaction rates are somewhat beyond the scope of this work.

At the time of publication of Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012), the UV spectrum of GJ 1214 had not been observed; instead, the study focused on two end-cases: a quiet M dwarf and an active M dwarf (AD Leo). Recently, France et al. (2013) published a UV spectrum of the GJ 1214 host star. For the host star in the photochemistry model, we use this observed UV spectrum from 1150 to 3100 Å and a PHOENIX model atmosphere spectrum with a stellar effective temperature of 3026 K and a stellar radius of 0.211 \( R_\odot \) from 3100 to 10000 Å (Hauschildt et al., 1999). We have calculated new solar metallicity and 50\( \times \) solar metallicity models with the new
spectrum. Figure 3.2 shows the results of the photochemistry calculations for the two values of the eddy diffusion coefficient used in this study: $K_{zz} = 10^7$ and $10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

### 3.2.4 Hydrocarbon haze

As described above, for the equilibrium clouds, our model parametrizes the cloud properties with a single value, $f_{sed}$; this model inherently assumes that the condensation of particles can be described by an equation for saturation vapor pressure which is an analytic function of atmospheric temperature and pressure. The formation of a hydrocarbon haze layer by polymerization is more complex and cannot be described simply and analytically in the same way as a function of temperature and pressure. The more complicated situation means that we cannot use the single parameter $f_{sed}$, but instead must calculate based on the photochemistry the amount of haze in each layer, and explore how changing parameters like particle size affects the transmission spectrum.

#### 3.2.4.1 Forming soots from second-order hydrocarbons

The highest order hydrocarbons produced by the Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012) and Zahnle et al. (2009a) models are the second-order hydrocarbons acetylene (C$_2$H$_2$), ethylene (C$_2$H$_4$), and ethane (C$_2$H$_6$). Higher-order hydrocarbon chemistry (e.g., >C$_3$H$_x$) in reducing, high-temperature, low-pressure planetary environments like GJ 1214b remains incompletely understood, and current photochemical and kinetics models (which generally derive reaction rates from combustion studies under much more oxidizing conditions) do not capture all possible chemical pathways for producing higher-order hydrocarbons that form soots in exoplanet
atmospheres (e.g., see Moses et al. (2011) discussion on C₃–C₆ chemistry).

Because the hydrocarbon chemistry is truncated at C₂Hₓ, polymerization beyond C₂Hₓ is not included. When conditions favor polymerization carbon will instead pool in C₂Hₓ species, because longer carbon chains are not allowed. We can estimate how favorable conditions are for polymerization by comparing the quantities of reducing and oxidizing species in the atmosphere. If there are more oxidizing species (OH), oxidation by OH will inhibit hydrocarbon polymerization. If there are instead more reactive reducing species (including C₂H, C₂H₃, CH, CH₂, CH₃, CN), then hydrocarbon polymerization is not inhibited and is expected to continue at some rate (to date not well constrained by either experiments or kinetic theory). We calculate the amount of oxidizing and reducing material in each model atmosphere and determine that the amount of reducing material is larger—often many orders of magnitude larger—than the amount of oxidizing material at the pressure levels where soots are expected to form. Each soot precursor will therefore react many times with these reducing radicals before interacting with an OH molecule, growing progressively larger until it become involatile enough to condense to form a solid soot-like haze particle. Figure 3.3 shows an example of this comparison for a photochemistry model with 50× solar composition and \( K_{zz} = 10^9 \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \). This is not unexpected in a cool atmosphere like GJ 1214b’s (\( T_{\text{eff}} \sim 550 \text{ K} \)) with a relatively inactive host star (see Zahnle et al. (2009a) for more details).

For the hydrogen-dominated atmospheres of the solar system, Jupiter’s atmosphere receives the largest incident flux and has a haze that is the most optically thick. As reviewed in West et al. (2004) there have been some progress in modeling the vertical distribution and particle sizes of this Jovian haze. A central problem, and the one we encounter here, is the lack of
understanding of the processes that allow for the progression from complex hydrocarbons (originally derived from methane destruction) to $\sim 0.01 \mu m$ particles. Friedson et al. (2002) and Wong et al. (2003) have made the most progress on this front, suggesting first the homogeneous nucleation of the PAH pyrene at high altitudes, followed by heterogeneous nucleation of other molecules upon these seed particles, followed by coagulation and further heterogeneous nucleation during particle sedimentation.

In these Jovian haze models (West et al., 2004, see), tiny particles are assumed to homogeneously nucleate, and then the processes of coagulation, sedimentation, and eddy diffusion lead to particle growth and movement within the atmosphere. By following these processes the particle sizes and number densities as a function of atmospheric pressure can be calculated and compared to observations (Rages et al., 1999, e.g.). Given the exploratory nature of our work, we further simplify this kind of calculation by assuming that the second-order hydrocarbons $C_2H_2$, $C_2H_4$, and $C_2H_6$ and HCN in GJ 1214b’s atmosphere continuously polymerize to form complex hydrocarbons like soot. We further assume that this process happens with the same constant efficiency in each layer of the atmosphere. We treat this efficiency as a free parameter. Hazes are thus most likely to form at altitudes where these soot precursors ($C_2H_2$, HCN) are produced in abundance via photochemical and thermochemical processes. The soot precursors are most favored when CH$_4$ is abundant, as is the case for GJ 1214b, and will be enhanced further for high C/O ratios (Moses et al., 2013).
3.2.4.2 Calculating the hydrocarbon haze properties

To determine the amount of material available to form hydrocarbon haze, we use the results from photochemistry models. These results give us the mixing ratio of each species at each pressure level in the atmosphere (see Figure 3.2). We calculate the number density of each species at each height in our model and multiply by the mean molecular weight of each species to calculate the mass density of \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 \), and HCN in each model layer. We sum the densities of these four species to find the total mass in soot precursors. A fraction of the total mass of soot precursors goes into forming the haze we model here: we multiply the total mass by our parametrized “efficiency”—that is, the fraction of haze precursors that actually form haze particles—to find the mass of the haze particles in a given layer. For each layer,

\[
M_{\text{haze}} = f_{\text{haze}} \times (M_{\text{C}_2\text{H}_2} + M_{\text{C}_2\text{H}_4} + M_{\text{C}_2\text{H}_6} + M_{\text{HCN}})
\] (3.1)

where \( f_{\text{haze}} \) is the prescribed efficiency, \( M_x \) is the mass of material in each species within each model layer from the photochemical model, and \( M_{\text{haze}} \) is the calculated mass of haze particles in that layer.

From the total mass of haze particles in each layer, we calculate how many particles form. We choose a mode particle size and establish a log-normal particle distribution; we calculate the number of particles by summing over the distribution for each of our chosen particle sizes.

We base our particle size distribution and physical properties on those found in experiments of soots on Earth. For example, Kim et al. (1999) finds that diesel soot particles can have
mode particle sizes between 0.05 and 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) with a relatively log-normal distribution around the mode. We use an average material density from Slowik et al. (2004) of 2.0 g cm\(^{-3}\); note that while soots often form as low-density fluffy aggregates on Earth, we use the density only to calculate the number of particles formed, so the density of the solid soot material must be used. We use soot optical properties (the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index) tabulated in the software package OPAC (Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds) (Hess et al., 1998), which we linearly extrapolate for wavelengths longer than 40 \( \mu \text{m} \). The extrapolation affects the spectrum negligibly between 40 and 230 \( \mu \text{m} \).

When calculating the transmission spectrum, equilibrium chemistry abundances are used. Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012) showed that the disequilibrium abundances of carbon and nitrogen species will change the calculated spectrum very slightly, but will not change the overall shape of the spectrum.

### 3.2.5 Atmosphere model

The equilibrium cloud code is coupled to a 1D atmosphere model that calculates the pressure–temperature profile of an atmosphere in radiative–convective equilibrium. This methodology has been successfully applied to modeling solar system planets and moons, brown dwarfs, and exoplanets, with both cloudy and clear atmospheres; the models are described in McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1996); Burrows et al. (1997); Marley and McKay (1999b); Marley et al. (2002); Fortney et al. (2005); Saumon and Marley (2008); Fortney et al. (2008b).

The atmosphere model utilizes the radiative transfer techniques described in Toon et al. (1989). Within this method, it is possible to include Mie scattering of particles as an
opacity source in each layer. Our opacity database for gases, described extensively in Freedman 
et al. (2008), includes all the important absorbers in the atmosphere. This opacity database
includes two significant updates since Freedman et al. (2008), which are described in Saumon 
et al. (2012): a new molecular line list for ammonia (Yurchenko et al., 2011) and an improved
treatment of collision induced H\textsubscript{2} absorption (Richard et al., 2012).

The equilibrium cloud model is coupled with the radiative transfer calculations and
the pressure-temperature profile of the atmosphere; this means that a converged model will have
a temperature structure that is self-consistent with the clouds. Figure 5.3 shows an example of
how clouds change the $P$–$T$ structure of an irradiated planet; the deep atmosphere of a cloudy
model (dashed line) is cooler than the corresponding cloud-free model (solid line) at a given
pressure in the atmosphere. This cooling is due to the opacity of the cloud, which prevents the
stellar flux from warming those deep layers of the atmosphere, the so-called anti-greenhouse
effect.

The photochemical output is calculated based on a converged cloud-free model, and
so does not have this same self-consistency. The opacity of the cloud is included during the $P$–$T$
structure calculation, ensuring that the atmosphere is in radiative–convective equilibrium, but a
shift in the $P$–$T$ profile does not change the location of the haze layer.

We calculate the effect of the model cloud distribution on the flux using Mie theory
to describe the cloud opacity. Assuming that particles are spherical and homogeneous, we
calculate the scattering and absorption coefficients of each species for each of the particle sizes
within the model.
3.2.6 Transmission spectrum

The transmission spectrum model calculates the optical depths for light along the tangent path through the planet’s atmosphere. The model is extensively described in Fortney et al. (2003) and Shabram et al. (2011). Cloud layer cross-sections generated from the model atmosphere are treated as pure absorption, and are added to the wavelength-dependent cross-sections of the gas.

3.2.7 Model grid

We run models with solar composition and 50× solar composition, with two different heat redistribution parameters from fully redistributed (planet-wide average) to a dayside-average. We include equilibrium clouds at a variety of different values of sedimentation efficiency $f_{\text{sed}}$: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. We include a hydrocarbon haze with mode particle sizes of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 µm and soot-producing efficiencies ($f_{\text{haze}}$) from 0.1 to 5% (50× solar) and 5-25% (solar).

3.3 Results

We find a variety of cloudy models that are consistent with the majority of data for GJ 1214b. In general, optically thicker clouds are favored by high metallicity, efficient hydrocarbon polymerization (high $f_{\text{haze}}$), rapid vertical mixing, and more vertically extended (low $f_{\text{sed}}$) clouds with smaller particle sizes.
3.3.1 Optical depths of clouds

In order to match the observations of GJ 1214b’s transmission spectrum, the cloud must be optically thick relatively high in the atmosphere (roughly $10^{-3}$ bar), masking the strong absorption features in the infrared that would otherwise be present. Figure 3.4 shows the slant optical depth at 1 $\mu$m of four representative models. The slant optical depth along the terminator is a factor of $\sim 20$ larger than the vertical optical depth for GJ 1214b (see Fortney, 2005). The three enhanced-metallicity models shown become optically thick at mbar pressures; the solar composition model becomes optically thick too deep in the atmosphere to obscure the transmission spectrum.

3.3.2 Equilibrium clouds

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show cloud-free and cloudy model spectra that include KCl and ZnS clouds. Figure 3.5 shows solar composition models and Figure 3.6 shows enhanced-metallicity 50× solar composition models.

Examining the solar composition model spectra (Figure 3.5) and data by eye, the features in the infrared are larger in the models than in the data, even for $f_{\text{sed}} = 0.1$ clouds. This suggests that if GJ 1214b does have a solar-metallicity atmosphere, these clouds alone are not likely to be fully obscuring the near-infrared spectrum.

However, in the enhanced-metallicity models (Figure 3.6), the $f_{\text{sed}} = 0.1$ models become optically thick high enough in the atmosphere to match the observations. Models with higher values of $f_{\text{sed}}$ (i.e. thinner clouds) have features in the optical and infrared larger than the data show. Hotter models (with inefficient heat redistribution) match better than models with
efficient planet-wide redistribution because the $P$–$T$ profile crosses the condensation curve at a higher altitude, forming the cloud higher in the atmosphere. For the cloudy models shown in Figure 3.6, the mode particle sizes calculated by the cloud model range between 0.02 $\mu$m at low pressures ($10^{-6}$ to $10^{-5}$ bar) to $\sim$10 $\mu$m near the cloud base.

3.3.2.1 Chi-squared analysis

In addition to fitting by-eye, we perform a simple chi-squared analysis to understand the validity of our fits. We tested an algorithm similar to that used in Cushing et al. (2008) in which we weight by the width of the band fitted, to avoid treating spectroscopy much more heavily than photometry. We get qualitatively identical results for the best-fitting models with and without this weighting parameter, so for simplicity we present the unweighted results here.

At solar metallicity, for cloud-free models, the reduced chi-squared ($\chi^2_{\text{red}}$) is 37.9 and 26.2 respectively for the dayside and planet-wide models. For the cloudy $f_{\text{sed}}=0.1$ models, $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ is 8.2 (dayside) and 5.8 (planet-wide). In comparison, for a 100% water atmosphere (spectrum shown in Figure 3.12), $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ is 1.4. In agreement with the by-eye fit, all solar composition models fit more poorly than a steam atmosphere.

At 50× solar metallicity, $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ for the cloud-free models is 17.7 (planet-wide) and 31.5 (dayside). For the cloudy $f_{\text{sed}}=0.1$ models, $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ is 4.4 (planet-wide) and 1.9 (dayside). For all $f_{\text{sed}} \geq 0.2$, $\chi^2_{\text{red}} > 5$. $f_{\text{sed}}=0.1$ models with partially inefficient redistribution are the only models the match the data as well as a water atmosphere. In section 3.4.1 we discuss how this sedimentation efficiency compares to brown dwarfs and whether it appears to be physically reasonable.
3.3.3 Hydrocarbon haze

Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 show examples of the extensive grid of models that include a hydrocarbon haze layer. In these four figures, the effects of the four parameters we vary are shown.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the effect of changing the mean particle size on the transmission spectrum. Each of the models shown has the same $f_{haze}$ value (3%) and uses the same photochemistry ($50 \times$ solar, $K_{zz}=10^9 \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$), so the mass of haze particles in each model is identical, isolating the effect of particle size. Small particles are generally more optically thick because, given the same total haze mass, smaller particles have a higher number density. For the smallest particle sizes ($0.01 \mu m$), scattering by haze particles causes the transmission spectrum to rise into the optical. For larger particles, they scatter less efficiently at optical wavelengths. For particle sizes above $\sim 0.25 \mu m$, the opacity of the haze particles is relatively gray for optical through near-infrared wavelength and the resulting spectrum is more flat.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the effect of changing the fraction of haze precursors that actually form into haze particles (defined here as $f_{haze}$, see equation 3.1). The models shown each have the same photochemistry ($50 \times$ solar, $K_{zz}=10^9 \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$) and particle sizes ($0.05 \mu m$) to isolate the effect of changing the fraction of soot precursors that become haze particles. As expected, increasing $f_{haze}$ increases the optical depth of the haze, obscuring the molecular features in the spectrum.

Figure 3.9 shows how vertical mixing, parametrized as $K_{zz}$ in the photochemistry models, affects the transmission spectra. The same metallicity ($50 \times$ solar), particle size (0.1
μm) and \( f_{\text{haze}} \) (3%) are used, and \( K_{zz} \) is varied from \( 10^7 - 10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). Generally, we find that the eddy diffusion coefficient \( K_{zz} \) affects the haze-forming efficiency needed to reproduce the observations. The stronger the vertical mixing, the larger the quantity of soot precursors (see also Figure 3.2). This means that models with \( K_{zz}=10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) have more optically thick haze than \( K_{zz}=10^7 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\); if vertical mixing is more efficient, a lower fraction of soot precursors need to form into haze material to match the observations.

Figure 3.10 shows the effect of metallicity on the model transmission spectra. Unsurprisingly, we find that the 50\( \times \) solar metallicity models have significantly more soot precursors (see Figure 3.2), as there are a factor of 50 more heavy elements in the atmosphere. This means that if the same fraction of soot precursors become haze particles, the high metallicity model will have more mass in haze and therefore a more optically thick atmosphere. Indeed, we find that very few of the models at solar metallicity have an optically thick haze layer.

### 3.3.3.1 Best-fitting hydrocarbon haze models

In general, we find a range of models with a hydrocarbon haze layer that can match most of the observations. The best-fitting models all have 50\( \times \) solar metallicity. For the less vigorous mixing (\( K_{zz}=10^7 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), models with small particle sizes (0.01 to 0.1 \( \mu \)m) and \( f_{\text{haze}} \) of 3-5% match the data; for more vigorous mixing (\( K_{zz}=10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\)), models with small particles (0.01 to 0.1 \( \mu \)m) and \( f_{\text{haze}} \) of 1-5% match the data, as do medium-sized particles (0.25 \( \mu \)m) with \( f_{\text{haze}} \) from 3-5%. This parameter space of models is summarized in Figure 3.11, which shows the well-fitting parameter space as light shaded regions and the poor-fitting parameter space as darker shaded regions.
At solar metallicity, a very small subset of the parameter space resulted moderately well-fitting models. No models with solar metallicity and $K_{cc}=10^7$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ had a $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ less than 4. For the more vigorous $K_{cc}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, only a single model had a reasonably good fit ($\chi^2_{\text{red}}=3$), which had particle sizes of 0.25 $\mu$m and $f_{\text{haze}}=25\%$. This $f_{\text{haze}}$ value represents a quarter of soot precursors forming into condensed haze solids, which seems quite high.

These results generally suggest that if GJ 1214b has an enhanced metallicity atmosphere like Neptune, there is a large range of particle size distributions and photochemical efficiencies that can result in an obscuring haze in the atmosphere.

3.3.4 Combinations of cloud layers

In a planetary atmosphere, a number of different cloud and haze layers can form. For example, in Titan’s atmosphere, there is both a high photochemical hydrocarbon haze and a deeper methane cloud. To examine this for GJ 1214b, we include both the equilibrium KCl and ZnS clouds and the hydrocarbon soot layer in a set of solar composition models, to see if by including both clouds we could match the spectrum without enhancing the metallicity of the atmosphere.

We ran a small set of models with favorable equilibrium cloud parameters (no heat redistribution to the night side, $f_{\text{red}}=0.1$) and hydrocarbon haze parameters ($f_{\text{haze}}=5\% - 10\%, K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$). However, none of these models fit the data as well as the enhanced-metallicity equilibrium cloud models, enhanced-metallicity hydrocarbon haze models, or a high mean molecular weight water-rich model.
3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Physical nature of low $f_{\text{sed}}$ values

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the particle sizes and vertical thickness of the equilibrium KCl and ZnS clouds are calculated using the parametrized value $f_{\text{sed}}$, which is equal to the ratio of the sedimentation velocity to the updraft velocity. A high sedimentation efficiency $f_{\text{sed}}$ forms a cloud with large particles that settles into a thin layer; a low $f_{\text{sed}}$ forms a more extended cloud with small particles.

This model has been used most frequently for studies of brown dwarfs. Studies of L dwarfs find that $f_{\text{sed}} \sim 1–3$ for the majority of field L dwarfs (Stephens et al., 2009; Saumon and Marley, 2008). Similarly, Morley et al. (2012) found that for sulfide clouds in T dwarfs, $f_{\text{sed}} \sim 4–5$.

In this study, we find that the value needed to fit the observations is $f_{\text{sed}} = 0.1$, a sedimentation efficiency more than ten times lower than those of brown dwarfs. However, this low value may not be unreasonable for an irradiated planetary atmosphere. In Ackerman and Marley (2001), values of $f_{\text{sed}}$ for Earth clouds are calculated. They find that for clouds that form high in Earth’s atmosphere—stratocumulus clouds—$f_{\text{sed}}$ is less than 1, with values for specific case studies ranging from 0.2 (North Sea) to 0.3–0.5 (California). The clouds we model in GJ 1214b form within a nearly-isothermal radiative region of the atmosphere, so we expect them to behave more like Earth stratocumulus clouds than the deeper tropospheric cumulus clouds, which have high $f_{\text{sed}}$ (2–6), more similar to brown dwarfs.

$f_{\text{sed}}$ is the ratio of the sedimentation velocity to the updraft velocity which is equal
to $K_{zz}/L$, where $L$ is the mixing length. A low $f_{\text{sed}}$ could be caused by many different things.

1. If the cloud particles are fluffy aggregates, they would have a slow sedimentation velocity.
2. If $K_{zz}$ is large, like those of hot Jupiters (Showman et al. (2009) finds that hot Jupiters have $K_{zz} \sim 10^{11}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$), then the updraft velocity will be large.
3. If the mixing length $L$ is small (due to a mean molecular weight gradient or wave breaking effects), then the atmosphere will be stably stratified, and $f_{\text{sed}}$ will be small.

There is already clear observational evidence of a cloud layer very high in the atmosphere of hot Jupiter HD 189733 (Pont et al., 2008; Sing et al., 2011; Pont et al., 2012). The spectral slope of the observations suggests opacity due to Rayleigh scattering, which would be due to quite small (sub-micron) sized particles. The cloud layer obscures gaseous absorption features from the blue to the near infrared. Based on its optical properties, the obscuring cloud layer has been suggested to be composed of small enstatite particles (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al., 2008), which would have to be kept aloft high in the planet’s atmosphere due to inefficient sedimentation.

### 3.4.2 Distinguishing between a steam and cloudy atmosphere

GJ 1214b’s transmission spectrum is often described as ‘flat’ or ‘featureless,’ but in reality, its features are just too small to detect with current signal-to-noise observations. While we find that with current data, a hydrogen-helium rich model with clouds can fit just as well as a 100% water model, if we can improve the precision in the near-infrared, there are features that allow us to distinguish between these possibilities (see also Benneke and Seager, 2012).

Figure 3.12 shows how two sample cloudy models compare to a 100% water model.
The hydrocarbon haze model is deliberately chosen to show the large extent to which the haze layer can obscure the near-infrared features and flatten the spectrum. One feature of cloudy spectra, absent in the 100% water spectrum, is that there are flat regions between features, especially at 0.9, 1.1, and 1.3 \textit{\mu}m. This is the pressure level where the clouds become optically thick; above this level, one can see gas opacity features, but all features below are obscured. A higher signal-to-noise spectrum in the near-infrared from 1 to 1.8 \textit{\mu}m should be able to distinguish between these possibilities.

The spectra also look different in regions where additional species absorb more strongly than water vapor. For example, between 2.2 and 2.4 \textit{\mu}m there is a strong methane band. (Note that this part of the spectrum has particularly conflicting results to date). Similarly, the feature at 1.7 \textit{\mu}m is due to methane and the feature at 2.0 \textit{\mu}m is due to CO$_2$. These bands would be completely lacking in a pure water atmosphere. By resolving regions of the spectrum where additional absorbers, if they exist, dominate, we could differentiate between a pure water atmosphere and a hydrogen/helium-rich atmosphere with many absorbers including clouds.

Figure 3.13 shows the same models as Figure 3.12, but for longer wavelengths (1–20\textit{\mu}m). For both cloudy models shown, because the cloud particles are relatively small they do not absorb as efficiently in the mid-infrared as they do in the near-infrared. The cloud opacity decreases significantly, and even in models with a thick obscuring haze layer in the near-infrared, the atmosphere becomes clear of haze at mid-infrared wavelengths. Gaseous water and methane features dominate the transmission spectrum beyond 3–4 \textit{\mu}m. Promisingly, this suggests that even if many exoplanet atmospheres’ features are obscured in the wavelengths accessible from the ground or from \textit{HST}, the wavelengths probed by the \textit{James Webb Space
Telescope will be less sensitive to haze obscuration.

However, atmospheres with mixed $\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{H}_2$-rich compositions can also fit the data; Berta et al. (2012) finds that any atmosphere with a mass fraction of water higher than 70% can fit the observations. Distinguishing a mixed atmosphere from a cloudy $\text{H}_2$-rich atmosphere would be more challenging as features such as methane may also appear. The chemistry of such extremely high metallicity atmospheres is not currently well-understood and is a subject of ongoing study (Moses et al., 2012).

### 3.4.3 Photochemical processes

This work, and that of Zahnle et al. (2009a) and Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012), suggests that photochemistry could be extremely important for interpreting the spectra of cool exoplanets. We find that there is a large range of parameter space for a photochemical haze that can obscure the transmission spectrum of a hydrogen and helium dominated atmosphere. In this work, we parametrized the chemical processes expected to polymerize 2nd-order hydrocarbons. As part of our ongoing and future work we seek to identify and characterize the key chemical pathways expected to produce higher-order hydrocarbons in the upper atmospheres of irradiated exoplanets.

The spectral signatures of photochemically-produced gases were not included in these spectra, but it has been suggested that these would have relatively small signatures (Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012). Detecting additional soot precursors like benzene rings, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or other polymers with high-resolution spectroscopy would further constrain photochemical haze creation.
3.4.4 C/O ratio

Recent work has shown that planets may have some range in carbon and oxygen abundances (Madhusudhan et al., 2011c,b; Madhusudhan, 2012; Moses et al., 2013). In particular, Moses et al. (2013) studied the effect of C/O ratio on disequilibrium processes such as photochemistry and vertical mixing. They find that in atmospheres with a high C/O ratio, the abundances of soot precursors such as HCN and C$_2$H$_2$ are significantly enhanced. If GJ 1214b did have a high C/O ratio, it may be even easier to form a layer of optically thick soot.

3.5 Conclusions

Previous work by Howe and Burrows (2012) has shown that by adding an ad-hoc haze layer, the observations of GJ 1214b can be reproduced. Here, we showed that two types of clouds that may naturally emerge from equilibrium or non-equilibrium chemistry considerations, in an enhanced-metallicity atmosphere, can reproduce the observations of GJ 1214b. We presented results that show that clouds that form as a result of equilibrium chemistry, as they perhaps do on brown dwarfs, can reproduce the observations of GJ 1214b if they are lofted high in the atmosphere and the sedimentation efficiency parameter $f_{\text{sed}}$ is low (0.1). This value is significantly different than the values of $f_{\text{sed}} \sim 1–3$ for L dwarfs or $\sim 4–5$ for T dwarfs, but is potentially quite reasonable for high altitude clouds in an irradiated planet.

We showed that models including hydrocarbon haze that forms as a result of photochemistry can also flatten GJ 1214b’s spectrum. We used a 1D photochemical kinetics model to calculate the vertical distribution and available mass of molecules that are produced on the path-
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way to haze formation. With haze-forming efficiencies between 1% and 5%, we found equally well-fitting models with modal particle sizes from 0.01 to 0.25 µm. We conclude that, while more work on understanding the chemical processes of forming hydrocarbons is necessary, it is very plausible that GJ 1214b’s spectrum is obscured by a layer of soot.

Although there are of course uncertainties in the detailed implementation of the cloud models, we stress that both kinds of clouds emerge naturally from either equilibrium chemistry or photochemical arguments. In particular, haze formation has the possibility to lead to the obscuration of gaseous absorption features over a wide range of planetary parameter space, from super-Earths to giant planets, over a wide range in planetary temperature.
Figure 3.1: Pressure–temperature profiles of GJ 1214b with condensation curves. Top: solar composition models and condensation curves. Bottom: $50\times$ solar models and condensation curves. Cloud-free $P–T$ profiles are shown as solid black lines; cloudy (KCl and ZnS clouds) models are shown as dashed lines. The cooler (left) models in each panel assume that the absorbed radiation from the star is redistributed around the entire planet, the warmer (right) ones assume that the radiation is redistributed over the dayside only. Condensation curves of all relatively abundant materials that will condense in brown dwarf and planetary atmospheres are shown as dashed colored lines. See §2.5 for a description of the models.
Figure 3.2: Results from photochemical calculations for C-bearing species at 1× (top) and 50× (bottom) solar metallicity. The volume mixing ratio at each pressure level of the atmosphere is shown for the major C-bearing species. The left and right panels show the results using an eddy diffusion coefficient of $K_{zz}=10^7$ and $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. A fraction of the C$_2$H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, and C$_2$H$_6$ and HCN formed are assumed in this study to form the photochemical haze layer; CO, CO$_2$, and CH$_4$ do not readily form haze material.
Figure 3.3: Comparison of reducing and oxidizing species for 50× solar, $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ photochemical model. The volume mixing ratio of the major oxidizing species (OH) and summed mixing ratio of all the major reactive reducing species ($C_2H$, $C_2H_3$, CH, CH$_2$, CH$_3$, CN) are plotted. There is significantly more reducing material at the pressure levels where we form hazes, so we assume that higher-order hydrocarbons will continue to grow to potentially form condensed hydrocarbon soot-like particles.
Figure 3.4: Slant optical depth. The slant optical depth at 1 μm in four representative atmosphere models are shown. Two models include equilibrium clouds (KCl and ZnS) within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) framework; the other two models include a hydrocarbon (soot) haze as described in Section 3.2.4. The three models with enhanced (50× solar) metallicity generally match the observations (see spectra in Figures 3.6 and 3.10) and have similar slant optical depths between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$ bar. The solar metallicity model has a lower optical depth and does not match observations.
Figure 3.5: Reported transmission spectrum data compared to equilibrium cloud models of solar composition atmospheres. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. Model spectra for cloud-free and cloudy solar atmospheres are plotted with corresponding model photometric points for the bands with data. We plot both ‘dayside’ models, which assume no redistribution of heat to the nightside of the planet, and ‘planet-wide’ models that assume that the heat is fully redistributed. Cloud-free models have features in the optical and near-IR that are inconsistent with data; cloudy models have somewhat smaller features in the near-infrared, but the features are not small enough to be consistent with the data.

Figure 3.6: Reported transmission spectrum data compared to equilibrium cloud models of 50× solar composition atmospheres. Data and models are plotted as in Figure 3.5. Cloud-free models have features in the optical and near-IR that are inconsistent with data; the cloudy ‘dayside’ model has a relatively flat spectrum that is generally consistent with the data.
Figure 3.7: The effect of particle size on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to 50× solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have 50× solar composition and use the photochemical results for $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ models. All models use a 3% soot-forming efficiency ($f_{haze}$) so the mass of haze particles in each layer is the same. Particle size has a strong effect on the cloud opacity. The smallest particles are the most optically thick in the optical; large particles are fairly optically thin because, given the same amount of cloud mass, their number density is significantly lower.

Figure 3.8: The effect of $f_{haze}$ on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have solar 50× solar composition, a 0.05 μm mode particle size, and $K_{zz}=10^9$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Higher values of $f_{haze}$ lead to optically thicker clouds and a more obscured transmission spectrum.
Figure 3.9: The effect of vertical mixing on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition hydrocarbon haze models. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have solar 50× solar composition, a 0.1 μm mode particle size, and a soot-forming efficiency \( f_{\text{haze}} = 3\% \). The eddy diffusion coefficient \( K_{zz} \), which parametrizes the strength of vertical mixing, is varied between \( K_{zz} = 10^7 \) to \( 10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). \( K_{zz} \) has a strong effect on the cloud opacity. More vertical mixing loftes more soot-forming material high in the atmosphere; the cloud is therefore most optically thick in the near infrared for \( K_{zz} = 10^9 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\).

Figure 3.10: The effect of both metallicity and hazes on the transmission spectrum is shown. Data are compared to solar composition and 50× solar models, with and without hydrocarbon hazes. Data from a variety of sources are shown; the horizontal error bars show the width of the photometric band. The model radii integrated over the photometric band are shown for each photometric data point. All models have a 0.1 μm mode particle size, and a soot-forming efficiency of 5%. The eddy diffusion coefficient \( K_{zz} \), which parametrizes the strength of vertical mixing, is \( K_{zz} = 10^7 \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). Solar composition models with hazes generally are generally not flatted enough to become consistent with the data.
Figure 3.11: $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ for 50× solar models with hazes. The goodness-of-fit parameter $\chi^2_{\text{red}}$ for each of the 50× solar hydrocarbon haze models is plotted. $K_{zz}=10^7 \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ is on the left and $K_{zz}=10^9 \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ is on the right. At each particle size and $f_{\text{haze}}$ value, the shading indicates the goodness of the fit with lighter shades indicating a better fit. It is clear that small particles and moderate to high $f_{\text{haze}}$ is necessary to reproduce the majority of the observed transmission spectrum. The range of well-fitting models is larger for the more vigorous ($K_{zz}=10^9 \text{ cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$) vertical mixing.
Figure 3.12: Comparison of steam and cloudy H-rich atmosphere models. A 100% water atmosphere is compared to two cloudy H-rich models in the near-infrared. With a higher-fidelity near-infrared spectrum, these models could be easily distinguished. Locations of strong absorption features from $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, $\text{CH}_4$, and $\text{CO}_2$ are noted. The Hubble Space Telescope G141 grism has a maximum resolving power of 130 in the range 1.1–1.7 $\mu$m.
Figure 3.13: Comparison of steam and cloudy H-rich atmosphere models in the mid-infrared. The models from Figure 3.12 are shown for a wider wavelength range. The 100% water atmosphere model shows water vapor features of a similar amplitude from 1–20 µm. However, for both of the cloudy models, the clouds become significantly less optically thick at longer wavelengths than they are in the near-infrared where current data exists. This means that in the mid-infrared, the features are much larger.
Chapter 4

Water Clouds in Y Dwarfs and Exoplanets

4.1 Introduction

Brown dwarfs link planetary and stellar astrophysics, with compositions like stars but the temperatures of planets. They form the tail of the initial mass function and, too low in mass to have core temperatures high enough to fuse hydrogen, they cool over time through the brown dwarf spectral sequence. As they cool, different molecules and condensates form and carve their spectra.

With the discovery of very cool brown dwarfs we are able to investigate for the first time the physical and chemical processes that occur in atmospheres with effective temperature ranges that would be suitable for a warm beverage. While brown dwarfs are free-floating, they should share many of the same physical processes as the giant planets that will be uncovered by future surveys.
4.1.1 Discovery and Characterization of Y Dwarfs

The proposed spectral class Y encompasses brown dwarfs that have cooled below $T_{\text{eff}} \sim 500$ K. About 17 objects have been classified as Y dwarfs to date. Many of those have now been found using the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) (Cushing et al., 2011; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Tinney et al., 2012; Kirkpatrick et al., 2013). Additional objects have been discovered as wide-separation companions. Liu et al. (2011) found a very cool (~Y0) companion to a late T dwarf; Luhman et al. (2012) discovered a ~300–350 K object orbiting a white dwarf. At these temperatures, NH$_3$ absorption features begin to appear in their near-infrared spectra, and sodium and potassium wane in importance in the optical as they condense into clouds.

Recent follow-up studies have aimed to characterize the Y dwarf population. There has been a large effort to measure parallaxes of Y dwarfs: Marsh et al. (2013) present results for 5 Y dwarfs and 3 late T dwarfs using a compilation of data from the ground and space. Dupuy and Kraus (2013) present results using only the Spitzer Space Telescope for 16 Y and T dwarfs. Beichman et al. (2014) present results from a compilation of data from Keck II, the Spitzer Space Telescope, and the Hubble Space telescope for 15 Y and T dwarfs. Groups have also been collecting followup observations to better understand the spectral energy distributions of Y dwarfs. Leggett et al. (2013) present followup near-infrared photometry for six Y dwarfs and a far-red spectrum for WISEPC J205628.90+145953.3. Lodieu et al. (2013) observed 7 Y dwarfs in the $z$ band using the Gran Telescopio de Canarias.
4.1.2 Previous Models of Y dwarfs

A number of available models for brown dwarfs include models cold enough to represent Y dwarfs (Allard et al., 2012; Saumon et al., 2012; Morley et al., 2012), but do not yet treat the effects of water clouds. The first models to incorporate the effects of water clouds into a brown dwarf atmosphere are those of Burrows et al. (2003b). These models generally find that water clouds do not strongly affect the spectrum of Y dwarfs, but there have been few followup studies. Hubeny and Burrows (2007) also includes simple water clouds with a fixed mode particle size of 100 $\mu$m. In Section 4.6.2 we will discuss how our results compare to these early models.

A number of studies have included water clouds in exoplanetary atmospheres; Marley et al. (1999) and Sudarsky et al. (2003) both modeled the effect of water clouds on the albedos of giant exoplanets; they find the formation of water clouds significantly increases the planetary albedos. Burrows et al. (2004) also consider water clouds in exoplanets, using a similar approach as Burrows et al. (2003b) but for irradiated planets; Sudarsky et al. (2003) and Sudarsky et al. (2005) calculate the thermal emission of exoplanets that include water clouds and find that they have a strong effect on the emergent spectrum.

4.1.3 Clouds in L and T dwarfs

Clouds have posed the greatest challenge for brown dwarf modeling since the first L dwarfs were discovered. As brown dwarfs cool along the L sequence from 2500 K to 1300 K, refractory materials like corundum, iron, and silicates condense to form thick dust layers (Lunine et al., 1986; Fegley and Lodders, 1996; Burrows and Sharp, 1999; Lodders and Fegley,
2002; Lodders, 2003; Lodders and Fegley, 2006; Helling and Woitke, 2006; Visscher et al., 2010) which thicken as the brown dwarf cools. These dust clouds shape the emergent spectra of L dwarfs (see, e.g. Tsuji et al., 1996; Allard et al., 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2006; Helling et al., 2008a; Cushing et al., 2008; Witte et al., 2011).

For field brown dwarfs these clouds clear over a very small range of effective temperature around 1200–1300 K and around the same temperature, methane features begin to appear in the near-infrared. The brown dwarf is then classified as a T dwarf and, for many years, mid to late T dwarfs were considered to be cloud-free. However, it has long been recognized that other somewhat less refractory materials such as sulfides and salts should condense in cooler T dwarfs (Lodders, 1999). As late T dwarfs (500–900 K) were discovered and characterized, a population of objects redder in the near-infrared (e.g. $J-K$, $J-H$ colors) than the predictions of cloud-free models emerged. Morley et al. (2012) included the clouds predicted to form by condensation of the sulfides and alkali salts and showed that by including thin layers of these clouds, the colors and spectra of these redder observed T dwarfs can be matched. As these T dwarfs are further characterized, variability has been observed in mid-late T dwarfs (Buenzli et al., 2012); the sulfide clouds may play a role in this variability.

4.1.4 Directly-imaged Exoplanets

Spectra of directly-imaged planets are also strongly influenced by the opacity of clouds. The first multi-planet directly-imaged system, HR 8799, has four planets, all of which have infrared colors that indicate cloudy atmospheres, much like L dwarfs (Marois et al., 2008). Other planetary-mass objects also appear to have spectral properties similar to L dwarfs includ-
ing β Pictoris b (Bonnefoy et al., 2013) and 2M1207b (Barman et al., 2011b). In fact, at similar effective temperatures planetary-mass objects appear to be even more cloudy than their brown dwarf counterparts (Madhusudhan et al., 2011a; Barman et al., 2011a), which has been used to suggest that the breakup of the iron and silicate clouds at the L/T transition may be gravity dependent (Metchev and Hillenbrand, 2006; Marley et al., 2012).

Nonetheless the transition to a methane-dominated atmosphere and cloud-depleted near-infrared spectrum must happen at some effective temperature, with the resulting objects appearing as low-gravity ‘T’ and ‘Y’ dwarfs. The first such object discovered is GJ 504b (Kuzuhara et al., 2013) which is currently the coldest directly-imaged planet (\(T_{\text{eff}} \sim 500\) K) and has colors very similar to T dwarfs; followup observations probing the methane feature at 1.6 \(\mu\)m suggest that, as expected from thermochemical equilibrium calculations, methane is present in the atmosphere (Janson et al., 2013).

### 4.1.5 Water clouds

In a cold solar composition atmosphere, water clouds will be a massive cloud and an important opacity source. Unlike the refractory clouds which have been extensively studied by a number of groups (Ackerman and Marley, 2001; Helling and Woitke, 2006; Allard et al., 2001; Tsuji et al., 1996; Burrows et al., 2006; Helling et al., 2008a), the same attention has not been paid to volatile clouds in brown dwarfs. In this work, we aim to predict the effects that water clouds will have on brown dwarf atmospheres. We calculate pressure–temperature profiles, spectra, and colors for the coolest brown dwarfs. We study the signatures of the water clouds and their optical properties, estimate their likely particle sizes, and determine at which
effective temperatures the cloud will become optically thick in the photosphere. We end by considering the observability of Y dwarfs with the four major instruments being built for the *James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)* and the detectability of cool giant planets with new and upcoming ground-based instruments.

### 4.2 Methods

#### 4.2.1 Atmosphere Model

We calculate 1D pressure–temperature profiles, which are self-consistent with both the chemistry and clouds, of atmospheres in radiative–convective equilibrium. The thermal radiative transfer is determined using the “source function technique” presented in Toon *et al.* (1989). The gas opacity is calculated using correlated-k coefficients to increase calculation speed; our opacity database incorporates published data from both laboratory experiments and first-principles quantum mechanics calculations and is described extensively in Freedman *et al.* (2008). The opacity database includes two significant updates since Freedman *et al.* (2008), which are described in Saumon *et al.* (2012): a new molecular line list for ammonia (Yurchenko *et al.*, 2011) and an improved treatment of the pressure-induced opacity of H$_2$ collisions (Richard *et al.*, 2012). The cloud opacity is included as Mie scattering of spherical cloud particles in each atmospheric layer. The atmosphere models are more extensively described in McKay *et al.* (1989); Marley *et al.* (1996); Burrows *et al.* (1997); Marley and McKay (1999b); Marley *et al.* (2002); Saumon and Marley (2008); Fortney *et al.* (2008b).
4.2.2 Cloud Model

The cloud model calculates the vertical locations, heights, and mode particle sizes of clouds as they condense in the atmosphere. The calculation is coupled with the radiative transfer calculations, so a converged model will have a temperature structure that is self-consistent with the clouds.

The cloud code is a modification of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model. This model has successfully been used to model the effects of the iron, silicate, and corundum clouds on the spectra of L dwarfs (Saumon and Marley, 2008; Stephens et al., 2009) as well as the sulfide and chloride clouds that likely form in the atmospheres of T dwarfs (Morley et al., 2012). Here, we modify it to include the effects of water clouds. The Ackerman and Marley (2001) approach avoids treating the highly uncertain microphysical processes that create clouds in brown dwarf and planetary atmospheres. Instead, it aims to balance the advection and diffusion of each species’ vapor and condensate at each layer of the atmosphere. It balances the upward transport of vapor and condensate by turbulent mixing in the atmosphere with the downward transport of condensate by sedimentation. This balance is achieved using the equation

\[-K_{zz} \frac{\partial q_t}{\partial z} - f_{sed} w_* q_c = 0,\]  

(4.1)

where $K_{zz}$ is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, $q_t$ is the mixing ratio of condensate and vapor, $q_c$ is the mixing ratio of condensate, $w_*$ is the convective velocity scale, and $f_{sed}$ is a parameter that describes the efficiency of sedimentation in the atmosphere.
Solving this equation allows us to calculate the total amount of condensate in each layer of the atmosphere. We calculate the modal particle size using the sedimentation flux and by prescribing a lognormal size distribution of particles, given by

$$\frac{dn}{dr} = \frac{N}{r\sqrt{2\pi \ln\sigma}} \exp \left[ \frac{\ln^2(r/r_g)}{2\ln^2\sigma} \right]$$

(4.2)

where $N$ is the total number concentration of particles, $r_g$ is the geometric mean radius, and $\sigma$ is the geometric standard deviation. We fix $\sigma$ at 2.0 for this study (see discussion in Ackerman and Marley (2001)). We calculate the falling speeds of particles within this distribution assuming viscous flow around spheres (and using the Cunningham slip factor to account for gas kinetic effects). We calculate the other parameters in equation 6.1 ($K_{zz}$ and $w_*$) using mixing length theory and by prescribing a lower bound for $K_{zz}$ of $10^5$ cm$^2$/s, which represents the residual turbulence due to processes such as breaking gravity waves in the radiative regions of the atmosphere.

This process allows us to calculate the mode particle size in each layer of the atmosphere using calculated or physically motivated values for all parameters except for the free parameter $f_{sed}$. In general, we find larger particles (which have higher terminal velocities) in the bottom layers of a cloud and smaller particles (which have lower terminal velocities) in the upper layers.

A high sedimentation efficiency parameter $f_{sed}$ results in vertically thinner clouds with larger particle sizes, whereas a lower $f_{sed}$ results in more vertically extended clouds with smaller particle sizes. As a result, a higher $f_{sed}$ corresponds to optically thinner clouds and a
lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ corresponds to optically thicker clouds.

The Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model code computes the available quantity of condensable gas above the cloud base by comparing the local gas abundance (accounting for upwards transport by mixing via $K_{zz}$) to the local condensate vapor pressure $p_{\text{vap}}$. In cases where the formation of condensates does not proceed by homogeneous condensation we nevertheless compute an equivalent vapor pressure curve.

### 4.2.3 Challenges of water clouds

The condensation of water vapor into water ice clouds poses some unique problems for our self-consistent equilibrium approach. Water vapor is the most dominant source of opacity in a Y dwarf atmosphere. After it condenses, if the cloud opacity is somehow removed, there is very little gas opacity left in the atmosphere and the layers beneath can radiate efficiently. However, the cloud opacity cannot just be removed from the atmosphere; it must condense into a cloud, and because oxygen is one of the most abundant elements, the water cloud that forms is quite massive and optically thick. This means that the dominant vapor opacity source condenses into a dominant solid opacity source.

In practice, when aiming to calculate a solution in radiative–convective and chemical equilibrium that is self-consistent with the water cloud, we find that we are not able to find a self-consistent solution for a range of model effective temperatures from $\sim 225$–$450$ K. As the water cloud forms in the model, it significantly warms the atmosphere below it because it prevents flux from escaping. This warming causes the cloud to evaporate, removing the opacity source, and allowing flux to escape and cool the atmosphere again; a cloud forms again. An
equilibrium solution is not found.

To solve this problem, we borrow phenomenological ideas from our own solar system. When water clouds are observed in the solar system on Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn, they never form in a globally homogeneous layer. Instead, they form into patchy clouds. For example, on Jupiter, there are 5 µm hot spots though which flux emerges from deep within the atmosphere; these are believed to be “holes” or thin areas of the deep Jovian water cloud (Westphal, 1969; Westphal et al., 1974; Orton et al., 1996; Carlson et al., 1994). Saturn has similar mid-infrared heterogeneity (Baines et al., 2005).

Because water clouds never appear to form globally homogeneous, uniform clouds in the solar system planets, models that include clouds for these planets do not attempt to find a 1D steady-state equilibrium solution in a self-consistent way. Instead, for clouds in Earth’s atmosphere, the evolution of clouds is either modeled over time using a time-stepping model or the clouds are modeled in 2D or 3D. In fact a method sometimes used in 3D circulation models on Earth inspires our approach, described below. In these circulation models, clouds form on scales smaller than the grid scale; cloud opacity is implemented using a two-column sub-grid approach. Other previous efforts for exoplanets and brown dwarfs either did not iterate or used a highly specified cloud parametrization for particle size and cloud height (e.g Marley et al., 1999; Sudarsky et al., 2003; Hubeny and Burrows, 2007). Our approach here is not to include a specified cloud, but instead to iteratively solve for a cloud profile that is self-consistent with the atmosphere structure. We rely on a model which successfully reproduces cloud particle sizes and distributions on Jupiter and Earth (Ackerman and Marley, 2001). Perhaps fortuitously, the particular cloud model employed by Burrows et al. (2003b), who also solve the problem self-
consistently, produced somewhat large particles with small infrared optical depth. More general cases in which some clouds have smaller particle sizes have a far greater optical depth and are more challenging to converge.

In this work, we make the assumption that patchy water clouds also form in brown dwarfs. Theoretical motivation for this patchiness has not yet been well-developed, but recent highly idealized models suggest that the rotation and internal heating of brown dwarfs could drive jet-like or vortex-like circulation (Zhang and Showman, 2014). Such weather patterns in the atmosphere may create rising and sinking parcels of air and maintain inhomogeneous clouds.

Other evidence for cloud patchiness in the silicate cloud decks of warmer brown dwarfs has been seen in the variability observations by, e.g., Radigan et al. (2012) and the spatial mapping of the L/T transition brown dwarf Luhman 16B (Crossfield et al., 2014).

In this model, even though the water cloud layer forms a thick opacity source, the flux can emerge from holes in the cloud deck. This assumption allows us to calculate a temperature structure in radiative–convective equilibrium that is self-consistent with the clouds because flux is able to emerge through the holes even when the clouds become optically thick. This means that the temperature structure can remain cool enough to have a condensed water cloud layer.

4.2.4 Implementing patchy clouds

We calculate patchy clouds following the approach of Marley et al. (2010), who implemented patchy clouds in an attempt to understand a mechanism that could reproduce the L/T transition, in which clouds break up progressively and more flux emerges from holes in the
clouds. Following this prescription, we calculate flux separately through both a cloudy column (with the cloud opacity included) and a clear column (with the cloud opacity not included) with the same pressure–temperature profile. This calculation is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. We can change the cloud-covering fraction by varying $h$, the fractional area of the atmosphere assumed to be covered in holes:

$$F_{\text{total}} = hF_{\text{clear}} + (1-h)F_{\text{cloudy}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)$$

Using this summed flux $F_{\text{total}}$ through each atmospheric layer, we iterate as usual.
until we find a solution in radiative–convective equilibrium. Using \( h \gtrsim 0.4–0.5 \) greatly improves convergence. With a hole fraction of at least 40–50\%, flux escapes from warm, deep layers through the cloud-free column and a consistent \( P–T \) profile with water clouds can be calculated.

### 4.2.5 Cloud properties

To model clouds and their radiative effect in the atmosphere, we need three pieces of information about the material. The first is the optical properties—the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index—of the condensed solid or liquid. In Y dwarfs, water always condenses in the solid phase (Burrows et al., 2003b), so we use the optical properties of water ice (Warren, 1984). The second property is the material’s density; we use 0.93 g/cm\(^3\) for water ice. Lastly, we need the saturation vapor pressure of water ice, which tells us where the cloud will form and how much material is available to form it. We assume that all material in excess of the saturation vapor pressure condenses to form a cloud. We use the equation from Buck (1981) to describe the saturation vapor pressure of water ice:

\[
p_{\text{vap}} = a \exp \left[ \frac{(b-T_c/d)T_c}{T_c+c} \right]
\]

where \( T_c \) is the temperature in degrees Celsius and \( a \), \( b \), \( c \), and \( d \) are constants (6.1115 \times 10^3, 23.036, 279.82, and 333.7, respectively).

The other clouds included in these models are Cr, MnS, Na\(_2\)S, KCl, and ZnS. The thermochemical models that describe the formation of these clouds are described in Visscher et al. (2006). Using these models, fits to the saturation vapor pressure as a function of pressure,
temperature, and metallicity were presented in Morley et al. (2012), Section 2.4. Sources of the optical properties used in the Mie scattering calculations are also presented in Table 1 of Morley et al. (2012).

### 4.2.6 Model grid

Our grid of models encompasses the full range of Y dwarfs and extends the grid from Morley et al. (2012) to lower temperatures. This grid includes models from 200–450 K in increments of 25–50 K. We include surface gravities that range from giant planets to brown dwarfs, from log $g$ of 3.0 to 5.0 in increments of 0.5. We run all models on this main grid with $f_{\text{sed}}=5$ and $h=0.5$.

Of course, it is likely that $h$ and $f_{\text{sed}}$ vary, and could in fact be different for the underlying sulfide/salt clouds and the higher altitude water clouds. In fact, models at the L/T transition generally need to include non-uniformity in cloud properties across the transition to match its shape (Marley et al., 2010). We do not aim to fully model all parts of this parameter space here. However, we do explore some parts of this space; we run additional models in which we vary $f_{\text{sed}}$ from 3–7 at a single surface gravity (log $g=4.0$) and in which we vary $h$ from 0.2 to 1.0 (see Figure 4.11). We assume solar metallicity composition for all models, using elemental abundances from Lodders (2003).

The grid was deliberately chosen to be square, but includes some unphysical combinations of temperature and surface gravity, because higher mass brown dwarfs cannot have cooled enough during the age of the universe to reach very low temperatures. For the coolest models in our grid, $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K, the maximum expected log $g$ (that of a 10 Gyr brown dwarf)
is $\sim 4.2$. For 300 K, maximum log $g$ is $\sim 4.5-4.6$; for 450 K, $\sim 4.7-5.0$ (Saumon and Marley, 2008). The ranges come from using a cloudy or cloud-free atmospheric boundary condition for the evolution models, see Figures 4 and 5 from Saumon and Marley (2008).

### 4.2.7 Evolution models

Absolute fluxes and magnitudes are calculated from our model spectra by applying the evolutionary radii of Saumon and Marley (2008). Those cooling sequences provide the radius of the brown dwarf as a function of $T_{\text{eff}}$ and log $g$. Here we have used the radii from the evolution sequences computed with cloudless atmospheres as the surface boundary condition. A fully self-consistent calculation of the evolution would use a surface boundary condition defined by the corresponding model atmospheres. This is becoming increasingly difficult for brown dwarfs as the evolution of clouds during the long cooling time of the very cool objects considered here is rather complex. The sequence of transitions from cloudy L dwarfs to mainly clear mid-T dwarfs, to late-T dwarfs veiled with sulfide clouds (MnS, Na$_2$S, ZnS, Cr, KCl), which may also clear out in early Y dwarfs before water clouds appear, has yet to be understood properly, both empirically and theoretically. The use of a uniform, cloudless surface boundary condition has the virtue of simplicity. We can estimate the uncertainty in the radius thus obtained by comparing the surface boundary condition extracted from the present atmosphere models to those used by Saumon and Marley (2008). We find that for our nominal $f_{\text{sed}} = 5$, $h = 0.5$ partly cloudy sequence, the entropy at the bottom of the atmosphere (which gives the entropy of the matching interior model) is quite close to the cloudless case at $T_{\text{eff}} = 450$ K. As the object cools the entropy decreases, and for $T_{\text{eff}} = 200$ K the entropy is close to the entropy
of cloudy atmospheres used in Saumon and Marley (2008). This nicely corresponds to the transition of the partly cloudy models from optically thin to optically thick water clouds. Figures 4 and 5 of Saumon and Marley (2008) show that for given $T_{\text{eff}}$ and $\log g$, the radii between the cloudless and cloudy evolution sequences vary by at most 1–2% below 500 K. Thus, the inconsistency between the surface boundary condition used in the evolution sequences and the model atmospheres presented here causes at most a 4% error in the absolute fluxes.

4.3 Results

We present results for the grid of models discussed in Section 4.2.6. Where appropriate, we incorporate warmer models of T dwarfs from previous studies (Saumon et al., 2012; Morley et al., 2012) for comparison. In Section 4.3.1, we present the model cloud properties. In Section 4.3.2 we present the temperature structures of the models. In Section 4.3.3 we present the model spectra, including effects of disequilibrium chemistry. In Section 4.3.4 we present model photometry and compare to the growing collection of very cool objects with known distances (Dupuy and Kraus, 2013; Beichman et al., 2014). Lastly, in Sections 6.5.5 and 4.5 we will make predictions for the characterizability of Y dwarfs with JWST and the detectability of cool planets with new instruments like GPI, SPHERE, and the LBT.

4.3.1 Cloud properties

The models presented here include the effects of both sulfide/chloride clouds (first included in model atmospheres in Morley et al. (2012)) and of water clouds. We will mainly fo-
Figure 4.2: Absorption and scattering efficiencies. The results of the Mie scattering calculation ($Q_{\text{scat}}$ and $Q_{\text{abs}}$) for water clouds of three particle sizes are shown. These results are for single particle sizes, not a distribution of sizes. All three show similar general properties, with low $Q_{\text{abs}}$ in the optical rising into the infrared and the strongest absorbing feature around $3 \mu m$. Larger particles are more efficient at both absorbing and scattering for most wavelengths.

cus on the properties of water clouds as the former set of clouds are more thoroughly examined in Morley et al. (2012).

4.3.1.1 Scattering and absorption efficiencies of water ice

Figure 4.2 shows the optical properties calculated using Mie theory for water ice particles with sizes of 0.1, 1, and $10 \mu m$. The scattering efficiency, $Q_{\text{scat}}$, is the ratio of the scattering cross section of the particle to the geometric cross section. The absorption efficiency, $Q_{\text{abs}}$, is the ratio of the absorbing cross section to the geometric cross section. In general, the larger particle sizes both scatter and absorb more efficiently than smaller particles for most
Figure 4.3: Absorption efficiency of water ice particles and absorption cross section of water vapor. The absorption efficiency $Q_{abs}$ of water ice particles of three particle sizes (0.5, 5, and 50 µm) is shown (left axis). These results are for single particle sizes, not a distribution of sizes. The absorption cross section of water vapor is shown on the right axis. The phase change of water substantially changes the wavelengths at which it strongly absorbs, filling in many of the regions where water vapor is transparent.

Wavelength ranges. The locations of features are similar for different particle sizes with the strongest feature in $Q_{abs}$ at 3 µm. In general, $Q_{abs}$ rises from optical to infrared wavelengths and remains fairly high through the infrared. The persistence of these features over a large range in particle sizes suggests that water ice features may be observable for a relatively optically thick cloud even if it contains a range of particle sizes.

Figure 4.3 shows both the absorption efficiency of water ice and the cross section of water vapor; the wavelength range at which water absorbs shifts as it condenses from vapor to solid phase. In particular, water ice absorbs strongly within the major water vapor opacity windows in the mid-infrared.
4.3.1.2 Particle sizes and optical depths of water clouds

Water clouds form in brown dwarfs cooler than $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, but initially in thin, tenuous layers. They first become relatively optically thick in the photospheres of brown dwarfs cooler than $\sim 350–375$ K. Figure 4.4 shows the cloud properties (mode particle size and geometric column optical depth) of a representative set of cloudy models. Geometric column optical depth is the equivalent optical depth of particles that scatter as geometric spheres; since water clouds are very much non-gray absorbers, this is a poor approximation at wavelengths where the particles scatter much more strongly than they absorb.

$T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K model atmospheres have sulfide and salt clouds in the photosphere and a thin water cloud in the upper atmosphere. The cloud properties for an example $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, log $g=4.5$ model is shown in the upper panel of Figure 4.4. The water cloud does forms at a pressure level of $4 \times 10^{-2}$ bar, in the upper atmosphere, in an optically thin layer. The sodium sulfide cloud becomes optically thick ($\tau = 2$) at 20 bar, near the bottom of the photosphere. Mode particle sizes of this dominant Na$_2$S cloud are around 20–30 $\mu$m.

As a brown dwarf cools below $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ K, the water cloud forms deeper in the atmosphere and more material is available to condense, making the water cloud much more optically thick. The middle panel shows a cooler model, $T_{\text{eff}}=275$ K, in which the cloud has become geometrically optically thick near the top of the photosphere. Mode particle sizes in this high cloud layer are fairly small—around 1–5 $\mu$m. The feature in the column optical depth around $10^{-2}$ bar is caused by the fact that the pressure–temperature profile becomes warmer than the water condensation curve at that pressure. In this model, the sulfide and chloride clouds become
optically thick much deeper in the atmosphere, around 100 bar, which is below the photosphere.

For a brown dwarf that has cooled to $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K, the water cloud is very optically thick and forms within the photosphere. The bottom panel shows a $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K model; the base of the water cloud is at 2 bar and the column optical depth is $\sim 60$. Mode particle sizes of water ice in the photosphere are 4–20 $\mu$m. The cloud opacity is the dominant opacity source through cloudy columns of the model atmosphere.

Overall, and in agreement with Marley et al. (1999) and Burrows et al. (2003b), we see that water clouds begin to form with small particle sizes high in the atmospheres of objects around 400 K. They become marginally optically thick for objects cooler than 350–375 K. For very cold objects, $\sim 200$–250 K, the water cloud is a dominant opacity source through cloudy columns of the atmosphere.

4.3.1.3 Single scattering albedos

However, even if a cloud is geometrically optically thick, depending on the optical properties of the absorbing and scattering particles, the cloud may not dramatically affect the spectrum. If the absorption efficiency is very low at a given wavelength, photons from layers below the cloud will have a very low probability of being absorbed by the cloud; thus the spectrum will appear essentially as it would in a cloud-free atmosphere at that wavelength.

The single scattering albedo quantifies the importance of scattering and absorption by cloud particles. It is the ratio of the scattering coefficient to extinction coefficient (including both scattering and absorption) at a given wavelength. A single scattering albedo of 1.0 indicates that the cloud particles are entirely scatterers; a single scattering albedo of 0.0 indicates that the
cloud particles are entirely absorptive.

Figure 4.5 shows the single scattering albedo for the clouds in the $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ and 275 K models also shown in Figure 4.4. We show both the single scattering albedo for the sodium sulfide cloud, which is deep within the atmosphere at $\sim 100$ bar, and the water ice cloud, which is in the photosphere around 0.1–1.0 bar. The single scattering albedo of the sulfide cloud is almost identical for each of these two model atmospheres; it rises from 0.6 in the optical to 0.95 at 12 $\mu$m, indicating that the cloud becomes less efficient at absorbing as the wavelength increases. In contrast, the single scattering albedo of the water ice cloud has strong absorption features throughout the near and mid-infrared. The two models have slightly different features because the particle sizes are different, and the scattering and absorption properties depend fairly strongly on particle size (see Figure 4.2). For the 200 K object, the water ice mode particle size at 2 bar is about 20 $\mu$m. For the warmer 275 K model, the mode particle size at 0.03 bar is about a factor of four smaller, $\sim 5$ $\mu$m.

However, the strongest features are evident for both models. The most obvious is the sharp decrease in single scattering albedo at 2.8 $\mu$m, indicating that the cloud becomes more strongly absorbing at that wavelength. The feature at 10 $\mu$m is very evident for the warmer model, and much more muted in the cooler model. The presence of features indicates that water ice is not a mostly gray absorber (like many of the more refractory clouds are) and, when present and optically thick, may cause spectral features, including ones that depend on particle size.
4.3.2 Pressure–temperature structure

Examples of model pressure–temperature profiles for the model grid are shown in Figure 5.3. In general, cloud opacity in a brown dwarf increases the temperature of the atmosphere at all points in the atmosphere. This is because in a cloudy atmosphere, the overall opacity is slightly higher, so the temperature structure of a converged model with the same outgoing flux will be slightly warmer.

For a cloud-free model atmosphere, once the water has condensed out of the atmosphere, there are very few opacity sources left: mainly CH₄, NH₃, and collision-induced absorption from molecular hydrogen. This means that the brown dwarf is quite transparent in those layers and flux is able to emerge from deeper layers. In contrast, if we assume, as we do in our cloudy models, that water in excess of the saturation vapor pressure condenses to form a water ice cloud, that cloud provides a large opacity source, preventing the brown dwarf from efficiently emitting from layers underneath the cloud, and significantly warming the atmosphere.

For model atmospheres between 400 and 500 K, even though the cloud-free P–T profile may cross the water condensation curve, the converged cloudy models (including the effect of sulfide clouds) are somewhat warmer and do not cross the water condensation curve, so the model water cloud does not form.

For the warmest effective temperature brown dwarfs in which we find that water clouds form and can exist in radiative equilibrium, (≤400 K), the water clouds are at low pressures within the radiative upper atmosphere. They remain above the photosphere and optically thin. This means that the clouds affect the spectra very little, but the converged cloudy model’s
P–T profile is warmer by \(~20\text{-}50\) K in the upper atmosphere than a corresponding cloud-free model.

Figure 5.3 shows the models of pressure–temperature profiles of brown dwarfs \((\log g=5.0, \text{upper panel})\) and planet-mass objects \((\log g=3.5, \text{lower panel})\), with effective temperatures of 200, 300, and 450 K. The photospheres, shown as thick black lines, show that the observable region of the atmospheres tends to be below the radiative upper atmospheres which are prone to numerical challenges in the models. The convective regions are also shown as colored shaded regions; higher gravity objects at these temperatures have multiple convection zones. This well-known result is because their P–T profiles cross regions of parameter space where the opacity of a solar composition equilibrium gas is low, and radiative energy transport becomes efficient. In lower pressure regions in the atmosphere, the opacity increases and radiative transport is once again inefficient and the model becomes unstable to convection (e.g. Marley et al., 1996; Burrows et al., 1997).

Note that the coolest models \((T_{\text{eff}}=200\) K\) also cross the \(\text{NH}_3\) condensation curve, indicating that for very cold Y dwarfs we will also need to consider the effects of the ammonia cloud. Like the \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) cloud, it will first form as a thin cloud high in the atmosphere, and become more optically thick as the object cools further. The opacity of this cloud is not currently included in the models.

4.3.3 Spectra

The spectra of Y dwarfs are dramatically different from blackbodies at the same effective temperatures, with strong molecular absorption features where the thermal emission would
peak and opacity windows at shorter wavelengths where a blackbody would be faint. A 450 K object is 6 orders of magnitude brighter in J band than its blackbody counterpart; a 300 K object is 10 orders of magnitude brighter; a 200 K object is 15 orders of magnitude brighter.

### 4.3.3.1 Molecular absorption bands

The spectra of Y dwarfs are dominated by the opacity of H$_2$O, CH$_4$, NH$_3$, and H$_2$ collision-induced absorption (CIA). Figure 4.7 shows the molecular opacity and collision-induced absorption at representative locations in the photospheres of objects with effective temperatures of 900 (T6.5), 450 (Y0), and 200 K (Y2+). This progression from mid-T to late-Y is marked by the increase in ammonia absorption relative to water and methane.

Features from CO and CO$_2$ have been found in T dwarfs (Yamamura et al., 2010; Tsuji et al., 2011). The strongest band of CO is the dominant opacity source at 4.5–5 $\mu$m, even assuming equilibrium chemistry, for a mid-T dwarf. CO$_2$ is also an important opacity source in the mid-infrared for warmer objects, especially if its mixing ratio is increased by vertical mixing. As an object cools, CO and CO$_2$ are strongly disfavored in equilibrium, but vertical mixing could increase their abundance in the atmosphere by several orders of magnitude, so the strongest absorption bands may still prove to be important for late T and early Y dwarfs. For very cold objects, the effects of disequilibrium carbon chemistry should become less important.

Species such as PH$_3$ (phosphine) and H$_2$S, which have been observed in Jupiter’s atmosphere (Prinn and Lewis, 1975), will also be present in Y dwarfs. Phosphine is likely observable in the mid-infrared; the strongest PH$_3$ feature is at 4.3 $\mu$m and is the dominant opacity source at that wavelength in the photosphere of a $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K Y dwarf. While equilibrium mod-
els find little phosphine in the photospheres of $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K objects, Visscher et al. (2006) predict that phosphine will be in disequilibrium in giant planet and T dwarf atmospheres and could be orders of magnitude more abundant than equilibrium models predict. The effect of phosphine on Y dwarf spectra may therefore be underestimated in these models and even more pronounced in real Y dwarfs. H$_2$S affects the spectra mostly in $H$ band, where it acts largely as a continuum absorber, depressing the $H$ band peak, and to a smaller degree the $Y$ band peak.

4.3.3.2 Model spectra

Model spectra of objects at two different representative gravities (log $g=5.0$, 4.0) from $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ to 200 K are shown in Figure 4.8. The models shown assume $f_{\text{sed}}=5$ and $h=0.5$, as described in Section 4.2.4, and include both the salt/sulfide clouds (Na$_2$S, KCl, ZnS, MnS, Cr) and water ice clouds. As a brown dwarf cools over the Y dwarf sequence, the near-infrared flux dramatically declines. By the time the object has cooled to 200 K, almost all flux emerges in the mid-infrared, between strong molecular absorption features.

Figure 4.8 also shows the locations of the dominant absorption bands. For objects at these temperatures, absorption is dominated by water, methane, and ammonia, with contributions from PH$_3$ in the mid-infrared, including the feature at 4.3 $\mu$m for the 450 K model spectrum. Features from CO and CO$_2$ are not present here due to the low mixing ratios of these molecules at these temperatures in chemical equilibrium. Minor differences exist between models at the two shown gravities. We explore the gravity-dependence of features more in the discussion of Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.9 shows how the changes in molecular abundances and absorption changes
the shape of the near-infrared spectra over the T to Y sequence. The wide spectral windows in the water absorption, typical of warmer brown dwarfs, narrow as ammonia and methane increase in abundance in the near-infrared photosphere. As ammonia increases in abundance, the weaker ammonia feature between 1 and 1.1 µm begins to carve away the center of Y band. For the 300 K model shown in Figure 4.9, the Y band is bifurcated into two peaks by this absorption band. The appearance of this split Y band will depend on the nitrogen chemistry; if ammonia is less abundant due to disequilibrium chemistry, this change may occur at a lower temperature. The decline of the alkali absorption with temperature (see Figure 4.14) will also affect the underlying continuum absorption in Y band and therefore the appearance of this split.

4.3.3.3 The effect of sulfide and water clouds

Figure 4.8 shows the summed flux through the cloudy and clear columns of the model atmosphere. However, the flux through each of those columns is not equal; since the opacity of the cloud increases the total opacity through the column, less flux always emerges through the cloudy column than through the clear column.

Figure 4.10 shows models at the same effective temperatures, now showing the flux from the cloudy and clear columns. At effective temperatures above 400 K, the water cloud has not yet formed or is extremely thin, so the cloudy and cloud-free columns look quite similar; they differ only substantially in the Y and J bands, which is the region that the deep sulfide clouds affect. At effective temperatures between 300–375 K, the water cloud gradually becomes more optically thick. It first forms quite high in the atmosphere, and influences the mid-infrared from 2.8–5 µm where water ice particles absorb most efficiently (see Figure 4.5).
For cold Y dwarfs—between 200-300 K—the water cloud thickens as the object cools. At effective temperatures of 200 K, it has become quite optically thick: most regions of the near- and mid-infrared have significantly less flux emerging from the cloudy column. In fact, about $10^4$ times less flux emerges at 4.5 $\mu$m from the cloudy column than the cloud-free column. This picture, where flux is emitted almost entirely through clearer columns of the atmosphere, is similar to Jupiter and Saturn’s deep water clouds, which appear to have holes in the clouds (the so-called ‘5-micron hot spots’ in Jupiter) through which most of the mid-infrared flux emerges.

Interestingly, water ice particles of this size (1–20 $\mu$m) are very inefficient at absorbing photons with wavelengths shorter than 1.4 $\mu$m, so the J and Y bands are not strongly affected, even in a column with a geometrically optically thick cloud.

It is also instructive to look at models that have the same total amount of flux emitted through model atmospheres with different cloud-covering fraction $h$ and different sedimentation efficiency $f_{sed}$, to understand the sensitivity of our results to our choice of those parameters. The models presented in Figure 4.11 are separate from our main grid, which was run with $h = 0.5$ and $f_{sed}=5$ for all models; these models instead are run with $h=1.0, 0.7, 0.4, 0.3, \text{ and } 0.2$ and with $f_{sed}=3, 5, \text{ and } 7$ respectively. All models have the same amount of total flux emitted as a 200 K blackbody.

In both panels, the models look very similar to each other at wavelengths shorter than about 2 $\mu$m, where the water clouds do not strongly absorb. As we increase the cloud fraction (decrease $h$), more flux emerges between 2 and 3.6 $\mu$m and beyond 5.5 $\mu$m. This additional flux comes at the expense of the peak flux at $\sim 4.5 \mu$m. In essence, increases in cloudiness
redistribute this peak flux to other wavelengths. When we vary $f_{\text{sed}}$, as expected, lower values of $f_{\text{sed}}$ have somewhat more cloud opacity; this effect is largest in $K$ band.

### 4.3.3.4 Disequilibrium chemistry

Disequilibrium carbon chemistry was predicted by Fegley and Lodders (1996) and confirmed in spectra by Noll et al. (1997) and Saumon et al. (2000). It is known to be important for brown dwarfs of many temperatures (Saumon et al., 2006; Hubeny and Burrows, 2007) and may be even more significant for young planets (Konopacky et al., 2013). The atmospheres of cool brown dwarfs should be methane-dominated. However, the chemical reaction that leads to methane formation is strongly temperature sensitive and becomes very slow at cold temperatures. If the timescale of mixing in the atmosphere is faster than the timescale for this reaction to occur, carbon will remain in CO instead of being converted to the CH$_4$ favored by equilibrium chemistry; for very cold objects this will become less important as the region where methane is thermochemically favored will extend very deeply into the atmosphere. This process has been explored in detail in a number of papers (Saumon et al., 2006; Hubeny and Burrows, 2007; Visscher and Moses, 2011; Moses et al., 2011).

Disequilibrium chemistry also affects other abundant molecules, such as the conversion of N$_2$ to NH$_3$ and CO$_2$ to CH$_4$. Other elements such as phosphorous are also out of chemical equilibrium in cold planets like Jupiter; in equilibrium, phosphorous would be in the form P$_4$O$_6$ but it is instead observed as PH$_3$ because the pathways for forming P$_4$O$_6$ are kinetically inhibited (Visscher et al., 2006).

Here, we use the approach developed in Smith (1998) and techniques presented in
Saumon et al. (2006) to approximate the effect of CO/CH$_4$ and N$_2$/NH$_3$ disequilibrium in the atmospheres of Y dwarfs. Using this approach, we calculate a quench point in the atmosphere where the mixing timescale is equal to the chemical reaction timescale, which is governed by the slowest step of the fastest pathway of the reaction. Above the quench point, we assume that the mixing ratio of the molecule is constant. This has been shown using full kinetics models to be a good approximation in substellar atmospheres (Visscher and Moses, 2011). Note that in the disequilibrium chemistry calculation we calculate $K_{zz}$ in the convective zone using mixing length theory and vary $K_{zz}$ in the radiative zone as a free parameter, between $10^2$–$10^6$ cm$^2$/s. In contrast, in the cloud code, we calculate $K_{zz}$ using mixing length theory with a minimum $K_{zz}$ of $10^5$ cm$^2$/s; the clouds and chemistry are thus not strictly self-consistent in the radiative region.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 4.12 for three test cases. For the 450 K model, the disequilibrium model is generally slightly brighter across the near-infrared than the equilibrium model. This is because in equilibrium, ammonia is strongly thermochemically favored; out of equilibrium, there is slightly more N$_2$, which is not a strong absorber, and slightly less NH$_3$, which absorbs strongly across the near-infrared (see Figure 4.7). In the mid-infrared, the disequilibrium model is slightly brighter around 4 $\mu$m and slightly fainter around 4.6 $\mu$m. This is due to the increase in CO and decrease in CH$_4$; this shift increases absorption from the most prominent CO band at 4.5 to 4.9 $\mu$m and decreases absorption from both CH$_4$ and NH$_3$ between 3 and 4.4 $\mu$m. The increase in flux beyond 8 $\mu$m is because of the decrease in NH$_3$ which is the strongest absorber at those wavelengths.

For the 300 K and 200 K objects shown in Figure 4.12, disequilibrium chemistry of these particular gases becomes less important as the objects cool. The atmospheres of these
colder objects favor CH$_4$ and NH$_3$ strongly in equilibrium over a progressively wider proportion of their atmospheres. This means that even if deeper layers were mixed upwards to the photosphere, those layers would still be dominated by CH$_4$ and NH$_3$.

The shape of the $H$ band has been used as an indicator of the increased abundance in ammonia through the T sequence to the Y dwarfs as they cool (see Figure 5 from Cushing et al. (2011)). We show a modeler’s version of the same sequence in Figure 4.13 with the three sets of spectral indices used to classify T dwarfs (Burgasser et al., 2006; Delorme et al., 2008). The blue side of $H$ band narrows as the object cools, due largely to increased ammonia absorption from 1.5 to 1.6 $\mu$m. In equilibrium, the shape changes from 900–450 K as the ammonia absorption increases. Disequilibrium chemistry changes the progression somewhat because the ammonia appears more gradually from 900–300 K. The shape of the disequilibrium $H$ band at 450 K is very similar to the shape of the equilibrium $H$ band at 600 K.

4.3.3.5 Decline in the alkali absorption

Because of the high densities in brown dwarf atmospheres, sodium and potassium bands at optical wavelengths are extremely pressure-broadened in brown dwarf spectra (Tsuji et al., 1999; Burrows et al., 2000; Allard et al., 2005, 2007). There are few other optical absorbers in brown dwarf atmospheres, so these strong pressure-broadened features shape the optical spectra of most brown dwarfs, but for Y dwarfs these atoms begin to wane in abundance. As is shown in Figure 4.14, as sodium and potassium condense into Na$_2$S and KCl solid condensates, the depths and widths of the alkali features decrease. Because the slope of the optical spectrum for warmer objects is largely controlled by the pressure-broadening of these
features, as they decrease in strength, the overall slope of the optical also decreases, making Y dwarfs somewhat bluer in these colors.

### 4.3.3.6 Gravity signatures

Of great interest to the community in the coming years is the detection of cold planetary mass objects, either orbiting stars or free-floating (Marois et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2013).

Figure 4.15 shows potential gravity signatures for 450 K objects predicted by our models in the near-infrared ($Y, J, H, K$) and from 3–12 $\mu$m. For the near-infrared bands, the inset figure shows the shapes of the bands with the peak flux in the bands normalized to the same relative height. These broad gravity signatures are largely caused by the higher pressure photospheres of higher gravity objects.

In $Y$ and $J$ bands, the wings of the alkali bands, especially potassium, extend into these bands. These broad wings are due to the extreme pressure-broadening of the alkali lines. The higher pressures probed in the higher gravity photosphere cause less flux to emerge in both $Y$ and the blue side of $J$ band.

As opacity sources change due to increased pressure, the temperature profile of the atmosphere adjusts; for Y dwarfs, this brightens $H$ band, causing more flux to emerge from that window.

In $K$ band, the collision-induced absorption of H$_2$ is a major opacity source. This feature is quite pressure-dependent, so much like the broadened alkali bands in $Y$ and $J$ bands, the higher gravity atmosphere with the higher pressure photosphere has more total opacity in $K$ band. This decreases the amount of flux that emerges and broadens the $K$ band shape.
The major gravity dependent feature at wavelengths longer than 3 $\mu$m is between 3.5 and 4.7 $\mu$m. At these wavelengths, the lower gravity objects have an additional absorber which changes the shape of that mid-infrared feature. This region of the spectrum is in a window between major methane and water absorption features and is the brightest peak in the near-mid-infrared spectra. $\text{PH}_3$ is a strong absorber from 4–4.6 $\mu$m and somewhat gravity dependent at those wavelengths, absorbing more strongly in the lower gravity models. Additionally at these wavelengths, due to the different P–T profile at high gravity, we probe somewhat deeper, hotter layers, allowing more flux to emerge from the higher gravity model.

### 4.3.4 Model Photometry

In order to compare to observations of the Y dwarf population, we calculate model photometry. The radii used to calculate absolute magnitudes were interpolated using the cloud-free evolution models from Saumon and Marley (2008).

Color–magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the model photometry are shown for two different gravities ($\log g=5.0$ and $\log g=4.5$) in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 respectively. Each set of CMDs shows L and T dwarfs as open grey circles and Y dwarfs as green points with error bars. Models from this work and models from Saumon et al. (2012) and Morley et al. (2012) are shown.

The first panel ($Y–J$ vs. $M_Y$) shows that Y dwarfs are significantly bluer in this color than the slightly warmer T dwarfs, with a 0.25 magnitude gap in color between the coolest T dwarfs and warmest Y dwarfs. This bluer $Y–J$ color is expected and indeed predicted by the models, and is due to the condensation of the alkalis into $\text{Na}_2\text{S}$ and $\text{KCl}$ clouds. As they
condense out of the gas phase, the broadened alkali lines decrease in strength (Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2003b). Since those lines had been suppressing $Y$ band flux more than $J$ band flux, as they decrease the effect is to make $Y - J$ appear bluer. However, three of the six Y dwarfs with measured $Y$ and $J$ photometry are appreciably bluer than even the bluest models predict, and cloudy models are significantly redder.

The second CMD shows $J - H$ vs. $M_J$. These colors are most sensitive to the sulfide and chloride clouds, which suppress the $Y$ and $J$ band flux. Since clouds tend to suppress the flux in $J$ band, the clouds make these colors redder, matching the observations of the redder Y dwarfs. The sulfide/chloride clouds wane in importance as objects cool from 450 to 325 K. For objects cooler than 325 K, the water clouds become increasingly important. Counterintuitively, the water clouds tend to make $J - H$ colors bluer; this is because of water ice is strongly scattering (and a poor absorber) in $J$ band but becomes absorbing in $H$ band (see single scattering albedo plot, Figure 4.5). Around 325 K, the cloudy color and cloud-free colors are the same.

On the $J - H$ CMD, a line showing the effect of disequilibrium chemistry is also shown. Interestingly, this also makes the $J - H$ colors redder, mostly due to decreased absorption from NH$_3$ across the near-infrared. In reality, a combination of condensates and disequilibrium may be affecting Y dwarf spectra.

The third panel shows $H - K$ vs. $M_K$. Somewhat puzzlingly, all the Y dwarfs except one cluster around a color of 0.0 and $M_H$ of 20.5. This behavior is quite different from the late T dwarfs, which have a large spread in $H - K$ colors. The location of this cluster is somewhat redder and brighter in $H$ band than the models predict. This could be due to a number of factors; a major contributor is the incompleteness of the methane line list used in the current study. We
expect from preliminary results that the new line list from Yurchenko and Tennyson (2014) will redden these colors.

The last panel shows the Y dwarfs where they emit the most energy: the mid-infrared. Brown dwarfs get quickly redder in $H - [4.5]$ color as they cool and the peak of the Planck function moves redward. Generally the colors of the objects seem to match the model colors relatively well, with the exception of the two reddest objects, which appear to be brighter than the models at 4.5 microns by up to 2 magnitudes.

### 4.4 Observing Y dwarfs with JWST

Y dwarfs emit most of their flux in the mid-infrared. This will make their characterization from the ground extremely challenging, especially for the coldest objects. No Y dwarfs had yet been discovered during the Spitzer Space Telescope’s cryogenic mission, which ended in 2009, so the coolest brown dwarf to have a mid-infrared IRS spectrum is spectral type T7.5 (Saumon et al., 2006). JWST will have unprecedented sensitivity in the near-infrared, and it will be the main tool with which we can study the coldest brown dwarfs. The two most important instruments for spectroscopic characterization will be the Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec) and the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI).

#### 4.4.1 NIRSpec

NIRSpec is the most sensitive near-infrared spectrograph on JWST and will be capable of moderate resolution spectroscopy (R~1000 or R~2700) from 1–5 μm in 3 bands
(1.0–1.8, 1.7–3.0, and 2.9–5.0 µm respectively). Figure 4.18 shows the sensitivity for each of these channels; these sensitivity lines represent the faintest continuum flux observable with an integration time per channel of $10^5$ seconds (27.8 hours) and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10. We also show example spectra of brown dwarfs spanning a full range of Y dwarf temperatures and located 5 pc from the Earth. In the bottom panel we zoom into the band 3 spectral region, where even our coolest models ($T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K) would be observable. The dotted lines show models with no clouds from Saumon et al. (2012); the solid lines show the models from this work including water and sulfide/salt clouds.

The warmer Y dwarfs discovered to date, $T_{\text{eff}}=400–500$ K, will be observable across the near-infrared bands, with the exception of the deepest absorption bands. We will be able to detect the presence or absence of strong features from water, ammonia, methane, phosphine, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide using this instrument, allowing us to constrain disequilibrium carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous chemistry in Y dwarf atmospheres.

The Y dwarfs cooler than 300 K will be too faint to observe at wavelengths from 1–3.5 µm, as the flux from the near-infrared collapses. However, we will be able to detect these objects at high SNR between 3.5 and 5.0 µm. The shape of this region is controlled by a variety of absorbers: ammonia and methane on the blue side, water on the red side, and possibly H$_2$S, PH$_3$ (if phosphorous chemistry is in disequilibrium), and CO and CO$_2$ (if carbon chemistry is in disequilibrium). The prominent feature at 4.2 µm is an ammonia absorption feature and could be useful for determining the effective temperatures of cold brown dwarfs. This window region of the opacity will likely provide the most information about these otherwise very faint objects.
4.4.2 MIRI

MIRI will be capable of low (R~100) resolution spectroscopy from 5–14 μm and moderate resolution (R~3000) spectroscopy from 5–28.3 micron. It is the only JWST instrument that will observe wavelengths longer than 5 μm and will be 50 times more sensitive than the Spitzer Space Telescope. The MIRI moderate resolution spectrograph has four channels: channel 1 from 5.0–7.7 μm, channel 2 from 7.7–11.9 μm, channel 3 from 11.9–18.3 μm, and channel 4 from 18.3–28.3 μm. Figure 4.19 shows the sensitivity for each of these bands; like the NIRSpec sensitivity limits, these sensitivity lines represent the faintest continuum flux observable with an integration time per channel of \(10^5\) seconds (27.8 hours) and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10, and we show example spectra of the same brown dwarf models located 5 pc from Earth. The MIRI sensitivity at 6.4 μm is about 10 times less sensitive than the NIRSpec sensitivity at 5 μm. This is due to a combination of instrumental effects, including MIRI’s higher dark current, higher intrinsic spectral resolution, finer spatial sampling, lower quantum efficiency, and additional optics. To obtain the full 5–28 μm spectrum without gaps, three separate observations (using three different settings of the MRS spectrograph) are needed, so the actual observing time to acquire these spectra is three times as long.

Many of the current suite of Y dwarfs discovered to date using the WISE data will be easily observable using this instrument. Most of these objects have temperatures between 400–500 K and are within 10 pc of the Earth (Dupuy and Kraus, 2013; Beichman et al., 2014). The \(T_{\text{eff}}=450\) K model shown in Figure 4.19 is well above the sensitivity limit for 5–18.3 μm. This will allow us to probe parts of the spectrum where the opacity is dominated by different
molecules: water from 5–7.2 μm, methane from 7.2–8.5 μm, and ammonia from 8.5–18 μm. Channel 4 is much less sensitive so a 450 K object is only marginally detectable from 18–28.3 μm with a SNR of 10.

The coldest brown dwarfs will push the sensitivity limits for this instrument. No objects colder than 300 K have been discovered to date, but if we find such objects, they will be quite challenging to observe. The highest SNR spectra will be from channels 2 and 3, from 7.7–18.3 μm. This wavelength range is shaped by methane, ammonia, and H2 CIA. Objects below 300 K will be only marginally detectable in channel 1 and not detectable in channel 4 at R~1000. Binning the spectra to R~300 would improve sensitivity by a factor of ~3, improving the detection limit for $T_{\text{eff}}$=250 K objects and still providing adequate resolution for identifying prominent molecular bands.

### 4.4.3 NIRCam and NIRISS

The two other main science instruments on JWST are the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and Near-InfraRed Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS). These instruments are somewhat less well-suited to the spectral characterization of the coolest brown dwarfs. NIRISS is optimized for high contrast imaging, high resolution imaging of extended sources, and transiting exoplanet measurements; it also has a wide-field R~150 slitless spectroscopy mode designed for detecting high redshift emission lines. However, for the characterization of cool brown dwarfs, sensitivity is the most important feature.

NIRCam does have a grism mode that will be capable of 2.4–5 μm R~2000 slitless spectroscopy. However, its sensitivity at those wavelengths will be somewhat lower than NIR-
Spec’s sensitivity. The lower sensitivity is because NIRCam uses a slitless grism that is sensitive to sky background across a large field. This mode is more optimized for precision photometry and stability, making it a powerful instrument for, e.g., exoplanet transmission spectra and secondary eclipses. For the sensitivity-limited work needed to characterize Y dwarfs, NIRSpec will be a more suitable instrument.

4.5 Observing cold directly-imaged planets

Observing directly-imaged giant planets at the temperatures of Y dwarfs (200–450 K) will push the limits of current technology. Nonetheless, some current or soon forthcoming instruments specialized for high-contrast imaging will be capable of detecting such planets. If planets with masses between 1 and 10 $M_J$ are quite common, systems of a variety of ages will have planets with these temperatures. Depending on the mechanism of formation, a 10 $M_J$ planet will reach $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K at an age of 1–2 Gyr. A 5 $M_J$ planet will reach $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K in 300–600 Myr; a 1 $M_J$ planet in 20–30 Myr (Fortney et al., 2008b). The current and forthcoming instruments most capable of detecting such planets are the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI), the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research (SPHERE), and the Large Binocular Telescope Adaptive Optics System (LBTAO).
4.5.1 GPI and SPHERE

GPI (Macintosh et al., 2006) and SPHERE (Beuzit et al., 2006) are instruments designed for 8-meter class telescopes and optimized for studying young hot giant planets around bright stars. Both will have advanced adaptive optics systems and hope to achieve planet-star flux contrasts between $10^{-6}$ and $10^{-8}$. They will target young stars to find self-luminous planets and expect to find up to dozens of planets in their initial campaign surveys (McBride et al., 2011).

Predicted GPI contrast curves suggest that it will be capable of $5 \times 10^{-8}$ contrast for very bright stars ($I = 5$) and $10^{-6}$ contrast for fainter ($I = 9$) targets. In Figure 4.20, a representative value of $1.9 \times 10^{-7}$ is shown, which is the predicted contrast at 1 arcsec separation from a 7th magnitude G0 dwarf. The models shown are binned to the resolution of GPI in $H$ band, $R \sim 45$ at $1.65 \mu m$ and are shown as the flux ratio compared to a blackbody with the temperature and radius of a G0 dwarf. The $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K planet is detectable above the contrast limits in the spectral regions where the planet is bright. Cooler planets ($T_{\text{eff}}=350, 250$ K) will be too faint to observe around a G dwarf.

4.5.2 LBTAO

The LBTAO system includes a high-contrast imaging instrument optimized for the mid-infrared. It is capable of $4.8 \times 10^{-6}$ contrast in $L'$ band (Skemer et al., 2014) for a bright star and has six narrow band filters spanning 3.04 to 3.78 $\mu m$. This spectral region is particularly useful for two reasons: first, the planet-star flux ratio is much higher for cool planets in $L$ and $M$ bands. Second, this spectral region spans the most prominent methane feature at 3.3 $\mu m$, 
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allowing for the characterization of a prominent atmospheric component. For example Skemer et al. (2013) used this instrument to observe the HR 8799 system and find that the planets do not have strong methane absorption, inferring that methane must be in disequilibrium.

Similar to GPI, a 450 K planet around a G dwarf would be detectable with LBTAO but a 350 or 250 K planet around a G dwarf would not be. Note that, because it operates in the mid-infrared where the sky is bright, the LBTAO system is also background limited; it can only observe objects brighter than $\sim 18$th magnitude in L'. This limit approximately corresponds to a 350 K object at 10 pc. More distant objects will therefore be background limited; closer objects will be contrast limited. The LEECH campaign is currently using this instrument to survey stars in the solar neighborhood and discover new planets (Skemer et al., 2014).

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Outstanding Issues

Discrepancies between models and observations may indicate that the physics or ingredients in the model are either incorrect or incomplete. For example, there are many sources of uncertainty in the molecular opacity databases.

Alkali opacity uncertainties may affect the optical and near-infrared. The handful of Y dwarfs that have observed $Y-J$ color suggest that these objects are bluer in this color than the models. This spectral region is controlled in part by the decline of the strongly pressure-broadened alkali opacity, so this mismatch could be due to the treatment used for the alkali opacity. For these calculations, we use the line broadening treatment outlined in Burrows et al.
(2000), which is somewhat ad hoc and potentially creates some inaccuracies in the model flux in $Y$ and $J$ bands. A calculation of the molecular potentials for potassium and sodium in these high pressure environments, as is carried out in Allard et al. (2005, 2007), would improve the accuracy of these models. Subsolar metallicities also make $Y-J$ colors bluer (Mace et al., 2013; Burrows et al., 2006), so it is important to model the opacity correctly to interpret metallicity measurements using this spectral region.

Another known source of opacity uncertainty is in the methane line list; the list used in this study is known to be incomplete. The new line list from Yurchenko et al. (2013) and Yurchenko and Tennyson (2014) has over nine billion lines and will vastly improve accuracy of the treatment of methane.

It is possible that we may be missing important physical processes in our models that occur in actual Y dwarfs. For example, an assumption we make when calculating the spectra is that the atmospheres are in radiative–convective equilibrium. It is inevitable that real brown dwarf atmospheres have higher levels of complexity than these simple assumptions. The upper atmospheres of brown dwarfs could be heated by a similar mechanism to that which creates Jupiter’s thermosphere, in which energy is deposited high in the atmosphere by dissipation of gravity waves (Young et al., 1997). If indeed the upper atmosphere is hotter than radiative–convective equilibrium models, this would change the observed spectrum. Using mid-infrared spectra of L dwarfs, Sorahana et al. (2014) show that several L dwarf spectra can be fit significantly better using a model that allows for this upper atmospheric heating. In fact, in our equilibrium models the $[3.6]-[4.5]$ color is redder by $\sim$1 magnitude at some $T_{\text{eff}}$; simple preliminary models in which we change the P–T profile of the upper atmosphere show that heating
high in the atmosphere increases the flux within the methane band centered at 3.3 \( \mu \text{m} \), which makes the [3.6]\,−\,[4.5] color bluer, and closer to the observed colors.

Another limitation of this study is that the models here include only solar abundances. We expect Y dwarfs and exoplanets to have a range of metallicities and potentially a range of other abundance ratios such as non-solar C/O ratios. Future work will be needed to analyze the effect of abundances on Y dwarf spectra and colors.

We consider disequilibrium chemistry of \( \text{N}_2/\text{NH}_3 \) and \( \text{CO}/\text{CH}_4 \), but other molecules such as \( \text{PH}_3 \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) may also be out of chemical equilibrium. Such unmodeled chemistry could change abundances of molecules we do include, or create additional molecules that we do not include in the calculations.

As 1D models, these calculations naturally do not include the effect of 3D dynamics on the cloud structure. The breakup of the iron and silicate clouds at the L/T transition is a source of continued study; due to dynamical processes, those clouds dissipate at higher temperatures than 1D cloud settling models predict. As the sulfide and salt clouds sink more deeply into the atmosphere as the brown dwarf cools, they may also break up and disappear from spectra at higher temperatures than our treatment predicts. Further study, including dynamical effects, will be necessary to understand this phenomenon across the brown dwarf spectral sequence.

4.6.2 Comparison with Burrows et al. 2003 models

To our knowledge, the only previous comprehensive set of models analyzed and published for Y dwarfs including water clouds using a cloud model were those in Burrows et al. (2003b). Our approaches and results are overall very similar; we assume chemical equilibrium,
radiative–convective equilibrium, incorporate a cloud model, and publish spectra and colors of the coolest brown dwarfs. Like Burrows et al. (2003b), we predict the growing importance of methane and ammonia absorption over the T to Y sequence, the weakening of the alkali absorption, and a reversal in the blueward trend in near-IR colors of the T dwarfs around 400 K. Our spectra differ in details due largely to changes in the line lists over the past decade; we have continuously improved our opacity database over the last ten years (Freedman et al., 2008). Most relevant here, we are using updated treatments for both ammonia (which becomes very important for Y dwarfs) and H\(_2\) collision-induced absorption.

One of the conclusions presented in Burrows et al. (2003b) is that the water clouds do not significantly affect the spectra of Y dwarfs and it is on this point that we differ most significantly. The differences lie in our treatment of the cloud model for the water clouds. Burrows et al. (2003b) uses the cloud model presented in Cooper et al. (2003), which results in a uniform distribution of very large particles (20–150 \(\mu\)m) within a single pressure scale height. Since our cloud particles are much smaller (\(\sim\)1-20 \(\mu\)m), we have far more particles to create a cloud of the same mass. This means that when our water cloud forms, it is much more optically thick. For a more detailed comparison of the cloud models themselves see Marley et al. (2003) which describes the challenges of modeling clouds in brown dwarfs and the problems inherent to different approaches.

4.6.3 WISEPA J182831.08+265037.8

WISEPA J182831.08+265037.8 (hereafter WISEP J1828+2650) is a particularly interesting object. Its near-infrared colors are inconsistent with the models and with the other Y
dwarfs. The peculiarities of the near-infrared colors and comparisons to models led Cushing et al. (2011) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) to classify it as a >Y0 and >Y2 respectively; comparisons to models gave Cushing et al. (2011) a temperature estimate of $T_{\text{eff}} \leq 300$ K. However, for a brown dwarf that cold to have the measured mid-infrared luminosity, it would need to have an unphysically large radius, leading Leggett et al. (2013) to suggest that it is an unresolved binary.

Dupuy and Kraus (2013) revised the parallax measurement and found that based on its luminosity, WISEP J1828+2650 likely has a temperature closer to the late T dwarfs, 500–600 K, and that even if it is a binary, those components must still be 400–500 K.

Using the models presented here, it is not possible to fit all of the near-infrared colors of WISEP J1828+2650 using a lower gravity model. For example, the models predict that a brighter $J$ band flux and corresponding bluer $J - H$ color at lower gravity, due to the decreased strength of the alkali absorption in a lower gravity photosphere, whereas for this object we observe an extremely red $J - H$ color.

Additional spectroscopic data at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths will be required to determine whether WISEP J1828+2650 is indeed a prototypical $T_{\text{eff}} \leq 300$ K Y dwarf, or a peculiar version of the T8–Y0 spectral classes.

### 4.7 Conclusions

As brown dwarfs approach the effective temperatures of the solar system’s planets, volatile clouds will form in their atmospheres. The first and most massive type of volatile cloud
that forms is water ice clouds. Water ice clouds form in objects cooler than effective temperatures of ∼400 K. In order to converge atmospheric temperature structures self-consistently with both clouds and chemistry, we calculate models in which, like water clouds in the solar system planets, the clouds heterogeneously cover the surface (“patchy” clouds). Our model grid covers the Y dwarf spectral class as well as giant planets with the same effective temperatures, from $T_{\text{eff}}=200–450$ K and log $g=3.0–5.0$.

Our main results include:

1. While water condenses high in the atmospheres of all objects below $T_{\text{eff}}\sim400$ K, these clouds do not become optically thick until the object has cooled to 350–375 K. This result means that for the current set of Y dwarfs warmer than 400 K, water clouds will not strongly effect their spectra.

2. Water clouds, unlike other clouds in brown dwarf atmospheres, are very much non-gray absorbers. Using the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model, water ice particle sizes range from $\sim1–20$ μm. For these particle sizes, the ice particles are strongly scattering in the optical through $J$ band and do not change the spectra significantly at those wavelengths. The ice particles absorb strongly in the infrared with prominent features, the strongest of which is at 2.8 μm.

3. H$_2$O, NH$_3$, CH$_4$, and H$_2$ CIA are the dominant opacity sources in Y dwarf atmospheres. Less abundant species such as PH$_3$ may also be observable at 4–4.6 μm, as well as H$_2$S in $H$ and $Y$ bands and the alkalis in the optical.

4. JWST’s MIRI and NIRSpec instruments will be well-suited to characterizing cool brown dwarfs. $T_{\text{eff}}=400–500$ K objects will be observable across their near- and mid-infrared
spectra, and even $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K objects will be observable in the spectral window region between 3.8 and 5.0 $\mu$m and at some wavelengths between 8 and 17 $\mu$m. Existing and upcoming ground-based instruments such as GPI, SPHERE, and LBTAO will be capable of directly-imaging $T_{\text{eff}}=400$–500 K planets around nearby G dwarfs.
Figure 4.4: Cloud properties for sulfide/salt and water clouds at three temperatures. The geometric column optical depth is shown as solid lines. The effective (area-weighted) mode radius of the cloud particles at each pressure is shown as dashed lines. The 1–6 µm photosphere is shown as the shaded gray region, and the \( \tau = 1 \) line is shown to guide the eye. Thin water clouds form in all three models, but only become optically thick in the two coolest models. Mode particle sizes are small (3–5 µm) for \( T_{\text{eff}}=275 \) K and larger (5–20 µm) for the 200 K model. The sulfide/salt clouds form and become optically thick in the photosphere of the 400 K model but are optically thick below the photospheres of the cooler two models as they form more deeply.
Figure 4.5: Single Scattering Albedo for water and Na$_2$S cloud. For models with $T_{\text{eff}}$=200 K and 275 K, the single scattering albedos of both the water and Na$_2$S cloud are shown for a single atmospheric layer. The water cloud forms high in the atmosphere (2 bar and 0.03 bar for the layers shown from the 200 and 275 K models, respectively) and the Na$_2$S cloud forms deeper (200 and 60 bar, respectively). The sulfide cloud single scattering albedo is relatively uniform, rising from ~0.6 in the optical to 0.9 at 10 $\mu$m. The water cloud single scattering albedo has many more features, which vary with particle size (the mode particle size is ~20 $\mu$m for the 200 K model and ~5 $\mu$m for the 275 K model; the single scattering albedo is calculated for the distribution of particle sizes calculated using the cloud code). In the optical the single scattering albedo is 1.0, which means that the water clouds do not absorb efficiently at short wavelengths.
Figure 4.6: Pressure–temperature profiles for three representative temperature and two gravities are shown. The thicker black line indicates the location of the 1–6 µm photosphere. The shaded salmon region shows where the atmosphere is convective. The dashed lines show condensation curves for each substance expected to condense in thermochemical equilibrium. The curve represents the pressure–temperature points at which the partial pressure of the gas is equal to the saturation vapor pressure; to the left of the curve, the partial pressure of each gas is higher than the saturation vapor pressure and the excess vapor will form a cloud. The kinks in the profile in the upper atmosphere are numerical and do not represent ‘real’ features in the atmospheres of Y dwarfs. Fortunately, the kinks lie above the regions of the atmosphere from which flux emerges and so they do not pose a problem for this work.
Figure 4.7: Opacities of the major constituents of Y and T dwarfs. We choose four representative P–T points in the photospheres of models at three different temperatures (all with log g=5.0): $T_{\text{eff}}=900$ K ($P=10$ bar, $T=1300$ K), $T_{\text{eff}}=450$ K ($P=10$ bar, $T=800$ K and $P=0.3$ bar, $T=300$ K), and $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K ($P=1$ bar, $T=170$ K). We multiply the molecular opacities (cm$^2$/molecule) by the number density of that molecule in a solar metallicity atmosphere in thermochemical equilibrium to get an opacity per volume of atmosphere. In this temperature range, the abundances of CO and CO$_2$ drop by orders of magnitude. Water vapor remains an important opacity source in the top three panels, but drops significantly in the bottom panel because of water condensation. NH$_3$ and CH$_4$ gradually become more important as objects cool. PH$_3$ may also be an important absorber for the Y dwarfs in the mid-infrared.
Figure 4.8: Model spectra of three effective temperature (450, 300, 200 K) at two gravities (log g=4.0, 5.0) and cloud parameters $f_{sed}$=5, $h$=0.5. Locations where each of the major molecules in the atmosphere peak in absorption are marked by the bands along the top. The near- and mid-infrared are carved by overlapping bands of water, methane, and ammonia absorption. The mid-infrared is also affected by PH$_3$. 
Figure 4.9: Model spectra at four effective temperature spanning mid-T to Y dwarfs (900, 600, 450, 300 K), log g=4.5, and cloud parameters $f_{sed}=5$, $h=0$ (900, 600 K) and $h=0.5$ (450, 300 K). Spectra are rescaled such that the flux at the peak of $J$ band is the same for all models. Note the change in the shape of the near-IR spectral windows. $J$ and $H$ bands narrow as ammonia and methane increase in abundance. Ammonia absorption in $Y$ band causes the band shape to bifurcate for the coolest model.
Figure 4.10: Clear and cloudy spectra of models of three effective temperature (450, 300, 200 K) with log g=5.0 and cloud parameters $f_{sed}=5$, $h=0.5$. Blackbodies of equivalent effective temperatures are shown as dashed gray lines. Each of the models shown for a given temperature has the same P–T profile; the cloud-free spectrum is the flux calculated through the clear column and the cloudy spectrum is the flux calculated through the cloudy column. Summed together, they have the correct effective temperature. More flux is able to emerge from the clear column because the opacity is lower. For the 450 K model, the greatest flux difference between the cloud-free and cloudy models is in Y and J bands. In the 300 K model, the greatest flux difference is at the flux peak at 4.5 µm where the water clouds absorb strongly. For the 200 K model, the water cloud is very optically thick and within the photosphere, so at all the wavelengths where the water cloud absorbs, the flux emerging from the cloudy column is significantly limited.
Figure 4.11: Spectra of models in which we vary the two free parameters of the patchy cloud model, $h$ and $f_{\text{sed}}$. All the models shown have $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K. In the upper panel, $h$ is varied from 1.0 (cloud-free) to 0.2 (80% of the surface covered in clouds) and $f_{\text{sed}}=5$. In the lower panel, $f_{\text{sed}}$ is varied from 3 to 7 and $h=0.5$. The flux is redistributed when an atmosphere is cloudy; all models have the same total amount of energy emerging. Most prominently, clouds decrease the flux in the major flux peak at 4–5 $\mu$m and redistribute that energy from the flux peak into other parts of the spectrum. For example, the cloudiest model is significantly brighter at the $K$ band peak than the cloud-free model.
Figure 4.12: Spectra of models including disequilibrium chemistry at $T_{\text{eff}}=450$, 300, and 200 K and log $g=5.0$. All disequilibrium models use eddy diffusion coefficient $K_z = 10^6$ cm$^2$/s and include CO/CH$_4$ and N$_2$/NH$_3$ disequilibrium. Near- and mid-infrared spectra are shown on axes with different linear scales to facilitate viewing small changes in spectra. At 450 K, in disequilibrium slightly more flux emerges from $Y$, $J$, and $H$ bands, the shape of the 4.5 $\mu$m peak changes, and slightly more flux emerges from 8–12 $\mu$m. At 300 K, the equilibrium and disequilibrium models do not differ as strongly, though the shape of the 4.5 $\mu$m peak changes. At 200 K, the equilibrium and disequilibrium models are indistinguishable.
Figure 4.13: Shape of the $H$ band over the late T to Y sequence. As ammonia and methane absorption on the blue and red sides of the $H$ band, the peak narrows. The disequilibrium models ($K_{zz}=10^4 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$) narrow more slowly on the blue side where ammonia absorbs because disequilibrium chemistry decreases the amount of NH$_3$ and increases the amount of N$_2$. The locations of spectral indices used to classify T dwarfs are shown (Burgasser et al., 2006; Delorme et al., 2008).
Figure 4.14: Shape of the red optical and $Y$ band over the late T to Y sequence. The spectra are normalized to the same peak flux in $Y$ band. The strength of the potassium feature at 0.77 $\mu$m decreases as the brown dwarf cools.
Figure 4.15: Gravity signatures in near- and mid-infrared. Each panel shows a wavelength range centered on a prominent molecular window, from top left, $Y$, $J$, $H$, $K$, 3–4.5 $\mu$m, and 6–12 $\mu$m. The inset panels for the near-IR bands show normalized version of the feature to show how the shape changes. In $Y$, $J$, and $K$, high gravity broadens the shape of the window; between 3.5–4.6 $\mu$m, the lower gravity spectra are more strongly influenced by absorption by PH$_3$, changing the shape of the feature.
Figure 4.16: Color–magnitude diagrams at log $g = 5.0$. L and T dwarfs are shown in gray, Y dwarfs are shown in green with error bars. Y dwarf parallax data is from Dupuy and Kraus (2013); Beichman et al. (2014). L and T dwarf photometry is from Dupuy and Liu (2012). The top left panel shows $Y - J$ vs. $M_Y$; the top right panel shows $J - H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom left panel shows $H - K$ vs. $M_H$; the bottom right panel shows $H - [4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. The temperatures along the side show the magnitude at which the 50% cloud-free/50% cloudy model has that temperature (solid purple line).
Figure 4.17: Color–magnitude diagrams at log g=4.5. L and T dwarfs are shown in gray, Y dwarfs are shown in green with error bars. Y dwarf parallax data is from Dupuy and Kraus (2013); Beichman et al. (2014). L and T dwarf photometry is from Dupuy and Liu (2012). The top left panel shows $Y - J$ vs. $M_Y$; the top right panel shows $J - H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom left panel shows $H - K$ vs. $M_H$; the bottom right panel shows $H - [4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. The temperatures along the side show the magnitude at which the 50% cloud-free/50% cloudy model has that temperature (solid purple line).
Figure 4.18: Model brown dwarf spectra with NIRSpec sensitivity limits. The brown dwarf spectra are scaled to represent objects 5 pc away from Earth and smoothed and binned to $R \sim 1000$. All models have log $g=4.5$. Solid lines are the converged 50% cloud coverage models from this work. Dotted lines are cloud-free models with the same temperature and gravity from Saumon et al. (2012). The top panel shows the sensitivity limits assuming $10^5$ seconds of observation time in each of the three NIRSpec channels to observe a spectrum with a SNR of 10. The bottom panel zooms into the spectral region between 2.9 and 5.0 $\mu$m.
Figure 4.19: Model brown dwarf spectra with MIRI sensitivity limits. The brown dwarf spectra are scaled to represent objects 5 pc away from Earth and smoothed and binned to R $\sim$ 1000. All models have log $g$=4.5. Solid lines are the converged 50% cloud coverage models from this work. Dotted lines are cloud-free models with the same temperature and gravity from Saumon et al. (2012). The sensitivity limits represent $10^5$ seconds of observation time in each of the four MIRI channels to observe a spectrum with a SNR of 10.
Figure 4.20: Spectra of model planets with $T_{\text{eff}}$=450, 350, 250 K, smoothed to $R \sim$45 at 1.65 µm. Spectra are shown as contrast ratio to a blackbody with the temperature and radius of a G0 dwarf. The black dashed lines show expected contrast around a G0 star for GPI (near-IR) and LBTAO (mid-IR) for a moderately bright star ($I=7$). Solid colored lines show low gravity (log $g$=3.0) and dashed lines show moderate gravity (log $g$=4.0) for directly-imaged planets.
Chapter 5

Spectral Variability from the Patchy Atmospheres of T and Y Dwarfs

5.1 Introduction

Brown dwarfs, the lowest-mass product of star formation, lack sustained hydrogen fusion and cool continuously, passing through the same temperature ranges as planets. Easier to observe than exoplanets, they are the first extrasolar substellar objects on which we have observed weather on other worlds, creating time-varying spectral features.

Clouds form in brown dwarfs of most spectral types; if regionally heterogeneous, they cause photometric variability as cloudier hemispheres rotate in and out of view. L dwarf clouds are dusty layers of iron and silicates (Tsuji et al., 1996; Allard et al., 2001; Marley et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2006; Cushing et al., 2008). At the L/T transition, these clouds form holes or dissipate, leaving the early T dwarfs relatively cloud-free (Ackerman and Marley, 2001;
Burgasser et al., 2002; Kirkpatrick, 2005). In the mid-late T dwarfs, alkali salts and sulfides solidify, reddening late T dwarfs which are otherwise quite blue in the near-infrared (Lodders, 1999; Visscher et al., 2006; Morley et al., 2012).

In the coolest brown dwarfs, the Y dwarfs, volatile species condense; the first to condense is water, below effective temperatures ($T_{\text{eff}}$) of $\sim$400 K. Morley et al. (2014) presented a new grid of model atmospheres for objects from 200–450 K including water ice clouds which become optically thick in Y dwarfs cooler than 350–375 K.

### 5.1.1 Observed Variability in L and T Dwarfs

Early searches for ultracool dwarf variability focused on the L dwarfs and found evidence for low-amplitude variability (e.g. Bailer-Jones and Mundt, 2001; Gelino et al., 2002; Clarke et al., 2008). A turning point in the field occurred with the discovery of high amplitude variability in the near-infrared in two L/T transition objects (Artigau et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012). Today, with a combination of higher precision ground- and space-based data, the study of variability in brown dwarfs is reaching maturity. Brown dwarfs of spectral types from L to Y have been observed to be variable using photometry (Artigau et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012; Gizis et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013) or spectroscopy (Buenzli et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2014; Burgasser et al., 2014). The shape of observed light curves is not always sinusoidal and repeated observations days apart show evolution (Artigau et al., 2009; Gillon et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013).

Different wavelengths probe different layers of a brown dwarf; by observing spectral variability we can understand both the causes of variability and the vertical structure. For ex-
ample, Buenzli et al. (2012) observed phase lags between variability at different wavelengths and found a correlation between pressure probed and phase lag. The complex, evolving nature of variability suggests that many physical processes are involved.

5.1.2 Two mechanisms that cause variability

There are two classes of physical processes that would cause variability in T and Y dwarfs. One class is heterogenous opacity sources in the atmosphere, either caused by non-uniform chemical abundances or cloud cover. We will focus on the role of clouds. The second class is non-uniform temperature structure, either “hot spots” or “cold spots,” and may be caused by effects of 3D circulation or radiative interaction between deeper patchy clouds and the overlying atmosphere (Showman and Kaspi, 2013; Robinson and Marley, 2014). Here, we present models in each of these categories and make predictions for photometric and spectroscopic variability.

5.2 Variability from Patchy Clouds

If one hemisphere has a larger fraction of the surface covered by clouds than the other, as the brown dwarf rotates, the cloudier hemisphere comes in and out of view, and we observe variable brightness.

We estimate the spectral variability using 1D models that include patchy sulfide/salt and water clouds; briefly, these models follow the approach of Marley et al. (2010); Morley et al. (2014); we calculate flux separately through both a cloudy column and a cloud-free (clear)
column and sum these columns together to calculate the total emergent flux. We can change the cloud-covering fraction by varying \( h \), the fractional area assumed to be covered in holes:

\[
F_{\text{total}} = hF_{\text{clear}} + (1-h)F_{\text{cloudy}}
\]  

Using this summed flux \( F_{\text{total}} \) through each atmospheric layer, we iterate to find a solution in radiative–convective equilibrium. Thus the total flux is the area-weighted sum of the flux from the clear and cloudy columns. Neither column alone carries the flux associated with the combined effective temperature.

The cloud properties for water ice and sulfide/salt clouds are presented in Morley et al. (2014) and Morley et al. (2012) respectively. The atmosphere models are presented in detail in McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1996); Marley and McKay (1999b); Saumon et al. (2012).

5.2.1 Partly Cloudy Spectra

To calculate the pressure–temperature (\( P–T \)) structures used here, \( h=0.5 \) (50% cloudy). However, both hemispheres do not necessarily have the same cloud-covering fraction. When the clouds/holes are distributed non-uniformly, variability will be observed; the hemisphere with more holes is brighter and has a higher apparent \( T_{\text{eff}} \). The amplitude of variability is calculated by summing the flux through the clear and cloudy columns in different proportions which must sum to a net cloud-cover of 50% to match the \( P–T \) profile.

One strength of this method is that using a single, global \( P–T \) profile isolates the effect
of the cloud opacity. Furthermore, the entropy deep within the atmosphere’s convective zone must meet the interior entropy; a given pressure should be horizontally uniform in temperature. Our method captures that fact, instead of modeling cloudy and clear regions with the same $T_{\text{eff}}$ but very different internal entropy. This approach implicitly assumes that the columns are interacting with each other dynamically, an assumption that breaks down for very large, hemispheric patches.

Example spectra from $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$ to 200 K are shown in Figure 5.1. The black lines show the flux emitted from a 30% cloudy hemisphere; the colored lines show flux emitted from a 70% cloudy hemisphere. Less flux emerges through the cloudier hemisphere because clouds increase the total opacity.

The flux ratio between hemispheres is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 5.1; the flux ratio shows quantitatively the predicted spectral variability. The highest amplitude is within spectral windows, between the major molecular opacity sources in the atmosphere. For $T_{\text{eff}}=700–1000$ K models, the strongest variability is in $Y$, $J$ and $H$ bands with lower-amplitude variability in $K$ band, between 3.6 and 5 $\mu$m, and within the water absorption features.

In the 400 K model, the variability is largest in $Y$ and $J$ bands with lower level variability at other wavelengths. Flux at longer wavelengths emerges from higher altitudes than the sulfide and salt clouds, so cloud opacity alone does not change the spectra.

The predicted variability at $T_{\text{eff}}=200$ K looks fundamentally different from the warmer models; this is because by 200 K, the water cloud is thick and dominates the cloud opacity. The flux ratio is nearly uniform from 0.7 to 5.5 $\mu$m, with dips within the major methane absorption features at 2.3 and 3.3 $\mu$m. At this temperature range, significant hemispheric differences in
cloud cover cause large amplitude variability at most wavelengths.

### 5.2.2 Partly Cloudy Color–Magnitude Diagrams

Model photometry for the partly cloudy models are calculated using radii from the cloud-free Saumon and Marley (2008) evolution models. The photometry is calculated for the 50% cloudy converged models and the cloudy and clear columns of each model separately. Two sample color–magnitude diagrams (CMDs) are shown in Figure 5.2. The clear, 50% cloudy, and fully cloudy photometry are shown as large, medium, and small dots connected with a line.

A near-infrared CMD \((J - H \text{ vs. } M_J)\) is shown in the top panel of Figure 5.2. If variability in T and Y dwarfs were due solely to heterogenous clouds, the brown dwarf would move from the center dot along the line that connects the column photometry. For brown dwarfs with \(T_{\text{eff}}>300\) K, the object would become redder and somewhat fainter as the cloudier side rotates into view; the sulfide/salt clouds that dominate have the largest impact on \(J\) (and \(Y\)) bands. The impact of the sulfide/salt clouds peaks at \(T_{\text{eff}}=500–600\) K.

For brown dwarfs below \(T_{\text{eff}}\sim 300\) K, increasing the cloud covering fraction tends to make the brown dwarf bluer in \(J - H\). This new behavior is because those objects have thick water ice clouds, which are extremely nongray absorbers. Water ice particles predominantly scatter in \(J\) band, but absorb more strongly in \(H\) band and longer wavelengths (see Morley et al. (2014)). The water clouds become extremely thick for 200–250 K objects, causing almost all the flux emerging from those objects to emerge through the clear column of the atmosphere; the cloudy point on the CMD becomes extremely blue and faint.

Likewise, in the mid-infrared CMD \([3.6]–[4.5] \text{ vs. } M_{[4.5]}\) shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 5.2, the models separate into two groups. In objects with $T_{\text{eff}} \geq 400$ K, sulfide/salt clouds dominate. However, the sulfide/salt clouds minimally affect the mid-infrared wavelengths (see also Figure 5.1) so $M_{[4.5]}$ and $M_{[3.6]}$ stay nearly constant. Changes in cloud opacity do not cause significant variability in the mid-late T dwarfs in Spitzer observations. In contrast, for models with $T_{\text{eff}} < 400$ K, water clouds start to have appreciable optical depth in the mid-infrared where they absorb strongly. The cloudy column becomes fainter in [4.5] and somewhat bluer in [3.6]–[4.5].

5.3 Variability from Hot Spots

Clouds are not the only likely driver of variability; atmospheric dynamics may drive perturbations to the temperature structures. Dynamical effects may create rising and sinking parcels of air on timescales faster than the parcel can equilibrate, causing cold or hot regions. The upper atmosphere may react radiatively to changes in the deep atmosphere, such as heterogeneous cloud opacity or dynamically driven perturbations. Robinson and Marley (2014) show that temperature perturbations at $\sim 10$ bar can be communicated to the overlying parts of the atmosphere through radiative heating, potentially generating complex time-dependent behaviors, including phase shifts.

We incorporate heterogeneous temperature profiles by adding energy at specified pressure levels of static cloud-free model atmospheres from 400–1000 K as we calculate the $P$–$T$ structure in radiative–convective equilibrium. The perturbations have the shape of a Chapman function, which is often used to represent heating by incident flux within molecular bands.
(e.g. Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987; Marley et al., 1999). This provides a reasonable approximation of energy added by, e.g., heating from thermal flux from below through holes in the clouds. We use a Chapman function with a width of a single pressure scale height and amplitude to give total emergent flux $F_{\text{new}} = 1.5F_{\text{baseline}}$. We inject energy at pressure levels from 0.1–30 bar. The $P$–$T$ profiles of the warmest and coldest model in the grid ($T_{\text{eff}}=400$ and 1000 K) are shown in the top left panel of Figure 5.3; the location of the heating function is shown in the right panel. The bottom panel of Figure 5.3 shows the location of the $\tau = 2/3$ pressure level as a function of wavelength; the colored bands indicate the perturbed pressure levels shown in the top panel.

5.3.1 Hot Spot Spectra

Representative spectra of models with perturbed $P$–$T$ profiles are shown in Figure 5.4 from $T_{\text{eff}}=400$–1000 K; for each perturbed model, 5% of the surface is assumed to be covered by the hot spot.

The flux ratios look quite different from those due to patchy clouds in Figure 5.1. For these models, the greatest flux ratio is within absorption features instead of within spectral windows. Especially prominent is the methane feature at 3.3 $\mu$m.

The spectral dependence of variability is controlled by the layer at which the $P$–$T$ profile is perturbed. Heating high in the atmosphere increases flux emerging from higher altitudes, in the mid-infrared. Heating deep within the atmosphere increases flux more uniformly. By observing variability across many wavelengths, we can distinguish between patchy cloud variability and heating at different levels of the atmosphere.
5.3.2 Hot Spot Color–Magnitude Diagrams

Near- and mid-infrared CMDs for the models with hot spots are shown in Figure 5.5. In the top panel ($J - H$ vs. $M_J$), heating high in the atmosphere causes a minimal color and brightness change. The greatest color change occurs when we heat the near-infrared photosphere, around 3–10 bar. Deep heating leads to less chromatic changes.

In the bottom panel ($[3.6] - [4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$), heating high in the atmosphere causes a very chromatic change, due to significant brightening within the methane band captured in the [3.6] filter. Deeper heating causes less dramatic brightening in both Spitzer filters.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Simultaneous multi-wavelength observations

This study suggests that the most illustrative types of observations for understanding the physical processes underlying brown dwarf variability are simultaneous, multi-wavelength observations that probe both inside and outside of molecular absorption features. These measurements are best done from space to avoid the strong molecular absorption of water vapor in Earth’s atmosphere.

Several objects have been observed in such a way to date. Two L/T transition objects, 2M2139 and SIMP0136, were observed using the Hubble Space Telescope from 1.1–1.7 μm, which probes $J$ and $H$ bands and the water features surrounding those windows. The spectral dependence of the variability observed looks qualitatively similar to the top panel of Figure 5.1, in which the variability within the spectral windows is larger than the variability within the
absorption features. Buenzli et al. (2012) present observations of 2MASS J22282889–431026 from partially simultaneous HST and Spitzer Space Telescope observations. In that object, there are hints that there is larger variability within absorption features: the largest amplitude variability (5.3±0.6%) is measured in the 1.35–1.43 µm range. However the other absorption features show similar amplitude variability (∼2%) as the spectral windows.

5.4.2 Time and length scales for atmospheric heterogeneity

A number of physical timescales compete in T and Y dwarf atmospheres. The radiative time constant

$$\tau_{\text{rad}} \sim \frac{P}{g} \frac{c_p}{4 \sigma T^3}$$

(5.2)

describes the relaxation timescale towards radiative equilibrium following a temperature perturbation (Goody and Yung, 1989; Fortney et al., 2008a). In mid T photospheres, $\tau_{\text{rad}} \sim 1$–10 hours, increasing to $\tau_{\text{rad}} \sim 100$ hours for Y dwarf photospheres. The timescale for mixing in convective regions can be approximated using mixing length theory; the mixing timescale is 1–2 orders of magnitude faster than $\tau_{\text{rad}}$. The timescale for mixing in radiative regions is more uncertain and controlled by the interaction of the stable upper atmosphere with the turbulent convective zone, which generates a wide spectrum of atmospheric waves including gravity waves and Rossby waves (Freytag et al., 2010; Showman and Kaspi, 2013). Analytical estimations in Showman and Kaspi (2013) suggest that typical timescales for parcels of air to rise or fall one scale height are tens to hundreds of hours. The timescale for radiative relaxation and vertical advection are comparable, creating a complex interplay between atmospheric dynamics and radiative feed-
back. In addition, the condensation timescale for $\sim 5 \mu m$ Na$_2$S particles (Carlson et al., 1988, equation 1) is of the same order of magnitude. Cool brown dwarfs likely have heterogeneous atmospheres in which rising and falling parcels of air move vapor which condenses on comparable timescales to both the motion and radiative cooling.

It is challenging to estimate the spatial scales of these heterogeneities from models without better understanding the horizontal wind speeds of brown dwarfs. The sizes of jets in the solar system giant planets generally scale with the Rhines scale, $L_{Rh} \sim (U/2\Omega R \cos \phi)^{1/2}$ where $U$ is wind speed, $R$ is the radius, $\Omega$ is $2\pi/P$, $P$ is the rotation period, and $\phi$ is the latitude (Rhines, 1970; Showman et al., 2008). Showman and Kaspi (2013) estimate a typical brown dwarf Rhines scale to be 10,000–20,000 km, or roughly 5-10% of a hemisphere, with typical temperature perturbations on isobars of 5–50 K, even ignoring the effect of heterogeneous clouds. Cloud opacity may increase the apparent $T_{\text{bright}}$ differences. For example, the 5 $\mu m$ hot spots on Jupiter are observed to have a $\sim 50$ K difference in $T_{\text{bright}}$ due to non-uniform cloud and gas opacity (Carlson et al., 1992).

5.4.3 Role of high resolution spectral mapping

High resolution Doppler spectral mapping has been used by Crossfield et al. (2014) to create a brightness map of the surface of the nearby brown dwarf Luhman 16B. Such techniques are currently limited to the brightest brown dwarfs. Although powerful, these techniques probe limited wavelength ranges and thus a limited pressure level in the atmosphere; the generated map is a map only of that particular level. In addition, they are most sensitive to a single molecule (e.g. CO), which means that abundance variations could also cause the observed
brightness map. This technique is most powerful when combined with the simultaneous multi-wavelength observations that probe a much larger part of the brown dwarf atmosphere and are affected by a number of absorbing species.

5.4.4 Giant Planets: Effect of gravity on variability

Further study is necessary to understand the effect of gravity on spectroscopic variability. There is evidence that warm planet-mass objects of a given temperature have thicker clouds than higher mass brown dwarfs (Currie et al., 2011; Barman et al., 2011b; Madhusudhan et al., 2011a; Liu et al., 2013). Marley et al. (2012) suggest that the apparent thickness naturally emerges as a result of low gravity and that the process that may break up clouds at the L/T transition may be gravity-dependent, causing lower-gravity objects to become mostly clear T dwarf-like objects at lower $T_{\text{eff}}$. The interplay of gravity, $T_{\text{eff}}$, and atmospheric dynamics is currently not well-understood. Observations of variability in planets or low-gravity brown dwarfs and comparisons with higher mass brown dwarfs could shed light on these physical processes. Kostov and Apai (2013) conclude that 1% amplitude photometric variability will be detectable with next-generation AO systemics such as the Gemini Planet Imager, while the James Webb Space Telescope and 30-meter class telescopes will provide spectral mapping data. Snellen et al. (2014) suggest that using 30-m class telescopes, high-resolution Doppler mapping will be possible for the brightest directly imaged planets such as beta Pictoris b.
5.5 Summary

We present models of brown dwarfs that include two drivers of spectroscopic variability: patchy clouds and hot spots. We find that the two mechanisms have different spectral dependence, with patchy clouds driving the highest amplitude variability within spectral windows and hot spots driving larger variability within absorption features.

From patchy sulfide and salt clouds in objects over 300 K, the largest amplitude variability is within near-infrared opacity windows; objects become redder in near-infrared colors (e.g. $J-H$) as the cloudy side rotates into view. Variability in the mid-infrared would be significantly smaller. In objects below 375 K, water clouds are important and affect the spectrum strongly in the mid-infrared, especially within the 4.5 $\mu$m window. Water clouds cause a blue-ward shift in the near-infrared ($J-H$) as the cloudier side rotates into view because water clouds do not absorb as strongly in $J$ as they do in $H$ or $K$.

From heating in the atmosphere at different pressure levels, the spectrum changes predominantly within the absorption features. The highest amplitude variability occurs at the wavelengths that probe the pressure levels where the perturbation is centered. For example, the methane feature at 3.3 $\mu$m probes high in the atmosphere; heating at high altitudes ($\sim$0.1 bar) causes the highest amplitude variability within that feature. Heating deeper within the atmosphere warms the whole atmosphere more uniformly and causes the brown dwarf to look like a warmer object.

By analyzing simultaneous multi-wavelength spectral variability, we can disentangle the physical processes causing brown dwarf variability. By observing these processes over
long time periods for a larger sample of objects, we can study atmospheric dynamics and the evolution of weather on substellar extrasolar objects.
Figure 5.1: Spectra of partly cloudy models from $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$ K to 200 K. Each pair of panels shows a different summed $T_{\text{eff}}$. Spectra for each $T_{\text{eff}}$ are calculated using a single 50% cloudy model with the cloud parameter $f_{\text{sed}}=5$ in radiative–convective equilibrium. The spectra represent two heterogeneous hemispheres of a 50% cloudy brown dwarf. Apparent $T_{\text{eff}}$ of each hemisphere is shown in parentheses. The flux ratio (the ratio of the plotted spectra) is shown in the bottom panel of each pair.
Figure 5.2: Color–magnitude diagrams for partly cloudy models. The center medium-sized dot represents the 50% cloudy model in radiative–convective equilibrium. The connected large and small dots show the photometry of the clear and cloudy columns respectively. The $T_{\text{eff}}$ corresponding to each color is shown on the right of each panel. The observed brown dwarfs with distance measurements are shown as gray open circles (Dupuy and Liu, 2012). The top panel shows $J-H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom panel shows $[3.6]-[4.5]$ vs. $M_{[4.5]}$. 
Figure 5.3: Top panel: Perturbed and unperturbed pressure–temperature profiles (left) and heating functions (right). The baseline models at $T_{\text{eff}}=400$ and 1000 K are shown in black. The colored lines show models with $P$–$T$ profiles calculated including an additional energy source with the shape of the heating function in the right panel. Bottom panel: the ‘pressure spectrum’ of models with $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$, 700, and 400 K. The colored bars show the same pressure levels as the top panel, at which the perturbations to the profiles are centered. The black lines show the approximate location of the $\tau = 2/3$ pressure level as a function of wavelength for the unperturbed models.
Figure 5.4: Spectra of models with heated $P$–$T$ profiles from baseline $T_{\text{eff}}=1000$ K to 400 K. Each pair of panels shows a different $T_{\text{eff}}$. The baseline model is shown as a black line. The red, gold, and blue lines show models with 5% of the surface covered in a hot spot, with heating at 0.1, 1, and 10 bar, respectively. The flux ratio (the ratio of the heated model divided by the baseline model) is shown in the bottom panel of each pair.
Figure 5.5: Color–magnitude diagrams for models with perturbed $P$–$T$ profiles. The larger black point shows the photometric point of the ‘baseline’ model for $T_{\text{eff}}$=400–1000 K (in 100 K increments). The colored points show photometry for $P$–$T$ profiles with added energy at each of the specified pressure levels. The observed brown dwarfs with distance measurements are shown as gray open circles (Dupuy and Liu, 2012). The top panel shows $J$–$H$ vs. $M_J$; the bottom panel shows $\text{[3.6]}–\text{[4.5]}$ vs. $M_{\text{[4.5]}}$. 
Chapter 6

Thermal Emission and Albedo Spectra of Super Earths with Flat Transmission Spectra

6.1 Introduction

Since its launch in 2008, the Kepler mission has revealed a population of planets with radii between that of Earth and Neptune, which make up a substantial fraction of the planets in the galaxy (Borucki et al., 2011; Howard et al., 2012). No planet of that size exists in our own solar system as an archetype for these “super Earths.”¹ This population likely has a range of compositions from rocky, to water-rich, to gas-rich (Rogers, 2015; Wolfgang and Lopez, 2015), but we have not yet probed their compositions directly. A critical part of the puzzle to understand the nature of super Earths is to measure the abundances of molecules in their atmospheres.

¹We use the term ‘super Earth’ here to mean planets larger than Earth and smaller than Neptune, but recognize these planets are diverse in their compositions and many may be more accurately considered ‘sub Neptunes.’
One powerful tool that has been used to probe the atmospheres of transiting planets is transmission spectroscopy. During a transit, the transit depth is measured simultaneously at multiple wavelengths. At wavelengths of strong absorption features, the planet’s atmosphere will become optically thick at a higher altitude and we will observe a deeper transit; at wavelengths outside these absorption features, the planet’s atmosphere is optically thinner and the transit depth is shallower. The depth of the features we observe in a cloud-free atmosphere scales linearly with the pressure scale height $H$ (Seager and Sasselov, 2000; Hubbard et al., 2001). The scale height is defined as $H = kT/\mu g$, where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is temperature, $g$ is gravity, and $\mu$ is the mean molecular weight. In the absence of clouds, low gravity, low density targets have the largest amplitude features and many have been targeted for characterization.

By measuring the amplitude of features in a planet’s transmission spectrum we can both probe the composition of absorbers like sodium, potassium, methane, water, and carbon monoxide and also measure the bulk composition of the atmosphere by measuring the mean molecular weight. If the observed mean molecular weight is low ($\mu \sim 2.3$) the planet is H/He-rich like a scaled down Neptune; if it is high, it may be water, nitrogen, or carbon dioxide rich, more akin to a terrestrial planet (Miller-Ricci et al., 2009).

### 6.1.1 Observations of Super Earths

Hundreds of orbits of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) time have been dedicated to characterizing these small planets, as well as hundreds of hours of ground-based observations. Despite this dedication of resources, super Earths and sub-Neptunes have proved extremely
challenging to characterize with this technique because their features are more muted than predicted using cloud-free models.

By far the most-studied super Earth to date is GJ 1214b, the first planet discovered by the MEarth survey (Charbonneau et al., 2009). GJ 1214b is a 6.16 ±0.91M⊙ and 2.71±0.24R⊙ planet, and, critically, orbits a fairly bright mid M dwarf (M4.5). Its transit depth of over 1% and a short orbital period of 38 hours make it an ideal target for high signal-to-noise followup observations.

Early observations from both ground and space were inconclusive: they showed no features, but were not sensitive enough to detect the small features predicted for a high mean molecular weight atmosphere (Bean et al., 2010; Désert et al., 2011; Crossfield et al., 2011; Croll et al., 2011; Berta et al., 2012; de Mooij et al., 2012; Murgas et al., 2012; Teske et al., 2013; Berta et al., 2012; de Mooij et al., 2012; Murgas et al., 2012; Teske et al., 2013; Fraine et al., 2013). In 2014, Kreidberg et al. (2014a) measured 15 additional transits of GJ 1214b with HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) grism spectroscopy (1.1–1.7 μm) and detected, at high signal to noise, a featureless transmission spectrum. Unlike the previous observations, these observations were sensitive enough to detect features in a high mean molecular weight atmosphere. They concluded that the predicted molecular features are obscured by a high altitude cloud or haze layer.

Other planets close to GJ 1214b’s size have also been observed with this technique, with somewhat lower signal-to-noise than the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) observations. Knutson et al. (2014b) present observations of the super Earth HD 97658b and show that its spectrum is consistent with a flat line. Likewise, the Neptune-sized GJ 436b and GJ 3470b also have featureless spectra measured with WFC3 within their measurement uncertainties (Knutson et al.,
2014a; Ehrenreich et al., 2014). In fact, the only planet in the super-Earth to Neptune mass range with a statistically significant spectral feature is HAT-P-11b; water vapor absorption was detected using WFC3 with an amplitude of 250 parts per million (Fraine et al., 2014). This measurement is consistent with a metal-enhanced H/He dominated atmosphere with a several hundred times solar metallicity composition or a less enriched atmosphere with features muted by clouds or hazes.

The observing efforts to date have revealed that small, cool planets have relatively featureless transmission spectra. If features are muted in the transmission spectra of all small planets, it will be extremely challenging to characterize their compositions using transmission spectroscopy.

### 6.1.2 Understanding Super Earths Despite the Clouds

While these featureless near-infrared transmission spectra are informative—they inform us that there is an optically thick, gray absorber in the measured wavelength range—they do not allow us to measure the composition of the atmosphere. To understand the compositions of super Earths—perhaps the most abundant planets in the galaxy—we need to probe their atmospheres with other techniques. A number of pathways will help to accomplish this goal, including transmission spectra of hotter targets, thermal emission spectra, and reflected light spectra.

In this paper, we use models of super Earths to understand how we can characterize super Earths as a class. We move beyond modeling GJ 1214b itself and run models of its cousins, with the same gravity and host star but different incident flux. Cloud and haze forma-
tion depends strongly on incident flux (and resulting equilibrium temperature) so spanning a range of irradiation levels allows us to make predictions about a diverse set of planets.

We quantify properties of clouds or hazes thick enough to flatten transmission spectra at the signal-to-noise of the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) observations for a variety of different incident flux levels. Using these cloud properties, we generate both thermal emission spectra and reflected light spectra. With the upcoming JWST mission, thermal emission of selected super Earths will be observable over a wide wavelength range (Gardner et al., 2006); we show how optically thick clouds and hazes will shape that thermal emission. In the more distant future, missions to detect reflected light from exoplanets using a space-based coronagraph are being planned (Spergel et al., 2015). We show that reflected light spectra will be a promising technique to understand very cloudy super Earths, especially for colder objects.

6.1.3 Format of this Paper

In Section 6.2, we describe the extensive set of modeling tools used to model the effects of clouds and hazes on super Earth spectra. In Section 6.3, transmission, emission, and reflection spectra for planets with equilibrium clouds (both salt/sulfide in warm planets and water ice in cold planets) are presented. In Section 6.4, transmission, emission, and reflection spectra for planets with photochemical hazes are presented. In Section 6.5, we discuss implications of this work for future studies and in Section 6.6 we conclude. The Appendix discusses the new, flexible radiative transfer tool developed for this work.
6.2 Methods

In order to predict spectra of small planets with clouds and hazes, we use a comprehensive suite of atmosphere modeling tools. We use a 1D radiative-convective model to calculate the pressure-temperature structure, a photochemical model to calculate the formation of soot precursors (hydrocarbons that may form hazes), and a cloud model to calculate cloud altitudes, mixing ratios, and particle sizes. We then calculate spectra in different geometries and wavelengths using a transmission spectrum model, a thermal emission spectrum model, and an albedo model. In the following subsections we discuss each of these calculations.

We run a grid of radiative-convective models of GJ 1214b analogs (g=7.65 m/s², M4.5 host star). We vary the distance from the host star to encapsulate a range of super Earths from temperatures of 190–1400 K (0.01–30× GJ 1214b’s incident flux). In one set of models, we include “equilibrium clouds”. These, in this work, are considered to be clouds that form when the pressure of a condensible gas exceeds the saturation vapor pressure; we assume that all material in excess of the saturation vapor pressure condenses into cloud material. For these objects, the clouds include water ice (for the coldest models), and salts and sulfides (for the warmer models). In the other set of models, we include a photochemical haze using a photochemical model.

Given the number steps involved for each set of models, we will first outline the modeling process performed for every set of parameters. We follow a slightly different set of steps for the equilibrium clouds and the photochemical hazes.

Equilibrium clouds

1. Generate a cloud-free pressure-temperature (P–T) profile at high metallicity (100–1000×204
solar metallicity) using a modified 1D radiative–convective model


3. Using that P–T profile (1), calculate the equilibrium chemistry along the profile using Chemical Equilibrium with Applications (CEA).

4. Using the P–T profile, cloud output, and equilibrium chemistry (1,2,3), calculate the model transmission spectrum and compare it to the flat (Kreidberg et al., 2014a) spectrum of GJ 1214b.

5. Using the P–T profile, cloud output, and equilibrium chemistry (1,2,3), calculate the thermal emission spectrum.

6. Using the P–T profile, cloud output, and equilibrium chemistry (1,2,3), calculate the reflected light spectrum.

Photochemical hazes

1. Using a pre-computed pressure–temperature profile, calculate the disequilibrium chemistry caused by vertical mixing and photochemistry.

2. Using the abundances and locations of soot precursors from (1), calculate a pressure–temperature profile consistent with haze using a 1D radiative–convective atmosphere model.

3. Using the P–T profile and haze properties (2), calculate the model transmission spectrum and compare to the flat (Kreidberg et al., 2014a) spectrum of GJ 1214b.

4. Using the P–T profile and haze properties (2), calculate the thermal emission spectrum.
5. Using the P–T profile and haze properties (2), calculate the reflected light spectrum

6.2.1 1D Radiative–Convective Model

For objects with and without clouds, we calculate their temperature structures assuming 1D atmospheres in radiative–convective equilibrium. Our approach has been successfully applied to objects ranging in size from moons to brown dwarfs; the models are described in McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1996); Burrows et al. (1997); Marley and McKay (1999b); Marley et al. (2002); Fortney et al. (2005); Saumon and Marley (2008); Fortney et al. (2008b).

We use the radiative transfer techniques described in Toon et al. (1989) and use Mie theory to calculate the absorption and scattering of cloud particles in each layer of the atmosphere. The opacity database for gases is described extensively in Freedman et al. (2008). In this work, the opacity database includes two significant updates since Freedman et al. (2008), which are described in Saumon et al. (2012): a new molecular line list for ammonia (Yurchenko et al., 2011) and an improved treatment of collision induced H\textsubscript{2} absorption (Richard et al., 2012). Optical properties for salts and sulfides are as described in Morley et al. (2012); for ZnS and KCl they are obtained from Querry (1987) and for Na\textsubscript{2}S we combine laboratory and numerical measurements from Montaner et al. (1979) and Khachai et al. (2009).

The opacities, using the k-coefficient technique for computational speed and accuracy, are pre-calculated and pre-summed at multiples of solar metallicity ranging from [M/H]=0.0 to 1.7 (1–50× solar), but super Earths potentially have much higher metallicity atmospheres (see Fortney et al. (2013) and discussion in Section 6.5.1). Higher metallicity opacities have not been calculated, so in order to calculate the temperature structures at higher metallicities (100-1000×...
Figure 6.1: Pressure–temperature profiles of models at 300× solar metallicity with cloud condensation curves. P–T profiles are shown as solid curves; black indicates models with salt/sulfide clouds and blue indicates models with water ice clouds. From left to right, these profiles are at 0.01, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30× GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Condensation curves are shown as dashed lines for individual cloud species; a cloud forms where the P–T profile crosses the condensation curve.

Solar (M/H = 1.7), we approximate the gas opacity by multiplying the pre-summed opacities by the appropriate factor. For example, for 300× solar metallicity, we multiply the 50× solar summed molecular gas opacities by 6. We decrease the abundance of hydrogen and helium by the same proportion and calculate the collision induced absorption separately from the other molecular gas opacities. This approximation is appropriate for the qualitative results explored here; for future work, e.g. comparing models to data, new k-coefficients at 100–1000× solar metallicity should be used.

Examples of calculated P–T profiles are shown in Figure 6.1, for models from 0.01 to 30× GJ 1214b’s incident flux.
6.2.2 Equilibrium Chemistry

After we calculate the pressure–temperature profiles of models with greater than 50× solar metallicity, we calculate the composition, assuming chemical equilibrium, along that profile. To be clear, this isn’t strictly self-consistent. However, tests run using 10× solar and 50× solar compositions—both of which we calculate self-consistently with the chemistry—show that the effect on emergent spectra is very small.

For this calculation, we use the Chemical Equilibrium with Applications model (CEA, Gordon & McBride 1994) to compute the thermochemical equilibrium molecular mixing ratios (with applications to exoplanets see, Visscher et al. (2010); Line et al. (2010); Moses et al. (2011); Line et al. (2011); Line and Yung (2013a)). CEA minimizes the Gibbs Free Energy with an elemental mass balance constraint of a parcel of gas given a local temperature, pressure, and elemental abundances. We include species that contain H, C, O, N, S, P, He, Fe, Ti, V, Na, and K. We account for the depletion of oxygen due to enstatite condensation by removing 3.28 oxygen atoms per Si atom (Burrows and Sharp, 1999). When adjusting the metallicity all relative elemental abundances are rescaled equally relative to H while ensuring that the elemental abundances sum to one.

6.2.3 Cloud Model

We use a modified version of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model which includes sulfide and salt clouds (Morley et al., 2012, 2013). The Ackerman and Marley (2001) approach balances the upward transport of vapor and condensate by turbulent mixing in the atmosphere with the downward transport of condensate by sedimentation using the equation...
\[ -K_{zz} \frac{\partial q_t}{\partial z} - f_{sed} w_* q_c = 0, \]  

(6.1)

where \( K_{zz} \) is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, \( q_t \) is the mixing ratio of condensate and vapor, \( q_c \) is the mixing ratio of condensate, \( w_* \) is the convective velocity scale, and \( f_{sed} \) is a parameter that describes the efficiency of sedimentation in the atmosphere. \( f_{sed} \) is the only tunable free parameter in this cloud mode. It represents the ratio of the sedimentation velocity to the convective velocity. Higher \( f_{sed} \) values result in larger particles in a vertically compact layer; lower \( f_{sed} \) values result in smaller particles in a more lofted cloud layer. Typical \( f_{sed} \) values for brown dwarfs, for which this model was first developed, are 1–5 (Saumon and Marley, 2008; Morley et al., 2012), while planets may have clouds best fit with smaller \( f_{sed} \) (<1) (Ackerman and Marley, 2001; Morley et al., 2013).

Cloud material in excess of the saturation vapor pressure of the limiting gas is assumed to condense into cloud particles. We extrapolate the saturation vapor pressure equations from Morley et al. (2012) to high metallicites, which introduces some uncertainties but serves as a reasonable first-order approximation for the formation of these cloud species.

We prescribe a lognormal size distribution of particles given by

\[ \frac{dn}{dr} = \frac{N}{r \sqrt{2\pi \ln \sigma}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\ln^2(r/r_g)}{2\ln^2 \sigma} \right] \]  

(6.2)

where \( N \) is the total number concentration of particles, \( r_g \) is the geometric mean radius, and \( \sigma \) is the geometric standard deviation. \( \sigma \) is fixed (2.0) for this study and falling speeds of particles within this distribution are calculated assuming viscous flow around spheres (and using the
Cunningham slip factor to account for gas kinetic effects). We calculate the other parameters in equation 6.1 ($K_{zz}$ and $w_*$) using mixing length theory to relate turbulent mixing to the convective heat flow (Gierasch and Conrath, 1985). Rigorously the convective heat flow becomes zero well above the radiative-convective boundary. However for purposes only of computing $K_{zz}$ we impose a very small convective heat flux through the radiative stratosphere, causing $K_{zz}$ to increase with altitude at the top of the atmosphere. A lower bound for $K_{zz}$ of $10^5$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ represents the residual turbulence from processes such as breaking gravity waves in radiative regions. $K_{zz}$ values for representative models are shown in Figure 6.3; the values we calculate qualitatively match the values found by recent 3D modeling efforts (Charnay et al., 2015, their Figure 13), and are generally between $10^8$ and $10^9$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ in the upper atmosphere. The good agreement with the Charnay et al. (2015) $K_{zz}$ profiles validates our approach.

Examples of the calculated cloud properties (cloud optical depth and particle size) are shown in Figure 6.2 as a function of a free parameter in this prescription, $f_{sed}$. The top panel of Figure 6.2 shows the resulting column optical depth of the cloud material at $\lambda=1$ and 5 $\mu$m. Note that the only $f_{sed}$ value shown that results in optically thick clouds at high altitude is $f_{sed}=0.01$. The lower panel of Figure 6.2 shows the particle sizes for each cloud for three different $f_{sed}$ values. $f_{sed}=0.01$ results in very small particles (0.01–0.1 $\mu$m) at the cloud top; larger $f_{sed}$ values result in larger particles (0.1–100 $\mu$m).

Two versions of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) code are frequently used. One version is coupled self-consistently to the calculation of radiative–convective equilibrium; the other is a stand-alone version which calculates the clouds along a given P–T profile without recalculating the profile self-consistently. Note that the convective heat flow for a cloud-free model
is used in the calculation of $K_{zz}$ in the stand-alone version. Here we use the uncoupled, stand-alone version for higher metallicity calculations (100–1000× solar) for which the convergence for self-consistent models is numerically challenging. The pressure–temperature profiles for the models with photochemical haze are calculated self-consistently with the opacity of the hazes, but the haze properties are not calculated within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) framework.

6.2.4 Photochemistry

We calculate the abundances of soot precursors in the upper atmosphere using the photochemical model described extensively in Miller-Ricci Kempton et al. (2012), which is based on the methods published in Zahnle et al. (2009a). Briefly, the models use a chemical kinetics model to calculate disequilibrium chemistry due to both vertical mixing and photochemistry in the planetary atmosphere. The eddy diffusion coefficient, which parameterizes vertical mixing in the atmosphere, is taken as a free parameter that can be varied. We use the 50× solar metallicity results first published in Fortney et al. (2013), at five different irradiation levels (0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30× the true irradiation of GJ 1214b) and two eddy diffusion coefficients ($K_{zz} = 10^8$ and $10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$). We use the UV stellar spectrum measured by France et al. (2013).

Figure 6.4 shows the carbon chemistry in a single model as an example, at GJ 1214b’s irradiation level and 50× solar composition. Because it is cool (~600 K), the atmosphere is dominated by methane at most altitudes. At the top of the atmosphere, methane is dissociated by UV flux from the host star. The chemistry that proceeds generates a variety of soot precursors ($C_2H_2$, $C_2H_4$, $C_2H_6$, $C_4H_2$, and HCN). These are the highest order hydrocarbons that can be generated with this particular model, as reactions to form higher-order hydrocarbon
molecules in these environments are incompletely understood (see, e.g., Moses et al., 2011). Nonetheless, unsaturated hydrocarbons like these soot precursors will continue to react and will likely form complex molecules (see, e.g. Yung et al. (1984) and discussion of photochemical haze production in Morley et al. (2013)).

Figure 6.5 illustrates how both $K_{zz}$ and incident flux affect the formation of these soot precursors. The mixing ratios of $C_2H_2$, $C_2H_4$, $C_2H_6$, $C_4H_2$, and HCN are summed at each layer of the model. As found in Fortney et al. (2013) using the same models, we find that models with $1\sim3 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation have the most soot precursors at high altitudes. In the hotter, high irradiation models ($20\sim30 \times$), the atmosphere is dominated by CO instead of CH$_4$; the chain of chemistry that begins with methane dissociation cannot start in a CO dominated atmosphere, as CO’s bond is less easily broken with UV light. The lower production of soot precursors at low irradiation levels is because the rate of methane dissociation is lower. The production of soot precursors can also be a strong function of the eddy diffusion parameter $K_{zz}$; this is especially true at temperatures that are close to the boundary between CO and CH$_4$ dominated atmospheres ($20 \times$, $\sim$1200 K), because the vigor of vertical mixing changes the bulk carbon chemistry.

Figure 6.6 shows the haze column optical depth for three example models, each with $50 \times$ solar metallicity, $f_{\text{haze}}=10\%$, and GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Three different particle sizes spanning our model grid are shown, and the column optical depth is calculated for two wavelengths spanning the infrared (1 and 5 $\mu$m). We find that 1 $\mu$m particles have the lowest optical depth and relatively constant optical depth across the infrared. 0.1 and 0.01 $\mu$m particles have more wavelength dependent optical depth, as expected for small particles.

Figure 6.7 summarizes these findings. We calculate the column density of the soot
precursors in high altitude layers of the model (above $10^{-5}$ and $3 \times 10^{-6}$ bar). We find that the largest quantity of soot precursors are in models with high $K_{zz}$ and $1–3 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation level.

GJ 1214’s stellar spectrum is used for all photochemical calculations, so we note that the results will depend on the UV spectrum of the host star, even with the same total incident flux.

6.2.4.1 Photochemical hazes

We follow the approach developed in Morley et al. (2013) to calculate the locations of soot particles based on the results from the photochemical models. We sum the densities of the five soot precursors ($C_2H_2$, $C_2H_4$, $C_2H_6$, $C_4H_2$, and HCN) to find the total mass in soot precursors. We assume that the soots form at the same altitudes as the soot precursors exist: we multiply the precursors’ masses by our parameter $f_{haze}$ (the mass fraction of precursors that form soots) to find the total mass of the haze particles in a given layer. For each layer,

$$M_{haze} = f_{haze} \times (M_{C_2H_2} + M_{C_2H_4} + M_{C_2H_6} + M_{HCN} + M_{C_4H_2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)$$

where $f_{haze}$ is the efficiency, $M_x$ is the mass of material in each species within each model layer from the photochemical model, and $M_{haze}$ is the calculated mass of haze particles in each layer.

We vary both $f_{haze}$ and the mode particle size (assuming a log-normal particle distribution); we calculate the number of particles by summing over the distribution for each of our chosen particle sizes. Soot optical properties (the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index) from the software package OPAC (Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds) (Hess et al. 1998), were used and linearly extrapolated in wavelength for wavelengths longer than 40 \( \mu m \).

### 6.2.5 Transmission Spectra

We calculate the transmission spectrum for each converged P–T profile, including the effect of clouds. The optical depths for light along the slant path through the planet’s atmosphere are calculated at each wavelength, generating an equivalent planet radius at each wavelength. The model is extensively described in Fortney et al. (2003) and Shabram et al. (2011). Cloud layer cross-sections generated from the model atmosphere are treated as pure absorption, and are added to the wavelength-dependent cross-sections of the gas.

### 6.2.6 Thermal Emission Spectra

A new model to calculate the thermal emission of a planet with arbitrary composition and clouds was developed for this work. The model includes absorption and scattering from molecules, atoms, and clouds. We use the C version of the open-source radiative transfer code disort (Stamnes et al., 1988; Buras et al., 2011) which uses the discrete-ordinate method to calculate intensities and fluxes in multiple-scattering and emitting layered media. We describe this new calculation in more detail in the Appendix.
6.2.7 Albedo Spectra

We calculate reflected light spectra of each model atmosphere using the methods developed for planets and described in detail in Toon et al. (1977, 1989); McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1999); Marley and McKay (1999a); Cahoy et al. (2010). Here, we use the term geometric albedo to refer to the albedo spectrum at full phase ($\alpha=0$, where the phase angle $\alpha$ is the angle between the incident ray from the star to the planet and the line of sight to the observer):

$$A_g(\lambda) = \frac{F_p(\lambda, \alpha = 0)}{F_{\odot,L}(\lambda)}$$

(6.4)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $F_p(\lambda, \alpha = 0)$ is the reflected flux at full phase, and $F_{\odot,L}(\lambda)$ is the flux from a perfect Lambert disk of the same radius under the same incident flux.

The absorption and scattering properties of clouds are calculating using Mie theory, assuming homogeneous, spherical particles.

6.3 Results: Equilibrium Clouds

A grid of 96 models with salt and sulfide clouds (ZnS, KCl, Na$_2$S) are calculated, with irradiations of 0.3, 1, 3, and $10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s, metallicities of 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, and $1000 \times$ solar, and $f_{\text{sed}}$ of 1, 0.1, 0.01, and cloud-free. A smaller grid of cold models with water clouds are calculated, with 0.01, 0.03, and $0.1 \times$ GJ 1214b’s incident flux, 50, 300, and $1000 \times$ solar metallicity, and $f_{\text{sed}}$ of 1, 0.1, 0.01, and cloud-free. For each of these sets of parameters, we calculate the transmission spectrum, thermal emission, and albedo spectrum; a
representative sample of these models are shown in this section as well as summaries of their properties. The spectra are all available online at the lead author, Caroline Morley’s, website, currently at http://www.ucolick.org/~cmorley.

6.3.1 Transmission Spectra

The top panel of Figure 6.8 shows examples of models at $1 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation and with metallicities of 100 and 1000 $\times$ solar, both with and without cloud opacity. The full grid also includes models at different temperatures (irradiation) and with intermediate and lower metallicities.

For cloud-free models, transmission spectra have visible features from various atoms and molecules; the prominence of those features changes with both temperature (irradiation) and metallicity. For example, the alkali metals (Na, K) create the strongest features in the warmest ($10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation) models. As they condense into clouds in cooler planets, they become significantly less prominent. Other visible features include the major absorbers H$_2$O, CH$_4$, and CO. The size of features decreases at higher metallicities because the mean molecular weight increases, decreasing the scale height. As discussed in the introduction, the size of features is proportional to the scale height. The temperature of the atmosphere also controls the carbon chemistry; CO and CO$_2$ features dominate the mid-infrared spectrum at $10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation, whereas CH$_4$ dominates at $0.3 \times$.

We find that all clouds flatten the transmission spectrum, reducing the size of the features caused by molecules and atoms. The lowest $f_{sed}$ values (indicating lofted clouds of small particles, as shown in Figure 6.2) flatten the spectrum the most because they become
optically thick above the gas absorbers. Higher metallicity models have flatter spectra both because they have smaller scale heights (as seen in the cloud-free spectra as well) and a larger abundance of metals to form clouds, leading to optically thicker clouds.

### 6.3.1.1 Comparing to the Kreidberg et al. 2014 data

We compare all of the synthetic transmission spectra to the observations published in Kreidberg et al. (2014a). These data are the highest signal-to-noise (SNR) spectra that have been obtained for this planet. A chi-squared analysis allows us to assess the relative goodness-of-fit for each model. We compare the hotter and colder models to the same observed data; since the data is consistent with a flat line, it represents our fiducial high SNR “flat” spectrum to explore the range of parameter space that is likely to have planets with featureless spectra. We note that we are not suggesting that GJ 1214b has a different incident flux than reality; we are using the observed data as a generic dataset representing a featureless spectrum.

Examples of these fits are shown in the lower panel of Figures 6.8. It is clear both by eye and using a chi-squared analysis that neither of the $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ models (thinner clouds) fit the data; the features in the models are significantly larger than the error bars or scatter in the data points. For the thicker clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$) only the highest metallicity model matches the data well.

These results are summarized across the entire modeled parameter space in Figure 6.9. We calculate reduced $\chi^2$ assuming 20 degrees of freedom (22 data points – 2 fitted parameters). We consider acceptable fits to be those with $\chi^2_{\text{red}} < 1.14$, corresponding to P=0.3 of exceeding $\chi^2$ assuming 20 degrees of freedom (Bevington and Robinson, 2003). In Figure 6.9, the dark
red regions represent the lowest reduced $\chi^2$. We find that only models at low $f_{\text{sed}}$ and very high metallicity ($\sim 1000 \times$ solar) can flatten the transmission spectrum enough to match the data. We assess whether this corner of parameter space is likely in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.

6.3.2 Thermal Emission Spectra

Figure 6.10 shows thermal emission spectra for models with thin and thick clouds. The cloud-free models are dominated by features from water, methane, and carbon monoxide. As in the transmission spectra, warmer objects have deeper CO features and cooler objects have deeper CH$_4$ features. Note that at $3 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation ($\sim 800$ K) the amount of methane is strongly metallicity dependent. Lower metallicity models ($100 \times$ solar) show a deep methane features between 2 and 4 $\mu$m, whereas higher metallicity models have a shallower feature.

Thin ($f_{\text{sed}}=1$) clouds marginally change the thermal emission. The difference is very small at $3–10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation. For the cooler two sets, the clouds decrease the flux in the near-infrared (0.8–2 $\mu$m) but leave longer wavelengths unchanged.

Thick clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$)—the value of $f_{\text{sed}}$ needed to flatten the spectrum to match observations—dramatically change the thermal emission. At all temperatures, the planet has fewer features and a smoother spectrum. This difference is because the clouds create an optically thick layer, blocking the passage of photons from deeper, hotter layers in the atmosphere. Essentially, we are seeing an optically thick, relatively gray, cloud layer.
6.3.3 Albedo Spectra

Albedo spectra at each irradiation level are shown in Figure 6.11. As in hot Jupiter models (e.g. Sudarsky et al., 2003), at these high metallicities and warm temperatures, the albedo spectra of these objects will be very dark, especially at wavelengths beyond 0.6 µm. In particular, the alkali metals create strong absorption features that carve away the reflected light.

For models with thin clouds (f_{sed}=1) at 0.3–1× GJ 1214b’s irradiation, the clouds brighten the albedo spectra at most wavelengths. Absorption features from methane, alkalis, and water are visible. A feature from the reflection of spherical ZnS particles is clearly visible in the models at 0.53 µm. This reflection feature depends on the particle size distribution in the cloud: larger particles (>3–5 µm) create a larger feature. Warmer models (3–10× GJ 1214b’s irradiation) with thin clouds lack these interesting cloud features and have lower albedos; the clouds are too deep in the atmosphere to change the albedo spectra significantly.

Reflection spectra of models with thick clouds (f_{sed}=0.01) look significantly different. The scattering properties and locations of the clouds substantially change reflected light from a planet. For these models with thick clouds, they are made of small particles highly lofted in the atmosphere (see Figure 6.2). They absorb efficiently at wavelengths from 0.3–0.5 µm and scatter more efficiently beyond 0.5 µm, creating a spectrum that slopes upward to red wavelengths. Some absorption from water vapor between 0.9 and 1.0 µm are visible, but most of the gas absorption features seen in less cloudy models are muted.
6.3.4 Cold Planets with Water Clouds

Measuring reflected light using optical secondary eclipse depths will be extremely challenging for small, cool planets like GJ 1214b. A set of small planets that may actually be more accessible for reflected light spectroscopy will be directly-imaged distant companions, observed with telescopes like the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) or another dedicated space-based coronagraphic telescope (Spergel et al., 2015). These planets will be colder, more like the planets in our own solar system (~50–300 K).

These planets may be more accessible in part because many of them will have condensed volatile clouds in their atmospheres, like water, ammonia, and methane. These volatile clouds have higher single scattering albedos in the optical compared to refractory clouds like salts, sulfides, and silicates. The importance of clouds in increasing the albedo at red and far red wavelengths was noted by Marley et al. (1999) and Sudarsky et al. (2003).

Cold (~200 K) reflected light spectra for small planets with enhanced metallicity atmospheres are shown in Figure 6.12. In the absence of clouds, planets are predicted to be bright at short wavelengths (~0.3–0.6 µm) due to efficient Rayleigh scattering at short wavelengths and fainter from 0.6 to 1 µm. The features are mostly caused by methane absorption.

Spectra with ice clouds are significantly brighter at all wavelengths. The $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ models (thinner clouds) have large features caused mostly by methane absorption bands of varying strengths. Some water absorption features are also visible from 0.9–1 µm. In our parameterization, an $f_{\text{sed}}$ value of 1–3 is consistent with Jupiter’s ammonia clouds (Ackerman and Marley, 2001), so it is reasonable to imagine that cold, old exoplanets will have similar clouds.
For thicker clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.1$ and $0.01$) the planet becomes more uniformly bright; this change is because the clouds reflect light at higher altitudes than photons are absorbed by molecules, except within the strongest methane bands (e.g. at $0.88 \mu m$). Bright high altitude clouds would make planets detectable, but challenging to characterize since they have fewer molecular features.

6.4 Results: Photochemical Hazes

We consider a grid of 100 models with irradiation of $0.3$, $1$, $3$, $10$, and $30 \times GJ 1214b$’s, $f_{\text{haze}}$ of $1$, $3$, $10$, and $30\%$, and mode particle sizes of $0.01$, $0.03$, $0.1$, $0.3$, and $1 \mu m$, and optical properties of soot, as described in Section 6.2.4.1. All models have compositions of $50 \times$ solar metallicity.

6.4.1 Temperature Structure and Anti-greenhouse Effect

Unlike the equilibrium cloud models, for the models with photochemical hazes, the temperature structure is calculated self-consistently with the haze opacity (though the photo-chemistry to calculate the abundance of soot precursors is calculated using a constant haze-free temperature profile, see Section 6.2).

For models that contain dark soot particles at high altitudes, these particles are efficient optical absorbers and heat the upper layers of the atmosphere. This phenomenon is called the “anti-greenhouse effect” and has been well-documented in solar system atmospheres. For example, Titan’s atmosphere is exactly analogous: a photochemical haze at high altitudes cre-

Figure 6.13 shows this effect for our grid of hazy models. The gray lines show haze-free temperature profiles of GJ 1214b analogs from 0.3 to 30 × GJ 1214b’s irradiation. The black lines show models with hazes in their upper atmospheres. The haze particles absorb more efficiently at optical wavelengths than they do in the infrared; this means that they absorb stellar flux but allow the thermal flux from deeper layers to escape. The absorption from hazes means that less stellar flux reaches deeper parts of the atmosphere. Since the upper atmosphere has a low infrared emissivity, in order to radiate the energy from the absorbed stellar flux, the upper layers must reach higher temperatures.

6.4.2 Molecular Size of Condensible Hydrocarbons

The temperatures at which various hydrocarbons evaporate are also shown in Figure 6.13. These boiling temperatures \( T_{\text{evap}} \) are calculated using the lab-measured values of the boiling point at standard temperature and pressure \( T_{\text{STP}} \) and the enthalpy of vaporization \( \Delta H_{\text{vap}} \). These are related by the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship for a phase change at constant temperature and pressure,

\[
T_{\text{evap}} = \left[ \frac{1}{T_{\text{STP}}} - \frac{R \ln \frac{P}{P_{\text{STP}}}}{\Delta H_{\text{vap}}} \right]^{-1}.
\]

These curves look similar to condensation curves (as shown in Figure 6.1), but are physically not the same. The boiling temperature here represents the boundary where it is possible to have solid or liquid material in the atmosphere. This value is not the same as the
condensation curve, which represents the point in temperature and pressure at which an atmosphere with a certain composition (usually assuming equilibrium chemistry) has a vapor pressure of that material equal to the saturation vapor pressure.

Boiling temperatures are calculated for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) that range in size from two aromatic rings to ten. Specifically we include Azulene, 1-Methylnaphthalene (2 rings), Anthracene, Acenaphthene, Acenaphthylene, Phenanthrene, Fluorene (3 rings), Chrysene, Benz[a]anthracene, Fluoranthene, Pyrene, Triphenylene (4 rings), Dibenz[a,h]anthracene, Benzo[k]fluoranthene, Benzo[a]pyrene (5 rings), Benzo[g,h,i]perylene, Coronene (7 rings), and Ovalene (10 rings). The laboratory data for these PAHs were found using the NIST database (http://webbook.nist.gov/).

We find that, as expected, larger hydrocarbons boil at higher temperatures than smaller hydrocarbons. As noted in Liang et al. (2004), small hydrocarbons (including many of the PAHs shown here) will not be able to condense in warm planetary atmospheres.

This conclusion has a few implications. To have condensed haze material in a ~600 K atmosphere like GJ 1214b’s, the 2–4 carbon soot precursors (produced in the photochemistry model) must react many more times to make 10 or more ring PAHs, or other equivalently large hydrocarbons. We can expect that some of these intermediate materials—which must be vapor at these temperatures—are likely to be present in these atmospheres. If we could characterize the composition of vapor PAHs—the building blocks of hazes—in a hazy atmosphere, we could constrain the chemical pathways to form the condensed hazes.
6.4.3 Transmission Spectra

Figure 6.14 shows examples of model transmission spectra at GJ 1214b’s incident flux. We summarize our results for a wider set of parameters in Figure 6.15.

We find a few key results:

1. A photochemical haze thick enough to flatten the near-infrared transmission spectrum only forms in models with 0.3–3× GJ 1214b’s irradiation. Models at 10–30× GJ 1214b’s irradiation are warmer and therefore have less methane (and more CO) resulting in overall less soot precursor material (see also Figures 6.5 and 6.7). In addition, these warmer models have somewhat larger scale heights which means more soot material is needed to flatten the spectrum.

2. Haze-forming efficiencies ($f_{haze}$) values of 10–30% are necessary to flatten the spectrum for the assumed 50× solar composition. The value of $f_{haze}$ is essentially unconstrained in the literature due to the challenges of modeling all possible kinetics pathways to long chain hydrocarbons.

3. Small particles ($r \leq 0.1\mu m$) have optical properties that cause them to absorb more efficiently at the shortest wavelengths. However, the hazes in this model become optically thick over a small range of height $z$, resulting in only a minor slope to the transmission spectrum even for particle sizes of 0.01 $\mu m$. 
Figure 6.2: Column optical depth and mode particle sizes of clouds with varied sedimentation efficiency $f_{sed}$, 300× solar metallicity composition, and GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Top panel shows the column optical depth at two wavelengths (1 and 5 µm) as a function of pressure for Na$_2$S, KCl, and ZnS clouds (summed), with $f_{sed}$ from 0.01 to 1. Note that lower $f_{sed}$ values result in optically thicker clouds at higher altitudes. The dashed vertical gray line shows the $\tau = 1$ line for slant viewing geometry using equation 6 from Fortney (2005). The bottom panel shows the mode particle size of each cloud species for 3 values of $f_{sed}$; note that lower $f_{sed}$ values result in very small particles. The dashed horizontal gray line in both panels shows the approximate altitude of GJ 1214b’s cloud to cause a flat transmission spectrum.
Figure 6.3: Eddy diffusion coefficients ($K_{zz}$) calculated within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud code for models with 300× solar composition and 0.3–10× the incident flux of GJ 1214b.
Figure 6.4: Carbon photochemistry for a 50× solar metallicity model with GJ 1214b’s incident flux and $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Soot precursors (solid lines) like $C_2H_2$, $C_2H_4$, $C_2H_6$, and HCN form in the upper layers of the atmosphere where methane is dissociated by UV flux from the star. Other major carbon-bearing species are shown as dashed lines.
Figure 6.5: Carbon photochemistry for a set of 50× solar metallicity models with varied incident flux. Lines show sum of mixing ratios of all soot precursors. Solid lines show $K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$; dashed lines show $K_{zz}=10^8$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. Note that soot precursor production peaks at 1–3× the irradiation of GJ 1214b.
Figure 6.6: Column optical depth for hazes with varied radii (0.01 to 1 µm), 50× solar metallicity composition, \( f_{\text{haze}} = 10\% \), and GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Column optical depth is shown for two wavelengths (1 and 5 µm) as a function of pressure. Note that smaller particles result in more wavelength-dependent optical depth. The dashed vertical gray line shows the \( \tau = 1 \) line for slant viewing geometry using equation 6 from Fortney (2005). The dashed horizontal gray line shows the approximate altitude of GJ 1214b’s cloud to cause a flat transmission spectrum.
Figure 6.7: Summary of soot precursor production at high altitudes at 50× solar composition. The blue and red bars show the total mixing ratio of soot precursors above 10^{-5} and 3\times10^{-6} bar respectively. Top panel shows $K_{zz}=10^8 \text{ cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}$; bottom panel shows $K_{zz}=10^{10} \text{ cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}$. Models with high $K_{zz}$ and 1–3× the irradiation of GJ 1214b have the most soot precursors.
Figure 6.8: Example high metallicity (100 and 1000× solar) transmission spectra with and without clouds. The top panel shows the optical and infrared transmission spectra. The bottom panel shows the same spectra, zoomed in to focus on the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data in the near-infrared. Cloud-free transmission spectra are shown as light and dark gray lines and cloudy spectra are shown as colored lines. Note that the only model that fits the data is the 1000× solar model with $f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$ (lofted) clouds.
Figure 6.9: Chi-squared maps showing quality of fit to Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data for transmission spectra with equilibrium clouds, with varied irradiation levels, metallicities, and cloud sedimentation efficiency $f_{sed}$. Starting in the top left panel, models with 0.3, 1, 3, and $10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation are shown. Dark red sections show acceptable fits (reduced $\chi^2$ close to 1.0). Note that high metallicity and low $f_{sed}$ (lofted clouds) are simultaneous requirements for these clouds to generate a flat enough transmission spectrum to be consistent with the data.
Figure 6.10: Thermal emission spectra of models with sulfide and salt clouds. Each panel shows models with a different incident flux. Gray lines show cloud-free models and colored lines show cloudy models. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data. For the cooler models, the cloud opacity decreases the near-infrared flux. For the warmer models, the clouds are optically thinner. Major molecular features are labeled. Unlabeled major features are predominantly H$_2$O.
Figure 6.11: Albedo spectra for models with salt/sulfide clouds. The top set of panels show thinner clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=1$) and the bottom set of panels show thicker clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.01$). Bolded legend text indicates models that fit the transmission spectrum data. Each panel shows a different incident flux compared to GJ 1214b.
Figure 6.12: Albedo spectra for cold models ($T_{\text{eff}}=190$ K) with water clouds at 50–1000× solar metallicity. The top, middle, and bottom panels show models with $f_{\text{sed}}=1$, 0.1, and 0.01 respectively. Note that water clouds create bright albedo spectra with strong features from methane.
Figure 6.13: Pressure–temperature profiles of clear and hazy models are shown as gray and black lines, respectively. From left to right, these models have irradiation levels of 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 times GJ 1214b’s. The hazy models have particle sizes of 0.1 $\mu$m and $f_{\text{haze}}=10\%$. The colored dashed lines show the condensation temperatures of a number of different polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), color-coded by the size of the molecule.
Figure 6.14: Transmission spectra of models with photochemical hazes with two different mode particle radii (0.3 and 0.03 \(\mu\)m) and \(f_{\text{haze}}\) values (1 and 10\%). The top panel shows model planet radius from optical to mid-infrared wavelengths. The bottom panel shows the wavelength region (1.1–1.7 \(\mu\)m) of the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) measurements. Note that the two models with \(f_{\text{haze}}=10\%\) qualitatively match the flat spectrum.
Figure 6.15: Chi-squared maps showing quality of fit to Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data for transmission spectra with photochemical hazes, with varied irradiation levels, mode particle sizes, and haze forming efficiency $f_{\text{haze}}$. Starting in the top left panel, models with 0.3, 1, 3, and 10 $\times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation are shown. Dark red sections show acceptable fits (reduced $\chi^2$ close to 1.0). Note that a variety of models with $f_{\text{haze}}=10$–30% can generate a flat enough transmission spectrum to be consistent with the data, for models cooler than 10 $\times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation ($T_{\text{eff}} \sim 1100$ K).
Figure 6.16: Thermal emission spectra with photochemical haze. Each panel shows a different irradiation level. Cloud-free models are shown as gray lines; models with haze particle sizes of 0.03 and 0.3 µm and $f_{\text{haze}}$ of 1 and 10% are shown as colored lines, with hazier models in darker colors. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data.
6.4.4 Thermal Emission Spectra

Thermal emission spectra at each irradiation level are shown in Figure 6.16. The top right panel shows predictions for models with GJ 1214b’s irradiation. At this temperature (~600 K), the spectrum shows absorption features from water, methane, and carbon monoxide. For thin hazes which do not flatten the transmission spectrum ($f_{\text{haze}} = 1\%$), the flux in the near-infrared peaks decreases, and the flux at absorption features, especially between 2 and 4 $\mu$m, increases. These changes are due to increased cloud opacity and increased temperature of the P–T profile due to the absorption of stellar flux by particles in the upper atmosphere. For thick hazes, the heating in the upper atmosphere is large and causes a temperature inversion (see Section 6.4.1 and Figure 6.13). This causes some molecular features to be seen in emission instead of absorption. Most prominent of these is CO$_2$, between 4 and 5 $\mu$m; at GJ 1214b’s irradiation, all hazes that flatten the transmission spectrum have CO$_2$ in emission. This feature is potentially observable with JWST (see Section 6.5.5).

At $3\text{–}10 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation, haze-free spectra have significant features, while hazy spectra have muted features and very little flux in the near-infrared. The emission bands are weaker at higher temperatures. At $30 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation, the hazes are optically thin and we see very little difference between the models.

At $0.3 \times$ GJ 1214b’s irradiation, hazes decrease the flux in the near-infrared and in the 4–5 $\mu$m window between water and methane features, and increase the flux between 2 and 4 $\mu$m.
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6.4.5 **Albedo Spectra**

Figure 6.17 shows albedo spectra for the same set of models as shown in Figure 6.16. Haze-free models are brightest between 0.3 and 0.55 \( \mu m \), with geometric albedos around 0.1 to 0.4, because Rayleigh scattering is most efficient at short wavelengths. At these short wavelengths, the hotter models have lower albedos than cooler models. From 0.6–1 \( \mu m \), the albedo spectra are quite faint, with geometric albedo <1–4% because atoms and molecules absorb photons at higher altitudes than Rayleigh scattering reflects them. In particular, the pressure-broadened lines of the alkali metals absorb strongly at green and red optical wavelengths.

Soot hazes cause dark reflected light spectra. This result is not surprising given the strongly absorbing optical properties of black soots and their high altitudes; the soots absorb visible light photons at higher altitudes would be scattered. Thin hazes decrease the reflected flux at all wavelengths, to 5–70% of the haze-free albedos. For very thick hazes, the albedo becomes more uniformly dark, around 2%. At longer wavelengths (0.6–1.0 \( \mu m \)) the thick hazy model spectra are somewhat brighter than the very dark haze-free spectra; at wavelengths between 0.3–0.55 \( \mu m \), the thick hazy model spectra are darker than haze-free spectra, because the soot layer absorbs the visible photons at higher altitudes than photons would scatter by Rayleigh scattering.

6.4.6 **Effect of Optical Properties of Photochemical Haze**

An important assumption made in the nominal photochemical haze grid is that haze particles have the same optical properties as soots (Hess *et al.*, 1998). Real hazes likely have
diverse optical properties that depend on the environment in which they form. Here, we show how key spectral features change if different optical properties are used. We change the optical constants to those of tholins, a material created in lab experiments to simulate hazes. Tholins are similar to the materials that form hazes in Titan’s atmosphere, which form due to photochemistry at high altitudes. In a simulated transmission spectrum measured using a solar occultation with the Cassini spacecraft, this hydrocarbon haze produces a distinct slope from near- to mid-infrared wavelengths (Robinson et al., 2014). Titan’s haze particles are made of fractal aggregates of large hydrocarbons (McKay et al., 2001). We use tholin indices of refraction from the experimentally derived values in Khare et al. (1984) and calculate absorption and scattering coefficients using Mie scattering assuming spherical particles. We hold all other properties constant—particle sizes and $f_{\text{haze}}$, the haze number density, haze particle density—to isolate the effect of optical properties alone.

Figure 6.18 summarizes these results. The top left panel shows the cloud properties at a single slice in the atmosphere, where the haze becomes optically thick in the near-infrared (1.5 $\mu$m). The optical depth of the tholin haze depends strongly on wavelength for both particle sizes (higher optical depth at shorter wavelengths) and features are visible, especially for the smaller particle size. More dramatically, the single scattering albedo of the small tholin particles is high in the near-infrared ($\sim 1$ from 1–2.5 $\mu$m) with strong features in the optical and mid-infrared. In contrast, soot particles of both sizes have low, feature-poor single scattering albedo.

The top right panel shows examples of transmission spectra; note that small tholin particles absorb strongly at optical but not infrared wavelengths, unlike soots which absorb more uniformly across the infrared. Because they are much less efficient infrared absorbers,
none of the models with tholin optical properties adequately fit the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data.

The bottom left panel shows examples of thermal emission spectra. The most profound difference from the soot models is that, because the tholins absorb much less of the stellar irradiation, the upper atmospheres do not warm and form a temperature inversion. \(^2\) Without a temperature inversion, none of the emission features seen in the spectra with soot haze are seen in spectra with tholin haze. In addition, more of the spectral features at near-infrared wavelengths are preserved.

The bottom right panel shows albedo spectra. The first obvious change is that tholin hazes scatter much more efficiently, making the albedo spectra overall much brighter (15–30\% between 0.7 and 1 \(\mu m\)). The tholin hazes absorb more efficiently at blue wavelengths (0.3–0.6 \(\mu m\)), causing the spectrum to be darker at blue wavelengths and brighter at red wavelengths. Features from methane are easily visible around 0.9 \(\mu m\).

### 6.4.7 Photochemistry At Higher Metallicities

All of the hazy models presented here assume compositions of 50× solar metallicity; however, the metallicities of low mass, low density planets may be higher (see Section 6.5.1). There are several competing effects that control the formation of hazes in higher metallicity atmospheres and the amplitude of features in their transmission spectra. Higher metallicity atmospheres (> 50× solar) have higher mean molecular weights and therefore smaller scale heights, reducing the amplitude of features. The amount of carbon available increases (by def-

---

\(^2\)This finding of course differs from Titan’s actual atmosphere which does have a haze-caused temperature inversion (McKay et al., 1991)
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inition) uniformly at higher metallicities. However, the abundance of soot precursors available to form hazes does not necessarily follow, due to the complex interactions of kinetic pathways to make and destroy soot precursors.

To create soot precursors, an atmosphere must be methane-rich. High metallicity tends to favor the production of CO and CO$_2$ over CH$_4$, which can potentially inhibit soot precursor production. In a methane-dominated atmosphere, vigorous mixing (high $K_{zz}$) increases soot precursor production (see Figures 6.5 and 6.7). However, vigorous mixing can also increase the abundance of CO and CO$_2$ and decrease the abundance of CH$_4$, which decreases soot precursor production.

Examples of high metallicity models are shown in Figure 6.19. We find that for less vigorous mixing ($K_{zz}=10^8$ cm$^2$/s), the column density of soot precursor formed at high altitudes increases with increased metallicity, at a rate higher than would be predicted by the increase in carbon abundance alone. In contrast, with more vigorous mixing ($K_{zz}=10^{10}$ cm$^2$/s) the column density of soot precursor formed is largest at $100\times$ solar.

More work should be done in the future to fully understand the differences in kinetics pathways at high metallicity, but, generally, we find that planets with a variety of metallicities can have similarly rich photochemistry that likely allows for the formation of hazes.
6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 High Metallicity Super Earth Atmospheres

There are several lines of reasoning that suggest that small, gas-rich planets may have high metallicities.

The first is purely empirical. In the solar system, there is a power law relationship between planet mass and metallicity, with lower mass planets being significantly more enhanced in heavy elements. Based on carbon abundance derived from methane, Jupiter (318 $M_\oplus$) is 3.3–5.5×, Saturn (95 $M_\oplus$) is 9.5–10.3×, Uranus (14.5 $M_\oplus$) is 71–100×, and Neptune (17 $M_\oplus$) is 67–111× solar metallicity (Wong et al., 2004; Fletcher et al., 2009; Karkoschka and Tomasko, 2011; Sromovsky et al., 2011). Kreidberg et al. (2014b) extend this comparison to a more massive exoplanet, WASP-43b, which has a mass of 2$M_J$ and a metallicity (based on the measured water abundance) of 0.4–3.5× solar.

Extrapolating this power law to GJ 1214b’s mass (∼6$M_\oplus$) results in a predicted metallicity of 200–300× solar. Of course, nature need not continue to follow this particular power law if, for example, the formation mechanism for extrasolar small planets differs significantly from the gas and ice giants in our own solar system, but this line of reasoning provides a testable prediction.

The other line of reasoning is based on population synthesis models of super Earths. Fortney et al. (2013) show that, based on models that follow the accretion of gas and planetesimals to form planets, objects in the super Earth mass range may have a wide diversity of envelope enrichments. They predict that a portion of the population will have highly enriched
atmospheres of several hundreds of times solar composition (see Figure 5 from Fortney et al. (2013)).

Together these lines of evidence show that high metallicities may be quite common, and that a measurement of atmosphere enrichment for a planet smaller than Uranus would be valuable for our understanding of planet formation.

6.5.2 Is $f_{sed}=0.01$ Reasonable?

For a cloudy planet to have a flat transmission spectrum, the atmosphere must both have high metallicity and inefficient cloud sedimentation ($f_{sed} \ll 1$). This low inferred $f_{sed}$ is much less than the inferred $f_{sed}$ for brown dwarfs ($f_{sed} \approx 1–5$).

However, clouds flattening GJ 1214b’s spectrum need not behave the same as the deep convective iron and silicate clouds of brown dwarfs. In fact, we might expect them to behave more like stratospheric clouds on Earth. When parameterized with this model, terrestrial stratocumulus clouds have $f_{sed} < 1$ at the top of the cloud, with increasing $f_{sed}$ with distance below the cloud top. Clouds studied over the North Sea, for example, have been measured to have $f_{sed} \sim 0.2$ (Ackerman and Marley, 2001). It is possible that GJ 1214b differs enough in circulation patterns from Earth, as a tidally locked planet around an M dwarf, that clouds in the upper atmosphere could be more vigorously lofted to create even lower $f_{sed}$ clouds.

Further study is needed to determine whether these values are reasonable (e.g. 3D circulation models with radiatively-interacting cloud tracer particles would inform us about where the clouds are likely to form).
6.5.3 Vertical Mixing to Loft Small Particles

Our results for photochemical hazes suggest that they may provide a viable way to flatten the transmission spectra of small planets. However, the models were not run with a self-consistent cloud model that governs how fast particles can sink out of the atmosphere. In particular, can particles with sizes from 0.01–0.3 µm, which allow us to fit the data, stay lofted for long enough timescales for new particles to form?

We do not attempt to address these questions here, without a complete model for cloud formation in a planetary atmosphere, nor a model for 3D atmospheric circulation, both of which would be necessary to address this question. We can however show that, for our assumed vertical mixing values in the photochemical model ($K_{zz} = 10^{10}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$), which are based on upper limits from circulation models (Kataria et al. (2014) and T. Kataria, private communication), mixing should be vigorous enough to loft $\sim 1$ µm particles.

In Figure 6.20, we show the timescale for a cloud particle to fall one pressure scale height ($H/v_{fall}$) where $H$ is the scale height and $v_{fall}$ is the particle falling velocity. We calculate falling velocities assuming viscous flow, following the approach of Ackerman and Marley (2001) (their Appendix B). We also show lines that represent constant $K_{zz}$ of $10^8$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ and $10^{10}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$, which were the values used in the photochemical models.

We find that for particles smaller than 1 µm, the falling timescale is longer than the lofting timescale assuming $K_{zz} = 10^{10}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$. Given these conditions, it should therefore be possible to have particles of this size in the upper regions of GJ 1214b’s atmosphere. However, if the mixing is less vigorous, it will be significantly harder to keep particles in the size range
from 0.01–1 \( \mu m \) lofted at \( 10^{-5} \) bar.

6.5.4 Need for Laboratory Studies at Super Earth Conditions

One path forward to understand photochemical hazes is the same that has been used for decades to study Titan’s complex atmospheric chemistry: laboratory measurements. The conditions present in super Earths like GJ 1214b, including the moderately high temperature (\( \sim 600 \) K) and the \( \text{H}_2 \)-rich composition, are quite different from that of any solar system planets or moons, and therefore require new laboratory studies.

Lab experiments are crucial because theoretical modeling of full chemical kinetic pathways from 2-carbon hydrocarbons to complex PAHs and long-chain hydrocarbons poses a huge challenge. The information provided by laboratory measurements would provide empirical constrains on these reactions. For example, we could determine whether reactions necessary to create condensible hydrocarbons do indeed proceed at low pressures in a GJ 1214b-like atmosphere, and whether, like on Titan’s these hydrocarbons form with the help of ion chemistry (Lavvas et al., 2011). The types of condensed materials could be predicted and their optical properties would allow us to make predictions for future observations. The concentrations of other gases formed in the chemical reactions could be determined and testable predictions could be made. In addition, lab experiments could allow us to make predictions, beyond the predictions we make here, about which conditions create the most obscuring haze material, allowing us to better target planets.
6.5.5 Planning Future Observations of Super Earths

The Kepler results demonstrably show that super Earths are incredibly common. To understand planets as a population, we must be able to measure properties of super Earths. The flat transmission spectra of super Earths that have been observed over the last few years have shown that this is not as easy a task as originally perceived (e.g., Miller-Ricci et al., 2009). We suggest several directions that may allow us to move forward to understand the compositions of super Earth atmospheres.

6.5.5.1 Transmission Spectra of Hotter Targets

One avenue for advancement is to observe warmer super Earth targets. If photochemical hazes are indeed obscuring the transmission spectra of cool targets such as GJ 1214b, these hazes, according to our models, should decrease in abundance significantly between 3 and 10× GJ 1214b’s irradiation (around ∼1000 K), at the transition between CO and CH₄ dominated compositions (see Figures 6.5 and 6.7). We note that we do not consider hazes derived from other elements such as sulfur, which may exist at warmer temperatures (Zahnle et al., 2009b).

This idea has also been discussed in Fortney et al. (2013) (see their Figure 6), and one of the best targets, since it is ∼2000 K and around a bright star, is 55 Cnc e. A handful of Kepler planets are also >1000-1100 K, but orbit faint stars that make the observations challenging. In addition, many small planets in this temperature range may have experienced significant mass loss (Lopez et al., 2012; Lopez and Fortney, 2013; Fortney et al., 2013, their Figure 1). The current K2 mission (using the repurposed Kepler telescope) (Howell et al., 2014) and upcoming Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission (Ricker et al., 2014) may reveal
additional hot super Earths around the stars they target, which are on average closer and brighter than the *Kepler* targets.

Mapping out the parts of parameter space with flat transmission spectra will provide information about the types of clouds and hazes that exist in these atmospheres. Temperature (incident flux) is the most important parameter that likely controls clouds and hazes; unfortunately most of the targets observed so far have been in the same 600–900 K range that we predict to have significant methane-derived photochemical hazes.

### 6.5.5.2 Thermal Emission Spectra with JWST

Looking to the future, one path that will be opened with the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope (*JWST*) will be observing the thermal emission spectra of warm and hot super Earths. These will be challenging measurements that will likely take several secondary eclipses to achieve the necessary signal-to-noise to detect features (Greene et al., in prep.).

Several instruments will be capable of observing secondary eclipses of super Earths. In the near-infrared, both the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam) and Near-InfraRed Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS) will be able to observe transits and eclipses. In particular, NIRCam has a grism mode that will be capable of 2.4–5 μm R~2000 slitless spectroscopy. It uses a slitless grism that is sensitive to sky background across a large field, which is optimized for the precision photometry and stability needed to make these observations of exoplanets.

NIRISS has a single object slitless spectroscopy mode with wavelength coverage from 0.6–2.5 μm spectral resolution of ~700, and optimized for spectroscopy of transiting planets. Lastly, The Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec), offers slit spectroscopy in the 0.6 to 5.0 μm wave-
length range with a wide variety spectral resolutions (30 < R < 3500), which may be particularly useful for targeted observations of specific spectral features.

For longer wavelengths, the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) will be capable of low (R~100) resolution spectroscopy from 5–14 $\mu$m and moderate resolution (R~3000) spectroscopy from 5–28.3 $\mu$m. It is the only JWST instrument that will observe wavelengths longer than 5 $\mu$m and will be 50 times more sensitive than the Spitzer Space Telescope.

Figure 6.21 shows the planet-star flux ratio (i.e. the depth of secondary eclipse) for three different representative models. Given high signal-to-noise observations across a wide wavelength range, it should be possible to determine the differences between these models. However, piecing together an infrared spectrum will be an expensive endeavor that requires multiple observations, each taking many hours. As a community, targets for this treatment must be carefully considered.

Of concern is that many models with thick clouds (that match the transmission spectrum observations) have spectra that appear nearly identical to blackbodies. If these models indeed represent reality, thermal emission will not allow us to determine the compositions of gases in the planetary atmosphere. However, the models that include optically thick photochemical hazes in the upper atmosphere have strong temperature inversions that create observable emission bands in the mid-infrared. Discovering a spectrum like this would strongly indicate that hazes are indeed the cause of flat transmission spectra; constraining the strength of the temperature inversion would allow us to constrain the optical properties of the hazes, since this inversion indicates that the particles are strong optical and weaker infrared absorbers.
6.5.5.3 Albedo Spectra from Space-based Coronagraph

Further in the future, a space-based mission with a coronagraph, such as the WFIRST-AFTA mission, will allow us to measure the reflected light from old, giant planets, just as we have observed the solar system planets for centuries. Current predictions for the performance of the WFIRST-AFTA coronagraph suggest that for favorable configurations, super Earths and small Neptunes may also be viable targets (Spergel et al., 2015). These objects will be easily observable with a larger space-based telescope designed to be capable of characterizing habitable-zone Earth-like planets (e.g. Advanced Technology Large-Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST), Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF), or High Definition Space Telescope (HDST)).

Figure 6.22 shows the relative sizes of the features we might observe in reflected light compared to in transmission. In transmission, the radius of the planet changes by tiny amounts due to absorption by gases through the limb of the planet’s atmosphere. The observable—the transit depth—changes by only a few percent. In contrast, in reflected light, the size of features may be large. Within deep absorption bands, the planet may disappear nearly completely (100% change in reflected flux) compared to its average flux. At brighter-than-average wavelengths, it can be 100–200% brighter.

Reflected light from cold planets will be a rich source of information. Cold planets likely have thick layers of volatile clouds such as water and ammonia. Unlike in transmission spectra, where clouds tend only to damp spectral features, in reflected light, clouds actually make many features larger. Without clouds, only blue wavelengths have efficient scattering (from Rayleigh scattering by H₂ gas). At longer wavelengths, very little starlight is scattered,
and the planet just appears uniformly dark. With clouds, especially volatile clouds which scatter very efficiently, light will scatter from the cloud layers. If layers above the cloud have gases with strong absorption bands, wavelengths within those bands will appear dark. The depth of the cloud, the composition of gas above it, and the strength of the band itself all affect the size of these molecular features. By measuring the depths of several features, we can therefore extract these pieces of information. Solar system scientists have been applying these techniques for decades, and we can draw on this knowledge base as we observe exoplanets in reflected light.

6.5.5.4 High Resolution Spectra from Large Ground-based Telescopes

Another fruitful path forward to measure the compositions of hazy planets may be to observe them at very high spectral resolution ($R \geq 10^5$). Within the cores of spectral lines, the opacity is significantly higher than the average opacity across a molecular band. This means that, even with an obscuring haze, features may still be visible from absorption at the cores of these lines from the tenuous atmosphere above the haze (Kempton et al., 2014). In the next decades, these observations may be possible using the thirty meter class telescopes currently planned, such as the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT), Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT), and E-ELT (European Extremely Large Telescope).

6.6 Conclusions

We have presented models of low mass, low density planets to explore the effect of clouds and hazes which are known to be present in super Earth atmospheres such as GJ 1214b. The grids of models are GJ 1214b analogs in their gravity, radius, and host star, and span a wide
range of incident flux, metallicity and cloud properties. Key insights of this study include:

1. For cloudy atmospheres to have featureless transmission spectra, they must have both very high metallicities (\(\sim 1000 \times\) solar) and very inefficient cloud sedimentation compared to other clouds (\(f_{\text{sed}} \sim 0.01\)). These characteristics seem possible but not the most probable scenario.

2. Photochemical hazes likely form at high altitudes in planets like GJ 1214b. Assuming 50\(\times\) solar composition, a variety of different haze particle sizes (<1 \(\mu\)m) and haze forming efficiencies (\(f_{\text{haze}} \geq 10\%\)) can create featureless transmission spectra over a wide range in wavelength.

3. Methane-derived photochemical hazes will not form in planets with \(T_{\text{eff}} \gtrsim 1000\) K. Determining the prevalence of small planets with featureless transmission spectra over a range of incident flux will test this prediction.

4. Thermal emission spectra of these planets will be possible to attain with dedicated JWST time, and cloudy and hazy models may have distinct thermal emission. Cloudy thermal emission spectra have muted features and blackbody-like spectra. Photochemical hazes, depending on their optical properties, may cause mid-infrared emission features due to haze-caused temperature inversions.

5. Analysis of reflected light can distinguish between cloudy and hazy planets. Salt and sulfide clouds cause brighter albedos and potentially have features from optical properties of the clouds themselves such as ZnS at 0.53 \(\mu\)m. Albedos of soot-rich planets will be
very dark \((A_g \sim 2\%)\).

6. Spectra of cold planets \((\sim 200 \, \text{K})\) with ice clouds, potentially accessible to space-based coronagraphic telescopes like \textit{WFIRST-AFTA}, will have high albedos and information-dense molecular features, and may be a key population to study to measure super Earth compositions.

Despite the challenges presented by clouds and hazes in super Earth atmospheres, there are many paths forward for understanding super Earths in the next decades. At the present, we predict that observing warmer targets \((>1000 \, \text{K})\) with \textit{HST} will allow us to measure spectral features, because these objects should have a much less significant photochemical haze. Regardless of whether this prediction is correct, these measurements will allow us to determine which clouds and hazes are important. In the next decade, \textit{JWST} will measure thermal emission spectra of these small planets for the first time, and potentially place constraints on the optical properties of an optically thick haze. In future decades, observing reflected light from cold planets will be a leap in information content in our spectra and will allow us to better understand this population of super Earths.

6.7 New Radiative Transfer Using \texttt{disort}

To model the thermal emission emerging from atmospheres of arbitrary composition, we developed a flexible new tool using the C version of the open-source radiative transfer code \texttt{disort} (Stamnes \textit{et al.}, 1988; Buras \textit{et al.}, 2011). The code \texttt{disort} is a numerical implementation of the discrete-ordinate method for radiative transfer and is a powerful tool
for monochromatic (unpolarized) radiative transfer, including absorption, emission, and scattering, in non-isothermal, vertically inhomogeneous media. It has been used for a variety of atmospheric studies in Earth’s atmosphere and beyond, and here we apply it in a way that is applicable to self-luminous or irradiated exoplanets and brown dwarfs.

In this calculation, disort takes as inputs arrays of optical depth ($\tau$), single scattering albedo ($\omega$), asymmetry parameter ($g$), and temperature ($T$). The flux and intensities are returned for a given wavenumber. For multiple scattering media, several treatments of the phase function are possible within disort’s framework; we implement the Henyey-Greenstein phase function.

The bulk of the new calculations are written in the Python programming language. The radiative transfer scheme disort is in C and is called as a shared library from the main Python code.

In order to calculate the emergent spectrum, we calculate $\tau$, $\omega$, $g$, and $T$ using the outputs of our 1D radiative-convective equilibrium code. We calculate spectra using models with 60 layers (though arbitrary numbers of layers are trivial to implement) and specify the temperatures at the 61 intersections between layers. Here we use molecular abundances calculated assuming equilibrium chemistry (though arbitrary compositions are also trivial to implement).

Our opacity database is based on Freedman et al. (2008) with significant updates described in Freedman et al. (2014), including methane (Yurchenko and Tennyson, 2014), phosphine (Sousa-Silva et al., 2015), and carbon dioxide (Huang et al., 2013, 2014). We include line lists of 17 molecules: H$_2$, He, CO$_2$, H$_2$O, CH$_4$, CO, NH$_3$, PH$_3$, H$_2$S, Na, K, TiO, VO, FeH, CrH, Rb, and Cs. It is very easy to add additional molecules to the model if we have line lists.
for their opacities. We include collision-induced opacity of H₂–H₂, H₂–He, H₂–H, and H₂–CH₄ using Richard et al. (2012). Rayleigh scattering is calculated for H₂, He, and CH₄ and is assumed to be isotropic (Rages et al., 1991). We calculate line lists at 1060 pressure–temperature pairs from 10⁻⁶ bar to 300 bar and 75 K to 4000 K at 10× the desired resolution (in this case, 1 cm⁻¹ resolution for a final resolution of 10 cm⁻¹). We interpolate the opacities bilinearly in log(P) and log(T) space to the pressures and temperatures of the P–T profile. We use Mie scattering (within the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud code described in the Methods section) to calculate the single scattering albedo ω and asymmetry parameter g of the clouds for each layer at each wavenumber. We sum all opacity sources, multiplying by the appropriate abundances, and convert opacities into optical depth τ by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium,

$$\tau = \frac{\Delta P}{\mu g} \sigma$$  
(6.6)

where ΔP is the change in pressure across a layer, μ is the mean molecular weight, g is the gravity, and σ is the opacity (cm² per atom or molecule).

Using the calculated values of τ, ω, g, and T, we call disort to calculate the flux at each wavenumber.

A comparison between this radiative transfer calculation and the forward model from a published atmospheric retrieval code CHIMERA (Line et al., 2013) is shown in Figure 6.23. These two particular calculations use the same line lists, so this represents a test of just the radiative transfer and associated calculations. Note that the agreement is very good. CHIMERA calculates only absorption and emission, not scattering, so only cloud-free models can be di-
rectly compared. We have compared models that include clouds against previous similar calculations by Saumon and Marley (2008); Morley et al. (2014) and the agreement is also very good in regions where the line lists have not changed. Other tests comparing to other groups with different line lists and radiative transfer methods are beyond the scope of this work but would be important for understanding model uncertainties.
Figure 6.17: Albedo spectra with photochemical haze. Haze-free models are shown as gray lines; models with haze particle sizes of 0.03 and 0.3 µm and $f_{\text{haze}}$ of 1 and 10% are shown as colored lines, with hazier models in darker colors. The fonts in the captions are bolded if the transmission spectrum with those parameters fits the Kreidberg et al. (2014a) data. Note that the scale on these plots is different from the previous albedo spectra in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.
Figure 6.18: Effect of optical properties of photochemical haze on spectra. Each panel includes models with soot optical properties (black lines) and tholin optical properties (red lines) with two different particle sizes (0.3 and 0.03 µm) as solid and dashed line styles. Top left: cloud optical depth and single scattering albedo; top right: transmission spectra; bottom left: thermal emission spectra; bottom right: geometric albedo spectra.
Figure 6.19: Effect of $K_{zz}$ and metallicity on column density of soot precursors, at incident flux of GJ 1214b. Photochemical models with $K_{zz}=10^8$ cm$^2$/s are on the left and $K_{zz}$ of $10^{10}$ cm$^2$/s are on the right. At lower $K_{zz}$, the column densities of high altitude soot precursors increase substantially with increased metallicity. At higher $K_{zz}$, there is a peak at $100\times$ solar metallicity and no clear trend.
Figure 6.20: Cloud particle falling timescales. The dashed horizontal line is at $10^{-5}$ bar, the approximate height of GJ 1214b’s haze. Solid lines show the timescale for particles to fall one pressure scale height as a function of particle size. The dashed vertical lines show the pressure scale height divided by constant $K_{zz}$ ($10^8$ and $10^{10}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$), giving the “lofting timescale” for that $K_{zz}$.

Figure 6.21: Planet star flux ratio of cloud-free, cloudy, and hazy GJ 1214b analogs. Thermal emission spectra are divided by a blackbody representing the GJ 1214b host star. Models are smoothed to R$\sim$200. All models are at GJ 1214b’s incident flux. Cloud-free and cloudy model are $1000 \times$ solar metallicity, and the cloudy model has cloud parameter $f_{sed}=0.01$ (Na$_2$S, KCl, and ZnS clouds). The hazy model has mode particle size of 0.03 $\mu$m and $f_{haze}=10\%$. 
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Figure 6.22: Relative amplitude of measurement compared to mean for transmission spectra (top) and reflected light spectra (bottom) for a planet with 1% GJ 1214b’s incident flux, 50× solar composition, and $f_{sed}=1$ and 0.1 for the thinner and thicker clouds respectively. The percent change in transit depth in transmission is very small, regardless of the molecules present (the cloud-free and thinner clouds lines plot are covered by the thicker clouds line). The percent change in reflected light will be up to several hundred percent, with the planet disappearing at wavelengths of very strong absorption features and becoming very bright at wavelengths with efficient scattering. As a caveat, note that the precision achievable during a transmission spectrum observation is much higher than the precision achievable in a reflected light measurement.
Figure 6.23: Comparison between radiative transfer methods at $T_{\text{eff}}=700$ K, $g=3000$ m s$^{-2}$, cloud-free. Our test model from this work is shown in red; a spectrum using identical inputs (line lists, abundances, pressure, temperature) calculated using CHIMERA is shown in black. Note the excellent agreement at all wavelengths.
Chapter 7

Forward and Inverse Modeling of the Emission and Transmission Spectrum of GJ 436b: Investigating Metal Enrichment, Tidal Heating, and Clouds

7.1 Introduction

Determining the compositions of exoplanets ranging from Earth-mass to Jupiter-mass in different environments is a key goal of exoplanetary research. Planetary compositions are shaped by the details of planet formation and altered by atmospheric physics and chemistry. Over a decade after its discovery by Butler et al. (2004), GJ 436b remains the planet in its Neptune-mass class for which we have obtained the most detailed observations of its atmosphere.
GJ 436b was discovered to transit by Gillon et al. (2007b) and, as the smallest transiting planet in 2007 and a favorable target for observations, immediately became a target for atmospheric characterization studies with the Spitzer Space Telescope and Hubble Space Telescope. It remains one of the most favorable and interesting targets for followup spectroscopic studies: to date a total of 18 secondary eclipses and 8 transits have been observed with Spitzer, along with 7 transits with HST (Deming et al., 2007; Demory et al., 2007; Gillon et al., 2007a; Stevenson et al., 2010; Beaulieu et al., 2011; Knutson et al., 2011, 2014a).

The atmosphere of GJ 436b has been a perennial challenge to understand. Previous observations and modeling efforts, which we describe below, have suggested high metallicity compositions with strong vertical mixing. Many of these conclusions rest on the robustness of the Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm eclipses. Here, we move forward to study this planet using both its thermal emission photometry and its transmission spectrum, adding three new eclipse observations at these two wavelengths and analyzing the dataset with a powerful dual-pronged approach of self-consistent and retrieval modeling.

### 7.1.1 Observations and Interpretation of Thermal Emission

Secondary eclipse measurements allow us to infer the planet’s brightness, and therefore temperature, as a function of wavelength when the planet passes behind the host star. A planet will appear fainter, and therefore create a shallower occultation, at wavelengths of strong absorption features, and appear brighter at wavelengths of emission features.

The first secondary eclipse measurements of GJ 436b were observed at 8 µm, while Spitzer was still operating cryogenically (Deming et al., 2007; Demory et al., 2007). These
observations revealed that GJ 436b has a high eccentricity, $\sim 0.15$, which, given predicted tidal circularization timescales, suggests the presence of a companion and of potential tidal heating (Ribas et al., 2008; Batygin et al., 2009).

With an equilibrium temperature around 700–800 K, GJ 436b is cool enough that models assuming thermochemical equilibrium predict high CH$_4$ abundance and low CO and CO$_2$ abundance, which would result in a deeper occultation at 4.5 $\mu$m than 3.6 $\mu$m. However, when Stevenson et al. (2010) published the first multi-wavelength thermal emission spectrum of GJ 436b, measuring photometric points at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, 16, and 24 $\mu$m, they found that its occultation was deeper at 3.6 $\mu$m and shallower at 4.5 $\mu$m and suggested methane depletion due to photo-dissociation as an explanation. Additional studies have reanalyzed these observations and observed additional secondary eclipses (Knutson et al., 2011; Lanotte et al., 2014). In particular, the analysis by Lanotte et al. (2014) revealed a significantly shallower 3.6 $\mu$m eclipse and somewhat shallower 8.0 $\mu$m eclipse; no detailed atmospheric studies have been carried out since these revisions.

From the time of the initial observations of GJ 436b’s thermal emission, it has been a major challenge to find self-consistent models that adequately explain the data. Madhusudhan and Seager (2011) found using retrieval algorithms that the atmosphere is best fit by an atmosphere rich in CO and CO$_2$ and depleted in CH$_4$. Line et al. (2011) used disequilibrium chemical models including the effect of photochemistry, but found that they were not able to reproduce the low observed methane abundance. Moses et al. (2013) found that high metallicities (230–1000× solar) favor the high CO and CO$_2$ abundances inferred from the observations. Agúndez et al. (2014), noting the high eccentricity of GJ 436b, studied the effect of tidal heat-
ing deep in the atmosphere on the chemistry and find that significant tidal heating and high metallicities fit the observed photometry best.

### 7.1.2 Observations and Interpretation of Transmission Spectrum

Wavelength-dependent observations of the transit depth of GJ 436b allow us to probe the composition of GJ 436b’s day–night terminator. At wavelengths with strong absorption features, the planet will occult a larger area of the star, resulting in a deeper transit depth. Pont et al. (2009) observed the transmission spectrum of GJ 436b from 1.1 to 1.9 $\mu$m with NICMOS on HST but due to systematic effects were unable to achieve high enough precision to detect the predicted water vapor feature. Beaulieu et al. (2011) presented transit measurements in Spitzer’s 3.6, 4.5, and 8.0 $\mu$m filters that showed higher transit depths at 3.6 and 8.0 $\mu$m than at 4.5 $\mu$m, indicating strong methane absorption. However, these data were reanalyzed by Knutson et al. (2011) and Lanotte et al. (2014); the modulations in transit depth are likely due to residual instrumental effects in the light curves.

More recently, Knutson et al. (2014a) used WFC3 on HST to measure the transmission spectrum from 1.1–1.7 $\mu$m. Like Pont et al. (2009), they do not detect a water vapor feature, but with their higher S/N spectrum are able to rule out a cloud-free H/He-dominated atmosphere to high confidence ($48\sigma$). The spectrum is consistent with a high cloud at pressures of $\sim$1 mbar, or a H/He poor (3% H/He by mass, 1900× solar) atmospheric composition.
7.1.3 The Need for an Additional Atmospheric Study

Here, we build on this extensive history of both observations and modeling for this enigmatic warm Neptune to answer the still-outstanding questions about this planet. Do the revisions in the eclipse points from Lanotte et al. (2014) change the inferred composition? Is it truly ultra-high (>300× solar) metallicity? What atmospheric physics must be present for a Neptune-mass planet to have the observed spectra and inferred atmospheric composition?

To these ends, we present an additional three secondary eclipse observations (1 at 3.6 μm, 2 at 4.5 μm), demonstrating the robustness of these observations with modern Spitzer observational and analysis techniques. For the first time we study both the thermal emission and transmission spectra of GJ 436b in tandem, including the published dataset of Spitzer photometry spanning from 3.6 to 16 μm and the transmission spectrum from HST/WFC3. Unlike most previous studies, we investigate whether including clouds or hazes in GJ 436b’s atmosphere can match both sets of observations for Neptune-like compositions (50–300 × solar), without invoking ultra-high metallicity (>1000× solar) compositions. We combine our self-consistent treatment with results from chemically-consistent retrievals that do not include clouds, and show that H/He-poor atmospheric compositions with tidal heating provide the most precise fit to GJ 436b’s thermal emission spectrum, while also fitting the transmission spectrum.

7.1.3.1 Format of this work

In Section 7.2 we describe the observations and data analysis. In Section 7.3, we describe the modeling tools used to simulate the observations, including both self-consistent and retrieval models. In Section 7.4.2 we compare the data to self-consistent models; in Section
Table 7.1: Spitzer Observation Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda ) (( \mu m ))</th>
<th>UT Start Date</th>
<th>Length (h)</th>
<th>( n_{\text{img}}^a )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{tot}}^b )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{trim}}^c )</th>
<th>( n_{\text{bin}}^c )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{pos}}^c )</th>
<th>( r_{\text{phot}}^c )</th>
<th>Bkd (%)^e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2008-01-30</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>163,200</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2014-07-29</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>122,112</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2008-02-02</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>49,920</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2011-01-24</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>51,712</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2014-08-11</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>122,112</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2015-02-25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>122,112</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aTotal number of images.

^bIntegration time.

^c\( t_{\text{trim}} \) is the amount of time in hours trimmed from the start of each time series, \( n_{\text{bin}} \) is the bin size used in the photometric fits, \( r_{\text{pos}} \) is the radius of the aperture used to determine the position of the star on the array, and \( r_{\text{phot}} \) is the radius of the photometric aperture in pixels.

^eSky background contribution to the total flux for the selected aperture.

7.4.3 we use retrieval algorithms to retrieve chemical abundances and pressure–temperature profile and compare these results with the results from self-consistent modeling.

7.2 Observations and Data Analysis

7.2.1 Photometry and Instrumental Model

These observations were obtained in the 3.6 and 4.5 \( \mu m \) bandpasses using the InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC) on the Spitzer Space Telescope. In this paper we present three new secondary eclipse observations of this planet, including a 3.6 \( \mu m \) observation obtained on UT 2014 Jul 29 and two 4.5 \( \mu m \) observations obtained on UT 2014 Aug 11 and UT 2015 Feb 25, respectively, as part of Spitzer program 50056 (PI: Knutson). We also re-examine three archival eclipse observations including a 3.6 \( \mu m \) eclipse from UT 2008 Jan 30, as well as 4.5 \( \mu m \) eclipses from UT 2008 Feb 2 and UT 2011 Jan 24 (Stevenson et al., 2010, 2012; Lanotte et al., 2014). Eclipses from 2008 were observed during Spitzer’s cryogenic mission, while the remaining eclipses were observed during the extended warm mission. All eclipses were
observed in subarray mode, with integration times and observation durations given in Table 7.1. Our new 2014-2015 observations included a now-standard 30-minute peak-up pointing observation prior to the start of our science observations. This adjustment corrects the initial telescope pointing in order to place the star near the center of the pixel where the effect of intrapixel sensitivity variations is minimized.

We utilize BCD image files for our photometric analysis and extract BJD_{UTC} mid-exposure times using the information in the image headers. We then estimate and subtract the sky background, calculate the flux-weighted centroid position of the star on the array, and derive the corresponding total flux in a circular aperture for each individual image as described in previous studies (e.g. Lewis et al., 2013; Deming et al., 2015; Kammer et al., 2015). We consider both fixed and time varying photometric aperture sizes in our fits but find that in all cases we obtain a lower RMS and reduced levels of time-correlated ("red") noise in our best-fit residuals using fixed apertures, in good agreement with the conclusions of Lanotte et al. (2014). We consider apertures with radii ranging between 2.0–5.0 pixels, where we step in increments of 0.1 pixels between 2.0–3.0 pixels and in 0.5 pixel increments for larger radii.

The sensitivity of individual 3.6 and 4.5 µm IRAC pixels varies from the center to the edge; when combined with short-term telescope pointing oscillations, this produces variations in the raw stellar fluxes plotted in Fig. 7.1. We correct for this effect using the pixel-level decorrelation (PLD) method (Deming et al., 2015), which produces results that are comparable to or superior to those from a simple polynomial decorrelation or pixel mapping method for light curves with durations of less than ten hours (for a discussion of the PLD method applied to longer phase curve observations, see Wong et al., 2015). We utilize the raw flux values in
a 3 × 3 grid of pixels centered on the position of the star, and then normalize these individual pixel values by dividing by the total flux in each 3 × 3 postage stamp. We then incorporate these light curves into an instrumental model given by:

\[ F_{\text{model}}(t) = \frac{\sum w_i F_i(t)}{\sum F_i(t)} \]  

where \( F_{\text{model}} \) is the predicted stellar flux in an individual image, \( F_i \) is the measured flux in the \( i^{th} \) individual pixel, and \( w_i \) is the weight associated with that pixel. We leave these weights as free parameters in our fit, and solve for the values that best match our observed light curves simultaneously with our eclipse fits.

Following the example of Deming et al. (2015), we fit this model to binned light curves with bin sizes given in Table 7.1. After identifying the best-fit model we apply this solution to the unbinned light curves in order to generate corresponding plots. As discussed in Deming et al. (2015) and Kammer et al. (2015), we create a metric to measure the noise properties of a given version of the photometry by calculating the root mean square (RMS) variance of the residuals as a function of bin size (Fig. 7.2). We then take the difference between a Gaussian noise model with \( 1/\sqrt{n} \) scaling and the observed RMS as a function of bin size, square the difference, and sum over all bins. We then pick the version of the photometry that has the lowest amount of red noise as measured by our least squares metric after discarding solutions where the RMS of the best-fit residuals is more than 1.1 times higher than the lowest RMS version of the photometry. We trim a small section of data from the start of each light curve in order to remove the exponential ramp, which is another well-known feature of the
Table 7.2: Best Fit Eclipse Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ (µm)</th>
<th>UT Start Date</th>
<th>$F_p/F_*$ (ppm)</th>
<th>$F_p/F_*$, avg (ppm)$^a$</th>
<th>$T_{bright}$ (K)$^b$</th>
<th>$T_e$,$^b$</th>
<th>$O-C$ (d)$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2008-01-30</td>
<td>177 ± 31</td>
<td>151 ± 27</td>
<td>879$^{+29}_{-27}$</td>
<td>4496.4888 ± 0.0012</td>
<td>-0.0007 ± 0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2014-07-29</td>
<td>133 ± 35</td>
<td>6868.0655 ± 0.0054</td>
<td>-0.0006 ± 0.0054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2008-02-02</td>
<td>30 ± 36</td>
<td>29 ± 20</td>
<td>&lt; 633</td>
<td>4499.1334$^d$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2011-01-24</td>
<td>37 ± 37</td>
<td>5585.7756$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2014-08-11</td>
<td>64 ± 45</td>
<td>6881.2856$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2015-02-25</td>
<td>1 ± 44</td>
<td>7079.5779$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$We report the error-weighted mean eclipse depths at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. Brightness temperatures are calculated using a PHOENIX stellar model interpolated to match the published stellar temperature and surface gravity from von Braun et al. (2012).

$^b$BJD$_{UTC}$ - 2,450,000.

$^c$Observed minus calculated eclipse times, where we have accounted for the uncertainties in both the measured and predicted eclipse times as well as the XX s light travel time delay in the system. We calculate the predicted eclipse time using the best-fit eclipse orbital phase from Knutson et al. (2011).

$^d$We allow the eclipse times in this bandpass to vary as free parameters in our fit, but we use the orbital phase and corresponding uncertainty from Knutson et al. (2011) as a prior constraint in the fit.

$^e$2σ upper limit based on the error-weighted average of the four 4.5 µm eclipse measurements.

IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm arrays (e.g., Lewis et al., 2013; Zellem et al., 2014). After selecting the optimal aperture and bin sizes, we examine the normalized light curves after detector effects have been removed and trim until no ramp is visible at the start of the observations. We then re-run our previous analysis in order to ensure that our aperture and bin sizes are still optimal given this new trim duration.

### 7.2.2 Eclipse Model and Uncertainty Estimates

We generate our secondary eclipse light curves using the routines from Mandel and Agol (2002), where we fix the planet-star radius ratio, orbital inclination, eccentricity $e$, longitude of periapse $\omega$, and ratio of the orbital semi-major axis to the stellar radius to their best-fit values from Lanotte et al. (2014). We allow individual eclipse depths and center of eclipse times to vary as free parameters in our fits to the 3.6 µm data. We find that the eclipse depth in individual 4.5 µm observations is consistent with zero, and therefore place a Gaussian prior on
the phase of the secondary eclipse in order to constrain the best-fit eclipse time. We implement this prior as a penalty in $\chi^2$ proportional to the deviation from the error-weighted mean center-of-eclipse phase and corresponding uncertainty from Knutson et al. (2011). Although we also calculate the best-fit eclipse orbital phase using the $e$ and $\omega$ values from Lanotte et al. (2014) and find that it is consistent with the value from Knutson et al. (2011), the corresponding uncertainty is substantially larger than that reported in Knutson et al. (2011). This is not surprising, as the measured times of secondary eclipse constrain $e \cos \omega$ while $e \sin \omega$ is typically derived from fits to radial velocity data and has larger uncertainties (e.g. Pál et al., 2010; Knutson et al., 2014c). The uncertainties in the values for $e$ and $\omega$ reported in Lanotte et al. (2014) are therefore likely to be dominated by the $e \sin \omega$, while $e \cos \omega$ is well-measured from secondary eclipse photometry alone. As a test we repeat our 3.6 $\mu$m fits including this prior on the eclipse phase and find that the measured eclipse depths change by less than 0.1 sigma, as expected for cases where the eclipse is detected at a statistically significant level.

We fit our combined eclipse and instrumental noise model to each light curve using a Levenberg-Marquardt minimization routine with uniform priors on all parameters except the 4.5 $\mu$m eclipse time as described in the previous paragraph. Our model includes nine pixel weight parameters, two eclipse parameters, and a linear function of time in order to account for long-term instrumental and stellar trends. We show the resulting light curves and best-fit eclipse models after dividing out the best-fit instrumental noise model and linear function of time in Fig. 7.3. Uncertainties on model parameters are calculated using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis with $10^6$ steps initialized at the location of the best-fit solution from our Levenberg-Marquardt minimization. We trim any remaining burn-in at the start of
the chain by checking to see where the $\chi^2$ value of the chain first drops below the median value over the entire chain, and trim all points prior to this step. We find that in all cases our probability distributions for the best-fit eclipse depths and times are Gaussian and do not show any correlations with other model parameters. We therefore take the symmetric 68% interval around the median parameter value as our $1\sigma$ uncertainties.

7.3 Atmospheric Modeling

We use a combination of self-consistent modeling and retrieval algorithms to model the atmosphere of GJ 436b and match its spectrum. The self-consistent modeling mirrors that used in Morley et al. (2015); our suite of tools includes a 1D radiative–convective model to calculate the pressure–temperature structure, a photochemical model to calculate the formation of hydrocarbons that may form hazes, and a cloud model to calculate cloud mixing ratios, altitudes, and particle sizes. We calculate spectra in different geometries and wavelengths using a transmission spectrum model, a thermal emission spectrum model, and an albedo model. We also use a retrieval model, CHIMERA (Line et al., 2012, 2013, 2014) to explore the thermal emission spectrum. In the following subsections we will briefly discuss each of these calculations.

7.3.1 1D Radiative–Convective Model

We calculate the temperature structures of GJ 436b’s atmosphere assuming radiative–convective equilibrium. These models are more extensively described in McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1996); Burrows et al. (1997); Marley et al. (1999, 2002); Fortney et al. (2005);
Saumon and Marley (2008); Fortney et al. (2008b). Our opacity database for gases is described in Freedman et al. (2008, 2014). We calculate the effect of cloud opacity using Mie theory, assuming spherical particles. Optical properties of sulfide and salt clouds and soot haze are from a variety of sources and presented in Morley et al. (2012) and Morley et al. (2013).

To calculate P–T profiles for models with greater than 50× solar metallicity, we make the same approximation as used in Morley et al. (2015). We multiply the total molecular gas opacity by a constant factor (e.g. we multiply the 50× solar opacities by 6 to approximate the opacity in a 300× solar composition atmosphere). We change the abundances of hydrogen and helium separately to calculate collision-induced absorption. This approximation is appropriate for the results explored here; for future work, e.g. comparing models to JWST data, new k-coefficients at 100–1000× solar metallicity should be used.

### 7.3.2 Equilibrium Chemistry

After calculating the pressure–temperature profiles of models with greater than 50× solar metallicity, we calculate the gas abundances assuming chemical equilibrium along that profile. We use the Chemical Equilibrium with Applications model (CEA, Gordon & McBride 1994) to compute the thermochemical equilibrium molecular mixing ratios (with applications to exoplanets see, Visscher et al. (2010); Line et al. (2010); Moses et al. (2011); Line et al. (2011); Line and Yung (2013b)). CEA minimizes the Gibbs Free Energy with an elemental mass balance constraint given a local temperature, pressure, and elemental abundances. We include molecules containing H, C, O, N, S, P, He, Fe, Ti, V, Na, and K. We account for the depletion of oxygen due to enstatite condensation by removing 3.28 oxygen atoms per Si atom (Burrows...
and Sharp, 1999). When adjusting the metallicity all elemental abundances are rescaled equally relative to H, ensuring that the elemental abundances sum to one.

### 7.3.3 Photochemical Haze Model

We use results from photochemical modeling in Line et al. (2011). Briefly, the computations use the Caltech/JPL photochemical and kinetics model, KINETICS (a fully implicit, finite difference code), which solves the coupled continuity equations for each species and includes transport via both molecular and eddy diffusion (Allen et al., 1981; Yung et al., 1984; Moses et al., 2005). We use results for 50× solar composition, $K_{zz} = 10^8 \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ (Figures 5, 6 and 7 in Line et al. (2011)).

We follow the approach developed in Morley et al. (2013) and used for GJ 1214b in Morley et al. (2015) to calculate the locations of soot particles based on the photochemistry. We sum the number densities of the five soot precursors ($\text{C}_2\text{H}_2$, $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4$, $\text{C}_2\text{H}_6$, $\text{C}_4\text{H}_2$, and HCN) to find the total mass in soot precursors. We assume that the soots form at the same altitudes as the soot precursors exist: we multiply the precursors’ masses by our parameter $f_{\text{haze}}$ (the mass fraction of precursors that form soots) to find the total mass of the haze particles in a given layer. We vary both $f_{\text{haze}}$ and the mode particle size as free parameters, and calculate the optical properties of the haze using Mie theory.

### 7.3.4 Sulfide/Salt Cloud Model

To model sulfide and salt clouds, we use a modified version of the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model (Morley et al., 2012, 2013, 2015). Cloud material in excess of
the saturation vapor pressure of the limiting gas is assumed to condense into spherical, homogeneous cloud particles. We extrapolate the saturation vapor pressure equations from Morley et al. (2012) to high metallicities, which introduces some uncertainties but serves as a reasonable first-order approximation for the formation of these cloud species. Cloud particle sizes and vertical distributions are calculated by balancing transport by advection with particle settling.

7.3.5 Thermal Emission Spectra

We use a radiative transfer model developed in Morley et al. (2015) to calculate the thermal emission of a planet with arbitrary composition and clouds. Briefly, this model includes the C version of the open-source radiative transfer code disort (Stamnes et al., 1988; Buras et al., 2011) which uses the discrete-ordinate method to calculate intensities and fluxes in multiple-scattering and emitting layered media.

7.3.6 Albedo Spectra

We calculate albedo spectra following the methods described in Toon et al. (1977, 1989); McKay et al. (1989); Marley et al. (1999); Marley and McKay (1999a); Cahoy et al. (2010). Here, we use the term geometric albedo to refer to the albedo spectrum at full phase (\(\alpha=0\), where the phase angle \(\alpha\) is the angle between the incident ray from the star to the planet and the line of sight to the observer):

\[ A_g(\lambda) = \frac{F_p(\lambda, \alpha = 0)}{F_{\odot, L}(\lambda)} \] (7.2)
where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $F_p(\lambda, \alpha = 0)$ is the reflected flux at full phase, and $F_{\odot, L}(\lambda)$ is the flux from a perfect Lambert disk of the same radius under the same incident flux.

### 7.3.7 Retrieval Model

To more thoroughly explore the chemically plausible parameter space allowed by the emission spectrum, we employ the chemically consistent atmospheric retrieval scheme described in Kreidberg et al. (2015) and Greene et al. (2016) based on the CHIMERA (Line et al., 2013, 2014) emission forward model. The retrieval uses the 6 parameter analytic radiative equilibrium temperature profile scheme of Parmentier and Guillot (2014) (see Line et al. (2013) for implementation within the emission retrieval) where the free parameters are the infrared opacity ($\kappa_{IR}$), the ratio of the visible to infrared opacity for two visible streams ($\gamma_1, \gamma_2$), the partitioning between the two visible streams ($\alpha$), scaling to the top-of-atmosphere irradiation temperature ($\beta$, to accommodate for the unknown albedo and redistribution), and finally the internal temperature ($T_{int}$). These parameters are all free parameters, not recalculated to be consistent with the derived abundances.

The molecular abundances are initially computed along the temperature profile under the assumption of thermochemical equilibrium (using the Chemical Equilibrium with Applications routine, Gordon & McBride 1994;1996; Line et al. (2010); Moses et al. (2011); Line et al. (2011)) given the bulk atmospheric metallicity ([M/H]) and carbon-to-oxygen ratio (C/O). To account for possible disequilibrium chemistry we include a "quench pressure" parameter ($P_{quench}$) whereby the abundances of $H_2O$, $CH_4$, and CO above the quench are fixed at their quench pressure values, a valid representation of many disequilibrium models (e.g., Moses 2011).
Table 7.3: Uniform prior ranges on the retrieved parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\log(\kappa_{IR})) [cm(^2/g)]</td>
<td>-3 to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\log(\gamma_1, \gamma_2))</td>
<td>-3 to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>0 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>0 to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{int}) (K)</td>
<td>100 to 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/H</td>
<td>(10^{-4}) to (10^{4}\times) solar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\log(C/O))(^a)</td>
<td>-2 to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\log(P_{\text{quench}})) [bar]</td>
<td>-6 to 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Solar \(\log(C/O)\) is \(-0.26\).

et al., 2011; Line et al., 2011; Zahnle and Marley, 2014). The temperature profile and chemistry parameters result in a total of 9 free parameters. Bayesian estimation is performed using a multi-modal nested sampling algorithm (Feroz et al., 2009) implemented with the PYMULTI-NEST routine (Buchner et al., 2014) recently employed in Line and Parmentier (2016), with generous uniform priors on each parameter (see Table 7.3).

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Observations

The new eclipse depths are shown in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.4. Our eclipse depths of 151±27 ppm at 3.6 \(\mu m\) and 29\(^{+20}_{-16}\) ppm at 4.5 \(\mu m\) are consistent to 1-\(\sigma\) with those published in Lanotte et al. (2014) (177±45 and 28\(^{+25}_{-18}\) ppm respectively), with a moderate reduction in the uncertainties in both bands. This result serves as confirmation of the high flux at 3.6 \(\mu m\) compared to 4.5 \(\mu m\).
7.4.2 Self-Consistent Modeling

We ran a variety of models from 50–1000× solar metallicity, varied heat redistribution (planet-wide average and dayside average), internal temperatures ($T_{\text{int}}$) from 100–400 K, with clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.01–1$), and hazes with particle sizes from 0.01–1 µm and $f_{\text{haze}}$ from 1–30%. We compare each model to the thermal emission photometry from this work (3.6 and 4.5 µm) and from Lanotte et al. (2014) (5.6, 8.0, 16 µm), using a chi-squared analysis to assess relative goodness-of-fit between the models.

We show example pressure–temperature profiles along with cloud condensation curves in Figure 7.5. Raising the internal temperature, $T_{\text{int}}$, increases the temperature of the deep atmosphere ($P \geq 0.1$ bar). The heat redistribution of incident stellar flux controls the temperature in the upper atmosphere. GJ 436b’s profile crosses condensation curves of sulfides and salts, suggesting that if the atmosphere is cloudy, those clouds may be composed of Na$_2$S, KCl, and ZnS.

7.4.2.1 Best-fit fiducial model

Of the 288 models in our grid of cloudy and cloud-free planets, our nominal best-fit set of parameters are:

- 1000× solar metallicity
- $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K
- $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$ sulfide/salt clouds
- disequilibrium chemistry via quenching
• full heat redistribution (planet-wide average PT profile)

This model provides an excellent fit to the transmission spectrum (\(\chi_{\text{red}}^2 < 1\) assuming 3 degrees of freedom), though an inadequate fit to the thermal emission (\(\chi_{\text{red}}^2 \sim 11\) assuming 3 degrees of freedom). We show the thermal emission and transmission spectra in Figure 7.6.

7.4.2.2 Equilibrium and disequilibrium chemistry

As has been discussed in the literature (Stevenson et al., 2010; Line et al., 2011; Moses et al., 2013), GJ 436b’s high 3.6 \(\mu\)m flux and low 4.5 \(\mu\)m flux indicate that it likely has a high abundance of CO and CO\(_2\) relative to CH\(_4\). Since equilibrium chemistry for an object at GJ 436b’s temperature would instead result in high abundances of CH\(_4\) at metallicities similar to Neptune, this indicates that GJ 436b’s chemistry is in disequilibrium. This disequilibrium may be due to a combination of vertical mixing, photochemistry, and other effects (Line et al., 2011).

Here, we approximate the effect of disequilibrium chemistry by ‘quenching’ the abundances of the carbon species (CO, CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\)) in the atmosphere at deep pressures (10 bar), effectively setting the abundances of these species to be constant through the atmosphere.

The resulting effect of disequilibrium chemistry on spectra is shown in Figure 7.7. In equilibrium, the model predicts that GJ 436b would be very faint at 3.6 \(\mu\)m, and progressively brighter at redder wavelengths. In disequilibrium, as is observed in the data, the planet is predicted to be brighter at 3.6 \(\mu\)m due to decreased absorption by CH\(_4\). In general, even the models that include disequilibrium chemistry overpredict the brightness at 4.5 \(\mu\)m compared to the observed flux, despite the higher abundance of CO and CO\(_2\) in disequilibrium.
7.4.2.3 Metallicity

Increasing the metallicity of GJ 436b’s atmosphere allows us to fit both the thermal emission and transmission spectrum more accurately. There are two reasons for this. As has been discussed at length in Moses et al. (2013), high metallicity atmospheres are predicted, in equilibrium or disequilibrium, to have higher abundances of CO and CO$_2$ relative to CH$_4$. Pushing the chemistry to CO/CO$_2$-rich compositions is crucial to match GJ 436b’s thermal emission. We show this effect in Figure 7.8; models at high metallicities have higher flux at 3.6 and 8 µm due to the change in chemistry. We find that this effect partially saturates at metallicities greater than 300× solar.

High metallicities also make it much easier to flatten the transmission spectrum of GJ 436b sufficiently to match the featureless HST/WFC3 transmission spectrum even in the absence of clouds (Knutson et al., 2014a). In Figure 7.9 we show cloud-free models for different metallicities. While at metallicities lower than 1000× solar metallicity clouds are required to sufficiently flatten the spectrum, for models above 1000× solar metallicity even cloud-free models have high enough mean molecular weights that the size of the features, which scale according to the scale height of the atmosphere, are small enough that they appear featureless at the S/N of the data.

7.4.2.4 Tidal heating

As a Neptune-sized planet orbiting an old star, without an additional energy source, GJ 436b’s interior temperature $T_{\text{int}}$ would be $\sim$60 K, slightly warmer than Neptune which has a $T_{\text{int}}$ $\sim$50 K (Fortney et al., 2007). However, GJ 436b is on an eccentric orbit ($e$ $\sim$0.15) despite
orbiting its star at a semi major axis where it is predicted to have a tidally circularized orbit, indicating that its interior may still be heated by tidal dissipation. Moses et al. (2013) and Agúndez et al. (2014) both considered the effect of tidal heating, noting that a hotter interior changes the chemistry of the deep interior and therefore the resulting emission spectrum.

Increasing $T_{\text{int}}$ tends to move the deep P–T profile (see Figure 7.5) to regions with high CO/CO$_2$ and lower CH$_4$ abundances, which allows us to better match the observed spectrum. Heating the deep atmosphere also increases the effective temperature of the atmosphere by changing the P–T profile, increasing flux at all Spitzer wavelengths. This effect is shown in Figure 7.11 for three different $T_{\text{int}}$ values (100, 240, and 400 K). Best-fit models cluster around $T_{\text{int}}$=240 K, a temperature that allows us to match the 3.6, 5.6, and 8.0 $\mu$m points relatively well, while over predicting the 4.5 $\mu$m flux somewhat.

We note that this is the first indication that the internal temperature of a planet has an important and observable effect on the emission spectrum of a transiting planet.

7.4.2.5 Clouds

Clouds increase opacity across all wavelengths as (relatively) gray absorbers. This means that including clouds decreases flux between absorption features (e.g. at 3.6 and 8.0 $\mu$m for GJ 436b’s composition) and somewhat less significantly at the locations of absorption features where the planet is already dark. Thinner clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}$=0.3–1 in our parameterization) alter the spectrum slightly, while thicker clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}$≤0.1) create a blackbody-like spectrum with the temperature of the top of the cloud. Comparing this to the observed photometry of GJ 436b, these thick clouds significantly under predict the flux at 3.6 $\mu$m especially.
In transmission, clouds flatten the spectrum without increasing the mean molecular weight of molecular gas in the atmosphere. As discussed above, for metallicities $\sim 1000 \times$ solar, no additional cloud opacity is needed to match the featureless spectrum ($\chi^2_{\text{red}} \sim 1$ for all models). At $300 \times$ solar metallicity, thin clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=1$) adequately obscure the spectral features, whereas for a Neptune-like $100 \times$ solar composition, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$ clouds are required. In the Ackerman and Marley (2001) prescription, lower $f_{\text{sed}}$ values indicate less efficient sedimentation, causing smaller particles sizes and more lofted clouds.

7.4.2.6 Photochemical Hazes in GJ 436b

We investigate the effect of photochemical hazes on the thermal emission spectrum of GJ 436b. Morley et al. (2015) showed that it is possible for optically thick photochemical hazes (such as those postulated to exist in GJ 1214b) to cause a temperature inversion in the upper atmospheres of planets. This can change the spectrum such that molecules that would normally be seen in absorption in a planet without a temperature inversion such as methane are actually seen in emission in an atmosphere with a temperature inversion. We tested whether this process could be happening on GJ 436b and causing the observed thermal emission.

The results of this investigation are summarized in Figure 7.13. The top panel shows the thermal emission of the planet alone. We find that it is possible to create a temperature inversion with dark soot-like photochemical haze in GJ 436b, especially for relatively small particle sizes. As expected, methane is seen in emission, significantly brightening the model spectrum at 3.6 $\mu$m compared to a haze-free model. As in Morley et al. (2015), CO$_2$ at 4.3 $\mu$m is also predicted to be seen in emission at Neptune-like metallicities (in this case $50 \times$ solar
metallicity). In the bottom panel, we show the planet-star flux ratio; here it becomes clear that the hazy model does not fit the observations significantly better than the haze-free model. In particular, the model spectrum is much fainter than the planet’s 3.6 \( \mu m \) photometric point. The 4.5 \( \mu m \) flux, despite the significant changes to the shape of the spectrum across the bandpass, remains nearly identical across the range of hazy models tested.

In general, we find that even though a temperature inversion in a methane-rich atmosphere can increase the 3.6 \( \mu m \) flux, it is not a significant enough effect to match the observed flux, and, furthermore, the flux within the 4.5 \( \mu m \) region can also increase due to emission in the CO\(_2\) bandpass. We conclude that photochemical hazes cannot erase the need for an atmosphere with significant CO and CO\(_2\) and a low abundance of CH\(_4\). This required low-CH\(_4\) atmospheric composition, in turn, reduces the likelihood that carbon-based photochemical hazes will be significant in the atmosphere (Fortney et al., 2013).

### 7.4.3 Retrievals

We have shown in Section 7.4.2 that we favor models at high metallicity, with both disequilibrium chemistry and tidal heating; these three properties combine to maximize the CO/CO\(_2\) abundances and minimize CH\(_4\) abundance, allowing the models to match approximately with the measured photometry. Retrieval models provide a quantitative way to test these conclusions and fully explore parameter space beyond our self-consistent model grids.

We find that retrieval methods draw similar conclusions to the self-consistent modeling; GJ 436b appears to be very high metallicity, with evidence for both deeply-quenched disequilibrium chemistry and thermal heating of the deep interior. For the dayside thermal
emission spectrum, the best-fit retrieved solution has a goodness-of-fit divided by number of data points $\chi^2/N=2.02$, compared to $\chi^2/N=4.54$ for the best self-consistent thermal emission spectrum, indicating a significantly improved fit.

7.4.3.1 Retrieved Posterior Probability Distributions

Retrieved posterior probability distributions and correlations are shown in the stair-pair plot in Figure 7.14 for 5 of the 9 free parameters in the retrieval: $\beta$, $T_{\text{int}}$, [M/H], log(C/O), log($P_{\text{quench}}$). The best-fit models have:

- High metallicity. The maximum likelihood model has a metallicity of $\sim 6000 \times$ solar metallicity, with a 3-$\sigma$ lower limit on the metallicity of $106 \times$ solar.
- Disequilibrium chemistry. The maximum likelihood model has a quench pressure around 9 bar (with a wide range of values for $P_{\text{quench}}$ allowed).
- Enhanced internal temperature. The maximum likelihood $T_{\text{int}}$ is 336 K (with large uncertainties), indicating that tidal heating may be increasing GJ 436b’s internal temperature, in agreement with the tidally heated self-consistent models.
- Solar C/O ratio. The maximum likelihood C/O ratio is 0.70, with a sharp cut-off at higher C/O ratios and a long tail to lower C/O ratios.

In Figure 7.15 we compare the retrieved P–T profile to self-consistent models at 300 $\times$ solar metallicity. We find that retrieved profile is in remarkable agreement with self-consistent models that include the effect of tidal heating in the deep interior. Our best-fit $T_{\text{int}}$ from the self-consistent modeling approach (240 K) falls within the 2-$\sigma$ range of the retrieved profile.
The contribution functions for each of the Spitzer bandpasses are also shown in Figure 7.15. 3.6 µm probes the deepest pressures, probing pressures as high as 1 bar. As expected, comparing the contribution functions to the range of P–T profiles found by the retrieval, the spread in allowed P–T profiles increases for pressures deeper than 1 bar. The other wavelengths probe lower pressures of the atmosphere, with 5.8 and 8.0 µm centered around 0.05 bar and 16 µm centered around 0.003 bar. The 4.5 µm bandpass has the largest range of pressures, with a peak at deep pressures (0.2 bar) and a long tail to low pressures, unsurprising given that the band covers the spectrum where the modulation is the greatest.

Figure 7.16 shows the best-fit retrieved range of spectra compared to both the data and the best-fit self-consistent model. The retrieved best-fit is statistically and by-eye a somewhat better fit to the data than the self-consistent models. In particular, it has higher flux at 3.6 µm and lower flux at 4.5 µm. Both the retrieved and self-consistent models fit the 5.6 and 8.0 µm points well; the 16 µm photometry is underestimated by both models, though the error bar is large.

7.5 Discussion

7.5.1 Predictions for Reflected Light Spectra

Cloud properties have the strongest effect on the predicted reflected light spectrum of GJ 436b. Cloud-free models are dark from 0.6–1 µm ($A_g<1\%$) and somewhat brighter (up to $A_g \sim 10\%$) at bluer wavelengths, as is generally true for cloudless giant planets (Marley et al., 1999; Sudarsky et al., 2000). Thinner clouds ($f_{sed}=0.3–1$) are brighter with albedos between a
few percent and tens of percent. Thicker clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.1$) have the brightest albedos from 0.6 to 1\(\mu\)m, up to nearly 30%. Some example cloudy spectra are shown in the top panel of Figure 7.17.

Other properties have weaker effects on the reflected light spectrum for this planet. For example, models with metallicities from 100–300× solar metallicity are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 7.17. Increasing the metallicity (which also changes the cloud) increases the geometric albedo across the spectrum.

### 7.5.2 Is [M/H]>1000× Solar Reasonable?

We find that the best-fit atmospheric models have high metallicities, but it remains to be seen whether these values are physically realistic. GJ 436b has a different host star, equilibrium temperature, and orbit than the ice giants in our own solar system, so it likely formed and evolved in very different conditions. The maximum metal-enrichment of the envelope of a Neptune-mass exoplanet is not yet known. Studies of this to date, including Fortney et al. (2013), have suggested that a diverse range of outcomes might be expected for planets in this intermediate mass regime between Earth and Saturn, with potentially high atmospheric enrichments in some cases.

Furthermore, because of the uncertainty in the internal entropy of GJ 436b, its mass and radius do not provide strong limits on the metal-enrichment of the envelope. Nettelmann et al. (2010) find that a minimum H/He fraction of 10\(^{-3}\) \(M_p\) is necessary to match the radius. This very low H/He fraction would require a warm planetary interior, as is favored by the best-fit thermal emission spectra in this work.
These very high metallicities are only possible if accretion and subsequent enrichment is dominated by rocky rather than icy materials. Fortney et al. (2013) show that if the majority of accretion is from icy material, the hydrogen in those ices is also accreted and the maximum metal-enrichment is about $\sim 600 \times$ solar metallicity. If GJ 436b is indeed $>1000 \times$ solar composition, it likely formed in a region with more refractory than volatile materials available.

### 7.5.3 Role of JWST Spectral Observations

*JWST* will amplify our understanding of warm Neptunes like GJ 436b by providing spectra instead of photometry, breaking some of the current degeneracies. For example, examining the spectra in Figure 7.16, it is clear that models with very different spectra can have very similar photometry. *JWST* may also allow us to detect molecules that are not currently included in most models; for example, Shabram et al. (2011) showed that if species such as C$_2$H$_2$ and HCN exist in the atmosphere of GJ 436b, their abundances could be constrained by measuring the widths of features at 1.5, 3.3, and 7 $\mu$m.

Greene et al. (2016) quantify our ability to constrain planet properties of a wider variety of atmospheres including hot Jupiters, warm Neptunes, warm sub-Neptunes, and cool super Earths with *JWST* and find that the mixing ratios of major species in warm Neptunes like GJ 436b can be constrained to within better than 1 dex with a single secondary eclipse observation for each wavelength region from 1–11 $\mu$m.
7.5.4 Measuring Internal Dissipation Factor Using $T_{\text{int}}$

Measuring $T_{\text{int}}$ of GJ 436b using atmospheric models allows us to approximate the dissipation factor in GJ 436b’s interior, $Q'$. $Q'$ is defined as $3Q/2k_2$, where $Q$ is the quality factor and $k_2$ is the Love number of degree 2 (Goldreich and Soter, 1966). Our best-fit $T_{\text{int}}$ from the retrieval analysis is 336 K. Agúndez et al. (2014) calculated relations between $T_{\text{int}}$ and $Q'$ assuming obliquities of 0 and 15 degrees and 3 different rotation speeds (1:1 resonance, 3:2 resonance, and pseudo-synchronous). Assuming $T_{\text{int}} \sim 300$–350 K, their calculations suggest that $Q' \sim 2 \times 10^5$–$10^6$. These values are somewhat larger than the value of $Q'$ that has been measured using Neptune’s satellites of between $3.3 \times 10^4$ and $1.35 \times 10^5$ (Zhang and Hamilton, 2008).

7.5.5 Condensation of graphite

As has been discussed in, e.g., Moses et al. (2013), cool high metallicity atmospheres may have regions that are stable for the condensation of graphite. Indeed, the very high metallicity models favored by the retrieval models do indeed cross the graphite stability curve above 0.1 bar. While the effect of this condensation is beyond the scope of this work, the major effects would be twofold. First, the graphite condensation will deplete the carbon reservoir, decreasing the CO abundance in the upper atmosphere. In addition, the condensed graphite may form into cloud particles with their own opacity. Like other clouds and hazes, graphite clouds would likely decrease the size of features in transmission spectra and thermal emission spectra, and may either increase or decrease the albedo depending on the optical properties of the graphite particles.
7.6 Conclusion

We have presented new observations of GJ 436b’s thermal emission at 3.6 and 4.5 μm, which are in agreement with previous analyses from Lanotte et al. (2014) and reduce the uncertainties of GJ 436b’s flux at those wavelengths. For the first time, we combine these revised data with Spitzer photometry from 5.6 to 16 μm and transmission spectra from HST/WFC3 and compare these data to both self-consistent and retrieval models. We vary the metallicity, internal temperature from tidal heating, disequilibrium chemistry, heat redistribution, and cloud properties. We find that our nominal best-fitting self-consistent model has 1000× solar metallicity, $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$ sulfide/salt clouds, disequilibrium chemistry, and planet-wide average temperature profile. Retrieval models find a statistically better fit to the ensemble data than the self-consistent model, with parameters in general agreement with the self-consistent approach: all signs point to a high metallicity, with best fits above 1000× solar metallicity, and tidal heating warming its interior, with best-fit $T_{\text{int}}\sim300–350$ K.

While Neptune has been measured based on its methane abundance to have an atmospheric carbon enhancement of $\sim100\times$ solar, repeated observations of both the thermal emission and transmission spectra of the first exo-Neptune to be studied in detail, GJ 436b, have demonstrated that it likely has a significantly higher metallicity. Neptune itself may actually be more enhanced in other elements than it is in carbon; Luszcz-Cook and de Pater (2013) infer a 400–600× solar enhancement in oxygen from microwave observations of upwelled CO in Neptune, though this cannot be verified with infrared spectra since oxygen is frozen into clouds. Studies of warmer exoplanet atmospheres will allow us to spectroscopically measure
abundances of these molecules like oxygen that are locked into clouds in the cold ice giants of our solar system, potentially revealing unexpected patterns in the metal-enrichments of these intermediate-mass objects.

An interesting new paradigm for this class of intermediate-sized planet is now being pieced together: we suggest that Neptune-mass planets may be more compositionally diverse than previously imagined. High quality data across a range of Neptune-mass planets with different temperatures and host stars will be critical to investigate the diversity of this class of planets.
Figure 7.1: Raw Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 μm photometry as a function of time from the center of eclipse phase reported in Knutson et al. (2011). We bin the photometry in 30 s (grey filled circles) and 5 minute (black filled circles) intervals, and overplot the best fit instrumental models binned in 5 minute intervals for comparison (solid lines).
Figure 7.2: Standard deviation of the best-fit residuals as a function of bin size (black lines). We over plot the expected $1/\sqrt{n}$ scaling for Gaussian noise as red dashed lines, where we have normalized these lines to match the standard deviation of the unbinned residuals.
Figure 7.3: Normalized Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 μm light curves as a function of time from the predicted center of eclipse, where we have divided out the best-fit instrumental model shown in Fig. 7.1. The normalized flux is binned in 10 minute intervals, and best fit eclipse model light curves are over plotted for comparison (solid lines).
Figure 7.4: Eclipse depths in the 6 Spitzer bandpasses from the literature and this work. Different publications are offset slightly in wavelength for clarity; darker colors indicate later years.
Figure 7.5: Pressure–temperature profiles with condensation curves. All models are cloud-free with 300× solar composition. Solid lines show models with $T_{\text{int}}=100$, 240, and 400 K and planet-wide heat redistribution. Dash-dot lines show models with the same $T_{\text{int}}$s but with no heat redistribution (dayside temperature). Condensation curves show where the vapor pressure of a gas is equal to the saturation vapor pressure; cloud material condenses where the P–T profile intersections a condensation curve.
Figure 7.6: Best-fit thermal emission and transmission spectra. Top panel: Thermal emission spectrum of the best-fit model from the suite of forward models compared to the data. The model is shown as a green line, with synthetic model photometry shown as horizontal lines at the central wavelength of the filter. Data are shown as black points with 1-σ error bars. The filter functions for the photometry are shown as gray lines in the top panel. Bottom panels: Transmission spectrum of the same best-fit thermal emission model from the suite of forward models compared to the data. The model is shown as a green line in both panels. The HST/WFC3 transmission spectrum is shown as black points with 1-σ error bars in the bottom panel.
Figure 7.7: Effect of chemistry on thermal emission spectrum. Both models assume 300× solar metallicity, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. The darker blue line and horizontal bars show a model spectrum and photometry assuming equilibrium chemistry; the lighter blue line and horizontal bars show the same model, but with the chemistry quenched at the 10 bar abundances throughout the atmosphere.
Figure 7.8: Effect of metallicity on thermal emission. Each model assumes quenched chemistry, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. Metallicities of 100, 300, and 1000 × solar metallicity are shown. Even assuming quenched (disequilibrium) chemistry, increasing the metallicity decreases the CH$_4$ abundance and increases CO and CO$_2$ abundance.
Figure 7.9: Effect of metallicity on transmission spectrum. Each model is cloud-free, with planet-wide heat redistribution, equilibrium chemistry, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. Metallicities of 100, 200, 300, and 1000× solar metallicity are shown. Increasing the metallicity decreases the CH$_4$ abundance and increases CO and CO$_2$ abundance.
Figure 7.10: Abundances of major carbon-bearing species in chemical equilibrium. All models have a composition of $1000 \times$ solar metallicity and a planet-wide average PT profile. Different $T_{\text{int}}$ values are shown with different line styles, and each molecule (CH$_4$, CO, CO$_2$) is shown in a different color. The fiducial quench pressure used in the self-consistent modeling is shown as a horizontal dashed line. Note that increasing the internal temperature decreases the CH$_4$ abundance in the deep atmosphere.
Figure 7.11: Effect of tidal heating on thermal emission. Each model assumes 300× solar metallicity, quenched chemistry, $f_{\text{sed}}=1$ sulfide/salt clouds, and planet-wide heat redistribution. The tidally heated atmospheres (240 and 400 K) have higher abundances of CO and CO$_2$ and lower abundances of CH$_4$ due to the hotter deep atmosphere (where the chemistry is quenched). Tidal heating also increases the $T_{\text{eff}}$ of the planet by changing the temperature profile, increasing the emergent flux at all wavelengths.
Figure 7.12: Effect of sulfide/salt clouds on thermal emission. Each model uses the same pressure-temperature profile and assumes 300× solar metallicity, quenched chemistry, planet-wide heat redistribution, and $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. A cloud-free model and cloudy models with $f_{\text{sed}}=0.03$ to 1 are shown. Cloud opacity decreases the thermal emission across the spectrum. Models with moderate clouds ($f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$ to 1) fit the Spitzer points best.
Figure 7.13: Effect of photochemical hazes on thermal emission. The top panel shows the emergent flux from the planet. All models have 50× solar metallicity, equilibrium chemistry, and planet-wide heat redistribution. The gray line shows a cloud-free model, and the colored lines show a progression of hazy models with hazy-forming efficiency parameter $f_{\text{haze}}$ varying from 1 to 30%. The bottom panel shows the same models, but dividing by the flux of the host star to compare to the measured photometry.
Figure 7.14: Posterior probability distributions and correlations. The top panel (histogram) shows the posterior probability distribution for each parameter, marginalized over all other parameters. The other panels show 2D contour plots that represent the correlations between each pair of parameters, where the regions from darkest to lightest represent the 1-, 2-, and 3-$\sigma$ contours.
Figure 7.15: Pressure–temperature profiles and contribution functions for each bandpass. The left panel shows pressure-temperature profiles of both retrieved and self-consistent models. The black line indicates the median retrieved profile while the dark and light gray shaded regions represent the 1- and 2-σ confidence regions respectively. The colored lines show self-consistent models with planet-wide heat redistribution and \( T_{\text{int}} \) of 100, 240, and 400 K. Note the good agreement between the tidally heated (240–400 K) models and the retrieved profile. The right panel shows contribution functions for each of the five bandpasses for a representative retrieval model. The shortest wavelength 3.6 \( \mu \)m band probes the deepest wavelengths while the 16 \( \mu \)m band proves the shallowest.
Figure 7.16: Retrieved data compared to data and best-fit self-consistent model. The pink line and shaded dark and light pink regions are the median fit, 1-σ, and 2-σ confidence intervals respectively. The green line is the best-fit self-consistent model (300 × solar metallicity, $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$, quenched disequilibrium chemistry).
Figure 7.17: Predicted albedo spectra. Top panel shows models with $300 \times$ solar metallicity, $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K. A cloud-free model and models with cloud parameter $f_{\text{sed}}$ from 0.03 to 1 are shown. Bottom panel shows models with $T_{\text{int}}=240$ K, $f_{\text{sed}}=0.3$. Metallicities from 100 to $300 \times$ solar are shown.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, I have presented work that shows our emerging understanding that clouds or hazes are ubiquitous in substellar atmospheres, existing in objects with a variety of masses and temperatures. The objects studied here include brown dwarfs with exotic clouds like sulfides and salts and colder brown dwarfs with water ice clouds that likely look like those in our own solar system. In super Earths studied to date like GJ 1214b, clouds and/or hazes appear to be thicker and more lofted than ever predicted in small planets. Clouds can thwart attempts to characterize properties like gas abundances by decreasing the size of features in transmission and emission spectra. They also give us information about the physics and chemistry of the planets themselves. Understanding the formation of clouds and hazes will be critical for understanding planets with JWST as well as future missions like the Wide-Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST).

There are a number of avenues for future work that will provide insights into substellar atmospheres; cloud and haze modeling will play a crucial role in all of these paths forward. The
following sections describe frontiers in the study of exoplanets, from determining the nature of small planets to anchoring cloud and haze models in reality.

8.1 Compositions of Super Earths and Sub Neptunes

A legacy of the *Kepler* mission is that there are a plethora of planets in the galaxy with radii between that of Earth and Neptune. No such planets exist in our own solar system; it is not currently well-understood which of these planets are scaled-up Earths with mostly-rocky compositions and which are scaled-down Neptunes with more volatile-rich compositions. As we move toward characterization of small rocky planets, it is important to understand the continuum of worlds between gas and ice giants and rocky small planets. Atmospheric studies have been billed as the key to determine the difference between these types of objects, but for the most in-depth case study to date to measure the transmission spectrum of GJ 1214b, clouds or hazes have prevented us from determining the composition of its envelope.

At the same time, the Neptune-sized planet that has been studied in most detail to date, GJ 436b, appears to show evidence for very high (∼1000× solar) metallicity atmosphere, very different from the compositions of ice giants in our own solar system. It remains to be determined whether these inferences are true. It is possible that there are unexpected systematic effects that change our observations of this planet, or that a crucial aspect of physics is missing from the models, skewing our interpretation of the data.

While *Kepler*’s results demonstrate unequivocally that small planets or short orbits exist in large numbers in the galaxy, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (*TESS*) will find
the best targets for future characterization. TESS will launch in 2017 and discover transiting planets around bright, nearby stars; these are the targets that will form the majority of the target list for studying small planets with JWST (Sullivan et al., 2015). JWST will provide high fidelity spectral observations for planets in this mass range. For many of these planets, we will be capable of measuring transmission spectra across the near- and mid-infrared. For some planets, we will also be able to measure thermal emission spectra, supplanting the broadband photometry of the Spitzer era. These observations, as we showed in Morley et al. (2015), should be able to distinguish cloudy and hazy models and shed new light on the nature of these small planets.

8.2 The Coldest Brown Dwarfs

The coldest brown dwarfs are the objects most similar to the solar system giant planets that we have been able to observe to date. Studying these objects will anchor our understanding of the physics and chemistry of substellar objects with volatile clouds, moving from a sample size of just two giant planets (Jupiter and Saturn) with effective temperatures around 100–130 K to a suite of objects that span the water and ammonia condensation temperatures. These coldest, nearest brown dwarfs are just within the detection limits of ground-based 8-m class telescopes, and, as we showed in Morley et al. (2014), will be detectable over a wide wavelength range in the mid-infrared with JWST.

Studies of these cold brown dwarfs will provide the benchmark objects to understand distant giant planets in planetary systems that resemble our own. These giant planets have been
discovered by radial velocity surveys but remain outside the realm of atmospheric characteri-
zation until the launch of WFIRST in the 2020s, when they will be targeted for reflected light
spectroscopy.

8.3 The Youngest L Dwarfs

Objects that bridge the gap between brown dwarfs and planets have recently been
discovered. These new objects include distant planetary mass companions to stars (e.g. Naud
et al., 2014), free-floating planetary mass objects in young moving groups (Liu et al., 2013;
Faherty et al., 2013), and systems with multiple low-mass objects straddling hydrogen- and
deuterium-burning limits (Bowler and Hillenbrand, 2015). They join a growing list of substel-
lar objects in young moving groups that are spectroscopically distinct from older field objects
(Cruz et al., 2009; Faherty et al., 2012; Allers and Liu, 2013; Gagné et al., 2015). They rep-
resent a cleaner sample than true planets, unadulterated by stellar irradiation and likely lacking
significant metal-enhancement from formation in a protoplanetary disk. Brown dwarfs are eas-
ier to observe spectroscopically at higher resolution and higher S/N than planets and therefore
provide tests of the physics and chemistry of substellar atmospheres that planets cannot.

While all brown dwarfs above \( \sim 1200 \) K have thick clouds of iron and silicates, there
are hints that suggest the thickness and properties of these clouds are gravity-dependent; redder
colors of lower-mass objects possibly indicate thicker clouds. The details about and reasons for
this dependence of clouds on gravity are not yet well understood, but this set of objects is an
ideal sample to determine the effect of gravity on cloud properties. The physics learned from
this study will be broadly applicable to planetary atmospheres. In addition, recent studies have suggested that disequilibrium chemistry should be strongly dependent on gravity (Zahnle and Marley, 2014). Brown dwarfs spanning a range of gravities give us an testbed to test this theory and understand the effect of gravity on the dynamics of substellar atmospheres.

8.4 The Power of Combining Retrieval and Self-Consistent Modeling Approaches

In the past decade, modern analytical tools have been popularized to rigorously determine the compositions and properties of exoplanets from their observed spectra. These retrieval algorithms have long been used in the solar system (Rodgers, 1976, 2000; Conrath et al., 1998; Irwin et al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 2007) and recently to study exoplanets (Madhusudhan and Seager, 2009; Madhusudhan et al., 2011b; Lee et al., 2012; Barstow et al., 2013a,b; Line et al., 2012; Line and Yung, 2013a; Line et al., 2014; Benneke and Seager, 2012, 2013; Benneke, 2015).

The retrieval approach brings many advantages, including the ability to fit spectra of planets that are not well-described by model grids, allowing us to probe a wider range of planetary compositions. However, limitations of these models quickly limit the science questions these methods can address. Exoplanet spectra are much lower signal-to-noise and lower spectral resolution than brown dwarf or solar system spectra, causing retrieved abundances to frequently include non-physical solutions (Line et al., 2014). A major shortcoming with all of these previous methods is that there has been no way to judge the physical plausibility of the
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stated outcomes. In addition, even for high fidelity data, most planets and brown dwarfs are in reality cloudy, and thus cloud-free retrievals derive incorrect compositions and underestimate systematic uncertainties (Madhusudhan et al., 2014). Moreover, as new parameters are added, degeneracies in derived parameters increase. This means that additional—and, as shown in this thesis, critically important—physics such as clouds is prohibitively difficult for most retrieval approaches, requiring a number of additional parameters.

It is becoming clear that there is power in combining retrieval approaches with sophisticated forward models that are based on atmospheric physics and chemistry. Many retrieval approaches are now incorporating this approach (e.g. Benneke, 2015; Kreidberg et al., 2015), and we demonstrate the capabilities of using both retrievals and self-consistent models in Chapter 7. This dual-pronged approach to modeling efforts is the way forward for understanding planetary atmospheres; only with both data-driven approaches and physics-driven models can we make progress to quantitatively assess the compositions and properties of planets and brown dwarfs.

8.5 Incorporating Microphysics Into Cloud Models

Another avenue for future work involves improving cloud models themselves. Each group that models clouds has assumptions inherent to their particular model, but often these models have not been tested over a wide range of atmospheric conditions. Incorporating additional microphysics into parameterized models will allow cloud models to better match reality.

For example, the Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model assumes homogeneous, spherical particles with fixed log-normal particle size distributions. This is numerically straight-
forward to calculate but does not recreate all properties of brown dwarf spectra or capture all of the expected physics. For example, Hiranaka et al. (in prep.) have shown that a log-normal particle size distribution, regardless of the chosen width, cannot match the slope of the opacity needed to match the spectra of particularly red brown dwarfs. A set of particles with a different distribution is required. In addition, models from e.g. Helling and Woitke (2006) show that particles are not expected to be homogeneous but instead of composed of multiple materials.

A major step forward will involve incorporating results from microphysical cloud models, which are more computationally intensive but allow us to account in a more physical way for each step of cloud formation, into parameterized cloud models like the BT-Settl models (Allard et al., 2012) as well as our own models. In addition, incorporating results from laboratory experiments will provide additional validity to the chosen parameters. The resulting improved parameterized models can be used to run grids of models, or incorporated into retrieval algorithms.

### 8.6 Laboratory Experiments to Anchor Haze Models

Photochemical hazes remain a neglected but critical topic to understand for the study of cool planets. All the giant planets in our own solar system have photochemical hazes with varying properties, but it is not clear for which exoplanets hazes will be most substantial. Much of the uncertainty is due to the complexity of models necessary to numerically simulate the production of large hydrocarbons that would condense in these atmospheres.

In order to move forward, we will need to take a lead from solar system science;
studies of Titan’s haze have long been plagued by similar issues. The ‘tholin’-like hazes in Titan’s upper atmosphere are impossible to simulate in a chemical kinetics model. Studies of haze formation in Titan are instead largely grounded in Earth laboratories. These types of experiments, to measure the formation of hazes for a variety of different compositions and temperatures, will inform atmospheric models. Studying their optical properties will also be extremely important; as we have shown in Chapter 6, whether the hazes are made of soot-like dark particles or tholin-like brighter particles has a major effect on all observations of a planet.

These laboratory studies are currently in their infancy for the exoplanetary temperature and composition regimes but will play a crucial role as telescopes like JWST allow us to observe cooler, smaller planets.

### 8.7 Future of Exoplanet Atmosphere Studies

Studies of exoplanet atmospheres have matured considerably over the duration of my PhD as observations have improved and new models have been developed. Meanwhile, brown dwarf studies are probing objects that increasingly overlap in mass and temperature with exoplanets and even solar system planets, drawing the fields of brown dwarf science, exoplanet science, and planetary science closer together. Clouds and hazes have emerged as a critical part of the puzzle to understand all substellar objects. New telescopes and instruments will continue the growth of atmospheric studies for the next decade and beyond, with the launch of missions like TESS, JWST and WFIRST, as we strive to understand our solar system’s place in our galaxy full of strange and diverse worlds.
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